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PREFACE

This book is designed for students oF liigher and scct:>ndary technical schools.

It treats of llie basic methods of theoretical nieclianics and their spheres of

applicatio’i. It also briefly examines motion in a gravitational field (artificial

satellites and elliptical trajectories), the motion of bodies with variable mass

(c.g.. rockets), the elementary theory of gyroscopic motion, and other topics.

These que>tions are of such importance today tliat no course of mechanics,

even a short one. can neglect them altogether.

The organisation of this book is based on the profound conviction, borne
out by many years of experience, that the best way of presenting study mate-
rial, especially when it is contained in a short course, is to proceed from the
particular to the general. Accordingly, in this book, plane statics comes before
three-dimensional statics, particle dynamics before systems dynamics, rectilinear

motion before curvilinear motion, etc. Such an arrangement helps the student
to understand and digest the material belter and faster, and the leaching
process itself is made more graphic and consistent.

Alongside of the geometrical and analytical inelliods of mechanics the book
makes wide use of the vector method as one of the main generally accepted
methods which, furthermore, possesses a number of indisputable advantages. As
a rule, liowever. only tlio-e vector operations are used which are similar to
corresponding operations with scalar quantities and which do not require addi-
tional acquaintance with many new concepts.

Considerable space-more than one-lhird of (he total volume of the book—
is given to examples and worked problems. Tliey were chosen with an eye to
ensure a clear comprehension of the relevant mechanical plienomena, and
they embrace all the main types of problems and methods of problem solution.
The problem solutions contain instructions designed to assist the student in his
independent -work on the course. In this respect, tlie book should prove useful
to students from many fields interested in advancing their knowledge of the
subject.

^



INTRODUCTION

The progress of technology confronts the engineer with a wide
variety of problems connected with structural design (buildings,
bridges, canals, dams, etc.), the design, manufacture and opera-
tion of various machines, motors and means of locomotion, such
as automobiles, steam engines, ships, aircraft and rockets. Despite
the diversity of problems that arise, their solution, at least in

part, is based on certain general physical principles common to
all of them, namely, the laws governing the motion and equilib-
rium of material bodies.

The science which treats of the general laws of motion and
equilibrium of material bodies and of their resulting mutual in-

teractions is called theoretical mechanics. This science constitutes
one of the scientific bedrocks of modern engineering*.
By motion in mechanics we mean any change in the relative

positions of material bodies in space which occurs in the course
of time. By mechanical interaction between bodies is meant such
reciprocal action which changes or tends to change the state of

motion or the shape of the bodies involved (deformation). The
physical measure of such mechanical interaction is called force.

Theoretical mechanics is primarily concerned with the general
laws of motion and equilibrium of material bodies under the ac-

tion of forces to which they are subjected.

According to the nature of the problems treated, mechanics Is

divided into statics, kinematics, and dynamics. Statics studies the
laws of composition of forces and the conditions of equilibrium
of material bodies subjected to the action of forces. Kinematics
deals with the general geometrical properties of the -motion of

bodies. Finally, dynamics studies the laws of motion of material

bodies under the action of forces.

• A\echariics» in the broatl sen^e of the term, may be defined as the science

which deals willi tlie solution of all (iroblems connected with the motion or

equilibrium of material bodies and the resulting interactions between them.
Theoretical mechanics, as a part of general mechanics, treats only of the getter*

al laws of motion and interaction of material bodies, i.e., laws which apply
equally, for example, to the Earth’s motion around tlie Sun, or to the flight

of a rocket. Ott)er branches of mechanics cover a variety of general and spe-

cia]ise<l engineering disciplines treating of the design and calculation of specific

structures, motors and other machines and mechanisms or their parts. Ail

these disciplines are based on (he laws and methods of theoretical mechanics.



Inifoductiitn

According to the nature of the objects under study, theoretical
mechanics Is subdivided into; a) mechanics of a particle, i.e.,

of a body whose dimensions can be neglected in studying its mo-
tion 01 equilibrium, and systems of particles; b) mechanics of a
rigid body, i.e., a body whose deformation can be neglected in
studying its motion or equilibrium; c) iTiechanics of bodies of
variable mass (i.e., bodies whose mass changes w’ith time);
d) mechanics of deformable bodies (the theories of plasticity and
elasticity): e) mechanics of liquids (iluid mechanics); f) mechan-
ics of gases (aerodynamics).
The general course of theoretical mechanics conventionally

treats of the mechanics of particles and rigid bodies and the gen-
eral laws of motion of systems of particles.
The emergence and development of mechanics * as a science are

inseparable from the development of the productive forces of
society and the level of industry and technology at each sta<'e of
this development.
The study of the so-called simple machines (the pulley, the

winch, the lever, and the inclined plane) and the general ’study
of equilihniim of bodies (statics) began in ancient times when
‘

f
engineering were limited mainly to the needs

of building construction. The fundamentals of statics are already
found in the works of Archimedes (287-212 B.C.). one of the
great scholars of antiquity.

’

Compared with statics, dynamics developed at a much later
foundations of dynamics goes toalileo Galilei (1564-1642) and Sir Isaac Newton (1643-1727) The

so-cailed classical mechanics, now known asNewton s laws, xvere formulated by Newton in his “Mathematical

laws hill
° Philosophy" published in 1687. Newton’s

practica l

a tremendous amount o

Uie grel\'%h,To\opll?l7 am Arbfotle (384-322 B.C.).
which has the meaning of 4 t^ructure-. 'liichhl-' ^^Te'vico'-^“‘'^

approalSing^’n.a! ligl?("fhe b
"-at a. velocities

trons. positrons.\tc.) is described hi fhT i«
® particles (elec-

discoveries. however; only served HHinr
” ‘l-antuin mechanics. Those

application of classical mechanicJlla 1 r
accurately (he splicres of

motion of all bodies othe? than
validity of its law.s for the

approaching the velocity of UcM
Particles at all velocities not

and celestial mechanics Ire primaJily concI?ner
''



12 Inirodiiciion

In the 18th century, analytical methods, i.e., methods based

on the application of differential and integral calculus, began to

develop rapidly in mechanics. The methods of solving problems
of particle and rigid body dynamics by the integration of differ-

ential equations were elaborated by the great mathematician
and mechanic Leonhard Euler (1707-1783). Among the other ma-
jor contributions to the progress of mechanics were the works of

the outstanding French scientists Jean d’Alembert (1717-1783),

who enunciated his fatuous principle for solving problems of dy-

namics, and Joseph Lagrange (1736-1813). who evolved the gener-

al analytical method of solving problems of dynamics on the

basis of d’Alembert’s principle and the principle of virtual work.

Today analytical methods predominate in solving problems of dy-

namics.

Kinematics emerged as a special branch of mechanics only in

the first half of the 19th century under pressure from the grow-

ing machine-building industry. Today kinematics is essential in

studying the motion of machines and mechanisms.
in Russia, the study of mechanics was greatly influenced by

the works of the great Russian scientist and thinker Mikhail

i.onionosov (1711-1765) and of Leonhard Euler, who for many
years lived and worked in St. Petersburg. Prominent among the

galaxy of Russian scientists who contributed to the develop-

ment of different divisions of theoretical mechanics were

M. V. Ostrogradsky (1801-1861), the author of a number of im-

portant studies in analytical methods of problem solution in

mechanics; P. L. Chebyshev (1821-1894), who started a new
school in the study of the motion of mechanisms; S. V. Kova-

levskaya (1850-1891), who solved one of the most difficult prob-

lems of rigid body dynamics; A. M. Lyapunov (1857-1918), who
elaborated new methods of studying the stability of motion;

1. V. Meshchersky (1859-1935). who laid the foundations of the

mechanics of bodies of variable mass; K. E. Tsiolkovsky

(1857-1935). who made a number of fundamental discoveries in

the theory of jet propulsion; and A. N. Krylov (1863-1945), who
elaborated the theory of vessels and contributed much to the

development of the theory of gyroscopic instruments.

Of tremendous importance to the further study of mechanics

were the works of N. E. Zhukovsky (1847-1921), the “Father of

Russian aviation”, and his best pupil S. A. Chaplygin (1869-1942).

Zhukovsky’s special contribution was in the field of applying

methods of mechanics to the solution of actual engineering prob-

lems. Zhukovsky's ideas have greatly influenced the teaching of

theoretical mechanics in Soviet higher technical educational estab-

lishments.



PART ONE

STATICS OF RIGID BODIES

Chapter /

BASIC CONCEPTS AND PRINCIPLES

1. The Subject of Statics. Statics is the branch of mechanics
which studies the laws of composition of forces and the condi-
tions of equilibrium of material bodies under the action of forces.
Equilibrium is the stale of rest of a body relative to other

material bodies. If the frame of reference relative to which a
body is in equilibrium can be treated as fixed, the given body
is said to be in absolute equilibrium; otherwise it is in relative
equilibrium. In statics we shall study only absolute equilibrium.
In actual engineering problems equilibrium relative to the earth
or to bodies rigidly connected with the earth is treated as abso-
lute equilibrium. The justification of this premise will be foundm the course of dynamics, where the concept of absolute equilib-
rium will be defined more strictly. And there, too, we shall examine
the concept of relative equilibrium.

Conditions of equilibrium depend on whether a given body is
solid liquid or gaseous. The equilibrium of liquids and gases is
studied in the courses of hydrostatics and aerostatics respectively
General mechanics deals essentially with the equilibrium of solids

enk- 3 certain extent when
subjected to external forces. This is known as deformation. Theamount of deformation depends on the material, shape anddimensions of the body and the acting forces. In order to^ ensure

engineering structures and elements, the

wav hJt iht
various parts are chosen in such a

erahi!
specified loads would remain tol-erably small . This makes it possible, in studying the general

o™ bsoTulw as un'iefomial.le

occu? L he small deformations that actually
absolutely rigid body is said to be one in which the

are'so''°'h«T[’iat
l

by no more than one-thousandth
^ extend (or contract)

similar order are tolerated in binding, torsion "eti.
of a
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distance between any pair of particles is always constant. In solv-
ing problems of statics, in this book we shall always consider
bodies as absolutely rigid, and will simply refer to them
as rigid bodies. It will be shown at the end of § 3 that the laws
of equilibrium of absolutely rigid bodies can be applied not only
to solid bodies with relatively small deformation, but to any
deformable bodies as well. Thus the sphere of application of rig-

id body statics is extremely wide.
**

Deformation is of great importance in calculating the strength of
engineering structures and machine parts. These questions are studied
in the cours -s of strength of materials and theory of elasticity.
For a rigid body to be in equilibrium (at rest) when subject-

ed to the action of a system of forces, the system must satisfy
certain condidotih of equilibrium. The determination of these con-
ditions is one of the principal problems of statics. In order to
find out the equilibrium conditions for various force systems and
to solve other problems of mechanics one must know the prin-
ciples of the composition, or addition, of forces acting on a rigid
body, the principles of replacing one force system by another
and. particularly, the principles of reducing a given force system
to as simple a form as possible. Accordingly, statics of rigid

bodies treats of two basic problems: (1) the composition of forces
and reduction of force systems acting on rigid bodies to as
simple a form as possible, and (2) determination of the conditions
for the equilibrium of force systems acting on rigid bodies.
The problems of statics may be solved either by geometrical

ccii'^tructions (the graphical method) or by mathematical calculus
(the analytical method). The present course discusses both meth-
ods. but it should always be borne in mind that geometrical
constructions are of special importance in solving problems of

mechanics.

2. Force. The state of equilibrium or motion of a given
body depends on its mechanical interactions with other bodies,
i.e.. on the loads, attractions or repulsions it experiences as
a result of such interactions. In mechanics, the quanlilative meas-
ure of the mechanical interaction of material bodies is called force.

Quantities employed in mechanics are either scalar, i.e., pos-

sessing magnitude alone, or vector, i.e.. quantities which besides
magnitude are also characterised by direction in space.

Force is a vector quantity. Its action on a body is character-
i.sed by (1) its magnitude, (2) its direction, and (3) its point of

application.

The magnitude of a force is expressed in terms of a standard
force accepted as a unit. In statics, the unit of force is the



See. 21 F^'rre lo

ft

kilogram (1 bg*). Static forces are measured with dynamometers,
which are described in the course of physics. The direction and
the point of application of a force depend on the nature of the
interaction between the given bodies and their respective posi-
tions. The force of gravity acting on a body, for e.xample, is

always directed vertically downwards; the forces with which two
smooth contacting spheres act on each other are normal to both
their .surfaces at the points of contact and are applied at those
points, etc.

Force is represented graphically bv a directed straight line
segment with an arrowhead. The length of the line (AB in Fig. 1 )

denotes the magnitude of the force to some scale, the direction
of the line shows the direction of the force,
its initial point (point A in Fig. 1) usually
indicating the point of application of the force,
though sometimes it may be more convenient
to depict a force as “pushing" a body with its
tip (as in Fig. 4c). The line DE along which
the force is directed i.s called the line of action
of the force. We shall denote force, as all vector quantities bv
a boldface-type letter (F) or by overlined standard-type letters
(.45) The absolute value of a force is represented by the symbol|F (two vertical lines “Hanking” a vector) or simply by a stand-ard-type letter (F). (In handwriting ove lined let ers are used )

u?" acting on a rigid bodv a /Iclsystem. We shall also use the following definitions:
^

A body not connected with other bodies and which from

dirlu°orto'rh^»ulUntt“ctiled'Ln^
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5. Forces acting on a rigid body can be divided into two groups;
external and internal forces. External forces represent the action
of other material bodies on the particles of a given body. Infer-
nal forces are those with which the particles of a given body act
on each other.

6. A force applied to one point of a body is called a concen-
trated force. Forces acting on all the points of a given volume or
given area of a body are called distributed forces. -

A concentrated force is a purely notional concept, insofar as
it is actually impossible to apply a force to a single point of
a body. Forces treated in mechanics as concentrated are in fact
the resultants of corresponding systems of distributed forces.

Thus, the force of gravity acting on a rigid body, as conven-
tionally treated in mechanics, is the resultant of the gravitation-
al forces acting on its particles. The line of action of this resul-
tant force passes through the body’s centre of gravity*.

3. Fundamental Principles. All theorems and equations in

statics are deduced from a few fundamental principles, which are
accepted without mathematical proof, and are known as the prin-
ciples, or axioms, of statics. The principles of statics represent

general formulations obtained as a result of

a vast number of experiments with, and obser-
' vatlons of, the equilibrium and motion of bod-

/ .1 which, furthermore, have been con-

(y/g sistently confirmed by actual experience. Some
of these principles are corollaries of the fun-

damental laws of mechanics, which will be
examined in the course of dynamics.

2. 1st Principle. A free rigid body subjected
to the action of tiuo forces can be in equilibrium

if, and only if, the two forces are equal in magnitude {F^ = F^),

collinear, and opposite in direction (Fig. 2).

The 1st principle defines the simplest balanced force system,
since we know from experience that a free body subjected to the
action of a single force cannot be in equilibrium.
2nd Principle. The action of a given force system on a rig-

id body remains unchanged if another balanced force system is

added to, or subtracted from, the original system.
This principle establishes that two force systems differing

from each other by a balanced system are equivalent.

* The determination of the centre of gravity of bodies will be discussed in

Chapter 8. Meanwhile it may be noted that if a homogeneous body has
a centre of symmetry (c.g.» a rectangular beam, a cylinder, a sphere, etc.) its

centre of gravity is in the centre of symmetry.



Sec. 31
Fundamental Principle<i 17

(Fig.

Corollary of the 1st and 2nd P r i nc i p 1 e s. r//*?

point of application of a force acting on a rigid body can he trans-

ferred to any other point on line of action of the force without altering

Us effect. This is known as the principle of transmissibility.

Consider a rigid body with a force F applied at a point A

3). Now take an arbitrary point B on the line of action of

the force and apply to that point two

equal and opposite forces F, and T,

such that F^=F and F^^ —F. This

operation does not affect the action of

F on the body. From the 1st principle

it follows that forces F and F, also

form a balanced system and thus cancel

each other*, leaving force F^, equal

to F in magnitude and direction, with

the point of application shifted to

Fig. 3. point B.
Thus the vector denoting force F can

be regarded as applied at any point along the line of action
(such a vector is called a sliding vector).

This principle holds good only for forces acting on absolutely rigid

bodies. In engineering problems it can be used only when we
determine the conditions of

c
1

8
6}

cl

equilibrium ofastructure with-
out taking into account the
internal stresses experienced
by its parts.

For example, the rod AB
in Fig. Aa will be in eqyilib-

rium if F^=F^. It will re-

main in equilibrium if both
forces are transferred to point
C (Fig. Ab) or if force F, is transferred to point B and force F,
to point A (Fig. 4c}. The stresses in the rod, however, differ in
each case. In the first case the rod is in tension, in the second
there is no internal stress, and in the third it is in compres-
sion**. Consequently, the principle of transmissibility cannot be
employed in determining internal stresses.

Fig. 4.

• We bhall denote cancelled or transferred forces in diagrams by a dash
across the respective voclors.

the rod to be stretched (or compressed) with a force F,. the force
should be applied at one end of tlie rod, \vith*the other end supported rigidly
or constrained by a force F. =— F,

, as in Fig. 4. The tension (or thrust) is
the same in both cases and is equal to F,. and not to 2F, as is sometimes
erroneously supposed.



3rd Principle (the Parallelogram Law). Tx:;o
forces applied al one point of a body have as their resultant a force
applied at the same point and represented by the diagonal of a par-
allelogram constructed with the two given forces as its sides.

\ector R. which is the diagonal of the parallelogram with
vectors F, and F, as its sides (Fig. 5), is called the geometrical

sum of the vectors F, and F,:

Hence, the 3rd principle can also
be formulated as follows: The resultant
of two forces applied at one point of a
body is the geometrical (vector) sum of

Fig. 5. forces and is applied at that
point.

It is important to discriminate between the concepts of a sum
of forces and their resultant. Consider, say, a body to which two
forces F, and F^ are applied at points ‘A and B (Fig. 6). The
sum of the two forces can be found bv laying them off from any
point in the body. In Fig. 6. force
Q is the sum of forces F, and F,
{Q= F^-\-Fj, as the diagonal of the
corresponding parallelogram). But Q
is not tlie resultant of the two for-
ces. for it will be readily observed
that Q alone cannot replace the
action of F^ and F", on the body.
Moreover, forces F, and F*,, as we
shall learn later in § 47, have no
resultant at all. Fig. 6.

4th Principle. To any action
of one material body on another there is always an equal and op-

posite reaction, or, reaction is always equal to

action.

The law of action and reaction Is one
of the fundamental laws of mechanics. It

follows from it that when a body A acts
on a body B with a force F, body B slmul-

Fig. 7. taneously acts on body A with a force F"
equal in magnitude, collinear with, and op-

posite in sense to force F'(r=— F') (Fig. 7). Forces F* and F\
however, do not form a balanced system as they are applied to
dif ferent bodies.

Internal Forces. It follows from the 4th principle that
any two particles of a rigid body act on each other with forces
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equal in magnitude and opposite in sense. Since in studying the

general conditions of equilibrium a body can be treated as ripd.

all internal forces (according to the 1st principle) form a bal-

anced system and (according to (he 2nd principle) can be neglected

and only the external forces acting on a given solid body or

structure have to be taken into account. Unless otherwise express-

ly stated, the term "force" will henceforth be used in the sense

of ••external force”.

5th Principle (Principle of Solidification). // a

freely deformable body subjected to the action of a force njsfem is

in equilibrium, the slate of equilibrium CL'ill not be disturbed if

the body solidifies (becomes ririd).

The idea expressed in this principle is self-evident, for, obvi-

ously. the equilibrium of a chain will not be disturbed if its links

are welded together, and a Ilexible string will remain in equilib-

rium if it turns into a bent rigid rod. Since the same force sys-

tem acts on a reposing body before and after solidification, the

5th principle can also be formulated as follows; If a freely deform-

able body is in equilibrium, Ihe forces acting on it satisfy the

conditions for Ihe equilibrium of a rigid body: for a deformable

body, hoioever. these conditions, though necessary, may not be suf-

ficient.

For example, for a flexible string with two forces applied at

its ends to be in equilibrium, the same conditions are necessary

as for a rigid rod (the forces must be of equal magnitude and
directed along the string in opposite directions). These conditions,

though, are not sufficient. For the string to be in equilibrium

the forces must be tensile, i.c., they must stretch the body as

shown in Fig. 4a.

The principle of solidification is widely employed in engineer-

ing problems. It makes It possible to determine equilibrium
conditions by treating a flexible body- (a belt, cable, chain, etc.),

or a collapsible structure as a rigid body and to apply to it the
methods of rigid-body statics. If the equations obtained for the
solution of a problem prove insufficient, additional equations
must be derived which take into account either the conditions
for the equilibrium of separate parts of the given structure or
their .deformation (problems requiring consideration of deformation
are studied in the course, of strength of materials).

• 4/Constraints and Their Reactions. As has been defined above,
a^fody ndt connected with other bodies and capable of displace-
ment in any direction is called a free body (e.g.. a balloon
floating in the air). A body whose displacement in space is re-
stricted by other bodies, either connected to or in contact with
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it, is called a constrained body. We shall call a constraint
anything that restricts the displacement of a given body in space.

Examples of constrained bodies are a weight lying on a table
or a door swinging on its hinges. The constraints in these cases
are the surface of the table, which prevents the weight from fall-
ing. and the hinges, which prevent the door from sagging from
its jamb.
r A body acted upon by a force or forces whose displacement
Ss restricted by a constraint acts on that constraint with a force
which is customarily called the load or pressure acting on that
constraint. At the same time, according to the 4th principle,
the constraint reacts with a force of the same magnitude and
opposite sense. The force ivith n'kich a constraint acts on a body,
thereby restricting its displacement . is called the force of reaction
of the constraint, (force of constraint), or simply the reaction of
the constraint. )

The procedur^ will be to call all forces which are not the
reactions of constraints (e.g., gravitational forces) applied or
active forces. Characteristic of active forces is that their magni-
tude and direction do not depend on the other forces acting on
a given body. The difference between a force of constraint and an
active force is that the magnitude of the former always depends
on the active forces and is not therefore immediately apparent:
if there are no applied forces acting on a body, the forces of
constraint vanish. The reactions of constraints are determined by
solving corresponding problems of statics. The reaction of a con-
straint points away from the direction in which the given constraint
prevents a body's displacement. If a constraint prevents the dis-
placement of a body in several directions, the sense of the reac-
tions is not immediately apparent and has to be found by solving
the problem in hand.
The correct determination- of the direction of forces of constraint

is of great importance in solving problems of statics. Let us
therefore consider the direction of the forces of constraint (reac-
tions) of some coiiimon types of constraints (more examples are
given in § 26).

1. Smooth Plane (Surface) or Support. A smooth
surface Is one whose friction can be neglected in the first approx-
imation. Such a surface prevents the displacement of a body
perpendicular (normal) to both contacting surfaces at their point

of contact (Fig. 8a)*. Therelore, the reaction N of a smooth sur-

* In Figs 8-11, the applied forces acting on the bodies are not shown.
In the cases illustrated in Figs 8 and 9, the reactions act in the indicated

directions regardless of the applied forces and irrespective of whether the bod-
ies are at rest or in motion.

Jammu & Kaahmir UoiTeraitj Libral^s

Accaaaian No...-At • a« •at
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S€C. 4|

face or support is directed normal to both contacting surfaces at

their %nt of contact and is applied at that point U one of he

contading surfaces is a point (Fig. «(») the reaction is directed

normal to the other surface.

Fig.

2. String. A constraint provided by a flexible inextensible

string (Fig. 9) prevents a body M from receding from the point

of suspension of the string in the direction AM. The reaction T
of the siring is thus directed along the string tod'ards the point of

suspension.
^ ,

..

3. Cylindrical Pin (Bearing). When two bodies are

joined by means of a pin passing through holes in them the

connection is called a joint or hinge. The axial line of the pin

is called the axis of the joint. Body AB in Fig. 10a is hinged
to support D and can rotate freely about the axis of the joint

(i.e., in the plane of the diagram); at the same time, point A
cannot be displaced in any direction perpendicular to the axis.

Thus, the reaction R of a pin can have any direction in the plane
perpendicular lo the axis of the Joint (plane A.xy in Fig. 10a). In
this case neither the magnitude R nor the direction (angle a) of
force R are immediately apparent.
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4. B a 1 1-a n d-Soc ke t and Step Bearing. This type of
constraint prevents displacement in any direction. Examples of
such a constraint is a ball-pivot with which a camera is attached
to a tripod (Fig. lOi)) and a step bearing (Fig. 10c). The reac-
tion R of a ball-and-socket joint or a pivot can have any direction in
space. Neither its magnitude R nor its angles with the at. y, and

2 a.xes are immediately apparent.
5. Rod. If a thin rod with two forces

applied at its tips is in equilibrium, the
forces, according to the 1st principle, must
be collinear and directed along the axis
of the rod (see Figs 4a and 4c). Conse-
quently, a rod subjected to forces applied
at its tips, where the weight of the rod as
compared with the magnitude of the forces
can be neglected, can be only under tension

or under thrust. Hence, if in a structure such a rod AB is used as
a constraint (Fig. 11) the reaction J\l will be directed along its

axis *.

Fig. 11.

5. Axiom of Constraints. The equilibrium of constrained bod-
ies is studied in statics on the basis of the following axiom:
Any constrained body can be treated as a free body detached from
its constraints, provided the latter are represented by their reactions.

For example, the beam AB of weight P in Fig. \2a, for which
surface OE, support D, and cable KO are constraints, can be regard-

ed as a free body (Fig. 126) in equilibrium under the action of

the given force P and the reactions N/^, N^, and T of the con-

straints. The magnitudes of these reactions, which are unknown,

• Strictly speaking, this is possible only if the ends o' the rod are fas-

tened with pins. Actually, however, Ihe reaclion of a rod may be regarded as

directed along its axis even if the ends are welded (e.g., in trusses composed
of triangles).
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can be determined trom the conditions for the equilibrium of the

forces acting on the now free body. This is the basic method of

solving problems of statics.

The determination of the reactions of constraints is of practical

importance because, from the 4th principle, if we know them,

we shall know the loads acting on the constraints, i.e.. the bas-

ic information necessary to calculate the strength of structural

elements.

Chapter 2

CONCURRENT FORCE SYSTEMS

6. Geometrical Method of Composition of Concurrent Forces.

In studying statics we shall proceed from simple systems to

complex systems. Let us commence, then, with systems of concur-
rent forces. Forces ui'hose lines of action intersect at one point are

called concurrenl (see Fig. I6a). A system of concurrent forces
acting on a rigid body can be replaced by an equivalent force
system applied at the same point {A in Fig. 16a).

The problem of determining the resultant of concurrent forces
Is reduced, according to the 3rd principle of statics, to the com-
position of the given forces.

1) Co ni p 0 s i t i o n of Two Forces. The resultant R of
two concurrent forces F, and F, is determined either by the par-
allelogram rule (Fig. 13a)
or by constructing a force
triangle (Fig. 136). which
is in fact one-half of the
corresponding parallelo-
gram. To construct a force
triangle lay off a vector
denoting one of the forces
from an arbitrary point
A^, and from its tip lay off a vector denoting the second force.

^ joining the initial point of the first vector
with the terminal point of the second vector denotes the resultant
force.

The magnitude of the resultant is expressed by the formula

= F!+ f;— 2F.F, cos ( 180"— a),

where a is the angle between tlie^two forces. Hence,

«=v>i+f:+2f.f. cos a.
( 1 )
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The angles p and y which the resultant makes with the com-
ponent forces can be determined by the law of sines. As sin
{180’ — a)= sina. we have

^= = (2 )
siti Y sin p sina * ' '

U liie point of intersection of the forces and is outside the body
(Fig. I4a), llie resultant can be found by mentally extending the body as
shown by the <lashed line. Now we can transfer the forces to point 0. con-

struct a force parallelogram, and apply the
resultant forced at any point C of the body
on the line of action of R.

If the lines of action of the component
forces Ft and F^ intersect outside the dia-

gram (Fig. 146). a point tlirough which their

resultant passes can be found by applying
at points A and B two balanced forces A, and

{P^ = — />,) directed along AB. According
to the 2nd principle, this does not afTcct

the action of forces F, and Ft on the body.
By separately compounding and P, and Ft
and P* we obtain a force system equivalent
to the F,. Ft force system and consisting of

two forces whose lines of action intersect at

C. Consequently, the resultant R also passes

through that point. The vector R can now be
determined by constructing a force triangle

(Fig. 146).

2) Composition of Three Non-Coplanar Forces.
The resultant R of three concurrent non-coplanar forces F,, Ft.

Ft is represented by the diagonal of a parallelepiped with the

given forces for its edges (the parallelepiped

law). This rule can be verified by successively

applying the parallelogram law (Fig. 15).

3) Composition of a System of

Forces. By consecutively applying the par-

allelogram law we can draw the following

conclusion: The resultant oj any number of

concurrent forces is the geometrical sum of those

forces and is applied at their point of intersect

iion. The geometrical sum R of all the

forces of a system is called the pr/ncf'pfl/ oeefor of that system. The

principal vector of a force system can be determined either by suc-

cessively compounding the forces of the system according to the

parallelogram law, or by constructing a force polygon. The lat-

ter method is simpler and more convenient. In order to find the

resultant of forces F,, F,, F F„ (Fig. 16a) lay o ff to scale

from an arbitrary point 0 (Fig. 16f>) a vector Oa denoting
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force F,. Now from point a lay off vector ab denoting force F,,

from point b layoff vector 6c denoting force F,. and so on: from the

tip m of the penultimate vector lay off vector mn denoting

force F„. Vector On— R, laid off from the initial point of the

first vector to the tip of the last vector, represents the geomet-

rical sum, or the principal vector, of the component forces:

/?= F. + F,+ ...-|-F„ or R^^F,. (3)

The magnitude and direction of R do not depend on the

order in which the vectors are laid off. It will be noted that the
construction carried out is in

effect a consecutive applica-

tion of the triangle law.

The figure constructed in

Fig. 166 is called a force

polygon (or, generally speak-
ing, a vector polygon). Thus.
the geometrical sum, or the

principal vector, of a sel of

forces is represented by theclos-

ing side of a force polygon
constructed with the given forces as its sides (the polygon law). In
constructing a vector polygon, care should be taken to arrange
all the component vectors in one sense along the periphery of
the polygon, with vector R being drawn in the opposite sense.

If the force R found by constructing a force polygon is applied
at point A of the body in Fig, 16a, it will replace the action
of all the given forces: i.e., it is their resultant.

7. Resolution of Forces. To resolve a force into two or more
components means to replace it by a force system whose result-
ant is the original force. This problem is indeterminate and can

be solved uniquely only if

additional conditions are
stated. Two cases are of
particular interest:

1) Resolution of a
Force Into Two Co in-

ponents of Given Di-
rection. Consider the
resolution of force F in

f'oTceVandlh^'l^^
paraUeV to ^B^anr/D^jrhe

forces and the lines are coplanar). The task is to construct a par-
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allelogram with forced as its diagonal and its sides respectively
parallel to AB and AD. The problem Is solved by drawing
through the beginning and tip of F lines parallel to AB and /ID.
Forces P and Q are the respective components, as P-\^Q= F,
The resolution can also be carried out by applying the tri-

angle law (Fig. 176). For this, the force F is laid off from an
arbitrary point and lines parallel to AB and AD are drawn
through its initial and terminal |)oints to their point of inter-
section. Forces P and Q replace F if applied at point A or at
any other point along the line of action of F.

2) Resolution of a Force Into Three Components
of Given Direction. If the given directions are not coplan-
ar the problem is determinate and is reduced to the construc-
tion of a parallelepiped with the given force F as its diagonal
and its edges parallel to the given directions (see Fig. 15).
The student is invited to consider for himself the resolution

of a given force F into two components P and Q coplanar with
F if their magnitudes are given and P-\-Q^F. The problem has
two solutions.

Solution of Problems. The method of resolution of forces
is useful in determining the pressure on constraints induced
by applied forces. Loads acting on rigid constraints are deter-
mined by resolving the given forces along the dicfctions of the
reactions of the constraints as, according to the 4th principle,

a force acting on a constraint and Its reaction have the same
line of action. It follows, then, that this method can be applied
only if the directions of the reactions of the respective con-
straints are immediately apparent.

Problem I. Members AC and BC ol the bracket in Fig. 18o are joined
together and attached to the wall with pins. Neglecting the weight of the
members, determine llie thrust in BC if tlie suspended load weiglis P,
^B/iC= 90’. and ^ABC= a.

Solution. Force P acts on both members, and the reactions are directed

along them. The unknown thrust is determined by applying (orce P at point C
and resolving it along AB and BC. Component S| is the required force. From
triangle CDE we obtain:

' COS a

From the same triangle we find that member AC is under a tension ol

Sg= P tan a.

The larger the angle n. the greater the load on both members, which
Increases rapidly as a approaches 90’. For example, at P = 100 kg and a= 85“’.

5,^1,150 kg and 52=1=1.140 kg. Thus, to lessen the load angle a should be
piade smaller.

We see from these results that a small applied force can cause very large

stresses in structural elements (see also Problem 2). The reason for this is that
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force-; are compounded and rosolve<l according (o tlie parallelogram law: a dia:;-

onal of a parallelogram can be very much smaller lhan it' >iife-<. If, therefore,

in solving a problem you find that the loads or reactions seem too big a> compared

with the applied lorces. this does not necessarily mean that your solution is

wrong.
Finally, beware of a niislake frciiucntly made in applying the nietliod of

force resolution. In Problem 1 we have to determine the force of thrust

Fig. Ifi.

acting on menibcr BC. If we were to apply force P at C (Fig. 18b) and resolve
it inlo a component along BC and a component <?, perpendicular to it. we
should obtain:

<?, = Pcosa, Qj = Psina.

Allhougli force P was resolved according lo the rule, component is not
the required force acting on BC because not all of force Q, acts on AC. Achialiy
force Q, acts on both members and. consequently, it increases the load acting
0.1 BC and adds to Q,.

This example shows that if a force is pot resolved along the reactions ut
the respective constraints the required result cannot be obtained.

Problem 2. A lamp of weight P = 20 kg (Fig. 19) hangs from two cables
AC and BC forming equal anglesa= 5®with
the horizontal. Determine the tensions in
the cables.

Solution. Resolve force P applied at
C into components directed along the ca-
bles. The force parallelogram in this case is
a rhombus whose diagonals are mutually per-
pendicular and bisecting. From triangle aCb
we obtain

P ~ .

whence

ga

2^== “5 kg.

Fig. 19.

Iho^r^hl^ ^
smaller the angle a the greater the tension in

\hl “77* ’ T^57:i kg). Should we attempt to stretch

Prfthh.m ^
horizontally it would break, lor. at a—.0. 7 — oo.

eating geaT in Fio® 20 f i

® recipro-

on afle®D n
determine Ihe circumferential force at B and the foad

the^fSree O
determine the required forces we have to knowthe lorce Q with wlucn the connecting rod AB ads on pin B. The magnitude
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of Q can be found by revolving force P along AB and AD (AD being the
direction in which piston A acts on the slide.-.). Thus we obtain:

cosa
‘

Transferring force Q to point B and resolving it as shown in Fig. 20 into
the circumferential force F and the load R on the axle, we obtain:

F = Q sin y, /?= Q cos y.

Angle y is an external angle of triangle DBA and equals a+ p. Hence,
we finally obtain:

f _p Sin(a4-p)
^ _ p

cos (tt -t- p)

cos a '

cos a

As a-J-P^ and a< 90^. force F is alw’ays greater than zero. i e.. it

is alway.' directed as shown in the diagram. Force R. however, is directed

from B to 0 only as long as a 4- p
-

' 90''; at a 4- B > 90^. R reverses its sense.

At a 4- p = 90^ /? = 0.

F

This example shows that the method of force resolution can be employed
even if tlie forces act on a body which is not in equilibrium. In such cases

the load on a constraint is determined by resolving the applied force along the

reaction of the constraint and the direction of the displacement of the point

at which the force is applied (point B in Fig. 20). The pressure on a con-

straint. as determined by this mclliotl. is called a static toad, as in calculat-

ing it the masse.s. velocities and accelerations of moving bodies are not taken

into account. In actual physical situations such calculations can be employed
only if the velocities and accelerations are small. If the masses, velocities and
accelerations of the moving bodies are taken into account, the determined

forces are called dynamic loads and are calculated by the methods of

dynamics (§ 161).

8. Projection of a Force on an Axis and on a Plane. Let us

now discuss analytical (mathematical) methods of solving prob-

lems of statics. These methods are based on the concept of the

projection of a force on an axis.

The projection of a force on an axis is a scalar quantity which

is the product of the magnitude of the force and the cosine of the
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angle between the direction of the force and the positive direction of the

axis. It follows from this^definition that the projections of a giv-

en force on any parallel axes of same sense are equal. This is

useful in calculating the projection of a force on an axis not
coplanar with that force. We shall denote the projection of a

force F on an axis Ox by the symbol For the forces in

Fig 21 we have*:

F^.s=fcosa. Qj^.= Qcosa,=— Qcosip. (4)

It is apparent that (he projection of a force on an axis is posi-
tive if the angle between the direction of the force and the

Fig. 21.

F

positive direction of the axis is acute, and negative if the angle is

P^fp^ndictilar to the axis its projection is zero.
Ihe diagram shows that the projection of a force on an axis

is equal to the length of the line segment between the projec-
tions of its ends taken with (he
appropriate sign (F^z=AB,=ab, ^

Qjc=— £>,£=— de). L—^‘’’'***1

The projection of a force F on a '

plane Oxy is a vector F^^= OB'.
’"’'•j

comprised between the projections
\

of the initial and terminal points ' /•
0/ //le forceF on the plane (Fig. 22), ^ y
Thus, unlike the projection of a
force on an axis, the projection ^
quantity characterised ‘%V^bith

'P'S-

projeaiie =£ 0^0 ‘^^6 f magnitude of the
direction of forc^r^a^; Its

l>^t-en the

tsz K-as If

Fig. 22.
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through that axis. Thus, in the case shown in Fig. 22 we find that

= ^xy cm^-=F cos '] cos
(f .

F^ sin (f = F cos 0 sin ip.

9. Analytical Method of Defining a Force. For the analytical
definition of a force we select a system of coordinate axes Oxyz
as a frame of reference for defining the direction of our force in
space. In tnechanics right-hand coordinate systems are usually

employed, i.e., systems in which a
counterclockwise rotation about Oz
carries Ox into Oy by the shortest
way (Fig. 23). We can construct the
vector denoting force F if we know
the magnitude of the force F and the
angles ct, p, \ it makes with the
coordinate axes. The quantities F,
a. p, Y define the given force F.
The point A at which the force is

applied must be defined addition-

ally by its coordinates x, y, z.

For the solution of problems of

statics it is often more convenient
to define a force by its projections or by its rectangular com-
ponents parallel to the coordinate axes, which are in fact

its projections on those axes. Let us show that force F is com-
pletely defined if its projections F^, F.„ F^ on the axes of a car-

tesian coordinate system are known. From formula (4), we have

fj(=Fcosa, Fj,=^Fcosp. F,= Fcosy-

Squaring through and adding these equations, we obtain

F\-\- F]f-\-F\= F^, since cos* a-|- cos* p cos* y= • . whence,

Fig. 23.

cos

F=Vrl.^FlJrF\
\

cosp= ^^. cosY= ^*.
I

Eqs. (5) give the magnitude of a force and the angles it makes
with the coordinate axes in terms of its projections on the giv-

en axes, i.e., they define the force. It should be noted that

in the first equation the sign before the radical is always posi-

tive as the formula gives only the magnitude of the force. ;.nd

not its direction.

If the initial point of a force F is not at the origin of a coor-

dinate system, its rectangular components Fx^ Fy, F, resolved

parallel to the axes are equal in magnitude to the projections
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of tlie force on (he respective axes (see Fig. 23). It follows then
(hat the vector of a force can be constructed geometrically ac-
cording to the parallelepiped rule if its rectangular components
or projections on the axes of a coordinate .system are know'll.

If a set of given forces is coplanar, each force can be defined
by its projections on (wo coordinate axes Ox and Oij. Then
Eqs. (5) take the form:

cosa= ^. cosp= tji.
(6)

The force can be con.structed graphically according to its x
and y components or projections by the parallelogram law.

10. Analytical Method for the Composition of Forces. Opera-
tions with vectors can be expressed In terms of operations with
their projections by the follow-
ing geometrical theorem: The
projecliun of the vector of a sum
on an axis is equal to (he alge-
braic sum of the projections of the
component vectors on (he same

(rig, 24), then

Q
4«
=— dc; $,—ae

iiic iQur equalities
pected from the diagram, (hat

which proves the theorem. With any number of components we

it s=So., then =
(7 )

force"/°f a system of

= /? =V/r
Knowing and /?, we have from Eqs (5)*"

= l^«r+7?;

+

C0S 0I= |^ cosp=&, cosv= |«.

of the composition ’’oftocel"
solution for tlie problem

(8 )

(9 )
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For coplanar forces (he respective equations are

^= cosa= ^, cosp=^.

U the forces are defined by their scalar magnitudes and (heir

angles with the coordinate axes, it is first necessary to determine
their projections on the coordinate axes.

Problem 4. Determine the sum of three forces P, Q, F whose respective

projections are:

r^= 6 kg. Py= 3 kg. Pg=[2 kg;

kg, Qy= — 7 kg. (?*=1 kg;

F^.= S kg. Fy^2 kg. F,^-8 kg.

Solution. From Eqs. (8) we find /?^ = 6 -f-
3 -j- 5= 14 kg; /?j,= 3 —

— 7+ 2 =— 2 kg; = 12 + 1 — 8= 5 kg. Substituting these quantities in Eqs.

(9) we obtain:

/; = '/l4* + (— 2)* + 5*=I5 kg; cosa=|^: cosp= j|- ; cosy=^ ,

and finally: /?=15kg, a= 2r. p= 97°40'. y= 70®30'.

Problem 5. Determine the resultant of the three coplanar forces in Fig.

25u if F= 17.32 kg. 7=10 kg. 7=24 kg.
(f
= 30®, 1^1= 60“.

Solution. Compute the projections of the given forces; F^= F cos <p= 15 kg;

Tjf =— 7 cos ij)= — 5 kg, Px= 0: =
=— 7 sin 9= — 8.66 kg; 7v=7sin'l>=
= 8.66 kg; Py——P — —'24 kg. Then,

by Eq''. (!0),7_y= 15 — 5= 10 kg. Ry—= — 8.66+ 8.66 - 24 = — 24 kg. whence

R= y 10* + (-24)*= 26kg;cosa=
5 „ 12= T3' '“P= -T3'

and finally:

7 = 26 kg. a= 67‘’20'. p=157*20.

To solve the problem graphically,

choose a scale (e.g., 1 cm corresponds

to 10 kg) and construct a force polygon with forces P, F, and T as its sides

(Fig. 256). Side ad represents to scale the direction and magnitude of the result-

ant R. If on measuring we find that ad =- 25 cm, then 7 =s 25 kg. with an

error of 4®/, to the exact solution.

II. Equilibrium of a System of Concurrent Forces. It follows

from the laws of mechanics that a rigid body subjected to the

action of an external set of mutually balanced forces can either

be at rest or in motion. We shall call this kind of motion "mo-

tion under no forces", "inertial" or "coasting” motion, of which

uniform rectilinear translatory motion is an example.
From this we derive the important conclusion that forces act-

ing on bodies at rest and on bodies in inertial" motion
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equally satisfy the conditions of equilibrium treated of in statics
(see Problem 6). It is also obvious that the equilibrium of forces
acting on a free rigid body is a necessary but insufficient condi-
tion for the equilibrium (rest) of the body. The body will remain
at rest only if it was at rest before the moment when the bal-
anced forces were applied.

For a system of concurrent forces acting on a body to be in
equilibrium it is necessary and sufficient for the resultant of the
forces to be zero. The conditions which the forces themselves
must satisfy can be expressed in either graphical or analytical form

1) Graphical Conditions of Equilibrfum Since
the resultant /? of a system of concurrent forces is defined as the
closing side of a force polygon constructed with the given forces
it jo lows that R can be zero only if the terminal point of the
last force of the polygon coincides with the initial point of the
first force, i.e., if the polygon is closed.

Thus, for a system of concurrent forces to be in equilibrium it

forc^'^io^bi
polygon draivn these

Equilibrium. Analyt-

m?ned thTfo™ula
' -leter-

As the expression under the radical is a sum of oositive rnmpon_^nts. R can be zero only if simultaneously R To P "-io'

on the body satisfy the equations

2f«= 0, = 2^,= 0. (11)

must separately vanish
^ ^ ^ coordinate axes

six3F33r“
the conditions of equilibrium:

^ required to express

( 12 )

equaTioniV of^'^e'liunfLiu'm
necessary conditions (qr

action of concurrent forrp«
^ subjected to the

2—2084
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3) The Theorem of Three Forces. The following the-
orem will often be found useful in solving problems of statics:
If a free ri^id body remains in equilibrium under the action of
three nonparallcl coplanar forces, the lines of action of those forces
intersect at one point.

To prove the theorem, first draw two of the forces acting on
the body, say F, and F,. As the theorem states that the forces

are not parallel and lie in the same
plane, their lines of action intersect
at some point A (Fig. 26). Now at-

tach forces F, and F, to point A and
replace them by their resultant R.
Two forces will be acting on the body;
R and F,. which is applied at some
point B of the body. If the body is

to be in equilibrium, then, according
to the 1st principle, forces R and F,
must be directed along the same line,

i.e., along AB. Consequently, force
F, also passes through A, and the theorem is proved.

It should be noted that the reverse is not true, i.e., if the
action lines ol three forces intersect at one point, the body on
which they are acting is not necessarily in equilibrium. Thus,
the theoiem e.xpresses a necessary, but
not sufficient, condition for the equi-
librium of a tree rigid body acted
upon by three forces.

Example. Consider a beam AB (Fig. 27)
hinged at A and reclining on a ledge at D. By
replacing the constraints with their reactions
we can treat the beam as a free body in equi-
librium under the action of three forces, the
lines of action of two of them, P and /V^. are
known, and they intersect at K- Consequently, the
reaction R,x of the hinge applied at A must also
pass through K, i.e., it isdirected-along w4/C. In

this case the theorem of three forces has helped
us to determine the unknown direction of the reaction of hinge A.

12. Problems Statically Determinate and Statically Indeler-

ninatc. In problems where the equilibrium of constrained rigid

bodies is considered, the reactions of the constraints are unknown
quantities. Their number depends on the number and type of the

constraints. A problem of statics can be solved only if the num-
ber of unknown reactions is not greater than the number of equi-

librium equations in which they are present. Such problems are
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called staiically determinate, and the correspondinjj systems of

bodies are called statically determinate systems.

Problems in which the number of unknown reactions of the

constraints is greater than the number of equilibrium equations
in which they are present are called statically indeterminate, and
the corresponding systems of bodies are called statically indeter-

minate systems.

An example of a statically indeterniinale system is a weight
hanging from three strings l>ing in one plane (Fig. 28). There are
three unknown quantities in this problem . ..

(the tensions F,. F,, T, of the strings), but " V
/ /'v/

only the two equations (12) for theequilib- \ / z'

rium of a coplanar system of concurrent A
forces. '\ /

It can be seen that the static indeter- \ /y
minateness of a problem is a result of the \j/
presence of too many constraints. In the

y
present case two strings are sufficient to 1
keep the weight In equilibrium at any val- E]
ues of angles cc and p (see Problem 2. Hie. 28
Fig. 19). and the third string is redundant.
We shall be concerned only with statically determinate prob-

lems. i.e.. problems in which the number of reactions is the
same as the number of equilibrium equations involving them. For
the solution of statically Indeterminate problems the assumption

^ bodies under consideration must be given un
and their deformations taken into account. Problems of this kind
are solved m the courses of strength of materials and statics of
siruclures.

13. Solution of Problems of Statics. The solution of problems
determination of loads acting on supportsand stresses appearing in structural elements in conditions o'fequilibrium, as well as the determination of the genera! condi

0bJ„ itrLnoZ Xnanr
The solution consists of the following steps:
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1. Choose the body whose equilibrium shouldbe examined. For the problem to lend itself to solution thegiven and required forces, or their equivalents, should all be ao-plied to the body whose equilibrium is being examined (for instance
if the problem is to determine a load acting on a support wecan e.Xamme the equilibrium of the body experiencing the reaction
01 the suiqjoi t. which is equal in magnitude to the required load)

If the given forces act on one bed) and the required on an-other. II mav be necessary to examine the equilibrium of each bodv
sepaiatcly. or even of some intermediary bodies as well

2. Isolate the body from Its constraints anddraw the given forces and the reactions of thercnio\ cd constraints. Such a drawing is called a free-body
ciiagiam and is drawn separately, as in Fig. !2/i*. In drawing the
reactions, the points brought up in § 4 in connection with the re-
actions of constraints should be taken into account

the conditions of e q u i I i b r i u m. The state-men of hese conditions depends on the force system acting on
the free body and the method of solution (graphical or analytical)
Special cases of stating the equilibrium conditions for different

cou^rse^'^
examined in the respective chapters of this

4. Determine the unknown quantities, verifythe answer and analyse the results. In solving a prob-km It is important to have a carefully drawn diagram, which
helps to choose the correct method of solution and prevents errors
in stating the conditions of equilibrium. All computations should
be carried out in strict order.
The computations should, as a rule, be written out in general

algebraic) form. This provides formulas for determining the un-
known quantities which can then be used to analyse the results.
Solution in general form also makes it possible to catch mistakes
by checking the dimensions (the dimensions of the terms in each
side of an equation should be the same). If the problem is solved
in general form, the numerical values should be substituted in
the final equations.

In this section we shall discuss equilibrium problems involving
concurrent forces. They can be solved by either the graphical or
the analytical method.

^ ^
.

iwil
experience IS gamed, the student may mentally isolate

the body he IS examining and draw the given forces and the reactions of the
constraints acting on the body (and on it alone) on the general diagram (as in
j-ig 31). However, if the equilibrium of two or more structural elements has tobe examined^ it is best to draw a free-body diagram*
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a) The graphical methoel is suitable when the total

number of given and required forces acting on a body is three.

If the body is In equilibrium the force triangle must be closed

(the construction should start with the known force). By solving
the triangle trigonometrically we obtain the unknown quantities.

b) The analytical method can be applied for any num-
ber of forces. Before writing the conditions of equilibrium—which
for a coplanar svstein of concurrent forces will be in the form of
the two Eqs. (12), and for a Ihree-dimensicnal system, the three
Eqs. (11)—the coordinate a.xes must be chosen. The choice is

arbitrary, but the equations can be simplified by taking one of
the axes perpendicular to an unknown force. The beginner is

advised to commence his solution bv determining the projections
of all the forces on each of the coordinate axes and tabulating
the information (see Problems 6. 10. and 11).
Other suggestions are offered in the sample problems below.

(>

c)

Problem C. A load oF \vcight P lies on a plane inclined at a degrees to
he liorixyiitjd (Fig. Determine the magnitude of the force F parallel to

ll,c ?le"s„re Q extl“!l b/
"" ‘‘"d

on tile plane
Solution. The required

forces act on different bodies: F on
the load, and Q on the plane. To
solve (he problem we shall deter-
mine instead of Q the reaction N
of the plane, which is equal to Q
in magnitude and opposite in sense,
lii this case the given force P and
the required forces /= and N all act
on the load, i.e., on one body.
Now consider the equilibrium of the
load as a free body (Fig. 296)
with the applied forces P and F
and the reaction N of the constraint (the plane). Tlie required forces can

st!.hni I’y ehher the graphical or the analytical method o?staling the equilibrium conditions of the body.
fiction. If the body b in equilibrium tfie force tri.

tl?e

and N ih sides must be closed Start tbe construction with
arbitrary point n lay ofT to scale force P (F^g 2^Through its initial and terminal points draw straight lines pariillel to the dircc-tion. of the forces F and N. The intersection of the lines sives us the third

fd r
ft and denote ml e

vertex of the triangle
"o "vo arrowheads can meet in any

f= Psina, Af= Pcosa.
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Analytical method. Since (he force syblem is coplanar, only two
coordinate axes are needed. To sinipli/y the computation, take axis Ox perpen-
dicular to the unknown force N. Compute the projections of all the forces on
each of tlie coordinate axes and tabulate the information*:

Fk

1

1

p
1

i

^
1

N

Fk. P sin a - F 0

1

F^ky
\

— P cos a 0
1

' V

From E(|S. (12) we obtain:

which give:

P sina — F =0.
— P CDS a -|- A'= 0,

r

F = P sin a, >V = P cos a.

The force exerted by the load on the plane is equal in magnitude to the cal-
Cij Idled force iV = Pcosa and opposite in sense.

It will be noted that the force F needed to hold the load on the inclined
rli:ne is less than its weight P. Thus, an inclined plane represents a simple
machine wljicli makes it possible to balance a large force with a smaller one.

As was shown in the beginning of § 11, these results hold equally good for
a body at rest or in motion '‘under no forces”. It follows, then, that in order
to push the load with uniform velocity up a smooth surface the same force
F~Psina has to be applied which is needed to keep it in equilibrium;
similarly, the same force F = Ps\na has to be applied to brake (he load if we
wish it to slide with uniform velocity down the plane. For either motion to
take place the load must receive an initial velocity, otherwise the force
F = P sin a acting on it will keep it at rest. The force exerted on the plane
will in all cases be Pcosa.

A general conclusion can be drawn from tlie solution of the above problem:
In problems of statics solved by the equations of equilibrium, the forces exerted
by a body on its constraints should be replaced by the reactions of the constraints
acting on the body, are equal in magnitutie and opposite in sense to the
applied forces. In solving problems by the method of force resolution (§ 7) the
forces exerted by the constraints are determined directly.

Problem 7. The rod AB in Fig. 30a is hinged to a fixed support at A.
Attached to the rod at ^ is a load r=l0 kg and a string passing over a pul-
ley at C with a load Q = 14.1 kg tied to the other end of the siring. The axes
of the pulley C and the pin A lie on the same vertical and AC^AB. Ne-
glecting the weight of the rod and the diameter of the pulley, determine (he
angle a at which the system will be in equilibrium and the stress in the rod AB.

Solution. Consider the conditions for the equilibrium of rod AB. to
which all the given and required forces are applied. Removing the constraints

• Tlie table should be filled by vertical columns: first compute the x^ndy
projections of P. then of F, etc. The use of tables reduces the possibility of
mistakes in the equations. The beginner will find tables especially useful until
he acquires the necessary experience in operating with force projections.
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and treating (he rod a? a free body (Fig. 30ft). draw (he force-' ac(ing on it:

the weight of (he load P. the (eri'ion T in (he string, and liie reaction of

(he hinge, wliicli is directc-d along Ab. since in th.e present case the rod can
only be in tension or in compression (see § 4). If the friction of tlie rope on
(he pulley is neglected, the tension in the string can be regarded as uniform
tliroughout its length, whence T=Q.

Pig. 30.

For the graphical n:cUiod ol solution, construct a closed force triangle abo
with Ra as its sides (Fig. 30<r) starling with force P. As trian-
gles aftc and ABC are similar, we have ab=bc and /_abc= a.. Hence, as

r= Q= 2/>sin.^,

Ra= P andsin-^=^ .

if oV M equilibrium is possible only

val?ef ofVand o
compressed with a force equal (o P at any

The case of a=: 180® should be examined separately It is aonarenf that in

a force Q — P
^ V. V > /^ file rod will be compressed with

is lfoSnUl7
""

"8' “= 90” (Ihe roJ

bearing B^cames ?^load (FiL **31j**°NepUH-
bearing A and a thrust

determine the reactions R, and R nf
weight of the structure,

I and AB= /..
^-4 and R^ of the constraints if tlic jib is of length

seta !,“
lhe°g"ve^°andrequlred fS'‘Menlallv'" ''“"ll

.0 .he Plane .He dias,a,„°" b'!?. iXli£ru7i''d:?>;.,Md;:
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of three forces and consequently their lines of action must intersect in one point.

This is point £. where the lines of action of P and cross. Hence, the reac-

tion Rj^ is directed along RE.
To solve the problem by the graphical method draw a closed triangle abc

with forces P, R^. /?^ as its sides, starting with the given force P. From the
similarity of triangles abc and ABE we
obtain:

p
I

h

Rh /.* + /*

P ~
h

wlience

RA= i^^ Rfi=

From triangle abc we see tliat ftie di-

rections of tlie reactions R/[ and Rjj were
drawn correctly. The loads acting on tlie

journal bearing A and the tlirust bearing

B arc respectively equal in magnitude to Ra and but opposite in sense.

The greater the ratio l.h tlie grealei the load acting on the constraints.

This problem is an example of the application of the tlieorem of three forces.

Note the following conclusion arising from it: // the statement of a problem

gives the linear dimensions of structural elements, it is more convenient to solve

the force triangle by the rule of similarily; if the angles are given (Problem 6).

the foriiiutas of trigonometry should be used.

Problem 9. A horizonUI force P is applied to hinge A of the foigle-press

in Fig. 32a. Neglecting the weight of the rods and piston, determine the force

exerted by the piston on body tf when the

given angles are a and p.

Solution. First consider the equilib-

rium of the hinge A to which the given
force P is applied. Regarding the hinge as a

free body, we find that also acting on it are

the reactions R, and of the rods directed

along them. Ginstruct a force triangle (Fig.32&).

Its angles are (p=90®— a. i(}= 90‘^— (i,

y = a-j-p. By the law of sines we have:

R,

sin <p sin Y
/?.=

Pcosa
sin (a -i-p)

N

Now consider the equilibrium of the

piston, regarding it as a free body. Acting

on it are three forces: Rf—— /?, exerted by

rod AB, the reaction N of the wall, and the

reaction Q of the pressed body. The three forces are in equilibrium, consequently

they are concurrent. Constructing a triangle with the forces as its sides (Fig. 32c),

we find;

Q = R[ cos p.

Substituting for /?' its equivalent R^. we finally obtain:

PP cos g cos P
^ sin (a -|- p) tan a -j- Ian p*

. •
• - » I

JAmmu & Kastmir Uolyersitj LibfUfTt
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The force willi which the piston comprcs'e‘ the body M is equal to Q in

magnitude and opposite in sen>c.

From the la^l lornuila we see that wjiii a constant applied force P tlie pres-

sure Q increases as the angles t« and ff diminish.

li (he rods OA and Mi arc of equal length, then an<l <;> = 0.5 /•'cot a.

The following conclusion can be drawn from this solution: hi some problems

the given force <r firces are applied to .vie bi-dij and the required force or forces

act on tjnf>//jcr; iVi -nr/i rases the equilibrium of the fir^l bodi/ is considered

and the force -Mill Miich it ails on the oilier bodp is found; then the second body is

examined and the required quantities arc obtained.

Problem 10. Rods AB and BC of the bracket in Fig. 3.1a are joined togeth-
er and attactied to the wall by hinges. Over the pulley at D passes a string
one end of which is fastened to the wall while tlie other supports a load of
weigiit Q. Neglecting the weight of the rods and the diameter of the pulley,
determine the reactions of the rods if angles a and P are given.

Solution. Consider the equilibrium of the pulley witli the section DE of
the string which is in contact with it*. Isolate the body and draw (he reac-
tions of the constraints (Fig. 33fc). Acting on the pulley and the segment of
the string passing over it are four external force.s: the tension Q in the riglit-
hand part of the siring, (he tension T in the left-hand part of tiiestring, whicli
is equal to Q in magnitude {T= Q), and the reactions R, and /?, of the rods
directed along the rods. Neglecting the diameter of the pullev. the forces can
be treated as concurrent. As there are more than three forces the analytical
method of solution is more convenient. Draw tlie coordinate axes as shown in
the diagram and compute the x and y projections of all the forces:

In such cases It is best to treat the pulley as one body together with the
section of the string with which it is in contact. The unknown reciprocal ac-
tions of the cable and the pulley distributed along arc de constitute a system of
balanced internal forces and do not enter into the equilibrium conditions (see
§3. corollary of the 4th principle). Should we treat the pullev separately (Fie

lu' i"
a larger scale) we would have to consider the forces exerted by tlie

resultant of which would haU to

np TiJ'l
additionally examining the conditions of equilibrium of section

*?,?
(applying the principle of solidification). This would makethe calculations much more involved.
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Q T

fkx 0
1

-7'co^p R, bin o -Rz

i

FbinP R, cos a 0

Now apply the formulas of equilibrium (12) and write tbe corresponding
equations, substituting for T the equal quantity Q:

— Q co> (i -f- /?, si n a — = 0

— Q -j- Q bin P -f- cos a= 0.

From the second equation we find:

co> a

Substituting this value of into the fi^^t equation and transposing, we ob-

tain:

sin g — cos (a — P)

cos a

It follows from the expression of Rx that at any acute angles a and

/?^ > 0. Tiiis means that the reaction i?, is always directed as shown in the

diagram. The force wliich ttie pulley exerts on ttie rod is directed in the oppo-

site direction (rod BC is umler thrust). For we obtain a different result.

Let us assume that angles a and are always acute. Since

sin a — cos (a — P)= sin a — sin (90*^ — a -|- p),

the difference

> ^>5“a

is positive if a>(90®-a + p) or if 2a>90® + p. Hence, at

, /?2 > 0, i.e., the reaction R^ is directed as shown in the

sense and is directed from A to B.

the second it is in compression. At

diagram. But if a < + < 0, and the reaction is of opposite

In the first case rod AB is in tension, in

a= -15° + |-. Rt= 0.

The following conclusions are important: 1) If a system includes pulleys

with strings passing over them, in writing the equations of equilibrium a pulley

and the section of the cable with which it is in contact should be treated as a

single body. If the friction of the cable on the pulley or the friction of the

pulley axle can be neglected, the tension in both portions of the string is equal

in magnitude and directed away from the otherwise tlie string would slip

in the direction of the greater tension or the pulley would turn (see also Prob-

lem 13).

2) If, in drawing (he reactions of constraints, any reaction is pointed in the

wrong direction, (his will show up immediately in the force polygon of a graphical

solution (the arrowhead rule); in an analytical so/a/ ion the sign of (he respective

reaction will be negative.

Whenever possible, however, the forces should be directed correctly. In Prob-

lem 8, for instance, the direction of the reaction of bearing A can be deter-

mined by the following consideration: if the bearing is removed, force P will

tend to overturn the crane to the right, consequently, force wliich replaces
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the action of the bearing, should be directed to tlic left in order to keep the

crane in equilibrium.

Problem II. The vortical pole OA in Fig. 34 is ancliored down by guy

wires AB and AD wliich make equal anglcH a= 30^ with the pole; tlie angle

between the planes AOB and AOD h
Two horizontal \vire> parallel to the axes Ox
and Off are attaclied to the pole, and the

tension in each of them is P=!00 kg. Ne*
glecting the weight of all the elements, deter-

mine the Nertical load acting on the pole and
tlie tensiaii> in Die guy wires

Solution. Consider H\q equilibrium of

point A to whicli the guys and horizontal vvire>

are attached. Acting on it arc tlie rcacMoiis

P, and Pj of the horizontal wires (P, = P,= P),

tlie reactions and P, of the guys, and ttie

reaction P, of the pole. The force system is

threO'dimei^ional. and the analylical method
of solution is most suitable. Draw a coordinate
system as shown in the diagram, compute the
projections of all tlie forces on each of the
axes, and tabulate the information (the x
and y projections of P, are calculated as ex-
plained at tlie end of § S): Fig. 34

P,
•

Pt Pi Rr

Pk.- 0 - p. 0 0 Ri sin a sill q)

— P 0 0 Ri sin a Pj sin a cos 9

0
'

0 Ri — Ri cosa — Ri cos a

From the equilibrium Eqs. (II) we have:

“ P + Pj sin a sin 9= 0,

^ ^ 4“ sin a -f- P, sin o cos 9= 0,

Rx — P, cosa — p^ cosa= 0.

solving which we obtain:

sinasin9* ^
^

. P, —
P ^| + fan cot a.

i.e=,er than 45^ Suhs.t.uting the scalar quanUties “’^h'e'':!,ua'^ts^^ol,‘!a^^!
/?,_231 kg: ;?,= 85 kg; /?,= 273 kg.

14. Moment of a Force About an Axis ^or ;< Pnini^ vv«
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Tlie teniiency of a force to turn a body about a point or an axis
is called the /iiornent of that force.

Consider a force F applied at a point A ol a rigid body (Fig. 35)
which tends to rotate the body about a point O. The perpendicu-
lar distance h from 0 to the line of action of F is called the

nunnent arm of force F
about the centre 0. As
the point of application of

the force can be trans-

ferred arbitrarily along its

line of action, it is appar-
ent that the rotational

action of any force depends
only on 1) the magnitude
of the force F and its mo-
ment arm h\ 2) the aspect

of the plane of rotation

through the centre 0 and
the force F\ 3) the sense of the rotation in that plane.

For the present we shall limit ourselves to coplanar force

systems, in which the plane of rotation is the same for all the forces

and does not have to be specifically defined. The sense of rotation

is denoted by (4-) or (— ). assuming it to be positive in some
particular direction.

Thus we may formulate the concept of moment of a force as

a measure of the tendency of the force to turn the body on which

it acts: The ni'unenl of a force F about a centre 0 is defined as

the product of the force magnitude and the length of the moment
arm taken isjith appropriate '>ign.

We shall denote the moment of a force F about a centre 0
by the symbol m^,{F). Thus,

nifj{F)= ^ Fh. (13)

We shall call a moment positive if the applied force tends to

rotate the body counterclockwise, and negative if it tends to ro-

tate the body clockwise. Thus, the sign of the moment of the

force F about 0 is(-|-)in Fig. 35a. and(—)in Fig. 356. If the force

is measured in kilograinsand its perpendicular distance from the cen-

tre in metres, the dimension of the moment is kilogram-metre (kg-m).

Note the following properties of the moment of a force:

1) The moment of a force does not change if the point of

application of the force is transferred along its line of action.

2) The moment of a force about a centre 0 can be zero only

if the force is zero or if its line of action passes through 0 (i.e.,

the moment arm is zero).

Fig. 35.
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3) The bcalar maiJnitude of the moment of a force is repre-

sented by twice the area of the triangle OAB (Fig 35b):

mo{F)=^2 areas of ^OAB. (l-t)

This follows from the fact that

area of /\ OAB = F -h.

4) The moment of a force F about a centre 0 defines a point

on the line of action of the force at a distance from 0:

h=

where h is laid off perpendicular to vector F in the direction

defined by the sign of the moment.
15. Varignon's Theorem of the Moment of a Resultant. The

moment of the resultant of a coplanar sys/e/n of concurrent forces

about any centre is equal to the algebraic sum of the tnoinenfs of

the component forces about that centre (Varignon’s theorem*).

Consider a coplanar system of concurrent forces F,. F,, ....

F„ applied at the point A (Fig. 36), Denoting their resultant R,
take an arbitrary point 0 and draw axis Ox
perpendicular to OA as shown. For any force

of the system, F,, for example, we have
mQ(F,)= 2 areas ^OAB= OA’Ob, or

mQ(F^)= OA-F,^. (15)

where F,^.=ssO/j is the projection of force F,
on axis Ox.

Equation (15) is valid also when force F
passes below OA. In this case the moment
will be negative, because the projection F,
will be negative.

To prove the theorem, note that R= ^F^.
From the theorem of the projection of a sum of forces on an
axis we have Multiplying through by OA we obtain:

, p ....
OA.R,= ^(OA.F,j

or. by Eq. (15),

= (16)

Eq. (16) is the mathematical expression of Varignon’s theorem.

' Pierre Varignon (1654-1722). a celebrateJ French
mechanic, who outlined the fundamentals of statics in his
nouvelle inecanique.” (1687).

mathematician and
book "Frojet d’une

1
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16. Equations of Moments of Concurrent Forces. The analyt-
ical conditions for the equilibrium of concurrent forces can be
expressed in terms of either their projections or their moments.
Let us demonstrate that the necessary and sufficient conditions
for the equilibrium of a coplanar system of concurrent forces are:

Vm^(f^)= 0, (17)

Fig. 37.

where B and C are arbitrary points not collincar with the point
A where the forces intersect (Fig. 37).

The necessity of these conditions is apparent since, for e.xam-
ple. if2[;ma(F*)= 0 then, by Eq. (16). m^{^)==0. whence /?= 0,

and equilibrium is impossible.
Let us prove the sufficiency of these con-

ditions. If the conditions (17) are fulfilled,

then according to Varignon’s theorem.

mf,{R)— 0 and m(-(/?)= 0. which Is possible
only if R= 0 or if the line of action of R
passes through both B and C. The latter

condition being impossible, as the resultant

of the concurrent forces must pass through A
(Fig. 37), which is stipulated as notcollinear

with B and C. Thus, Eqs. (17) can be valid only if the resultant

R= 0, i.e., if the force system is in equilibrium.
It is apparent that satisfaction of only one of the conditions

(17) is insufficient for equilibrium.
In solving problems with Eqs. (17) the equations can be made

to contain a single unknown quantity each
by taking the centres of moments on the

lines of action of the unknown forces.

Problem 12- Solve Problem 7 with the equa*
tions of moments.

Solution. Introducing the symbol q=
= AB = AC, lake points A and C as the centres
of the moments (Fig. 3&). Drawing perpendiculars
AE and AK from A to (he lines of action of forces

T and P, we obtain: /(£ = acos-^ */i/C=flsina,

Qt
whence (7*) = Ta cos (P) — Pa sin a.

Furthermore, m^(Af 4 ) = 0. The moments of (he

forces about C are computed similarly. From (he equilibrium Eqs. (17) we obtain:

^ (F^) s Ta cos-^— Pflsiaa=0,

me (F/,) = Ra o sin a — Pa sin a= 0.
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As T=Q, we obtain from the first equation;

^Q-2P sin cos ^= 0

whence angle a. which defines the position of equilibrium, has two values:

a =180'’ and sin ^ ^ •

From the second equation we find that at a ?= ISO”, RJ^ = P.

Problem 13. In Problem 10 determine the reaction Rt by means of tlic

equations of moments.
Solution. Taking the moments about C (see Fig. 336) and assuming

CB= a. we obtain:

S '"c Ta cos (ct — P) + a cos a — Qa sin w = 0.

whence, as T=Q. we immediately find:

sin ct — cos (g —
cos a

The reaction R, can be lound by taking the moments about A.
Tlie equations of moments can thus also be used to verily answers obtained

by otlier methods.
Note that the validity of the equality T=Q can be verilied by writing an

equation of moments about tlie centre of the pulley (ttiis equation, as will be
proved in § 24. also holds good for non-concurrent forces). In tliis case we
obtain Tr — Qr— 0, w’liere r js the radius of tlie pulley, or 7'=Q.

Chapter 3

PARALLEL FORCES AND COUPLES IN A PLANE

17. Composition and Resolution of Parallel Forces. Let us
find the resultant of two parallel forces acting on a rigid body.
Two cases are possible: 1) the forces are of same sense, and 2) the
forces are of opposite sense.

1) Compos ion of Two Forces of Same Sense.
Consider a rigid body on which two parallel forces F, and F, are
acting (Fig. 39). By applying the 1st and 2nd principles of statics
we can replace the given system of parallel forces with an equiv-
alent system of concurrent forces Q, and Q,. For this, apply two
balanced forces P, and P, (P,=— pj directed along AB at points
A and B, compound them with forces P, and P, according to the
parallelogram law. transfer the resultants Q, and Q. to point O
where their lines of action intersect, and resolve theiii into their
initial components. As a result we have applied at point 0 two
balanced forces P, and P^. which can be neglected, and the two
forces r, and F, directed along the same line. Now transfer the
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latter two forces to C and replace them by their resultant R of
magnitude

R = F,-\-F^. (18)

Thus, force R is the resultant of the parallel forces F, and F
applied at points A and B. To determine the position of C con-

sider the triangles OAC, Oak,
andOCB,Om6. From the similar-
ity of the respective triangles
it follows that:

d£_^ andOC — f, ^—
or AC-F^= BC-F^, asP,= P^.
From the property of pro-

portions. and taking into ac-
count that BC-^AC= AB and
^

=

we obtain:

Fi R '

Thus, (he resultant of (wo parallel forces of the same sense acting
on a rigid body is equal to the sum of their magnitudes, par-
allel to them, and of same sense: (he
line of action of (he resultant lies be-
tween the points of application of the
component forces, its distances from the
points being inversely proportional to the
magnitudes of the forces.

2) C o m p o s i t i 0 n of Two For-
ces of Opposite Sense. Consider
the concrete case of F, (Fig. 40).
Take a point C on the e.xtension of
BA and apply two balanced forces R
and R' parallel to the given forces F,
and F,. The magnitudes of R and R' and the location of C are

chosen to satisfy the equations:

(20 )

(21 )

8

c

y

’
. 4

‘
1

f,

Fig . 40.

R
BC
F, F,

AB
R

Compounding forces F, and R', we find from Eqs. (18) and (19)

that their resultant Q is equal in magnitude to F,-|-P', i.e., it

is equal to force F, and applied at A. Forces F, and Q are bal-

anced and can be discarded. As a result, the given forces F, and F,

are replaced by a single force R, their resultant. The magnitude
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and point of application of the resultant is determined by Eqs.

(20) and (21). Thus, the resultant of two parallet forces of opposite

i>erise acling on a rigid body is equal in magnitude to the difference

between their magnitudes, parallel to them, and has the same sense

as the greater force; the line of action of the resultant lies on an

extension of the line segment connecting the points of application of

(he component forces, its distances from the poiiUs being inversely

proportional to the forces.

If several parallel forces act on a body, their resultant, if

any, can be found by consecutively applying the rule of compo-
sition of two forces, or by a method which will be examined
in Chapter 4.

3) Resolution of Forces. The above formulas can be
used to solve problems on the resolution of a given force into

two forces parallel to it and of same or opposite sense. The prob-
lem becomes determinate when
additional conditions are given
(e.g., the lines of action of both
required forces or the magnitude
and line of action of one of them).

GC~ 04 -
o.s

a

ft

Fig. 41.

Problem 14. Determine the forces
exerted by the horizontal beam in
Fig. 41 on the supports A and B if the
weights lying on the beam are P,= P,= 80 kg and the weight of the beam is
neglected.

» Pi with their resultant
160 kg through point D. By resolving R along the directions of the reactions

of (he supports (see § 7). we obtain the required forces <?, and Q, exerted by the
beam on the supports. From the equations

04

5^
1

DO AB and

g we find:

Q, = l00kg. (?, = 60kg.

Fig. 42.

Problem 15. A beam AB of length /= 2.5 m
/Fia^

^ thickness 0=0.5 mpig. 42). Suspended from end B of thebeam is a load of weight P= 3 t. Neglecting the
weight of he beam, determine the fSrees actingon the wail, assuming them applied at points,!

^ and D.
••

<han and „t ,„o - create.

Qd_P
I a

and P= Qo-Qa4
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\\'f^ obtain:

QD=|p=15t.

The results can be verified by the proportion:

I — a a
'

18. Force Couples. Moment of a Couple. A couple is a set of
two parallel forces of same magnitude and opposite sense acting
on a rigid body (Fig. 43). Clearly, a force system constituting
a couple is not in equilibrium (see 1st principle). Furthermore,

unlike previously examined systems, a

couple has no resultant. For if, say, the
couple in Fig. 43 had a resultant Q, the

force system F, F' and Q' = —Q would have
to be in equilibrium, which is impossible
because F+ F' -\- Q'-~0(asF-|-F'= 0.and
Q' :— 0). It will be shown later that for any
system of forces to be in equilibrium their

geometrical sum must be zero. Thus, a

couple cannot be replaced or balanced
by a single force. For this reason the

properties of the couple as a special mode of mechanical inter-

action between bodies are the subject of a special study.

The plane through the lines of action of both forces of a couple
is called the plane of action of the couple. The perpendicular dis-

tance (i between the lines of action of the forces is called the

arm of the couple. The action of a couple on a rigid body is a

tendency to turn it; it depends on: 1) the magnitude F of the

forces of the couple and the perpendicular distance d between
them; 2) the aspect of the plane of action of the couple, and

3) the sense of rotation in that plane. A couple is characterised

by its moment. In this chapter we shall discuss the properties of

couples of coplanar forces. For this case the following definition

can be given in analogy with that of the moment of a force (§ 14):

The moment of a couple is defined as a quantity equal to the

product of the magnitude of one of the forces of the couple

and the perpendicular distance between the forces (the length of

the moment arm) taken with the appropriate sign*. Denoting

* This concept should not be confused with the moment of a force. The

concept of moment of a force presumes a point about which the moment is

taken. The moment of a couple is defined only by its forces and the perpendic-

ular distance between them: it is not associated with any point in the plane.

The theory of couple^ was elaborated by the eminent French mathematician and

geometrician Louis Poinsot (1777-1859).
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the moment of a couple by the symbol in or AI, w'e have:

m= ±F(l. (22)

The momenf is said lo he positive if Ihe action of the couple

tends to turn a body counterclockivise, and negative if clockii’ise.

The dimension of the moment of a couple is the same as the

moment of a force (kilogram-metre). It is apparent that the mo-

ment of a couple is equal to the moment of one of its forces

about the point of application of the

other (Fig. 43):

= (23)

Let us prove the following theo-

rem of the moments of the forces of

a couple: The algebraic sum of the

moments of ihe forces of a couple about

any point in its plane of action is

independent of the location of that

point and is equal to the moment of the

couple. For. taking an arbitrary point
0 in the plane of a couple (Fig. 44).

we find: m^(F)=:— F-Oa. mfy{F')=^F' -Ob. Adding the two equa-
tions and noting that F'— F and Ob— Oa= d, where d is the
couple arm, we obtain:

+ = (24)

This theorem will be found useful in computing the moments
of couples about any centre,

19. Equivalent Couples. Before stating the conditions neces-
sary for two couples to be equivalent let us prove the following
theorem: A couple acting on a rigid body can be replaced by any
other couple of the same moment lying in ihe same plane without
altering the external effect on that body, l.et there be a couple
(F. F') acting on a rigid body and let the perpendicular distance
between its two forces be d,. Now apply the forces of the couple
at arbitrary points A and B on their respective lines of action

Trf'
through the points two arbitrary parallel linesAD and BE and denote the distance between them d,. ResolveF along BA and AD into forces Q and P. and F' along AB andBE into forces Q' and F'. Obviously P=—P' and — O'.

Forep Q and Q' are balanced and can be discarded, and the
couple (F, F') is replaced by the couple (P. P') with different
force magnitude and couple arm. Forces Q and Q' can. obviously,
be applied at any points D and £ along their lines of action,
oince points A and B and the directions of AD and BE are

Fig. -11.
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arbitrary, the location of the couple (P, P') in the plane is also
arbitrary. Let us now show that the moments of the two couples
are equal. As force F is the resultant of forces P and Q, from
Varignon’s theorem

= + /,(£?)-

But mn{F)= F(l^, mff{P)=Pd^, and m^(Q)= 0; consequently,
Fd^— Pd^y i.e.. the moments of the two couples are equal,

which proves the theorem.
The following properties of a

couple follow from this theorem:

1) A couple can be transferred

anywhere in its plane of action;

2) It Is possible to change the
magnitudes of the forces of a

couple or the perpendicular distance

between them arbitrarily without
changing its moment.

It follows from these properties

that two coplanar couples of equal

moment are equivalent as, by per-

forming the above operations they

can be transformed into one another. From the above theorems

it is also apparent that the action of a couple on a rigid body
really is characterised by its moment.

Hence, a couple in a given plane is

completely defined by its moment; the mag-
nitudes of the forces or the distance between
them is immaterial. That is why in engineer-

ing problenjs a couple is often denoted by
a semi-circular arrow indicating the direc-

tion of the rotation, without drawing the

forces of the couple (Fig. 46, for example,
shows a force F and a couple of moment m acting on the body).

Let us now prove anotlicr tlieoreni: The external effect of a couple on a rigid

bctlij retnain'i the same if the couple is transferred from a given plane into any

other parallel plane.

Consider a couple (F, F) lying in plane / (Fig. 47). Now take a plane//

parallel to the given plane, ancf in it a line DE equal and parallel to AB. At

points D and E apply two pairs of balanced forces such tliat F, = Ft=F and

F[ =f\— F. Note that ABDE is a parallelogram the diagonals of which bisect

at their point of intersection C. Compound now the parallel equal forces /"and

Ft and replace them with their resultant R=.2F applied at the middle of AE,

i.e., at C. The resultant of forces F' and f\ is R =^2F — R applied at the

tniddie of BD, i.e., also at C, and forces R and R therefore cancel each other.
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As a result the couple {F, F') is replaced by a similar couple {F^. F^) in

follows from the above theorems that two couple^ o' equal moment lying

in parallel planes are equivalent.

Attention is drawn to the following analogy: A force acting on

a rigid body is defined by its magnitude, line of action, and sense;

its point of application can be transferred arbitrarily along the

line of action. A couple acting on a rigid body is defined by the

magnitude of its moment, its plane

of action, and the sense of rotation;

a couple can be situated anywhere
in its plane of action.
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Fig. 47. Fig. 48.

The motion of a rigid body subjected to a couple is discussed
in dynamics. It will be proved in theorems of dynamics that any
couple acting on a free rigid body tends to turn that body about
its centre of gravity (see p. 318). If a body has a fi.xed axis of rota-
tion. the external effect (the turning moment or torque) of a couple
acting in a plane perpendicular to that axis will be the same
regardless of its location in the plane, which follows from Eq. (24).

Problem 16. The bracket ABCD in Fig. 48 is in equilibrium under the action
of two parallel forces P and P' making a couple. Determine the load on the
supports if AB= a—l5 cm. BC=fr= 30 cm. CD=c= 20 cm, and P= P' == 30 kg.

Solution. Replace couple (P, P) with an equivalent couple (Q, Q'>
whose two forces are directed along the reactions of the constraints The mo-
ments of the two couples are equal. Le.. P(c-o)=Qb. consequently the
loads on the constraints are:

Q= Q'=^-^P = 5 kg

and are directed as shown in the diagram.

20. Composition of Coplanar Couples. Conditions for the EquI-
Jibnum of Couples. Let us prove the following theorem of the
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composition of couples: A syslern of coplanar couples is equivalent
lu a single couple lying in Uie same plane the moment of which
equals the algebraic sum of the moments of the component couples.
Let three couples of moments w,. m,, and m, be acting on a body
(Fig. 49). By the theorem of equivalent couples thev can be re-

placed by couples (P,, P\), '(P,. p\), and

(P,. P\) 'vith a common arm d and of

respectively same moments:

P^d= m^, — P^d= m^, P^d = m^.

Compounding the forces applied at

A and P respectively, we obtain a

force P at B and a force R' at A the

magnitudes of which are:

P= P' = P.-P,+ P..

As a result the set of couples is

replaced by a single couple (P. R ) of moment

M= Rd= P,d-^{— Pj^^)+ P,rf= "L+ "*,+ "L-

The theorem is proved for three couples, but apparently the

same result can be obtained for any number of couples, and a set

of n couples of moments m^, m, can be replaced by a

single couple of moment
(25)

It follows from this theorem that for a coplanar system of

couples to be in equilibrium it is necessary and sufficient for the

algebraic sum of their moments to be zero:

(26)

Problem 17. A couple of moment ni, acts on gear 1 of radius r, in Fig. 50a.

Determine the moment m, of the couple which should be applied to gear 2 of

radius r, in order to keep the syste.Ti in equilibrium.

Solution. Consider first the conditions for the equilibrium of gear I.

Acting on it is the couple ot moment m, which can be balanced only by the

action ol another couple, in this case the couple (<?i. f?i) created by the force <?,

exerted on the tooth of gear 1 by gear 2. and the reaction R, of the axle A.

From Eq. t26) we have m, = 0. or = ... .

Consider now the conditions for the equilibrium of gear 2. By the 4lh prin-

ciple we know that gear J acts on gear 2 with a force — <?, fFig. 506),

which together with the reaction of axle B makes a couple (Qj, /?,) of moment

— QjT,. This couple must be balanced by a couple of moment /n* acting on gear 2;

from Eq. (26) we have: m, ,)= 0. Hence, as (J,= Qi,
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It will be noticed tluit the couples ol niotiienls wi, and /«* do nut sali-ty the

ciiuilibrium condition in Eq. (26i. which could be expected, as the couples are

applied to different bodies.

Fig. 50.

The force Q, for Qi) obtained in the course of the solution is called the

lircunifereniial force acting on the gear. The circumferential force is thus equal

to the moment of the acting couple divided by the radius of llie gear;

Chapter 4

GENERAL CASE OF FORCES IN A PLANE

21. Theorem of the Translation of a Force to a Parallel Po-
sition. Many problems of statics, including the one of reduction
of a force system to the simplest possible form, can be solved
with the following theorem: A
force acting on a rigid body can

be moved parallel to its line

of action to any point of the

body, provided a couple is

added of moment equal to the

moment of the force about the

point to which it is translated.

Consider a force F applied to a rigid body at a point A (Fig. 5Ia).
The action of the force will not change if two balanced forces
F'= F and F''=— F are applied at any point B of the body. The
resulting three-force system consists of a force F', equal to f* and
applied at B and a couple {F, F") of moment

m= (27)

This equation follows from Eq. (23). The theorem is thus proved
ine result can also be denoted as in Fig. 51b, with force F

Fig. 51.
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neglected. Here now are two examples on the application of this
theorem.

E xample 1, In order (o maintain the homogeneous bar AB of weight P
and length 2a in Fig. 52a in equilibrium it is obviously ncceNsary to apply to

its middle C a force Q directed vertically up and equal to P in magnitude.
According to the theorem just proved, force Q can be replaced by a force Q’

applied at end A of the bar and a couple of moment ni — Qa. If the moment
arm of this couple is reduced to h. the forces Q and Q" have to be increased so
tliat Fli=Qa. I on'cquently. to hold the bar at end A we have to add a couple
{F. F") to force Q'

.

This result, which follows from the theorem, is immediately
‘ felt’’ when you shift your grip from the middle of ttie bar (Fig. 52n) to the end
(Fig. 526).

Example 2. Forces F and F' = — F are applied to the ends of two threads

wrapped in opposite direction around drum a) of radius r (Fig. 53); a force 2F
is applied to the end of a single thread wrapped on drum b) of same radius r.

Let us analyse the difTerence between the actions of these forces.

Acting on drum u) is only the couple {F. F') of moment 2Fr which revolves

the drum. The force acting on drum 6) can be replaced by a force-couple system
consisting of a force 2F''=2F applied at the axle of the drum and a couple

{2F. 2F'). Thus we find that acting on drum 6) are; 1) a couple of same moment
as the couple acting on drum a), namely 2Fr. which rotates the drum,
and 2) a force 2P" exerting pressure on the drum axle. In other words, both

drums revolve similarly, but the axle of drum b) carries a load 2F, which
drum a) does not.

22. Reduction of a Coplanar Force System to a Given Centre.

Let a set of coplanar forces F,, F, F„ be acting on a rigid

body and let O be any point coplanar with them which we shall

call the centre of reduction. By the theorem proved In § 21, we
can transfer all the forces to 0 as in Fig. 54<2. As a result we
have acting on the body a system of forces

applied at 0 and a system of couples of moments (by Eq. 27):

m.— rngiF^), m,= mo(F,). . . .. m„= mo(F„). (28')
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The forces ap|)

7?= 2^; acting

lied at 0 can be replaced with their resultant

at the same point, or. by Eqs. (28),

(29)

Similarly, by the theorem of the composition of couples, we can

replace all the couples with a coplanar resultant couple of moment
= 0^'- tiy Eqs. (28').

(30)

The quantity R, which is the geometric sum of all the forces

of the given system, it will be recalled, is called the principal

vector of the system; we shall call the quantity which is the
sum of the moments of all the forces of the system about 0. the
principal moment of_ ihe system about 0. Thus we have proved the
following theorem: Any system of coplanar forces acting on a rigid
body can be reduced to an arbitrary centre 0 in such a way that it
is replaced by a single force R equal to the principal vector of the
system and applied at the centre of reduction 0 and a single couple
of moment Mq equal to ihe principal moment of the system about O
(Fig. 54c).

It should be noted that R is not the resultant of the force sys-
tern, as it replaces the system only together with a couple.

It is apparent from the theorem that two force systems with
equal principal vectors and principal moments are statically equiv-
alenl. Hence, in order to define a coplanar force system it is suffi-
cient to define its principal vector R and principal moment about

magnitude of R can be determined either graphically by
constructing a force polygon (see Fig. 54b) or analytically by
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Eq->. (10) in § 10; obviously, the magnitude of R does not depend
on the location of 0. The magnitude of is determined by
Eq. (30). In the general case the value of may change if the
position of 0 changes due to the change in the moments of the
component forces. Therefore, in defining the principal moment it

is necessary to state the point with reference to which it is taken.

Problem 18. External forces /=,. Ff Fj. and F^ act on a beam embedded in

a wall as shown in Fig. 55a. Determine the internal forces at section ab*.
Solution. Transfer forces F,. Ft, and F, acting on the right-liand portion

of tiie beam to tlie centre 0 of section ab. By the proved theorem, these forces

can be replaced with a single force

R= Fy -i- Ft F, applied at 0 and a

couple of moment AJo = mo(^i)4-
a) (^j) + (f«)- It will be readily

realised that if we neglect the shaded
portion of the beam, which is subject-
ed to no forces, the mutual interaction
of the two loaded parts of the beam
will not change. But now, after the

ttnee forces have been transferred to 0,
the whole right-hand portion has no load

and can be neglected and the beam
drawn as in Fig. 55b. By re.solving

force R into rectangular components F
and Q along the axis of the beam and
perpendicular to it. we find that acting

on the left-hand portion along section ab are: 1) a transverse fotce Q which
tends to shear the beam along ab\ 2) a longitudinal force P causing tension (or.

conversely, thrust) in the beam along its axis; 3) a couple of moment AIq,
called the bending moment, which in the present case causes tension in the
upper half of the beam and compression in the lower half. By virtue of the 4th

principle, the left-hand portion of the beam acts on the right-hand portion with
a force and a couple of the same magnitudes but opposite sense.

The stresses in any other section of the beam can be deiermined similarly.
Note. The required forces could be found by transferring to 0 the external

forces acting on the left-hand portion of the beam and determining its action along
ab on the right-hand portion. But in this case the external forces would include
the reactions of the wall, which would have to be determined by examining the

equilibrium of the beam as a whole (§ 26). The same would have had to be

done in our case if there were any constraints applied to the right-hand portion

of the beam.

23. Reduction of a Coplaiiar Force System to the Simplest Possible

Form. The theorem proved in § 22 makes it possible to solve the

problem of reducing a given coplanar force system to the simplest

possible form. The result will depend on the values of the prin-

cipal vector R and the principal moment Ai^ of the system:

• The internal forces at section ab are those with which the parts of the

beam on both sides of the section act on eacli other. By virtue of the theorem

proved, the system of these internal forces can be replaced by a single force

applied, say, at the centre of the section, and a couple.
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1
)

If R= G and AJo= 0, the system is in equilibrium. This

case of equilibrium will be further examined in the following

section.

2) If R= 0 and y\/„==0. the system can be reduced to a couple

of moment = the magnitude of Al^ does

not depend on the location of the centre 0, otherwise we would

find that the same system could be replaced by non-equivalent

couples, which is impossible.

3) If y?^0. the system can
be reduced to a resultant force.

Two cases are possible:

a) A'f^= 0. Inthiscase
the system can immediately be
replaced by a single force, j.e..

the resultant /? going through 0;
b) /? 7= 0. Mfy^O. In this case

(Fig. 56a) force R can be trans-

ferred to a point C about which its moment will be equal to (

—

As a result of this operation a couple of moment (— Mq) will be
added which will balance the couple of moment yW^. and the whole
system will be replaced by a resultant R'—R going through C.
The location of C. i.e., the perpendicular distance t/= OC(OC

1 R)
is determined by the equation:

Rd
(31 )

This result can be formulated as follows: If in reducing a force
system to a centre 0 it can be replaced by a force and a couple
of moment Af^^, it can also be replaced by a resultant R'z=R
located at such a distance from 0 that (/?')= yV/^. The method
of computation is given in Problem 20.

^

obtained by drawing a couple ofmoment as shown in' Fig. 566. with the forces /?' and ofthe coup e equal m magnitude to/?. The distance d= OC between

as
topees R and R’

'O'-" system is not in

0? to /Tuple Twhen «=“)

acliiig°or"lhl\e?m“/nd'lruss V/T'im* 57o“in?
'"'es

" Ihesuppor”
"

The sum of the momerUs o^aif C*'
closed, consequently /?=:0.

is — Pa, where P is (he maeniinl}^
forces about any pomt (for instance point C>z' IS ine magnitude of each force. Hence, the given forceTvsteu;
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can be reduced fo a couple of moment m = — Pa. Placing this couple as shown
in llie diagram by the da!?hecj vectors \se conclude that the force:> Pi, Pj. and

Pa
Pj act on the supports with forces (?, and Q, of magnitude — .

2) Noting that forces F. and F, (Fig. 57&) form a couple, transfer them as

sliown in the diagram by the dashed vectors. Forces F^ and F[ balance, and

the whole system is reduced to a resultant R=F,.
W'e see that the action of forces F", . F^ F, is reduced to a vertical load

acting on support ^4. Support B is under no load.

Problem 20. Determine the resultant of the forces acting on the beam in

Pig. 58 if P = 3t. Q, = Q. = Qz=:4t. and C5=a= 0.8 m.
Solution. Constructing a force polygon with forces P. <?,, and <?,. we

Hnd that the magnitude of force R (the principal vector of the system) is 5 I,

ior, in the polygon. be = 2<^crs60® = 4 t. and ab = 3 t. Now. taking point C

where forces P and Qt intersect as the centre of the moments, compute the

principal moment of thesystem: Af^= /nc (^i)= “ a(^cos30^= 1.6 }^3 kg-m,

.and from Eq. (31) we obtain:

d= 0.32 1^3 =5:0.55 m.
R

By drawing from C a perpendicular to the direction of R and laying off a

segment d on it. we obtain tlie line of action ol the resultant. As Ale < 0, the

jesultant lies to the right of C (the moment of R about C is negative).

t
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24. Conditions for the Equilibrium of a Coplanar Force System.

For any given coplanar force system to be in equilibrium it is

necessary and sufficient for the following two conditions to be

satisfied simultaneously:

/?= 0, A!„= 0, (32)

where 0 is any point in a given plane, as at /?=0 the magni-

tude of docs not depend on the location of 0 (see § 23. sec-

tion 2).

The conditions (32) are necessary, for if one of them is not

satisfied the force system acting on a body is reduced either to a

resultant (when or to a couple (when Mf,^0) and conse-

quently is not balanced. At the same time, conditions (32) are

sufficient, for at /?=0 the system can be reduced only to a

couple of moment but Af,,— 0. hence the system is in equi-
librium.

Let us determine from Eqs. (32) the analytical conditions of

equilibrium. They can be expressed in three different forms, as
follows.

l.The Basic Equations of Equilibrium. The
magnitudes of R and A/^ are determined by the equations

where = and R,=XFky and =
But R can be zero only if both and /?.,= 0. Hence

Eqs. (32) will be satisfied if
*

= = = (33)

Eqs. (33) express the following analytical conditions of equilib-
rium: The necessary and sufficient conditions for (he equilibrium
of any coplanar force system are that the sums of the projections of
all (he forces on each of /k-o coordinate axes and the sum of themoments of all the forces about any point in the plane must sepa-
rately vanish. Eqs. (33) also express the necessary conditions lorthe equilibrium of a free rigid body subjected to the action of acoplanar of forces. In the mechanical sense the first two ofthe equations express the necessary conditions for a body to have

nvnrl'°"
parallel to the coordinate axes, and the third equa-

plane
have no rotation in the

2. The Second F
librium: The necessary

orm of the Equations of Equi-
and sufficient conditions for the equilibrium
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of any coplanar force system arc that the sums of the moments
of all the forces about any tioo points A and B and the sum of
the projeclions of all the forces on any axis Ox not perpendicular
to AB must separately vanish:

= = (34)

The necessity of these conditions is obvious, for if any one of
them is not satisfied, then either or 0 0), and the
forces will not be in equilibrium. Let us now prove that these

conditions are sufficient. If for a given force

system only the first two of Eqs. (34) are sat-

isfied. then Af 4= 0 and Af;,= 0. By § 23,
such a force system may not be in equilib-

rium as it may have a resultant R passing
through the points A and B* (Fig. 59). But
from the third equation we must have /?*.== = As Ox is not perpendicular to

AB, the latter condition can be satisfied only
if the resultant R is zero, i.e., if the system
is in equilibrium.

3. The Third Form of the Equations of Equilib-
rium (Ihe Equations of Three Moments): The necessary and suf-

ficient conditions for the equilibrium of any coplanar force system
are that the sums of the moments of all the forces about any three

non-collinear points A, B, C must separately vanish:

Fig. 59.

The necessity of the^e conditions, as in the previous form, is

obvious. Their sufficiency follows from the consideration that if.

with all the three equations satisfied, the system would not be in

equilibrium it could be reduced to a single resultant passing

through points A, B. and C, which is impossible as they are not

collinear. Hence, if Eqs. (35) are satisfied a system is in equilib-

rium.
In all the cases considered we have three conditions

for the equilibrium of a coplanar force system. The Eqs. (33)

are defined as the basic equations of equilibrium because they

impose no restrictions on the choice of the coordinate axes or the

centres of moments.

If acting on a body besides a coplanar force system Ft, Ft F„ is a

system of couples of moments m,. m,. . . in the same plane, the couples

do not enter the equilibrium equations of the force components, as the sum ol

the components of the forces of a couple parallel to any axis is obviously zero.

• This follows from paragraph 3. o), in § 23.
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In the equations of moments, though, the moments of these toupics should he

a(lde<i algebraically to the moments of the forces, the sum of the momen's

of the two forces of a couple about any centre equals the niument of tliat

couple (>ec Eq. (24). § 18). Thus, for example, the conditions of equilibrium

(33) for 3 set of forces and couples acting on a body takes the form

Eqs. (34-) and (35) will change similarly.

25. Equilibrium of a Coplanar System of Parallel Forces. If

all (he forces acting on a body are parallel, we can take the x

axis of a coordinate system perpendicular

to them and the y axis parallel to them
<Fig. CO). Then the x projections of all the

forces will be zero, and the first one of

Eqs. (33) becomes an identity 0 = 0. Hence,
for parallel forces we have two equa-
tions of equilibrium:

= s (/=*) ==0. (37)

where the y axis is parallel to the
forces.

Another form of the conditions for

the equilibrium of parallel forces derived from Eqs. (34) is:

I,mAiF>)= 0. 2;m„(f,)= 0, (38)

where the line AB is not parallel to the given forces.

Fig. 60.

26. Solution of Problems. All the general rules of problem
solution outlined in § 13 should be followed in solving the prob-
lems of this part of the course.

Attention is again drawn to the importance, in proceeding
with the solution of a problem, of clearly visualising the specif*
ic body whose equilibrium is being considered. The next step is
to isolate it and consider it as a free body, drawing all the
gi^n forces and the reactions of the constraints acting on it.

Ihen \\Tite the equilibrium equations, choosing those which
lead to the simplest system (in which each equation has only
one unknown quantity). ^

The simplest possible equations can be obtained by the follow-
ing procedure (provided, of course, that the actual compulations
do no become more involved): a) for ihe equations of the force

.

coordinate axes perpendicular io one of

with
'fioment equalions, take the moments
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In computing moments it may prove useful to resolve a force

into two components and apply Varignon’s theorem.
Atany problems in statics are solved to determine the reactions

of the supports and connections of beams, trusses, etc. In

addition to the constraints described in § 4. the following three
types are widely used in engineering:

1, Pin and Roller Support (Fig.

61, support >1). The reaction of this

constraint is normal to the surface support-
ing the rollers.

2. Fixed Pin (Fig. 61, support B).

The reaction Rg of such a constraint is

through the pin axis and can have any
direction in the plane of the diagram. In

solving problems we shall denote reaction Rg by its x and ij com-
ponents, as by finding Xg and Yg we shall have defined the reac-

tion Rg whose magnitude is Rg^V
Constraints of the type in Fig. 61 are employed to avoid addi-

tional stresses in beam AB due to temperature changes and

bending.

3.

Fixed Support (Rigid Clamp or Embedding)
(Fig. 62). In this case the action of the constraining surfaces on

the embedded portion of the beam is that

of a system of distributed forces of reac-

tion. By reducing the forces of reaction

to a common centre A we can replace

them with an immediately unknown force

R^ attached at A and a couple of

immediately unknown moment. Force
can in turn be denoted by its rectangular

components and K^. Thus, to determine

the reactions of a fixed support we must Fig. 62.

find three unknown quantities X^, Y
and Af^.

The direction of reactions in other types of constraints

examined in § 4.

was

Problem 21. Tlie travelling crane in Fig. 63 weighs P— 4 t-

gravity lies on DE. it lifts a load of weight Q=1 t, the length of the jib

(the distance of tlie load from DE) is 6= 3.5 m, and the distance between the

wheels is /lB= 2a= 2.5 m. Determine the force with which the wheels A and a

**^^S*o I u t i o n. Consider the equilibrium of the crane-and-load system taken

as a free body: the active forces are P and Q, the unknown forces the

reactions Na and (Vg of the removed constraints. Taking A as the centre oi
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the niornenis of all tlie forces arnl projecting llic parallel forces on a vertical

a.xis. we obtain, by the eqnilibriiini equations (37):

- Po -f Nft . 2a - Q (a+ ft)= 0,

A'.4+'V^ 1 1 = 0.

^ - 2 2 f--0 = 1.1 t:

Vo )

P 0
=T+ 2 (AO = 3.9 t.

To verify the solution, write the equation of the moments about 6;

— N^\2a -f- Pa — (? ( ti — a) = 0.

2^

A/.
^'^Qf

\
\
s
N

2o

Fig. 63. Fig. 6-}.

Siihstiluting the value of Na. we. find that the equation Is satisfied. The pre«-

ml!' 5^ I- respectively equal to and A'a inmagnitude and directed vertically down.
^ ®

From the solution vve see that at

<?= T-^P= 2.22t
^ — <3

h!p
"’heel no longer presses on the rail IfUie load Q i» further increased the crane will topple over. The maximum load Oat which equilibrium is maintained is determined bv the equation V — (?

the moments about ^ ?here hJo of the unkn^n
equations (33), taking

• On tabulating data for problem solutions see footnote on p. 38.

3—2984
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Fk /V,

1 1

p R

1

i 0
1

A', 0 — /? sin a

F
1

1

1

A', O -P R cos a

0 o
1

— Pa cos P R2a cos Y

Now wrile the equilibrium equations:

Nf — R sill a= 0,

N, — P R cosa= 0,

— Pa cos P 4- 2Ra cos \= 0.

From the last equation we find:

„ _ P cos p^“ 2 cos V

As AK is parallel lo the inclined plane, ^ KAx= (x, whence y
and finally

r.,_ Pcosp
" “ 2 cos (a - p)

•

Solving the first two equations, we obtain:

M _M f. cosacosp 1 ,, sinacosp

2cos(a-P)J' ^*~^2cos(a-p)’

= a-p

The forces exerted on *he surfaces are equal in magnitude to the respective

reactions and opposite in sense.

The values of A', and A', can be verified by solving the equations of moments
about the points of intersection of R and Nt and R and A/,.

From this solution we can draw the following conclusion: If. in order to

determine the proje.'tions or moments of any force or forces, we need to know
a quantity (e.g., the length of a

line or size of an angle) not giv-

en in the statement of the prob-

lem. we should denote that quan-
tity by a symbol and include it in

the equilibrium equations. If the

introduced quantity is not cancelled

out in the course of the compu-
tations. it should be expressed in

terms of given quantities.

Problem 23. Acting on a sym-
metrical arch of weight P= 8t

Fig. 65. (Fig. 65) is a set of forces reduced

to a force Q= 4t applied at D and

a couple of moment M[y—\2 t-m. The dimensions of the arch are a=10 m,
h=2 m, /j=3 111 , and a= 60®. Determine the reactions of the pin fi and
the roller A.
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Solution. Gjnsider llie tguilibrium of the arch as a free body. Acting

on it are the given forces P and <2 and a couple of moment Mp. and also the

reactions of the supports Na. X^. K/j (the reaction of the pm being denoted

bv its rectangular components as in Fig. 61). In this problem it is more con-

venient to use Eqs. (34). taking the moments about A and B and the force

projections on axis Ax, and each equation will contain one unknown force,

(impute the moments and the force projections and tabulate tlie information

as shown. In computing tlie moments of force Q. resolve it into rectangular

components and Q^, and apply Varignon's theorem.

\

Fk
\

1

fv. P Xfl Kb Q A Id

Fkx i

1

0 0 * 0 Q cos a 0

"•a {Fk) 0 -'>1 0
I

Y^a -
1 (?.J A -

1 Q,. 1
ft AId

1

{Fk)

1

-,V^o 0 0 m
Writing the equilibrium equations and taking into account that

|
= Q coso.

and |Q^[ = Qsiiia. we obtain:

+ <2 cos a= 0, (a)

YflO— P-^ — AQcosa — bQ sin a + Af/)= 0. (b)

— N^a + P-y— Al? cosQ -t-(a — 6) Q sin a -{- ,Vl/)= 0.

Solving the equations, we find

Xa—— <2cosa=— 2t,

= .p + Q _ ilk 4 . 09 1

.

P (a-t)sm„-/,cosa
,

^ o a

Jhc value of X/j js negative, which means that the sense of the x compo*
nent of the reaction at B h opposite lo that shown in the diagram, which could
have been foreseen. The total reaction at B can be found from the geometrical
sum of the rectangular components X/j and K^, Its magnitude being

Pfl=|/3^+ K;,=s4.55t.

If the sense of the couple acting on the arch were opposite to that indicated

w Af£>=— 12 t-m. In this case K^= 6.49 t,
^>4— 4*97 U while Xp would remain the same.

10 check the solution, write the equation for the projections on axis Ay:

+ P— Qsma= 0. (d)

‘hat they satisfy

VerifSYhA i!,.!
**“**^- ^h/Juld be carried out in both the general form, toruy the equations, and in the numerical solution to verily the computations).

3*
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It should be borne in mind that this method of verification may not reveal
errors due to mistakes in computing the projections or the moments of the
forces perpendicular to Au. Therefore, that portion of the computations has to
be further verified or an additional equation of moments about, say D can be
written.

Nole also the following. In writing Eqs. (34) the projection axis should not be
taken perpendicular to AB, or in our case not along At/. If, nevertheless, we
were to write a third equation of projections on Aij. we would have obtained a

system of equations (b), (c). (d) with only-
two unknown quantities and K/j (one
of the equations would be a corollary of
the other two) and we would be unable
to determine the reaction X^.

Problem 24. The beam in Fig. 66a
is embedded in a wall at an angle
a = 60’ to it. The length of the portion
AB is 6 = 0.8 m and its weight is

P = 100 kg. The beam supports a cylinder
of weight Q = 180 kg. The distance AE
along the beam from the wall to the
point of contact with the cylinder is

0 = 0.3 m. Determine the reactions ol

the embedding.
Solution. Consider the equilibrium

of the beam as a free body. Acting on
it are force P applied halfway between

A and B, force F applied perpendicular to the beam at E (but not force
Q. which is applied to the cylinder, not to the beam!), and the reactions of
tlie embedding, indicated bv the rectangular components .Afj and Ya and a couple
of moment Af,^ (see Fig. 62).

In order to write the equations of equilibrium (33) let us compute the
projfcctions of all the forces on each of the coordinate axes and their moments
about A:

1

Fk f
;

Ya F P Ma

Fk.
' X,

\

F cos a 0 0

1 0 Ya — F sin a — P 0

mA {Fk) 0 0 — Fa — P y sin a Wa

To determine F we resolve force Q, which is applied at the centre of the
cylinder, into components F and N respectively perpendicular to the beam
and the wall (Fig. 666). From the parallelogram we obtain;

F=^.
SUI o

Writing the equations of equilibrium and substituting the value of F. we
have:

A^-(-(2cota= 0. Ya-Q-P= 0. M^^Q£^-P^sma=0.
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Solving IIicjc equations we find;

X .4= —(?cota =— 103.8 kg.

+ kg,

AI
,= Q P 4- sin a=.96.9 kg*m.

siti a 2

The reaction of the wall consists of force and a

couple ol inoinent Al.i.

The solution of this problem once again underlines the funciamenlal point:

the equilibrium equatio^^ include only the forces actinfi (Urectly on the body
whose equilibrium is being considered.

Problem 25. A string supporting a weight Q = 240l<g passes over two pulleys

C and D as sliown in Fig. 67. The other end of the siring is secured at 6, and the

frame is kept in equilibrium by a guy
wire ££,. Neglecting the weight of

the frame and the friction in the
pulleys, determine the tension in the

guy wire and the reactions at A. if

the constraint at A is a smooth pivot

allowing the frame to (urn about its

axis. Tiie dimensions arc as shown in

the diagram.

Solution. Consider the whole
system of the frame and the portion

KDCM of the string as a single free

rigid body fsee Problem 10). Acting on
it are the following external forces:
the weight Q of the load, the tension F
in section DB of the string, and tfie

reactions T. X^. and of the con*
straints. The internal forces cancel
each other and are not shown in the
diagram. As tlie friction of the pulleys
is neglected, the tension in the cable
is uniform throughout its whole length and F = Q.

Introducing angles a and p. let us compute the projections of ail (he forces
on the coordinate axes and their moments about A.

Fu
1

Q F T Xa yA

FkK
j

1

0 F cos a — T cos P Xa 0

^ky -Q — F sill a — T sin p 0 yA

^AiFk) — Ql.O
1

r* 1.2 $it\ p 0 0
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l-roni liie right-angle triangles AEE, ami ADB we find that Z;£,=20mandDB— |.5m. whence sin « = sin p 0.8. cos a = cos p = 0.6, and a= fi

Siibstiliiting for the trigonometric functions their values and assuming F = 0
file equations of equilibrium give:

O.eQ -O.GT —
— Q — 0.8Q - 0.87 4- = 0.

— I .OQ - 0.72Q -(- 0.967= 0.

solving whicli. we find:

? = 2:,’ <? = «» '‘g- = r^=|<3= 776 kg.

Attention is drawn to tlie following conclusions: 1) in writing equations of
equilibrium, any sy-tem of bodies which remains fi.xed when the constraints
are removed can be regarded as a rigid body; 2) the internal forces acting on
the parts of a system (in this case the tension of the string DC acting on
pulleys C and D) are not included in the equilibrium equations as they cancel
each otlier.

27. Equilibrium of Systems of Bodies. In many cases the static
solution of engineering structures is reduced to an investigation
of the conditions for the equilibriiun of systems of connected
bodies. We shall call the constraints connecting the parts of a
given structure internal, as opposed to external constraints which
connect a given structure with other bodies (e.g.. the supports
of a bridge).

If a structure remains rigid after the external constraints (sup-
ports) are removed, the problems of statics are solved for it as

for a rigid body. Such exafiiples were con-
sidered in Problems 23 and 25 (see Figs 65
and 67).

However, an engineering structure may
not necessarily remain rigid when the exter-

nal constraints are removed. An example
of such a structure is the three-pin arch in

Fig. 68. If supports A and B are removed
the arcli is no longer rigid, for its parts can turn about pin C.

According to the principle of solidification, for a system of

forces acting on such a structure to be in equilibrium it must
satisfy the conditions of equilibrium for a rigid body. It was
pointed out. though, that these conditions, while necessary, were
not sufficient, and therefore not all the unknown quantities could
be determined from them. In order to solve such a problem
it is necessary to examine additionally the equilibrium of one or
several parts of the given structure.

For example, for the forces acting on the three-pin arch In

Fig. 68 we have three equations with four unknown quantities,

^A* investigating the conditions for the equilib-

C
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rium of the left- or rij(ht-hantl members of the arch we obtain

three more equations with two more unknown quantities, X(-

and Yr (not shown in Fig. 68). Solving the system of six equa-

tioas we can determine all six unknown quantities.

Another method of solving such problems is to divide a struc-

ture into separate bodies and write the equilibrium equations

for each as for a free body. The reactions of the internal constraints

will constitute pairs of forces equal in magnitude and opposite

In sense. For a structure of n bodies, each of which is subjected

to the action of a coplanar force sys-

tem, we thus have 3u equations

from which we may determine 3u

unknown quantities (in other force

systems the number of equations is.

of course, dilTerent). If the number
of unknown quantities is greater than
the number of equations, the problem
is statically indeterminate. An example
of this method of solution is given

in Problem 27.

Problem 26. The horizontal member AD
of tlie bracket in Fig. <>9 weighs P, = 15kg,
and the inclined member CB weighs P,=
s=l2kg. Suspended from the horizontal

member at D is a load of weight Q= 30 kg.
Both members arc attached to the wail and
to each other by smooth pins (llie di-

mensions arc sliown in the diagram). Deter-
mine the reactions at A and C.

Solution. Considering the bracket as a whole as a free body, we find
that acting on if are the given forces P,, P,. Q ami the reactions of the sup-
ports Xy\. Xc. Vc- But with its constraints removed the bracket is no
longer a rigid body, because the members can turn about pin B. On tlie other
hand, by the principle of solidilication, if it is in equilibrium tlie (orces acting
on it must satisfy the conditions of static equilibrium. We may therelore
write the corresponding equations;

2 =-^640-^60 - P,a -p,.2a -Q..la = 0.

We find that the three equations contain four unknown quantities Xa. Ya,
Ar. Vc. Let us therefore investigate additionally the equilibrium conditions
ol member /ID {Fi^ 696). Acting on it are forces and Q and the reactions

f
required tourtli equation for the moments

^boul B we shall avoid introducing two more unknown quan^
lilies, Xq and Yq. We have:

^

(Fa)s3— K^.Sa-fPja — Qa= 0.
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Solving tlie system of four equations (starting witli the last one) we find:

= -<?) =-5 kg, Yc^l-P,-\-P, +~Q = e2 kg.

''‘c= y y ^A~— '’^c =— 56 t<g-

We see that the sense of forces Kj and Xa is opposite to that shown in
the diagram. The reactions at B can oe determined from equations for the x
and y projections of the forces acting on AD\ they are: Xn=— Xa
V'fl = P.+Q-K^ = 50 kg.

® 4.

It should be noted that in solving a system of simultaneous equations (he
values in every successive equation should be substituted with the sign obtained

in tlie preceding equation. In the present case,

for example, the value substituted for Ya in

the last equation is — 5 kg. not 5 kg. This
also suggests that it would be wrong, on
finding that Ya=— 5 kg, to alter the sense
of Ya in the diagrainand consider K^= 5kg.
for this could lead to wrong solutions of

subsequent equilibrium equations.
We see that in solving problems of statics

i y j.^ there is no need to inve-^tigate all the con-

T ditions for the equilibrium of a given body.

|
ra

['"X
problem does not require the delermi-

M ^ nZin I , no//orj o/ the reactions of a constrainl, the

equations should, if possible, not include
those unkno'sjL'n reactions. That is just what we
did in the above problem in examining the

equilibrium of AD when we wrote only one
equation of the moments about B.

Problem 27. The horizontal beam AB in Fig. 70a of weight Q = 20 kg is

attached to the wail by a smooth pin at A and rests on a support at C. Beam
BE of weiglit P = 40 kg is hinged to AB and rests against D as shown. Deter-

mine the reactions of the supports if CB = AB, D£= 4-B£, a = 45®.
•S «j

Solution. Let us consider the members of the system separately and
investigate the equilibrium of BE and AB. Acting on BE, which we regard as

a free body (Fig. 70o). are force P and the reactions of the supports Nq, Xg,
Yg. Assuming BE^a, we write the equations (33):

Fig. 70.

2 = Xft - No sin a z= 0.

'^F^y^Yg- P-\-NoCOsa= 0.

(£a) = A'd-|-o — P-^cosa=0.

solving which we obtain:

A'/) =-^ P cos a = 21.2 kg, =-|- P sin 2a= 15 kg,

Ys=-P(^\-

Considering beam AB as a free body, we have acting on it force Q, the

reactions of the external supports Afc. Ya. and the action X'g and Yg of

|-cos*o)= 25 kg.
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BE iMnsmillod by pin B (Fig. 70P). According to the 4th principle, forces

X„ and Yff are respectively equal to X,f and V,, in magnitude and opposite

in sense.

Denoting AD = b and writing the equil ibriiim equations (34) for the lorces

acting on the beam, we have:

2 ^ + 'Vc-| b-Q^^.O.

b-\-Q^-Y'„^=-.0.

Assuming X'if= Xn ami = Kh and solving for tiie unknown qiiartfities, we

obtain:

A'^ = Xs = 15 kg. Y^,= ^Q^^Yj,=-7.?y kg.

AV= |-Q+4>'ft^52.5 kg.

\Vc 5»ee that all the reactions except are directed as in Fig. 70; the true
direction of Y^ is vertically downwards. In >olYing problems by this inelhod it

should be remctnbered that //, the action of one body on another is denoted by a
force R or its rectangular components X and Y, then according to the 4th prin^
ciple, the action of the second body on (he first must be denoted by a force R*
equal to R in magnitude and opposite in sense, of by its retr^ang«/ar ror?r^one/i/s

X' and Y' respectively equal to X and Y in magnitude and opposite in sense.
Beware of tlie following two mistakes which are often made in solving

problems by this melltod: 1) The student fails to draw forces X' and K' in the
opposite direction of X and K, which makes for a wrong answer; 2) Maving
drawn the forces^ X' and K' correctly^ the student dbSiirne^, in solving llie

equations, that X' =— X and Y'

=

— Y, obtaining a wrong answer; actually
the same error is made as in the first case,

To preclude the po>sjbi|j(y of such mistakes, it is suggested that, as a rule,
the method of solution of Problem 26 be adopted. Furthermore, it usually gives
simpler systems of equations, as tlie internal forces do not enter the equations
for the structure as a whole.

Problem 28. A horizontal force F acts on the three-pin arch in Fig. 71,
Show that in determining the reactions of supports A and B force F cannot
be transferred along its action line to E.

Solution. Isolating the arch from its external supports A and B we
obtain a deformable structure which cannot be treated as rigid. Consequently,
the pc^mt of action of the force acling on the structure cannot be transferrec!
along DE even to determine the conditions for the equilibrium of the structure
(see § 3. corollary of the 1st and 2nd principles).

Fig. 71.
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Lft us »ltrm:ns(rale this by solving the problem (the weight o( the arch is

neglected). Consider first the right-hand member of the arch as a free body.

Acting on it are only two fo^ce^. (he reactions Rf^ and /?,- of (he pins B and C
(force Rc i*^ not sliown in the diagram). To be in equilibrium, the--e two forces

n)u^t be directed along (he same line, i e., along BC. and consequently (he

reaction Rn is directed along BC.
ln\es(igating now the equilibrium of (he arch as a whole, we find that

acting on it are three forces, (he given force F and the reactions of the sup-

ports Rf, (whose <lirec(ion we have established) an<l Ry From the theorem of

tliree forces we know that if the system is in equilibrium (he forces must be

concurrent. Thus we obtain the direction of R^/^. The magnitudes of R,x and R^
can be found by the triangle rule.

If we apply force F ai E and. reasoning in the same way, make the

necessary conslnictions (Fig. 7lf>), we shall find (hat the reactions of the

supports R^ and Rfj are dilTerent both in magnitude and in direction.

28. Distributed Forces. In engineering problems we often have

to deal with loads distributed over an area according to a known
mathematical law. Let us e.xamine some simple cases of distrib-

uted coplaiiar forces.

a 1

1

_1_
n
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Fig. 72.

A plane system of distributed forces is characterised by the

load per unit length of the line cf application, which is called

the intensity q. The dimension of intensity is kilogram per

metre: kg m.

1) Forces Uniformly Distributed Along a

Straight Line (Fig. 72). The intensity q of such a system

is a constant quantity. In solving problems of statics such a

force system can be replaced by its resultant Q of magnitude

Q=aq (39)

applied at the middle of AB.

2) Forces Distributed Along a Straight Line
According to a Linear Law (Fig. 73). An example of such

a load is the pressure of water against a dam. which drops from

a maximum at the bottom to zero at the surface. For such

forces the intensity q varies from zero to q„. The resultant Q
is determined in the same manner as the resultant of the gravity

forces acting on a homogeneous triangular latnina ABC, As the
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weight of a homogeneous lamina is proportional to its area,

the magnitude of Q is

= (40)

and is applied at a point at a distance of y from side BC

of triangle ABC (see § 5G, Sec. 2).

3) Forces Distributed Along a Straight Line
According to an Arbitrary Law (Fig 74). The magni-
tude of the resultant Q of such forces is. by analogy with the

force of gravity, equal to the area of the figure ABDE drawn
to scale and passes through the centre of gravity of that area

4) Forces Uniformly Distributed Along the Arc
of a Ci r c I e(Fig. 75). An example of such forces is the hydrostatic
pressure on the sides of a cylindrical vessel. It is apparent from
the laws of symmetry that the sum of the y projections, which
are perpendicular to the axis of symmetry, Is zero, and conse-
quently their resultant Q is directed along Ox. In magnitude= "’here is the pressure on an arc
element orlength Af* and is the angle between the force and
the AT axis. But from the diagram it is apparent that A/* cos (p^= Ai/,,.

Taking the common multiplier outside of the summation sign,
we obtain Q = q • AB. whence

Q= qh,
. (41)

where h is the length of the chord intersecting arc ^B.
Problem 29. An evenly distributed force of intensity 7, kg'm acts on a

cantilever beam whose dimensions are shown in Fig. 76. Neglecting the weight
of the beam and assuming the forces acting on the embedded portion to be
distributed according to a linear law, determine the magnitude of the maximum
intensities ci,„ and of the given forcts if 6 = 2o (compare with the dia-
gram for Problem 15. § 17).
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Solution. Replace the distributed forces by their resultants Q. R. and R'

.

By Eqs. (39) and (40).

Q= Q^b. R=-~ti„,a. =

Now write the equilibrium conditions (37) for the parallel forces acting on
the beam:

Substituting the values of Q. R. and R' and solving t!ie equations, we
obtain:

At b = 2a we have 7„=:16 q, and q^-=20 q^.

Problem 30. A dam of rectangular

cross section of height h and widtfi a

rests on a horizontal foundation AB
(Fig. 77). The weight of a unit volume

i

Fig. 76. Fig. 77.

of the impounded water is y* and the weight of a unit volume of the dam
filling is Yi« Assuming the forces acting on the foundation to be linearly

distributed (according to a trapezoidal law), determine the minimum and

niaximum intensities (v, and q^) of the forces.

Solution. Consider a section of the dam of unit length perpendicular to

the plane of the diagram. Cpnsider further the forces acting on the section

as if they were applied at the median cross section shown in Fig. 77. These

forces are: the pressure of the water P. the weight of the dam Q, the verti^l

reaction of the foundation, which wc shall denote by two forces R and R\
and the horizontal reaction F. ..... r

As the pressure of the water is determined by the weight of a column ol

height It, the maximum intensity of loading is = and by Eq. (40),

The component R of the reaction of the foundation is

the resultant of linearly distributed forces of intensity consequently, by

Eq. (39). Component R' is the resultant of linearly distributed

with intensity varying from zero to (Vi ^ ^i); lienee, by Eq. (40),
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p' =: (t}^ — q,) ^ . Finally, theweight ol a unit length of the dam is Q = -\\ah,

A

whence
^

P= yYA*- Q= >’»“*• /? = d,a. R'= {Qz
—

Writing now the equilibriun^ equations (33) and taking the moments about

the point of application of force R, we obtain:

^F,y^R-\~R' -Q=0.

Ento(F,)^-Pj-\-R'^^G.

The first equation gives the horizontal reaction F. From the second and

third equations we lind:

R'=2P^-. R-\-R'=Q.

Substituting the values ol the forces in the equations we obtain a sunul-

taneous system of two equations:

V,-9, = 2y-^. 9, + q,=2Y,/r.

.solving which we finally obtain:

It is worth noting that if (he ratio of the width of the dam o to its

height h is determined by the relation

7,
becomes zero. If a < A

portion of the dam along A does not press

danger of seepage which can lead
to the destruction of the dam.

Problem 31. A gas cylinder of

height H with an internal diame*
ter d contains gas compressed to p
kg/m*. The walls of the cylinder
are of thickness a. Determine:
1) the longitudinal, and 2) the lat>

eral stresses in the walls (stress
is' the ratio of the expanding force
to the area of (he cross section).

Solution. 1) Let us cut the
cylinder with a plane perpendicular
to its axis and investigate the
cylinder (Fig. 78o). Acting on

are two forces: the pressure on

then q^ is negative, which means that a

on the foundation, creating the

Fig. 78.

the

axis

equilibrium of one portion ol

it parallel to the cylinder

the bottom f= and the resultant Q
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o: tlie ict of distributed forces acting on the cross section (the action of the

retiioved portion). For equilibrium we have F = p. A>>uming the area

of the cross >ection to be approximately nda. we obtain the following expan-
sion stress a,:

^

—r — P Kg !n*.
nt/a 4 a ^ ^

2) Now cut tlie cylinder with a plane passing through the axis and exam-
ine the equilibrium of one half of it. as-uming all the forces to be acting
on it in the plane of the median section (Fig. 78b>. Acting on this half of
tlie cylinder are: a) tlie pressure of the gas of intensity q = pH distributed
uniformly along a semicircle (from Eq. (41) its resultant is R = qd = pHd)
and b) the forces di»tributed along sections A and B (the action of the re-
moved half) whose re>u Hants are S, and S.\ bv virtue of symmetrv. S, = 5^= 5.
From the conditions of equilibrium we have'S, + S,= P, whence 5='

, pdH.
As the area of the section, along which force 5 is distributed is a// (neglecting
the area of the section of the cylinder bottom), we lind the expansion stress

1 d
kg m*.

It will be noticed that the transverse stress is twice as large as the longi-
tudinal stress.

Chapter 5

ELEAIENTS OF GRAPHICAL STATICS

29. Force and String Polygons. Reduction of a Coplanar Force

System to Two Forces. In engineering problems graphical methods

are often used which, though less accurate than analytical meth-

ods, produce faster and more easily visualised results.

Fig. 79.

The graphical method of solving problems of statics for coplan-

ar force systems is based on the construction of force and string

(or funicular) polygons.
,

Consider a system of three forces F^, F, acting on a rigid

body (Fig. 79a). In Fig. 796 is constructed a force polygon abed
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With the given forces as its sides*. It will be recalled that when

the end of the last force coincides with the beginning of the

first force the polygon is said to be closed-, otherwise it is said

*°Frorn^an arbitrary point 0 (the pole) in the plane of the force

Dolvgon and not collinear with the sides of the polygon draw to

the' vertices of the polygon rays Oa. Ob, Oc, Od, which we shall

number 01, 12. 23, and 30 (reading them “zero-one", “one-two”,

etc., as they denote the numbers of the forces coincident at the

respective vertices).

Kow take in Fig. 79a an arbitrary point A and draw through

it a line parallel to ray 01 till its intersection with the action

line of force F, at point D. From B draw a line parallel to ray 12

till its intersection with the action line of force F, at C. etc. The

resulting figure ABODE is called a siring (funicular) polygon.

(If we take a string, pin it down at A and E and apply forces

F,. F, and F, to it at points H, C. and D, then, when equilib-

rium is maintained, it will take the shape of the broken line ABODE.
Hence the name of the polygon.)

A string polygon is closed if its first and last strings {.\B and

DE in our example) coincide, i.e., if they are collinear; other-

wise the string polygon is said to be open.

By such a construction it is possible to replace any coplanar

force system with two forces directed along the first and last

strings {AB and DE) of the polygon. We may observe from exam-
ining the construction in Fig. 79b that by drawing the rays On.

Ob, etc., we have resolved each of the given forces F,, F,. F,
into two forces, as

F, =ab^aO -\~0b, Ft= bc=bO-\- Oc, F,=cd= c0 Od.

But we know (see § 7, Fig. 17) that forces equal to aO and Ob
can replace F,, wherever they are applied along its action line.

Let us apply the two forces at point B, which was obtained by
the construction of the string polygon (Fig. 79a). Similarly, let

us replace forces F, and F, by forces tO and Oc, and cO and Od,
applying them_at_points C and D respectively. Note that forces

Ob, bO and Oc, cO directed along lines BO and CD cancel out,

as (from Fig. 79b) Ob=— bO and Oc=— cO. Thus the system
of forces F^, F,. and F, is replaced by two forces aO and 0(7
directed along the first and last strings AB and DE of the string
polygon.

Analogous results are obtainable for any number ol forces.

• We shall denote the fortes of a force polygon by numbers, e.g., 1 forF„
^ lor Fx, etc.
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Fig. 80.

30. Graphical Determination of a Resultant. If a force polygon
constructed for a given coplanar system is not closed (the prin-
cipal vector R^O) the system, by § 23, can be reduced to a
single resultant.

Graphically the resultant can be determined by successively
applying the parallelogram rule. With many forces, however,
this becomes too cumbersome. Construction of force and string

polygons simplifies the

problem.
Let a set of forces F^,

Fi, F^, F^ be acting on a

rigid body (Fig. 80a) and
let ahcde in Fig. 806 be a

force polygon drawn to

scale. Its closing side ae

represents the magnitude
and direction of the result-

ant R. To determine its

point of application, con-

nect the vertices a, b, c,

(1. e with an arbitrary pole

0 and construct a string

polygon ABCDEF, where
Ab\\aO, BC\\bO, etc. (Fig.

80a). The given forces, we
know, can be replaced by

two forces directed along

AB and EF. Hence, their

resultant (and consequently

the resultant of the forces

r,. passes through

the point of intersection of AB and EF. Thus, by constructing

a string polygon and continuing the first and last strings till

their intersection, we obtain a point K through which the re-

sultant of the force system passes. By drawing through K a line

parallel to ae and applying force R at any point on it we ob-

tain the resultant.

A similar construction for parallel forces is shown in Fig. 81.

The force polygon in this case is a line segment and the result-

ant R=:ae.

31. Graphical Determination of a Resultant Couple. If a force

polygon constructed for a given coplanar force system closes

while the string polygon remains open, the system can be reduced

to a resultant couple.
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For if a force polygon abede constructed with the given forces

F F F,, F^ is closed (Fig. h2). rays aO and Oe coincide*.

Then the first and last strings AB and EF of the string polygon,

if it is not closed, are parallel.

It follows from § 29 that the given forces mayj^e repl^cedj^-

two forces equal, in the present case, to aO and Oa {asOe= Oa)

and directed along AB and

EF. Thus, the force system

Ft. F,. F,. F,_is replaced by

the couple {aO, Oa) with a

moment arm d. The moment
of this couple is Oad, where
Oa is measured to the scale

of the forces in the force poly-

gon and d is measured to the

scale of the original diagram.

32. Graphical Conditions of Equ'Jibnum of a Coplanar Force

System. The results obtained in the foregoing sections show that

for any coplanar system of forces acting on a rigid body to be in

equilibrium it is necessary and sufficient for (he force and siring

polygons constructed with the given forces to be closed (the graphi-

cal conditions of equilibrium).
For, If any of the two polygons is not closed, a system can be

reduced either to a resultant force or to a resultant couple, hence
it will not be in equilibrium. If, on the other hand, both poly-
gons close the forces acting on the body may, apparently, be re-

duced to two equal collinear forces of opposite sense (Fig. 82,
when £/= 0), and the body is in equilibrium.

33. Determination of the Reactions of Constraints. Let us de-
termine graphically the reactions of the supports A and K of the
truss in Fig. 83a. First draw the truss to a suitable scale (e.g.,
0.4 m in 1 cm) and denote the given forces F,, Fj, F, acting on
it and the reactions of the supports and /?,. The direction of
Rt Is known and of /?, unknown. Now choose a scale for the
forces (e.g., 0.5 t to 1 cm) and construct a force polygon
(Fig. 836), starting with forces /, 2. and 3. The construction ends
with laying off the direction of force /?,. as we do not know its
magnitude (i.e., the location of point e). We do know, however,
that the end of force /?, must be at point a because, with the
system in equilibrium, the force polygon must be closed.

denote the rays Oa. Ob. etc., by numbers 12, 23, 34,
nfl 41. as m a closed polygon we have two forces at every vertex.

O'
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To continue our solution, take a pole 0 and draw rays 12,23,
34, 51. The <lirection of ray 45 is unknown because we do not
know the location of vertex e of the force poly^^on. To find this

ray construct a string polygon next to the diagram in Fig. 83a.
siartinfi \x.'iih point A nhere the force /?, of unknoii)n direction is

applied (otherwise you will be unable to close the polygon, as A
is the only known point on the action line of From point i4,

where force is applied, draw string 51 to its intersection with

the action line of F^ at B. from there string 12 till its inter-

section with the action line of at C, string 23 till its inter-

section with the action line of F^ at D, and string 34 till its

intersection with the action line of at E. The closing line EA
of the string polygon gives, by virtue of the conditions of equilib-

rium, the direction of string 45.

In Fig. 83/; we can now draw ray 45 from 0 parallel to EA.
Its point of intersection with the direction of f^e Ogives us the

required vertex e of the force polygon. Vector de denotes the re-

quired force /?,, and vector ea the required force R^ to scale,

which solves the problem.
An example of the graphical determination of the reactions of

supports when the given forces are parallel is shown in

Fig. 84. In this case construction of the string polygon can start

at any point, as the direction of both reactions is immediately

known. The required ray 45 is shown in both diagrams by a

double line.

34. Graphical Analysis of Plane Trusses. A truss is a rigid

structure composed of straight members connected at their ends by

pins. If the members of a truss are coplanar it is called a plane

truss. The points of intersection of the members are caWed joints.

All external loads on the truss act only at the joints. In solving
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trusses, the friction at the joints and the weight of the members

are assumed to be negligible in comparison with the external

forces and are neglected (or the weight of the members is dis-

tributed to the joints). Hence, acting on every trus> member are

two forces applied at its ends; being in equilibrium, the forces

are directed only along the members. It follows that (he members

of a truss n'ork only in tension or in co/npression. We shall restrict

ourselves to the consideration of rigid plane trusses composed of

triangles. In such trusses the relation between the number of

members k and the number of joints n is e.xpressed by the equa-
tion:

k= 2n~Z. (42)

In fact, any rigid triangle composed of three members has three
joints (see, for example, the triangle in Fig. 85 formed by mem-
bers /, 2. 4). Each new joint requires only two new members
(e.g., joint /// in Fig. 85 is attached by members 3 and 5).

Hence, for the remaining {n— 3) joints 2 (m — 3) members are
required. The total number of members of a truss is thus
*= 3+ 2(n — 3)i=2n— 3. A truss with fewer members will not
be rigid, one with more members will be statically indeterminate.
By the solution of a truss is meant the determination of the

reactions of the supports and the stresses in the members. The
reactions of the forces are determined first, by either the graph-
ical (§ 33) or analytical (§ 26) method, the truss being consid-
ered as a rigid body and its equilibrium as a whole being examined.
Then the stresses in the members are determined. For this every
joint is ‘‘cut out” of the truss and the equilibrium of the mem-
bers attached to it is investigated, starting with a two-member
joint (otherwise it would be impossible to determine the unknown
stresses).

_

As an example let us consider the truss in Fig. 85a. It has 6
joints and 9 members. It satisfies Eq. (42) and therefore is rigid
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s, (^*-0)

JU

and has no redundant members. The reactions of the supports R
and /?j were determined in § 33, and forces F, are known!
Now consider the equilibrium of the members attached to joint

/ (we shall denote the Joints by Roman and the members by
Arabic numerals). Assume the members to be severed from the

truss*. The action of the re-

moved portion of the truss is

shown by forces 5, and 5,
directed along members / and
2. We construct a closed tri-

angle with forces /?,. S,, and
Sts which intersect at joint I

(Fig. 856). For this, first lay

off the known force to scale

and then draw through its

beginning and end lines paral-

lel to members / and 2. This

gives us forces 5, and 5,
acting on members / and 2.

Now consider the equilibrium

of the members attached to

joint II. The action of the

removed portion of the truss

on them is denoted by

forces 5i, 5,, and 5, directed along the respective members. Force

Si is known from the principle of action and reaction, for Si==— S,. Constructing a closed triangle with the forces intersecting

al joint II (starting with S'), we find the magnitudes of S, andS*

(in this case S,= 0). Similarly we de-

termine the stresses in all the other
members. The force polygons for all

the joints are shown in Fig. 856. The
last polygon (for joint VI) is constructed

only to check the solution, as all the
forces in it are already known.
The type of stress in each member

may be determined as follows. “Cut out”

a joint with portions of the members
attached to it (for example, joint III) F'g- 86-

and apply the found forces to the sec-

tions of the members (Fig. 86). The force directed away from

the joint (5^ in Fig. 86) causes tension in the member; the force

• Fig. 86 shows the memhers of joint /// severed for investigation of its

equdibrium. All the other Joints should be considered as cut out in thesameway.
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directed towards the joint (5, and S, in Fi«. b6) causes conipres-

Sion Conventionally tension is denoted by a “+•’ sign and com-

pression by a ” sign. Thus, in the present case 5. =+ 0.2 t

and S =— 0.3 t. In the example in Fig. 85^ members 2. 3,

6, 7, and 9 are in compression and members 5 and 8 are in ten-

sion.

35. The Maxwell Diagram. Triissej» can be <olvo<l granlncally much quicker

and the results represented in more compact form if the force polygon^ for all

the joints are constructed in a single diagram of forces called the

diagram, or the Cremona pohjgon of forces.

Very important in solving trusses by this method is a strict order of approaclu

The followirjg steps are suggested:

1) Determine the reactions of the supports of the truss.

2) Draw the given forces and the reactions of the supports acting on the

truss, placing all the vectors outside the periphery of the tru^s (Fig. 87 ci). Denote
the regions on either side of the forces and between the members of the truss
by the letters A, B, C K-

3) Construct a closed force polygon with the external forces (i.e., the loads
and the reactions of the supports) to scale, laying them off in the order in u.*liicli

they occur clockwise around the periphery of the truss (the heavy lines in Fig. 876).
It will be found convenient to denote tlie beginning and end of each force by
lower-case letters corresponding to the labels of the regions on cither side of

it taken in clockwise direction (thus force is denoted by «6. force by 6c»
etc.). We thus obtain the polygon abedea of external forces acting on the truss
(arrowheads are conventionally not drawn in the diagram).

4) Now succe.ssively attach to this polygon the force polygons for all tlie

joints of the truss, starting from a two member joint. Construction of each poly-
gon should start with a known force, and the forces should be laid off in (he
order in which they occur passing clockwise round the joint. (The stresses in the
members are denoted like the external forces: the stress in member / by of, in
member 2 by fe, etc,).

For joint VI in Fig. 87a, for instance, the given forces F^ and are
already denoted in the diagram as cd and de (Fig. 876). From point e draw a
hne parallel to member 8, and from point c a line parallel to member 9. The
intersection of the lines gives us the vertex k of the closed force polygon edeke
for joint VI. The force polygons for the other joints are constructed similarly.
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The diagram of forces, for ftie wfiole truss is shown in Fig. 876. In order to
determine tlie stress, say. in member J, we “cut out" joint / and, reading
clockwha*. lind the name of tlie required force: a/. In tlie diagram we find the

vector af and determine its magnitude- Applying now the vector to the section
of member / (>ee Fig. 86) we find that the member is in compression. Thesame
result obtains if joint // is cut_out—only, reading clockwise, we find that the

require<i vector is denoted b\ fa. This notation of forces thus automatically

takes account of the law of action and reaction.

Note the following special cases:

I) II attached to a joint not subjected to external loads are Ihree members.
collinear (Joint II in Fig- 87a). the stress in the third mem-

ber (member 4 in Fig. 87a)

two of whicli are

Fig- 88.

,
in rig. o/Q) 1$

Zero, as can be deduced by con*

struct ing a force polygon, The
member is called a zero member.
That is why in the diagram in

Fig. 87A points ff and f coincide

(«/=:= 0).

2) If a truss has intersecting

members ’ {members 1 and 5 in

Fig. 880) the force diagram for

them can be constructed in the

ordinary way. their point o'

illter^ection being considered as a

joint. The stresses in members /

and !> are equal in magnitude

and tvpe and will appear twice in the diagram, as shown in Fig. S8b. Lines

(le and fi4 denole tlie stress in member 1. i^nd lines an<i i'd, in member 5.

If in constructing a diagram you come upon a joint witli more than two .

unknown <|uantilies. try and construct tlie diagram simultaneously from two

ends of the truss (if the trusb is not symmetrical^ or <ielermine the stress in

MWiie members by the analytical method of sections.
.

In order to determine the stresses by the analytical method a section is

passed tlirough the truss, cutting three members (c.g.. members 4. and 2 in

Fig. 87n). The equilibrium equations (35) are written lor eitlier of the truss

portions, taking moments about the points where the cut members converge.

If two such members are parallel Eqs. (34) will be found to be more canvenient,

witli the components taken parallel to the axis normal to the memDcr>. Inis

method can be used to verify the correctness or accuracy of the graphical solu-

tion of a truss for any member or joint.

Chapter 6

FRICTION

36. Laws of Static Friction. We know from experience that

when two bodies tend to slide on each other a resisting force

appears at their surface of contact which opposes their relative

motion. This force is called static friction.

Friction Is due primarily to minute irregularities on con

lading surfaces which resist their relative motion and of

adhesion between contacting surfaces. A detailed examination of
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the nature of friction is a complex physico-mechaiiical problem

lyinj» beyond the scope of theoretical mechanics.

Enf’ineering calculations are based on several general laws

deduced from experimental evidence which reflect llie principal

features of friction with an accuracy sufficient for practical purposes.

These laws, the laws of static friction, can be formulated a> follows:

1. When two bodies tend to slide on each other a frictional

force is developed at the surface of contact the magnitude of

which can have any value from zero to a maxiimim value F,
which is called limitinfj friction, or friclioii of impending motion.

Frictional force is opposite in direction to the force which
tends to move a body,

2. Limiting friction is equal in magnitude to the product of

the coefficient of static friction (or friction of rest) and the
norma! pressure or normal reaction N:

= H3)
The coefficient of static friction is a dimensionless quantity

which is determined experimentally and depends on the material
of the contacting bodies and the conditions of the surfaces (their
finish, temperature, humidity, lubrication, etc.).

3.

Within fairly broad limits, the value of limiting friction
does not depend on the area of the surface of contact.
Taken together, the first and second laws state that for condi-

tions of equilibrium the static friction or

4
'y. /•

3
D

F^f^N. (44>
The coefficient of friction can be determined experimentally

by means of a simple device shown schematically in Fig. 89. The
horizontal plate AB and rectan^^u- ^
lar block D are made of mate-

*

rials for which the coefficient of
friction is to be determined. Act-
ing on block D is the force of
gravity P, which is balanced by
the normal reaction of the plate
N. and the applied force Q which,
when the system is at lest, is bal-
anced by the frictional force F

\p

Fig. 89.

ne
the
find

N ~~p'
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A senes of such experiments will demonstrate that within
certain limits of the weight P of the block. Q* is proportional
to P. and /, is independent of P. The coefficient of static fric-
tion /, is also independent of the magnitude of the area of
contact, within certain limits. This confirms the validity of the
2nd and 3rd laws of friction. The validity of the 1st law follows
from the fact that at any value of Q less than Q* the block
remains at rest. Hence, the frictional force p, which balances

C3f^3ctually assume any value from zero (at Q= 0) to

Attention should be called to the fact that, as long as the
block remains at rest, the frictional force is equal to the applied
force Q. and not to F,= f^N. The force of friction becomes equal
to only when slipping is impending.
The following table offers an idea of the values of the co-

efficient of static friction for various materials:

wood on wood 0.4 to 0.7
metal on metal 0.15 to 0.25
steel on ice 0.027

For more detailed information the student is invited to consult
engineering handbooks.
The foregoing refers to friction of rest. When motion occurs,

the frictional force is directed opposite to the motion and equals
the product of the coefficient of kinetic, or sliding, friction and
the normal pressure:

F= fN.

The coefficient of kinetic friction f is also a dimensionless
quantity which is determined experimentally. The value of f

depends not only on the material and conditions of the contact-

ing surfaces but also, to some degree, on the relative velocity of

the bodies. In most cases the value of / at first decreases with

velocity and then attains a practically constant value.

37. Reactions of Rough Constraints. Angle of Friction. Up till

now, in solving problems of statics, we neglected friction

and regarded the surfaces of constraints as smooth and their

reactions as normal to the surface. The reactions of real (rough)

constraints consist of two components: the normal reaction Af and

the frictional force F perpendicular to it. Consequently, the total

reaction R forms an angle with the normal to the surface. As

the friction increases from zero to F,, force R changes from N
to Ri, its angle with the normal increasing from zero to a max-

imum value T, (Fig. 90). The maximum angle which the
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total reaction of a roujjh support makes with the normal to the

surface is called the angle of ^la/ic friction, or angle of repute.

From the diagram we l)ave;

Since t'i=^f,^N, we have the following relation betwe^'-’ the

angle of friction and the coefficient of friction:

tan = (45)

When a system is in equilibrium the total _

reaction R can pass anywhere within the angle
^

of friction, depending on the applied forces.

When motion impends, the angle between
the reaction and the normal is cp^,.

If to a body lying on a rough surface is applied a force P
making an angle a with the normal (Fig. 91). the body will move
only if the shearing force P sin a is greater than f,= /„Pc‘>sa

(neglecting the weight of the body and con-
sidering Af= Pcosa). But the inequality
Psina>/„Pcosa, where /o= tan(p„. is sat-
isfied only If tana>tan(p,. i.e.. ifa>(f,.
Consequently, if angle a is less than cp., the
body will remain at rest no matter how great the
applied force. This explains the weil-knowm
phenomena of wedging and self-locking.

38. Equilibrium with Friction. E.xamination of the conditions
for the equilibrium of a body taking friction into account is
usually limited to a consideration of the conditions when motion
IS impending and the frictional force acquires its maximum val-
ue Fi. For the analytical solution of problems the reaction of a
rough constraint is denoted by its two components Af and F,,
\yhere F,= f^N. The known equations of static equilibrium are

^^^^^tituting f^N for F^, and solved for the required

If the problem requires that all possible positions of equilibrium
be determined, it is sufficient to solve oniy for the position of
impending riiotion. Other positions of equilibrium can then be

Stio/ to zero"*
/• 'he obtained

when motion is impending, the force of friction F— F,~fN in
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It is important to note that in positions of equilibrium when
motion does not impend the force of friction is not equal tof

.

and its maj^nitude. if it is required, should be determined from
the conditions of equilibrium as a new unknown quantity (see
second part of Problem 32).

In graphical solutions it is more convenient to denote the
reaction of a rough su^jport by a single force /?, which in the

position of impending motion will be in-
clined at an angle (f^ to the normal to the
surface.

Problem 32. A load o( weight P = 10 kg rests
on a horizontal surface (Fig. 92). Determine the
force Q that should be applied at an angle 0=30’ to
the horizontal to move the load from its place, if

the coefficient of static friction for the surfaces of con-
tact is /a = 0.6.

Solution. According to the conditions of the problem we have to consid-
er the position of impending motion of the load. In this position acting on
it are lorces P. Q. N, and Fi. Writing the equilibrium equations in terms of
tlie projections on the coordinate a.xes, we obtain:

Q cos a — F/ = 0; A 4* Q sin a — P = 0.

From the second equation N = P — Qsina, whence:

= fi>N = /o (P — (? sin a).

Substituting this value of in the first equation, we obtain finally:

Q = — ==5-2 kg.
cos a -f- /o sin a ®

If a smaller force is applied to the load, say Q'=4 kg. the shearing force

will equal Q'cos30* = 2J 3=i.46kg. The maximum friction which can devel-

op in this case is F(= f^{P — Q' sin 30®) =
= 4.6 kg. and the load will remain at rest;

tile friction which keeps it in equilibrium can
be found from the equilibrium equations in

terms of the x projections, and will be equal to

the shearing force (F' = Q'cos 30° =3.46 kg),

and not to F^.

Attention is drawn to the fact that in all

the computations F/ should be determined from
the formula Fi= f^N. N being found from the

conditions of equilibrium. A frequent mistake
in solving problems of this type is made in

assuming F/= /oP. thougli actually the pressure on the surface is not equal to

the weight of the load P.
Problem 33. Determine the angle a to the horizontal at which the load on

the inclined plane in Fig. 93 remains in equilibrium if the coefficient of fric-

tion is /o-
Solution. The problem requires that all possible positions for the

equilibrium of the load be determined. For this, let us first establish the posi-

tion of impending motion at which a= a^. In that position acting on the load
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are its weight P, the normal reaction yv ami the limiting friction F

.

Coii.'sfruct*

ing a closed triangle with these forces, we find that Fi= N (an a^. But. on
tlie oilier hand. Fi~lfJ^. Consequently.

tatia(= /,. (a)

In tins equation decreases as /, decreases. \Vc conclude, ttiorcfore, that
cqiiilibrium is also possible at a < Finally, all the values of a at which
the load remains in equilibrium are determined by the inequality

tanos=/o. (b)

If there is no friction {f^= 0), equilibrium is possible only at a= 0. Con-
sequently, whereas with friction equilibrium is possible at all values of the angle
of inclination of the plane between zero and a^. without (rictiim equilibrium is

possible at only one value of the ang-
le a, which is zero. This is the differ-

ence between equilibrium with friction

and the equilibrium of systems with
absolutely smooth (fricti’onksN) con-
straints.

The result expressed in equation
(a) can be used for the determination
of the coefficient of friction by finding
angle by experiment.

Note also that, from f^ = \an ipa.

where ipo is the angle of friction, it fol-
lows that o;=sq'.,. i. e., the largest angle
at which a load resting on an inclined
plane remains in equilibrium {llic angle of
repose) is equal to the angle of friction.

a

/f /r

r 1

p
a) 6J

Fig. 94.

Probletn 34. A bent bar whose members are at right angles is constrained

NUIectme^lheNteS '( Th®’
between A and B is /i.

with a nfd i!iL «
‘'le thickness d at which the barload l>ing on \H lionxonlal member will remain in equilibrium regardless

ls^ra!„°“ i

(rictioS o' the b^r^on tiil

US denote the weight of the load by P and its dislance

ii" " -
Wjttiog'the’ ettuilibriu. o,'„a'lioTs

-V — Af'=0. F-^P~P=0, Nh~Fdi~Pl= 0,

where F~f^,\ and F From the first (wo equations we find;

N=N'. P= 2f^N.

Subslituling these value, in the third equation and eliminating N. we have-

whence
=

equillbtlH’m S'poss'i'birat'any' valle oFd'$‘d'‘ Th
inflnily. Hence.

uiiy value oi a>d,. The maximum value of d, is at
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/= 0 .

(at /

Thus, (tie bar will remain
0) if (he inequality

in equilibrium wherever the load is placed

Fig. y5.

is satisfied. Tlie less the friction fhe greater must d be. If there is no friction
(/n = 0) equilibrium is obviously impossible, as i/=co.

Here now is a graphical solution of the problem. Instead of the normal
reactions and the frictional forces we denote at points A and B the total reac-

tions and Rp whose angles with the normals in the
condition of impending slip will be equal to the angle
of friction {Fig. 94f»). Thus, acting on the bar are
three forces Ry^. Rp, and P. For equilibrium they must
all intersect at K. where forces R^ and Rp intersect.
We obtain the equation ft = (/ -f d,) tan (p, + / tan (p,.
which could be expected from an examination of the diag-
ram, or ft =s (2/ -|-d^) /a, as tan(po= /„. Thus we obtain
the same result for as in the analytical solution.

The problem ofTers an example of a self-locking device
which is often used in practice.

Problem 35. Neglecting the weight of the ladder AB
in Fig. 95, determine the values of angle a at which a

man can climb to the top of the ladder at B if the angle of

friction for the contacts at the floor and the wall is 9,.

Solution. Let us examine the position of impending
slip of the ladder by the graphical method. For impending motion the forces acting
on the ladder are the reactions of the floor and wall R^ and Rp which are inclined
at the angle of friction 9 n to the normals to the surfaces. The action line<i of the
reactions intersect at K. Thus, for the sys-

tem to be in equilibrium tlie third force P
(the weight of the man) acting on the ladder

must also pass through K- Hence, in the posi-

tion shown in the diagram the man cannot
climb higher than D. For him to reach B
the action lines of and Rp must intersect

somewhere along BO. which is possible only
if force R^ is directed along .4S. i.e., when

9o.
Thus a man can climb to the top of a

ladder only if its angle with the wall does not

exceed the angle of friction with the floor.

The friction on the wall is irrelevant, i.e.,

the wall may be smooth.
351. Belt Friction. A force P is applied

at the end of a string passing over a cy-

lindrical shaft (Fig. 96). Let us determine the least force Q that must be applied

at the other end of the string to maintain equilibrium.

Consider the equilibrium of an element DE of the string of length rf/

=

where R is the radius of the shaft. The dilTerence dT between the tensions in

the string at D and £ is balanced by the frictional force dF= f^dN (dA' is the

normal reaction), since at the lowest value of Q motion is impending. Con-

Fig. 96.

sequently.
dT=:MN.

The value of d/V is determined from the equilibrium equation derived for the

force components parallel to axis Oy. The sine of a very small angle approxi-
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mately equals the angle itself, and, neglecting small quantities of higher order,

we have;

= r sin ~ + (r + dT) sm^=2T^= Tdi.

Substituting (his value of d!\f in the preceding equation we obtain;

dT= fJdfi.

Dividing both members of the equation by T and integrating the right-hand

member in the interval from 0 to a and the left-liand member from Q to P
(as the tensions in the string are Q at the point where 9 = 0, and P at tlie

point where 9= a). we obtain:

= or In^= ^a,

Q «

from which it follows that P/Q= e^‘”. or

Q= Pe-^o'. (46)

We see that the required force Q depends only on the coefficient of friction

ft and the angle a; it does not depend on the radius of the shaft. If there is no
friction (/o= 0),we have, as could be expected. Q=P. Of great practical importance
is the fact that by increasing angle a (wrapping the string around the shaft)

it is possible substantially to reduce the force Q required to balance force P.
Table I shows, for example, that a tension of one ton can be supported by
only 2 kg by wrapping a hemp rope twice about a wooden post.

Eq. (46) also gives the relation between the tensions in the driving part (P)
and the driven part (Q) of a belt uniformly rotating a pulley without slippage.
Assuming, for instance. a= « and, for a leather belt on a cast-iron pulley.

/i,
= 0.3 the ratio of the tensions Q/P 0.4.

Table I

VALUES FOR Q/P AT /o= 0.5
(Hemp Rope on Wood)

Fig. 97.

Problem 36. A force F is applied to the lever DE of the band-brake in
‘ frictional torque Mj- exerted on the drum of radius R.u LU^2CE and the coefficient of friction of the band on the drum is/o= 0.5.

fy,
^ nV'.j”' Of* fbe drum and band AB wrapped around it is a

force P (evidently P = 2F) applied at A and a force Q applied at B which is

Number of Turns a Q/P=e-/.’

'/* n 0.208

1 2n 0.043

IV. Sti 0.009

2 4n 0.002
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determined by Eq, (46). Weakoimve /<,= 0.5and a= -|-n =3.93 radians. Hence,

%
^

Q = 2Fe *
=5= 0.28 f.

The required torque is

Mr= {P-Q)R — \.72FR kg-m.

The less Ihe value of Q. i.e., the greater the coefficienl of friction /, and
the angle a, the greater the torque.

40. Rolling Friction and Pivot Friction. Rolling friction is

defined as the resistance offered by a surface to a body rolling
on it.

Consider a roller of radius R and weight P resting on a rough
horizontal surface (Fig. 98a). If we apply to the axle of the roll-

er a force Q<C.Fi there will be
developed at ^4 a frictional force

F, equal in magnitude to Q, which
prevents the roller from slipping on
the surface. If the normal reaction

N is also assumed to be applied

at A, it will balance force P, with
forces Q and F making a couple
which turns the roller. If these

assumptions were correct we could
expect the roller to move, how-
soever small the force Q.

Experience tells us, however, that this is not the case; for,

due to deformation, the bodies contact over a certain surface /Itf

(Fig. 9Sb). The action of force Q tends to shift a portion of the

load from A to B. As a result, the reaction N is shifted in the

direction of the action of force Q. As Q increases this displace-

ment grows till it reaches a certain limit k. Thus, in the posi-

tion of impending motion, acting on the roller will be a couple

{Qp F) of moment Q,R balanced by a couple (N, P) of moment
Nk. As the moments are equal we have Q^R^Nk, or

Q,= ^N. (47)

As long as the roller remains at rest; when Q>Q/ it

starts to roll.

The linear quantity k in Eq. (47) is called the coefficient of

rolling friction, or resistance, and is generally expressed in cen-

timetres. The value of k depends on the material of the bodies

and is determined experimentally. The following list offers an

idea of some typical values of k:

Fig. 98.
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WockI on wood ().(j5 to U.(KS cm
i\\i!d 'led on steel (wlieel on rail) .... O.OOo cm
Hiirdened steel on steel (ball bearing) . . . O.CtM cm

The ratio k]R for most materials is much less than the coeffi-

cient of static' friction That is why in mechanisms rolling parts

(wheels, rollers, ball bearings, etc.) are preferred to sliding parts.

Problem 37. Determine the valuc-i of angle a at which a cylinder of ra-

dius R will remain at rC't on an inclined plane if the coeflicienl of rolling

friction is k (Fig. OH).

Solution. Con'ider the position of impending motion. v\hen a = a,.

Re'Olviiig force P into rectangular components P, and Pj, we find tliat the

moving force Q,= P, = P sin -i, . and the normal
reaction = P, = P cos a,. From Eq. (47) we liave:

p sifia, = -pr P cosa,.
H.

or

tanci, = -^.

If k tends to zero the value of a, also tends to

zero. We conclude from this that equilibrium i> main-
tained at any angle a<a,. This result may be used

for determining coefficient k by experimentally finding

angle a,. Pi„ qo
Concept of Pivot Friction. Consider a

sphere at rest on a horizontal plane. If a horizontal
couple of moment Af is applied to tlie spliere it will tend to rotate the sphere

about its vertical axis. We know from experience that the sphere will start

turning only when Af exceeds some specific value Af^ which is determined by
the equation

Ah=>.Af. (48)

wliere N is (he normal pressure of the sphere on tlie surface— in this case
equal to the sphere’s weight. This result is explained by tlie development
so-called pivot friction, i.e., resistance to rotation due to the friction of li e
sphere on the surface. This is the type of friction developed in step bearing'
(pivots). The factor X in Eq. (48) is a linear quantity called the coefficient of
pivot friction. Tlie value of X is very small (one-fifth to one-tentli of tlie coef-
ficient of rolling friction *).

Chapter 7

COUPLES AND FORCES IN SPACE*

41. Moment of a Force About a Point as a Vector. Before
proceeding with the solution of problems of statics for force sys-
tems in space, we should elaborate some of the concepts intro-
duced before. Let us begin with the concept of moment of a force.

. interested only in the methods of solving problems
involving the equilibrium of bodies subjected to iion^coptaner force syNtems may
cave out §§44-47, which deal with the reduction of couples and forces in space*
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I. Vector Expression of a Moment. The moment of a
force F about a centre 0 (see Fig, 100), as a measure of the
tendency of that force to turn a body, is characterised by the follow-
ing three elements: 1) magnitude of the moment, which is equal
to the product of the force and the moment arm, i.e., Fh\ 2) the
plane of rotation OAB through the line of action of the force F
and the centre 0; and 3) the sense of the rotation in that plane.
When all the giver, forces and the centre 0 are coplanar there is
no need to specify the plane of rotation, and the moment can be

defined as a scalar algebraic quantity
equal to ± Fh, where the sign indi-
cates the sense of rotation (see § 14).

If, however, the given forces are not
coplanar. the planes of rotation have
different aspects for different forces and
have to be specified additionally. The
position of a plane in space (its aspect)

can be specified by specifying a line

(vector) normal to it. if, furthermore,
the modulus of this vector is taken a.s

representing the magnitude of the force

moment, and (he direction of the vector
is made to denote the sense of rotation, such a vector completely
specifies the three elements which characterise the moment of a
force with respect to a given centre 0.

Thus, in the general case me shall denote the moment m^(F)
of a force F about a point 0 (Fig. 100) by a vector Mo applied

a! 0. equal in magnitude (to some scale) to the product of the

force F and the moment arm h, and normal to the plane OAB
through 0 and F. We shall direct vector Mo so that the rotation

viewed from the arrowhead is observed as counterclockwise. Vector Mq
will thus specify the magnitude of the moment, the plane of rota-

tion OAB, which may be different for different forces, and the

sense of rotation in that plane. The point at which vector Mq *s

applied defines the position of the moment centre.

2. Expression of Moment of a Force in Terms of

a Vector (Cross) Product. Consider (he cross product of

vectors ^ and F (Fig. 100) From the definition*.

0/lX^t= 2 areas of ^OAB= Mo>

• The cross product a X * of vectors a arid b is itself a vector c equal in

magnitude to the area of a parallelogram constructed with vectors a and b as

its sides. Vector c is perpendicular to the plane through the two vectors in the

direction from which a counterclockwise rotation would be seen to carry a into b

through the smaller of the angles between them.
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as vector Mq is equal m ma^'nitudc to twice th 2 area of triangle

OAB. Vector X perpendicular to plane OAB in the direc-

tion from which a counterclockwise rotation would be seen to

carry M into F through the ^nailer angle between them (when

(he two forces are laid ofT from the same poin^ i.e., it is in the

same direction as vector Hence, vectors {OA X^) ^o
equal in magnitude and direction and. as can be readily verified,

in dimension also, i.e., they both denote the same quantity.

Therefore,

Mo^OAXf'' or = (49)

4

where vector r — OA is the radius vector from 0 to A.

Thus, the morjient of a force F about_a centre 0 is equal to the

cross product of Ihr' radius vector r= OA front 0 to the point of

application A of the force, and the force itself. This expression of

moment of a force will be found convenient in proving some
theorems.

42. Moment of a Force with Respect to an Axis. Belore pro-

ceeding with the solution of problems of statics for any force

system in space we must intro-

duce the concept of moment
of a force about an axis.

The moment ot a force about
an axis is a measure of the ten-

dency of the force to produce
rotation about that axis. Con-
sider a rigid body free to rotate
about an axis z (Fig. 101). Let
a force F* applied at A be acting
on the body. Let us now pass a
plane xy through point A normal
to the axis z and let us resolve
the force F into rectangular components F^ parallel to the z axis
and F^y in the plane .xy (F^y is In fact the projection of force F on
the plane xy). Obviously, force Fg, being parallel to axis z,

cannot turn the body about that axis (It only tends to translate
the body along it). Thus we find that the total tendency of
force F to rotate the body is the same as that of its component

We conclude, then, that

(50)

where m,(F) denotes the moment of force F with respect to axis z.
But the rotational effect of force F , which lies In a plane perpen-

dicular to axis z, is the same whether considered with respect to

4-2984
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m,{F)= m^{F,^)= ± F^^h.
(51 )

From this we deduce the following definition: The moment of a
force about an axis is a scalar quantity equal to the moment of the
projection of that force on a plane normal to the axis with respect
to the point of intersection of the axis and the plane.
We shall call a moment positive if the rotation induced by

force F^y is seen as counterclockwise when viewed from the pos-
itive end of the axis, and negative if

It is seen as clockwise.
It is evident from Fig. 101 that in

computing a moment according to Eq.
(51) plane xy may pass through any
point on the axis e. Thus, in order to
determine the moment of a force about
axis ? in Fig. 102 we have to: 1) pass an
arbitrary plane xy normal to the axis;

the plane and compute the magnitude

Fig. 102.

2) project force F on
erect a perpendicular from point'o. where the plane

intersect, to the action line of F", and determine its
length /i:4) compute the product F h;5) determine the sense of
the moment.

of F^y-: 3)

and axis

In determining moments the following special cases should be
borne in mind:

1) If a force Is parallel to an axis, its moment about that axis
is zero (since F,^= 0).

2) If the line of action of a force intersects with the axis, its

moment with respect to that axis is zero (since h= 0).

Combining the two cases, we conclude that the moment of a
force with respect to an axis is zero if the force and the axis are
coplanar.

3) If a force is perpendicular to an axis, its moment about
that axis is equal to the product of the force magnitude and the
perpendicular distance from the force to the axis.

Problem 38. Determine the moments with respect to the coordinate axes of
forces P and Q acting on a horizontal plate as shown in Fig. 103.

Solution. I

)

Force P is parallel to the 2 axis, perpendicular to the x
and y axes, and pas:>es at a distance of ^/2 and a/2 from them respectively.

Hence, taking into account the signs,

m^{P)=—P ntyiPy^P^, m^(p) = 0.

• The symbol fnQ{F). which we used for coplanar force systems and which
we shall continue to use, denotes the scalar (algebraic) magnitude of the moment.
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2) To determine project force Q on Uie yz plane. We obtain:

Qy^= Qs\na.

The inoment arm of force Qv/ respect to 0 is 6 and the rotation in-

duced by it, when observed from the end of the x axis, is counterclockwise*

Consequently,

mjj (Q) = bQ sin a.

Now let us determine rny(Q), Force Q lies in plane ABD. which is normal
to the ij axis and intersects it at B. Consequently, = Erecting a perpen-

dicular From fi to the action line

of Q(see supplementary diagram
in Fig. 103), we find that it is

of length /; = nsiaa. Finally,

taking into account the sense
of rotation, wc obtain

niy (<?) =— Qo sin a.

To determine (Q), we pro*

Ject force Q on the xy plane
and find that Q
that the moment arm of Q^y
with respect to 0 is b* Hence,
taking into account (he sign,

(t?) = feQ cos a. Fig. 103.

Analytical Expression of the Moment of a Force
about the Coordinate Axes. Consider a rectangular coor-
dinate system with an arbitrary origin 0 (Fig. 104) and a force
F applied at a point A whose coordinates are x, y, z. Let us com-

pute analytically the moment of force

F with respect to the z axis. For
this we project force F on the xij

plane and resolve the projection
into rectangular components F^ an3
Fy. These components are, obviously,
equal in magnitude to the projec-
tions of the force F on the x and y
axes. But. from the definition,

m, (F)= m^iF^y)= (FJ+ m^{F^),

which also follows from Varignon’s theorem. Also, from the dia-
gram, Wq{Fj()=— yF^ and ntQ{Fy)= xFy. Hence,

4-

m, {F)= xFy— yF^.
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W’e obtain the moments about ’ the other two axes in the

same way, and finally.

>Hy(F)= zF^— xF,. .

(52 )

.m^{F)^xF^ — yF^.
J

Eqs. (52) give the analytical expression of the moments of a

force about the axes of a cartesian coordinate system. Using
these equations, we can determine the moments if we know the

projections of a force on the coordinate axes and the coordinates

ot its point of application.

Problem 39. Compute analytically the moments of force Q in Fig. 103

with respect to the coordinate a.xes.

Solution. Force Q is applied at a point A wliose coordinates arexssa,
y—b, r= C. Its projections on the coordinate axes are

=— Qcosa, Qy= 0, Q.ssQsiria.

Substituting these expressions in Eqs. (52), we have:

m^{Q)= bQsiua. my(Q)= — oQsina, {(?) = 6Q cos a.

43. Relation Between the Alnmentsof a Force about a Point and
an Axis. Consider a force F acting on a body at a point A (Fig. 105).

Let us draw an axis z and take an arbitrary point 0 on it.

The moment of F about 0 is denoted by a vector normal
to planeO^B, of scalar magnitude

AIq= Fh= 2 areas ^OAB.
Drawing now a plane xy through

0 normal to axis z and pro-

jecting force F on it, we find from

Eq. (51) that

m,{F)= m^iF^y)= 2 areasAOA
,

.

Fig. 105. But triangle OA^B^ is the pro-

jection of triangle OAB on the

plane xy. The angle between the planes of the two triangles

is equal to the angle between the normals to the two planes,

i.e., Y- Then, from the well-known geometric formula, area

= area A cosy.

Doubling both sides of the equation and observing that twice

the areas of triangles OA,B, and OAB are respectively equal to

mAF) and Mq. we obtain finally:

m, (/=•)= Mo cosy. (53)
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As the product A/^cos y gives the projection of vector —
on axis z. Eq. (53) may also be written in the form:

nu(F)=AU or (O= [fflo (^)).- (54)

We have thus proved the follow ing relation between the moment
of a force about an axis and its moment about a point on that
axis: The moment of a force F n'Hh respect to an axis is equal to

the projection on that axis of the vector denoting the moment of

that force xvith respect to any point on the given axis.

44. Vector Expression of the Moment of a Couple, The action
of a couple on a body is characterised by: 1) the magnitude of
the moment of the couple. 2) the aspect of the plane of action,
and 3) the sense of the
rotation in that plane. In

considering couples in

space all three characteris-

tics must be specified in

order to define any couple.
This can be done If.

by analogy w'ith the mo-
ment of a force, the mo-
ment of a couple is denoted by a vector m or M whose modulus
(to some scale) is equal to the magnitude of the momenl of that
couple, i.e., the product' of one of Us forces and the momenl arm.
The vector is normal to the plane of action of the couple in the
direction from which the roiadon induced by the couple would
be observed as counterclockwise <Fig. 106).
Since a couple may be located anywhere In its plane of action

or in a parallel plane (see § 19), it follows that vector m can
be attached to any point of the body (such a vector is known
as a free vector).

It is evident that vector m does, in fact, define the given
couple as. if \ve know m, by passing an arbitrary plane normal
to m w-e obtain the plane of action of the couple: by measuring
the length of m we obtain the magnitude of the couple moment-
and the direction of m shows the sense of rotation of the couple’

In map.tude the moment of a couple is equal to the moment

the other force, i.q. m= m^{F)-, the two vectors have the samedirection (compare Figs 106 and 100). Consequently.

m= mi,{F)= m^iF').
• > .

Conditions of Equilibriumof Couples. Couples in space are compounded accordina in
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following theorem: Any system of couples acting on a rigid body

is equivalent to a single couple of moment equal to the geometric^

sum of the moments of the component couples.

Let us first prove the theorem for two couples of moments m,
and m, acting on a body in planes (/) and (//) (Fig. 107). Take

on the line of intersection of the two planes a segment AB= d.

By virtue of the properties of couples proved in § 19, we can

represent the couple of moment m, in terms of forces F, and

F\, and the couple of moment in terms of forces Fj and F[

applied at points A and B respectively. Evidently. F,d= m,

and F^d= m^.

0

Py compounding the forces applied at points A and B we

ascertain that couples (F,, F,) and (F,, F,) are really replaced

by (R, /?,). Let us determine the moment M of this couple. As

R= F^-^ F^, and the moment of a couple is equal to the moment

of one of its forces with respect to the point of application of

the other force, we obtain from Eq. (49):

X ^ ^ X X f.) -f X /='x)-

But ABX Hence.

M= + (55)

i.e., vector Af is represented by the diagonal of a paiallelo-

gram with vectors m, and nit as its sides, which proves the theo-

rem for two couples.

If there are n couples of moments m,, m, m„ acting on

a body, we can apply Eq. (55) successively with the result that

we shall have replaced a system of couples by a single couple

of moment ... ^ /f;p\

Vector M can be determined as the closing side of a polygon

constructed with the component vectors as its sides.
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If the component vectors are non-coplanar, the problem is best
solved by the analytical method. For this draw a coordinate
system. From the theorem of the projection ot a vector sum on an
axis, and from Eq. (56). we have:

With these projections we can construct vector M. Its magni-
tude is given by the expression

The above results readily give Ihe conditions for the cquitih-
rium of a system of couples mfinff on a rigid body. Any system
of couples can be reduced to a single couple of moment deter-
mined by Eq. (56), but for equilibrium we must have M= 0,or

— 0 .

i.e.. the polygon constructed with the moment vectors of the
component couples acting on a body must be closed.
The analytical conditions ol equilibrium can be found if we

m ' int" account that M = 0 only if = /V),,= 0, andM,= 0. This, by virtue of Eqs. (57). is possible if

= 0 = = (58)

In conclusion it should be noted that if all the couples lie in
the same or in parallel planes, the vectors of their moments will
be collinear and their composition
is reduced to an algebraic opera-
tion. This result was obtained in
§ 20 .

Fig. 108.
Fig. 109.

dicular pl^n^ TlSoment^ orea^™sullant couple.
^ is J Kg*m. Deterniuie tlie re-

^ applied at an arh^Hrary'^ and
denoted by the vector m. ThC resultant Lmro i ""Vi'® is

-1 to . and the magnitude ol
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If the sense of rotation of one of the given couples is reversed, the result-

ant couple will occupy a plane normal to ABCD.
Problem 41. The cube in Fig. 109 hangs from two vertical rods -4,4, and

BBi so that its diagonal AB is horizontal. Applied to the cube are couples

(P. P) and (Q. <?'). Neglecting the weight of the cube, determine the relation

between forces P and Q at which it will be in equilibrium and the reactions

of the rods.

Solution. The system of couples (P. P) and (Q. Q') is equivalent to

a couple and can be balanced only by a couple. Hence, the required reactions

N and N' must form a couple. Let us denote its moment m normal to diago-

nal AB as shown in the diagram. In scalar magnitude m= Na V 2, where a is

the length of the edge of the cube. Denote the moments of the given couples

by the symbols m, and m.: their scalar magnitudes are /n, — Pa and =
and their directions are as shown.

Now draw a coordinate system and write the equilibrium equations (58):

cos45‘'=0, ^rni,y= m, — m cos 45“= 0.

The third conilition is satisfied similarly.

It follows from the obtained equations that we must have, — /Hj. i.e.,

Q — P. We find, further, that

COS 45

But m=Na\ 2, hence N^P. ^ r n j
Thus, cQuilibf iuni is possible when Q — P. The reactions of the rods are

equal to P in magnitude and are directed as shown.

46. Reduction of a Force System in Space to a Given Centre.

The results obtained above make it possible to solve the problem

of reducing an arbitrary force sys-

tem to a given centre. This problem,

which is analogous to the one exam-

ined' in § 22. is solved by applying

the theorem of the translation of a

force to a parallel position. In order

to transfer a force F acting on a rigid

body from a point A (Fig. 110a) to

a point 0. we apply at 0 forces

yrand po^ce F =F \\\\\ be applied at 0 together

with the couple (F, F") of moment m, which can also be shown

Fig. 110.

as in Fig. 1106. We have:

m= mo(F). (59)

Consider now a rigid body on which an arbitrary system of

forces F,. F,. F„ is acting (Fig. 11 lo). Take any point 0 as

the centre of reduction and transfer all the forces of the system

to it, adding the corresponding couples. We have then acting on

the body a system of forces

Ft F,, Ft^^F .... Fn =^F

K

(60)
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applied at 0 and a system of couples whose moments, by Eq.

(59), are:

= rn„= m„iF„). (61)

The forces applied at 0 can be replaced by a single force R
applied at the same point. Us magnitude is or, by
Eqs. (60)

= (62)

We can compound all the obtained couples by geometrically
adding the vectors of their moments. The system of couples will

be replaced by a couple
of moment =
or. by Eqs. (61),

*)- (63)

As in the case of a

coplanar system, the

quantity R (the geomet-
rical sum of all the
forces) is called the prin-

cipal vector of the sys-

tem; vector Mq (the geo-
metrical sum of the
moments of all the forces with respect to 0) is called the prin-
cipal moment of the system with respect to 0.
We have thus proved the following theorem: Any system of

forces acting on a rigid body can be reduced to an arbitrary centre 0
and replaced by a single force R, equal to the principal vector of
the system applied at the centre of reduction, and a moment
equal to the principal moment of the system with respect to 6
(Fig. nib).

Vectors R and Mq are usually determined analytically, i.e.,
according to their projections on the coordinate axes
We know the expressions of /?,, R and /?, from § 10. We shall

denote the projections of Mq on the coordinate axes by the sym-
bols A-f^, From the theorem of the projection of a vector= or. from Eq. (54).
^x=Z^Ark)- Similarly we obtain My and Af,.

Thus the formulas for determining the projections of the prin-
cipal vector R and the principal moment are:

^

Fig. 111.

^*= 2 ^**. Ry='EF,^. (64)

(65)
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It follows from' this theorem that two systems of forces, for

which /? and Mq are the same, are statically equivalent. Hence,
to define a force system acting on a rigid body it is sufficient to
define its principal vector and its principal moment with respect
to a given centre, i.e., to specify the six quantities in Eqs. (64)
and (65).

Problem 42. Determine the stresses in section AA^ of a beam subjected to
forces as shown in Fig. Il2a. Force Q goes through the centre of the right-hand
portion of tlie beam; force F lies in the plane Oxz; force P is parallel to the t/

axis.

Solution. The required stresses are determined as in Problem 18 (§22).

For this reduce all the forces to the centre 0 of the section, and place the ori*

gin of the coordinate system there. Applying Eqs. (64) and (65) to determine

the principal vector and principal moment of the system, we have:

= f sifja — Q. Ry= ~P, R^= F cosa\

M^ — bP. = sina--^Q. Af,=-|p.

Thus, acting on the section AA^ are two lateral forces P, and Ry. an axial

tension /?,. and three couples of moments Af^. My, and ,M, (Fie. 112ft): the

first two tend to bend the beam about axes Ox and Oy and the last tends to

twist it about axis Oz.

47. Reduction of a Force System in Space to the Simplest

Possible Form. The theorem proved in § 46 makes it possible to

establish the simplest form to which a given force system in space

can be reduced. For this it is necessary to determine the princi-

pal vector and principal moment of the system with respect to an

arbitrary point and investigate the result.

The following cases are possible:

1 )
If /?= 0 and Mo= 0. the system is in equilibrium. This case

will be examined in § 48.

2) If R= Q and M^=i=0. the system can be reduced to a couple

of moment computed according to Eqs. (65). A free body subjected

to the action of such a force system can be (though not always)

in pure rotational motion.
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3) If and Mfy= 0, the system can be reduced to a result-

ant R passing through point O. The magnitude of R is computed

according to Eqs. (64).

A free body subjected to the action of such a force system can

be in pure Iranslatory motion (if the resultant R passes through

the centre of gravity of the body).

4) If R^O and Afo=?=0, and
fhe system can be reduced

to a single resultant R not passing
through point 0.

For if Mp_\_R, the couple denoted

by vector and force R are co-

planar(Fig. 1 13). If we take the couple
forces R' and R" equal in magni- Fig- ll3.

tude to R and place them as shown
in Fig. 113. we obtain forces R and R which cancel each other,

and the system is replaced by a resultant through point

O' (see § 23, case 3b). The distance 00' {00' _\_R) is determined

Fig. IH.

from Eq. (31). where d— 00'.
It will be readily noticed that this case applies, in particular,

to any system of parallel forces or coplanar forces whose princi-

pal vector /?==0.

5) If R^O and Mo¥=0,
and vector is parallel

to R (Fig. 114a). the system
can be reduced to a resultant

force R and a couple (P.

P') in a plane normal to

the resultant force (Fig. 1146).

Such a fofce-and-couple sys-

tem is called a \i.'rench\ the
line of action of force R is the

f .. .
axis of the wrench. No further

c ion of the system is possible. For. though the system will
transferred, if force R is transferred

Irom centre 0 to any point C. there will be added perpendicular

M ^ nioment Mc^^mdR). and the moment

tvSp“nf
resulting couple will increase. Thus, this

system cannot be reduced to a single resultant or

such a
^ subjected to the action of

U oni nf ?hp^f
"" ^ compound (screw) motion.

couple, say P'. is added to force R
and mi a"

‘‘^P'^ced by two non-coplanar forces Q
wrench,

^
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6) If R=^0 and M^~0 and vectors Mq and R are neither
perpendicular nor parallel, the system can be reduced to a wrench
whose axis does not pass through point 0.

To I'rove this, let us resolve vector Mo into two components, M^ along R.
and M, perpendicular to R (Fig. 116). We have ,Vl,=Afo cosa and= Alfj sifja, wliere a is the angle between vectors Mo and R. The couple
denoted by the vector At. (/Vf^ X force R can be replaced, as in the case
'tiown in Fig. 113, with a single resultant R' applied at point O’. As a result,

the given system is replaced by a force R' = R and a couple of moment Af,

parallel to R'

,

i.e., a wrench whose axis passes through point O'.

48. Condition of Equilibtium of an Arbitrary Force System in

Space. The Case of Parallel Forces. Like a coplanar force system,

any force system m space can be reduced to a point 0 and re-

placed by a resultant force R and couple of moment Mo jthe

values of R and Mo are determined from Eqs. (62) and (63)].

Reasoning as in the beginning of § 24. we come to the conclu-

sion that the necessary and sufficient conditions for the given

system of forces to be in equilibrium are that /?= 0 and A1^= 0.

But vectors R and can be zero only if all their projections

on the coordinate axes are zero, i.e., when — ^

and = = = or. by Eqs. (64) and (65), when the

acting forces satisfy the conditions

yF,y=0, ^F,=0- 1

Thus, the necessary and sufficient conditions for the equilibrium

of any force system in space are that the sums of the projections

of all the forces on each of three coordinate axes and (he sums of

the moments of alt the forces about those axes must separately

vanish*.

• In writing conditions (65) you may take, if you find it expedient, one

coordinate system to compute the force projections and another to compute

the moments.
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Eqs. (66) express the simultaneously necessary conditions for

the equilibrium of any rigid body subjected to the action of any
force system in space. The first three of the equations e.xpress

the conditions necessary for the body to have no translatory
motion parallel to the coordinate axes; the latter three equations
express the conditions of no rotation about the axes.

If. besides forces, there is also a couple defined by its iiioinent M acting on
a body, the form of the first three of Eqs. <66) will remain the same (the sum
of file projections of the forces of a couple on any axis is zero), but the last

three equations will fake the following form:

+ = 2]”*y(^A)4-Al^=0, = (67)

The Case of Parallel Forces. If all the forces acting
on a body are parallel, the coordinate axes can be chosen so
that the z axis is parallel to the forces

(Pig. 117). Then the x and y projections
of all the forces will be zero, their mo-
ments about the z a.xis will be zero, and
the Eqs. (66) will be reduced to three
conditions of equilibrium:

(/=•*)= 0
. (68)

The other equations will turn into identities 0= 0
Thus, (he necessary and sufficient conditions for the equilibrium

of a system of parallel forces in space are that the sum of the pro-
jections of all the forces on the coordinate axis
parallel to the forces and the sums of the mo-
ments of all the forces about the other two
coordinate axes must separately vanish.

49. Varignon’s Theorem of the Moment
of a Resultant with Respect to an Axis. Let
there be acting on a rigid body a force sys-
tem /=,, F. F„ which can be reduced
to a resultant R whose action line passes
through any point C (Fig. 118). Let us apply
at the same point a force R'^— R. The system F

, F , ...R Will now be in equilibrium and will satisfy all the

sh"u
” particular, for any coordinate axis Ox we

Fig. 118.

2"i,(/=**)-i-m,(/?')= 0.
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But as /?' =— R and both forces are collinear, it follows that
ni^{R’)=^—m^(R). Substituting this expression of rn^{R') in the
previous equation, we find that

— (69)

Thus, f/ a given force system has a resultant, the moment of

that resultant with respect to any axis is equal to the algebraic sum
of the moments of the component forces with respect to the same
axis (Varignon’s Theorem).

50. Problems on the Equilibrium of Bodies Subjected to the

Action of Force Systems in Space. The principle of solving the

problems of this section is the same as for coplanar force systems.

After isolating the body whose equilibrium has to be considered,

the constraints attached to it are replaced by their reactions,

the equilibrium equations are written as for a free body, and

the required quantities are obtained.

In order to obtain simpler sets of equations, the student is

advised to draw the coordinate axes so that they would intersect

with, or be perpendicular to. as many unknown forces as possible

(if this does not complicate the computation of the projections

and moments of other forces).

A new feature in writing equations is the computation of the

moments of the forces with respect to the coordinate axes.

If, while examining the general diagram, the student finds

difficulty in determining the moment of some force with respect

to an axis, he is advised to draw an auxiliary diagram showing

the projections of the given body and the required force on a

plane normal to the axis under consideration.

If. in computing a moment, there is difficulty in determining

the projection of a force on any plane, or the moment arm of

the projection, resolve the force

into two rectangular components

(one of them parallel to a coor-

dinate axis) and then apply

Varignon’s theorem. The mo-

ments can also be computed

analytically from Eqs. (52).

Problem 43. Three workers lift

a homogeneous rectangular plate

whose dimensions'are a by b (Fig. 119).

If one worker is at >4, determine the

points B and D where the other workers

should stand so that they would all exert the same force.

Solution. The plate is a free body acted upon by four paralle forces

Q Q Qj, and P. where P is the weight of the plate. Assuming that the
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plate is horizontal and drawing the coordinate axes as shown in tlie tigurc.
we obtain from the equilibrium conditions (68):

-Q^a~Q,x-\-P

<?.+<?* + Q,= P.

According to the conditions of the problem, <?, = Q, = Q hence front
the last equation. P = 3Q. Substituting this expression in the first two equations
and ehminating Q, we have:

= a•^-x=~a.
whence

Problem 44 A horizontal shaft supported in bearings A and B as shown
has attached at right ang es to it a pulley of radius r,z=20 cm and a drum of
radius r,_ 15 cm (Fig. 120). The shaft is driven by a bell passing over the
pulley; attached to a cable wound on

i os-

>

1 .^ user me
the drum is a load of weightP= 180 kg.
which is lifted with uniform motion
when the shaft turns. Neglecting the
weight of the construction, determine
the reactions of the bearings and the
tension Ti in the driving portion of
the belt, if it is known that it is
double the tension T* in the driven
portion and if o= 40 cm, b =60 cm,
and a= 30'.

Solution. As the shaft. rotates
uniformly, the forces acting on it are
in equilibrium and the equations of
equilibrium can be applied. Drawing
the coordinate axes as shown and regarding the shaft as a free body, denote the
forces acting on It: the tension F of the cable, which is equal to P in magnitude,
t^he tensions r, and r, in the belt, and the reactions Z^. Yr, and Zr of ttie
bearings ^ach of (he reactions and Rr can have any direction in planes
normal to the x ax is and they are therefore denoted by their rectangular components).

To write the equilibrium equations (66), calculate the projections of all the
forces on, and their moments about, the coordinate axes (see table); as the x
projections of all the lorces are zero, they have been omitted*.

41
.- * be found especially convenient in solving the problems of

this chapter. The table is filled column bv column, i.e., first the projeclionsand moments of force F are computed, then of force T,, etc. In this way atten-
succession. If we were to write the equilibrium

should liavc to rctum to each force six times witha correspondingly greater chance of making a mistake—especially of omittinssome force in this or that equation.
H^ciduy oi omuiing



T,

1

fk:
;

Fees a
1

1

fkz — F sill a

(pfc)
;

niy (Pft) Fsino-b

(Pt)
i

fcoso-6
'|

0 0 — (o+ b)

- Pjfl 0 Yb (a + *1

From the equilibrium equations, and noting that F= P. we obtain:

Pcosa + r, + r*-f->'^-H>'fl=0. (0

- Psin •j-f2x-f-^fl=0. (H)

-r,P + r,r|-r,r,= 0. (HI)

bP sina— (a-^b) Zn=0. {IV

)

bP cos a — aT, — oP, -j-

Remembering that P,= 2r,, we find immediately from equations (III) and

(IV) that

P,=i^=135 kg.

bP — 54 kg.

From equation (V) we obtain

K«=ML^;^^=,69kg.
z « r

^
ZjL s4 Substituting these values in the

T / other equations we find:

F.= -Pcosa-3P,-Kfl=-

F f\ ^ \ ^ — 630 kg.

Z^= PsIna-Zs= 36 kg.

finally.

r,=270 kg. — 630 kg,

Z^= 36 kg. 69 kg. Zb= 54 kg.

I ^ Problem 45. A rectangular plate

^
of weight P= 12 kg making an angle

a) a= 60“ with the vertical is support-

Ficr l-’lo ed by a journal bearing at B and
'

a step bearing at A (Fig. 121a).

The Plate is kept in equilibrium by the action of a string Z>£; achng on

the ntate is a load 0 = 20 kg suspended from a string passing over pulley 0

and altachid at K so that KO is parallel to AB. Determine the tension m

Air K ^

a)

Fig. 1210.
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string DE and the reactions of the bearings A and B. \t. BD = BE, AK —
<1= 0.4 m. and = 6 = 1 ni.

Solution. Consider the equilibrium of the plate as a free body. Draw

the coordinate axes with the origin at B (in which case force T intersects with

the H and z axes, which simplifies the moment equations) and tlie acting forces

and the reactions of the constraints as shown (the dashed vector M belongs to a

different problem). For the equilibrium equation', calculate the projections and

moments of all tlie forces; for this we introduce angle p and denote il — BD= BE
(see table). Computation of some of the moments is explained in the auxiliary

diagrams (Figs l2lb and c).

Ek P Q' T fiA fill

Fkx 0 _Q- 0 X.t 0

0 0 - T sill p

1

V.1
1

Fki
1

- P 0 T cos p i 2.4

iEb)
« d— P Y Sin a 0

1

Td sin p 0 0

niy (F^) -4 Q'a cosa 0 ZaO 0

J
0 Q'a sin a 0 - >' 4 ''

1

0

Fig. 1216 shows the projection on plane Bijz from the positive end of tlie x
axis. This diagram is useful in computing the moments of forces P and T about
(he X axis. It can be seen from
the diagram that the projections
of these forces on the yz plane
are equal to the forces, and that
(he moment arm of force P with
respect to point B is SC, sina=

(I= -

2
-sina; the moment arm of

force T with respect to point B 4^
is BE sin6= dsi(ip.

Fig. I2lf shows tlie projection /r,

on plane Bxz from the positive i
|

^
1

—

L ~
f

end of the ij axis. This diagram,
together with Fig. 1216, helps
to compute (he moments of
forcttP and Q' about the y axis.
It can be seen that the proiec-

/9

a C|

iP p

Ci

Fig. 1216, c.

tions of these forces on the xz plane are equal to the fo/ccs themselves and (hat

the moment arm of force P with respect to point B is = ~
; thearm of

Fig
® .*^05 a. or a cosa. as is evident
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Writing the equilibrium equations and assuming Q'=Q. we obtain;

-q^Xa = 0.
(I>

-rsinp-f-K^4-K« = 0. (II)- p 4- r cos p -f 4- Zfl = 0
. m

— P sin a 4- Td sin p = 0, (IV)

“ ^
-I- (V>

Qa sin a — K;jb = 0. (VI)

Taking into account that p= -^ = 30®, we find from equations (I). (IV). (V),

and (VT) that

x,= g = 20 1<g. 7-=P^^^,0.4l<g,

ZA=-^—~<^osa= 2kg. = sin a ^6.9 kg.

Substituting these values into equations (11) and (HI), we obtain

yfi=T siiip- K^=— 1.7 kg. Z„ = P-Tcos^-Za=1 kg.

and finally,

10.4 kg. A-^= 2o kg. kg.

2^= 2 kg. — i.7kg. Zfl=lkg.

Problem 46. Solve Problem 45 for the case when the plate is additionally
subjected to a couple of moment At= 12 kg-m acting in the plane of the plate;
the sense of rotation (viewed from the top of the plate) is counterclockwise.

Solution. Add to the forces in Fig. I2!a the moment vector M of the
couple applied at any point perpendicular to the plate, e.g., point A. Its pro-
jections are: /Vf_^= 0. Af^= AI cosa. and At^= A1 sin a. Applying the equilibrium
equations (67). we fmd'that equations (I) to (IV) remain the same as for Prob-
lem 45 while the last two equations will be:

— P -j- Z^b + Qa cos a 4* At cos a= 0. (V')

— YAb-^Qa sin a -j- M sin a =0. (VI')

Note that the same result can be obtained without writing Eqs. (67). by
denoting the couple as two forces directed, for example, along AB and KO
(their magnitude will, apparently, be Af.a) and applying the usual equilibrium
equations.

Solving equations (I)-(IV), (V'). anti (VI'), we obtain results similar to tho.se

in Problem 45, the only difference being that in all the equations Qa will

be replaced by Qa-)-At. The answer is:

r=a: 10.4 kg. X^= 20 kg. Ya=^ 17.3 kg. Z^=— 4 kg.

K^=— 12.1kg. Zb = 7 kg.

Problem 47. A horizontal rod AB is attached to a wall by a ball-and-socket

joint and is kept perpendicular to the wall by wires KE and CD as shown in

Fig. 122a. Hanging from end B is a load of weight P = 36 kg. Determine the

reaction of the ball-and-socket joint and the tensions in the wires if AB=a~
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= 0.8 m. AC=AD, = b = 0.Sm, AK = ~ . a= 30’. and p = 60’. Neglect tlie

weight of the rod.

Solution. Consider the equilibrium of the rod as a free body. Acting on

it are force P and reactions Tf(. Tc. Y^. and Z^. Draw the coordinate

axes and calculate the projections and moments of all the forces. As all the

forces pass tlirougli the y a.xis. their moments with respect to it are zero. To
compute the moments of force Tq with respect to thecoordinatc axes, resolve it

into components T, and T* (T, = Tc cos a. T, = sin a) and apply Varignon's

theorem*. Wc have (Tc) as /7j^(rj) = t). and (7’c)
= '«4(7’,),

D

as m,(7',)= 0. The compulation of. the moments of the forces with respect to
the 2 axis is explained in the auxiliary diagram 1226 showing tiie projection
on plane Axy. The results of (he computations are tabulated as follows:

p Tk
1

Tc Ra

fk. 0

1

7'x'Cos (1

1

— r.sin 45’ Xa

^ ky 0 — rA'Sinp — Tf cos 4v5 yA

0 r, Za

— Pa 0 1 7-, ft 0

(f'*) 0 Tfb sin 45’ 0

• Attention is drawn to the fact that the angle between force Tc and plane
Axjz IS not 45 , as is sometimes erroneously assumed in such cases. Therefore,
lor example, in computing fnjf{Tc) in Ihe usual way, it Is first necessary lo
oeiernime the angle, which complicates Ihe compulations. With the aid of
Varignon s theorem, however, we Rnd immediately th^t ntj, {Tc)= m^ (fj = T^AC.

i
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Substituting the values of 7", and we obtain the following equations:

Tfc cos ^ — Tc sit) a sin 45‘
-f- X,, =0, (I)

— r/^-sin p — Tc sin a cos 45®
-t* = 0, (II)

— P + 7'cCosa-f-Z4s=0. (Ill)

— Pa Tcb cosa= 0, (IV)

— r/c cos p+ Ti^b sin u sin 45° = 0. (V)

i//S.

solving which we find that rc=s55.4 kg. TyssSSS kg. X^ =5: — 9.8 kg,

V,i^70.5 kg. and Z^= — 12 kg. Components and thus actually act in

the opposite direction than that shown in the
diagram.

Problem 48. An equilateral triangular plate

,
with sides of length a is supported in a hori-

J 2ontaI plane by six bars as shown in Fig. 123.

Each inclined bar makes an angle of a =30°
with the horizontal. Acting on the plate is a

couple of moment M. Neglecting the weight of

the plate, determine the stresses produced in

the bars.

Solution. Regarding the plate as a free

body, draw, as shown in the figure, the vector

of moment Af of the couple and the reactions

of the bars Si. S, 5«. Direct the reactions

as if all the bars were in tension (i.e.. we

Pig 123 assume that the plate is being wrenched off the

bars). As the body is in equilibrium, the sums
of the moments of all the forces and couples

acting on it with respect to any axis must be zero (see Eqs. (67)|.

Drawing axis z along bar 1 and writing the equations of the moment with

respect to that axis, we obtain, as Ali= Af,

1

/3 ,

(S, cos o) /i + Af= 0,

where h = —-— is the attitude of the triangle. From this we find:

c _ g
^ 3 o cos a

Writing the equations of the moments with respect to the axes along bars

2 and 3^ we obtain similar results for forces and S5 . .....
Now write the equations of the moments about axis x, which is dirwted

along side BA of the triangle. Taking into account that ,Vfjc= 0. we obtain

Sj/i+fS, sin a)/i= 0,

whence, as 54= 5*, we find _

5,=—

S

4 sina=—^ — tan a.

Writing the moment equations with respect to axes AC and CB, we obtain

similar results for S| and 5*.

Finally, for a= 30°. we have;

2 Af o c _ ill
Si = S,= S4= -^

— ; S4— Sj—5,_ 2 ^
.
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The answer >liosv«. ll»at {|je{{iven couple creates ten^^on'^ in the vertical bars

and compressions in the inclined ones.

This solution suggests that it is not always necessary to apply equilibrium

equations (66). There are several forms of equilibrium equations fur non-coplan-

ar force systems, just as for coplanar sy^tvni^. of wliicli tqs, (66) are lije

principal fortiu

In particular, it can be proved that the necessary and sbfJicient coniiitions

lor the equilibrium of a force system in space arc tliat the sunjs of the mo-
ments of all the forces with respect to each of six axes directeef along (he

edges of any triangular pyramid or along the side and base edges of a triangU'

iar prism are each zero.

The latter conditions were applied in solving the above problem.

51. Conditions of Equilibrium of a Constrained Rigid Body.
Concept of Stability of Equilibrium. In §§ 11. 24. 48 and others
we obtained equations specifying the necessary conditions for the
equilibrium of free rigid bodies. With regard to constrained

bodies, these equations are applied on the basis of the axiom of

constraints. The resulting equations define the reactions of the
constraints.

The question of the conditions for the equilibrium of a con-
strained rigid body arises when its supports do not constrain it

rigidly {sqc Problems 6 and 7 in § 13 and others). In this case
only some of the equations
based on tlie axiom of

constraints contain the re-

actions of the constraints
and can define those reac-

tions. The other equations
show the relations between
the given forces (Problem Fig. 124.

6) or the specific position
(Problem 7) in which equilibrium Is possible. I.e.. they specify the
conditions of equilibrium for the given body. Thus, for the ca.se

of a constrained body, the conditions of equilibrium are specified
only by those equations based on the axiom of constraints which do
not include the reactions of the constraints.

For instance, applying the axiom of constraints to a body with
a fixed axis of rotation (Fig. 124) and writing Eqs. (66). we find
that the reactions of bearings A and fi are present in all the
equations except the last one (see Problem 44). The reactions
are absent from equation as they intersect with
the 2 axis.

Hence, the condition for the equilibrium of a body with a fixed axis
of rotation is that the sum of the moments of all the actitw forces
With respect to that axis is zero:

2 m, {/=•*)= 0.
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For a body whose supports do not constrain it rigidly, the
important question of stability of equilibrium arises. If the acting
forces tend to return a body to its configuration of equilibrium
(when it has been displaced from that configuration), the equilibrium
is said to be stable-, otherwise it is unstable. In real conditions a
body can be in equilibrium only if it is in stable equilibrium.

Consider, for example, a body mounted on a horizontal axis.
It will be in equilibrium under the action of the force of gravity
P when, according to Eq. (70). m,(P)= 0. i.e., when the centre
of gravity C of the body Is in its lowest (Fig. 124a) or highest
(Fig. 124b) configuration. In the first case, if the body is displaced,
the moment of force P tends to return it to its position of equi-
librium. In the second case, the slightest displacement of C will
cause the moment of P to increase that displacement. Consequently,
equilibrium is stable if the centre of gravity of a body occupies the
lowest possible configuration, and unstable when it occupies the
highest configuration. This applies to all cases of equilibrium of
bodies in gravity conditions. If the centre of gravity lies on the
axis of rotation, the equilibrium is said to be indifferent'o? neutral.

Let us consider also the equilibrium of the rod examined in

Problem 7 (or in Problem 12). The equilibrium equation for the
rod is = In this case (see Fig 38);

(D= Qa cos
. |

(P)
|

= Pa sin a.

If angle a is increased, m.j^{P) increases and m^fT) decreases,
and under the action of force P angle a will continue to increase.

If angle a is decreased. rn^{T) increases and (P) decreases,

and under the action of force T— Q angle a will continue to

decrease. Hence, the equilibrium of the rod as defined by the

equation sin ^=^ is unstable. At a=180'’ the equilibrium is

stable if Q<]2P. and unstable if Q>2P, which can be verified

by introducing p= 180°— a.

This method of analysis is applicable only in the simplest

cases. More complex cases are analysed by methods of dynamics.

Chapter 8

CENTRE OF GRAVITY

52. Centre of Parallel Forces. The concept of centre of paral-

lel forces comes in handy when we have to deal with the com-
position of parallel forces acting on a rigid body whose direction

lines change with respect to that body. Specifically, this concept
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is useful in solving certain problems of mechanics, in particular,

when the centre of gravity of bodies has to be determined.

Consider a system of parallel forces F,, F^, .... F„ of same
sense applied to a rigid body at points /!,. A„ (Fig. 125).

The resultant R of this system is. evidently, parallel to the

component forces in the same direction, and its magnitude is

R= ^F,. (71)

If. now. the given forces are rotated in the same direction

through the same angle about their points of application, we
obtain new systems of parallel forces of same sense, whose mag-
nitudes and points of ap-

plication are the same as

for the original system, but

which act in a different

direction (e.g., as shown
by the dashed lines in

Fig. 125). The resultant of

each of these parallel-force

systems will, evidently,

be of same magnitude R,
but differently directed. To
determine this direction, we
must find for each case a
point through which the
resultant passes. Let us

show that the action line

of a resultant of parallel

forces always passes through
a certain point C, regardless

of the direction of the

forces. Thus, resultant R, (not shown in the diagram) of forces F,
and Fj will pass through a point c^ on line A^A^ such that
F,‘/l,c,= Ft-i4,c,, regardless of the direction of the forces, since
the latter does not affect the localion’of /I, >1, or the form of the
equation. The resultant of forces /?, and F, (which is the result-
ant of forces F,. F,, and F,) will always pass through a point
c, on line determined in the same way as point c,. By
successively compounding all the forces, we find that their re-
sultant R passes through a point C, which is fixed relative to
points ,.4,, A^, A„, and consequently, relative to the body
as a whole.
The point C, through which the ac/io« line of the resultant of

a system of parallel forces passes, no matter how those forces are
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rotated about their points of application through the same atigle in
the same direction, is called the centre of parallel forces

I.et us find the coordinates of the centre of parallel forces The
position of point C with regard to the body is constant and does
not depend on the coordinate system. Let us. therefore take an
arbitrary coordinate system Oxyz and denote the coordinates of
the points in this system: A.ix.. ,j.. 2 .). A,(x..y.. 2,)

2
^ ). As the position or point C does not depend on the

direction of the forces, let us first rotate the forces about their
points of application to a position parallel to the z axis, and let

us apply to the turned forces f\. F\ Varignon’s theorem
(§ 49). As the resultant of these forces is /?'. then,
moments of the forces with respect to the y axis,
from Eq. (69):

my(R')= ym^(F,).

But from the diagram |or from Eqs.

my{R-)=^Rxc. as R' ^ R\ (Fi) ^ f ,.y,. as F', = f,. etc. Conse-
quently. Rxc= F,x^-\-F^x^-\- ...-i-F„x„, whence

f,x, -i-f.j:. -f

R ~ R

taking the
we obtain

(52)1 we see that

We obtain a similar expression for coordinate by taking
the moments with respect to the x axis. In order to determine
Zf., we again rotate the forces to a position parallel to the y
axis (as indicated by dash-dot lines) and apply Varignon’s theo-

rem. taking the moments with respect to the x axis. This gives
us: — Rzc= — F,z, + (— — F„z„),

cwhence we find ^

We thus obtain the following equations which specify the co-

ordinates of the centre of parallel forces:

Xc——^’ yc— p •

— (72)

where R is determined from Eq. (71).

Note that Eos. (71) and (72) are valid for parallel forces acting

in opposite directions, if F^ is taken as an algebraic quantity

(i.e
,

plus for one sense and minus for the opposite sense) and

if R^(i.

53. Centre of Gravity of a Rigid Body. Every particle of a

body near the surface of the earth is subjected to the action of

a vertical downward force known as the force of gravity. This
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force is the resultant of the earth’s gravitational force and the

centrifugal force generated by the rotation of the earth {this

will be discussed in detail in § 121).

For a body that is very small as compared with the earth’s

radius, the gravity forces acting on its particles may be regarded

as parallel to each other and constant in value however the

body is turned. A field in which these conditions arc satisfied

is called a uniform gravitational field.

We shall denote the resultant of

gravity forces p,. /?,. .... acting

on the particles of a given body by the

symbol P (Fig. 126). This force is equal
to the weight of the body in magnitude
and is specified by the equation*:

(73)

The forces p* continue to act paral-
lel to each other and are applied at

the same points of the body regardless
of how it is rotated. It follows, then. Fig. 126.

as proved in § 52. that the resultant
P of the forces passes through one, and only one. point C,
which is constant for the given body. This point is the centre
of the parallel gravity forces p„ and is called the centre of grav-
ity of the body. Thus, the centre of gravity of a body is a point,
constant for every body, through which the resultant of the gravity
forces acting on the particles of that body passes, regardless of how
the body is orientated in space. That such a point must always
exist follows from the discussion in § 52.
The coordinates of the centre of gravity, as the centre of

parallel forces, are specified by Eqs. (72) and are

where x*. f/*. are the coordinates of the points of application
of the gravity forces acting on the particles of the body.

* The weight of a body is defined as the force with which a body at rest in
a gravitational field acts on a constraint preventing its vertical fall (e.g.. the
tray of a balance). It will be noted that the familiar feeling ot one’s own weight
IS a result of the pre.ssures between the parts of the body produced by the action
of gravity forces being opposed by the reactions of the constraints which keep

cahU
vertically down. In free vertical fall (e.g.. in a lift if thS

these reciprocal pressures are absent and a person feels "weightless”

c II ilSh
of gravity continues to act on him. A passenger in an artifi-cial earth satellite will experience a similar sensation.
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It should be noted in conclusion that the centre of gravity, by
definition, is a geometric point which is not neces^^arily a part
of the body (e.g.. the centre of gravity of a ring).

54. Coordinates of Centres of Gravity of Homogeneous Bodies.
The weight of any part of a homogeneous body is proportion-
al to the volume of that part, i.e., = the weight P of
the whole body is proportional to its volume V. i.e., P= yV',

where y is the weight of a unit volume.
Substituting the values of P and />* into Eqs. (74), we find

that the factor \ appears in both the numerator and the de-

nominator and therefore cancels out. Thus we obtain:

We see that the centre of gravity of a homogeneous body de-

pends only on its geometric shape and does not depend on the

value of Y- The point C. whose coordinates are specified by Eqs.

(75). is called the centre of gravity of the volume V

.

Reasoning in the same way, we may obtain for a homogeneous
lamina the equations

••»^c
=

5
(76)

where S is the area of the lamina and s* the areas of its divisions.

The point whose coordinates are specified by Eqs. (76) is called

the centre of gravity of the area S.

The equations specifying the coordinates of the centre of gravity

of a tine are deduced similarly:

where L is the length of the line and the lengths of its divi-

sions.

Eqs. (77) are convenient for determining the centre of grav-

ity of articles made of thin wire of uniform cross section.

Thus, the centre of gravity of a homogeneous body is deter-

mined as the centre of gravity of the respective volume, area or

line. (The centre of gravity of a geometrical figure— a volume,

area or line— is often referred to as its centroid, since, strictly

speaking, a geometrical figure has no weight.)

55. Methods of Determining the Coordinates of the Centre of

Gravity of Bodies. Proceeding from the general formulas evolved

above, the following methods are suggested for determining the

coordinates of the centre of gravity o! various bodies:
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I) Method of Symmetry. Let us prove that if a body has

a plane, axis, or centre of symmetry, its centre of j^ravity is

coincident with the plane, axis or centre, respectively.

Consider a homogeneous body which has a plane of symmetry,

This plane, then, divides the body into two parts of equal weight

/), and p,, the centres of gravity of which lie at equal dis-

tances from the plane of symmetry. Consequently, the centre of

gravity of the body, as a point through which the resultant of

the two equal and parallel forces p, and p, passes, must lie in

the plane of symmetry. The proof is similar for the case of

bodies with an axis or centre of symmetry.
It follows, by virtue of the properties of symmetry, that the

centre of gravity of a homogeneous ring. disc, rectangular lamina,

rectangular parallelepiped, sphere, and other homogeneous bodies

having a centre of symmetry, is coincident with their geometric
centre (centre of symmetry).

2) Method of Division. If a body can be divided into a

finite number of elements, for each of which the centre of grav-

ity is known, the coordinates of the centre of gravity of the
body as a whole can be directly calculated from Eqs. (74)-(77).

The number of components in the numerators will be equal to

the number of elements into which the body is divided.

Problem 49. Locale the centre of gravity of the homogeneous thin plate
shown in Fig. 127 (the dimensions are given in centlmetrcs).

Solution. After choosing the coordinate axe^ and dividing the plate into
three rectangles as shown, we compute the

coordinates of the centre of gravity and
the area of each rectangle:

Nos.
:

1 2 3

-

1

I 5

yt, I 5 9

4 20 12

The total area of the plate is

5= s, -j- s, -L s,= 36 cm*.

Substituting the computed values in Eqs. (76). we have:

.. -4+20-1-60 . 1
'c 5 ^ = 2-^ cm.

_ ihf I + Ml+ P*S* _4 + l00+108 ,8
o ^ — 0 ~sr

36
cm.
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The location of the centre of gravity C is shown in the diagram, and in

tills case it is outside of the plate. This example sliows again tiiat the centre

of gravity of a body is a geometric point which is not necessarily a part of

llie body.

3) e t h o d of Supplementation. This method is a spe-

cial case of the method of division and it is used to !t)cate the

centres of gravity of bodies with holes or cavities, if tlie centres

of tile body as a wliole without the cavity, and of the cavity

itself, are known.

Problem 50. Determine the centre of gravity of a thin disc of radius R
with a circle of radius r cut out of it (Fig. 128). The distance C,C, = o.

Solution. The centre of gravity of the disc lies on tlie line C,C,, as it

is the axis of symmetry. Draw the coordinate axes as shown. To find the coor-

dinate Xc. first supplement the missing part of the plate to make a uniform

disc and then reduce the whole by the area of

tlie cut-out circle, taking that area with a neg-

ative sign. We have: x-,=0. s*=
= — nr*. Xj= a, S = s, -f- s,= n {R* — /*).

Substituting these values into Eijs. (76). we

obtain:

xc-—^
The centre of gravity,

left of Cl*

ar‘

Uc= 0-

we find, lies to the

4) Method o f 1 n t e gr a t i o n. If

a body cannot be divided into a finite

number of elements with known centres

of gravity, it is first divided into infinitesimal elements of vol-

ume AUfc, for which Eqs. (75) acquire the form

etc.. (78)

where f/*. are the coordinates of a point inside the volume

Passing to the limit in Eqs. (78), with Ad^— 0. i.e., reduc-

ing' the elementary volumes to points, we replace the summa-

tions in the numerators by integrals over the volume of the body.

In the limit. Eqs. (78) give
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Similarly, for the coordinates of the centre of gravity of an
area or curve we obtain in the limit, from Eqs. (76) and (77),

Xc= -^
1=T f

,, d. (^0)

(fi
% *

and 1

L I""''
1

^ijdL (81)

it.} a

)

% *

An example of the use of (he melhod of integration is given
in the following section.

5) Experimental Method. The centre of gravity of a compo-
site non-hoinogeneous body, say an aircraft or locomotive, can be
determined experimentally. In one method (the method of suspen-
sion), the body is suspended by strings or ropes attached to
different points. The direction of the string supporting the body
will each time give the direction of (ho gravitational force. The
point of intersection of these directions locates the centre of
gravity of the body.
Another method of experimentally locating the centre of gravity

is the method of weighing, explained by the following example.

Example. Determine the centre of gravity of an aircraft (the dii-tancea
in Fig. 129) if distance AB = l is known.

By eplacing wheel B on t!ie platform of a balance, we determine (he pres
sureexertedby the wheel, and hence the reaction A',. Similarly, we determine
the reaction iVj. Equating to zero the sums of

the moments of all the forces with respect
to (he centre of gravity C. we obtain A'jO — Af,

(f — a)= 0, whence

A'.-f-M

Obviously A',

=

where P is the
weight of the aircraft. If P is immediately known,
a single weighing is sufficient.

56. Centre of Gravity of Some
Homogeneous Bodies.

1) Centre of Gravity of a Cir-
cular Arc. Consider an arc AB of radius
R subtending a central angle AOB— 2a
(Fig. 130). By virtue of its symmetry,
the centre of gravity of the arc lies on
the a; axis. Let us determine the
coordinate Xc by integration (an alternate
method, without integration, is given
below). For this take an element MM'
oi length dl= Rd(f on the arc. Its loca^
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tion is defined by angle cp. The x coordinate of the element
MM’ is .v= /?cos(p. Substituting these values of x and dl in

the first of Eqs. (81), and remembering that the integral must
be over the whole length of the arc, we obtain:

B
^

a

Xf=^^xdl=^ ^
cos <f'c/(p= 2 “Sina,

A — *

where L is the length of the arc AB, which is equal to /?2a.

Hence, the centre of gravity of a circular arc lies on its axis of

symmetry at a distance from the centre

Xc= R
Sin a

(82)

where angle a is measured in radians.

The same result can be obtained without direct integration.

If we denote the length of an arc element by the symbol
Al^, Eq. (77) gives

where x^ is the coordinate of element A/* with an accuracy to

infinitesimals of higher order, we have Ar*= /?cos(p^ (substituting

(f* for <p). Then (see Fig. 75. § 28).

x.AL = RAlj, cos (p* — RAy^, whence
"^x^Al^^R^Ay/i— R-AB. And finally,

noting that AB= 2Rsina and L= R-2a,
we arrive at Eq. (82).

2) Centre of Gravity of a Tri-
angular Area. Let us divide triangle

Fig. 131. ABD{F\g. 131) into n narrow strips paral-

lel to side AD. The centres of gravity of

these strips will, evidently, lie on median BE of the triangle.

We conclude, then, that the centre of gravity of the triangle lies

on this median. A similar result is ob-

tained for the other two medians. We
conclude therefore that the centre of

gravity of a triangular area lies at the in-

tersection of Us medians. And, as is known,

CE= ^BE.

3) Centre of Gravity of a

Circular Sector. Consider a circular

sector OAB of radius R whose central

angle is 2a (Fig. 132). Let us divide

the area of the sector with radii Fig. 13-
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increase n
areas the

radius jR. Con-

drawn from 0 into n sectors. In the limit, when we
indefinitely, we can regard the sectors as triangular

centres of gravity of which lie on arc DE of

sequentiy. the centre of gravity of the sector OAB is coincident
with the centre of gravity of arc D£. the location of which is
determined by Eq. (82). Thus, the centre of gravity of a circular
sector lies on its axis of symmetry at a dis-

lance from its centre £

a (83)

4) Centre ot Gravity of a Pyramid.
Consider the triangular pyramid (telrahedron) A/iDE
in Fig. 133. To locate its centre of gravity let 'us
divide it with planes parallel • to base A BD \nto n
infinilesimal truncated pyramids, which can be regard- a
cd in the limit, when n is Increased indefinitely as

^

plane triangles. The centres of gravity of these trian-
gles lie on line EQ joining the vertex E of the pyr-
amid and the centre of gravity C, of its base. Con-
sequently, the centre of gravity of the pyramid lies
on line £C|.

_ j ^ ^ e . . 4

same way, we find that the
vedex fl II,. centre of

KeVc. end Bcffnler”ecr- P“"‘
Let us now locate point C. As C,C, and fi£ divide the sides of angle BKtinlo proportional segments, they are parallel, and triangle C^CC^ is similar to

triangle ECB. Furthermore. C,C,= 1 b£. as KC,=:\kb. We thus find:

Fig. 133.

whence

CC,_C,C, I

C£ ~ BE ~ i
'

(84)

^^Jhis formula is valid for any polyhedral pyramid and. in the limit, for a

mSSSsSsSS,r*=fas



PART n

KINEMATICS OF A PARTICLE
AND A RIGID BODY

C ha pi er 9

RECTILINEAR MOTION OF A PARTICLE

57. Introduction to Kinematics. Kinematics is that division

cl mechanics which treats of the geometry of the motion of bodies,

without taking into account their inertia (mass) or the forces

acting on them.
On the one hand, kinematics is an. introduction to dynamics,

insofar as the fundamental concepts and relationships of kinemat-
ics have to be understood before studying the motion of bodies

taking into account the action of forces. On the other hand, the

methods of kinematics are in themselves of practical importance,

for example in studying the transmission of motion in mechanisms.

That is why the demands of the developing machine-building

industry led to the emergence of kinematics as a separate division

of mechanics (in the first half of the 19th century).

By motion in mechanics is meant the relative displacement

with time of a body in space with respect to other bodies.

In order to locate a moving body (or particle) we assume

a coordinate system, which we call the frame of reference or re-

ference system, to be fixed relative to the body with respect to

which the motion is being considered. If the coordinates of all

the points of a body remain constant within a given frame of

reference, the body is said to be at rest relative to that reference

system. If, on the other hand, the coordinates of any points of

the body change with time, the body is said to be in motion

relative to the given frame of reference (and consequently, rela-

tive to a body which is fixed with respect to the frame of refe-

rence). When we speak of the motion of a body with respect to

a given frame of reference, we shall mean its motion relative

to a body fi.xed with respect to that frame of reference.

Any motion in space takes place with time. In mechanics we

deal with three-dimensional Euclidean space in which all dimen-

sions are measured by the methods of Euclidean geometry. The*

unit of length, by which distance is measured, is the metre. Time

in mechanics is considered as universal, i.e., as passing simul-

taneously in all our frames of reference. The unit of time is one

second, which constitutes = g5
;^‘h of the mean solar day.
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Euclidean space and universal time reflect only approxi-

mately the actual properties of space and time. Our daily experience

shows, however, that for the motions considered in mechanics

(at velocities much below the velocity of light) the approxima-

tion is sufficiently accurate for all practical purposes.

Time is a continuously varying scalar quantity. In problems

of kinematics, time t is taken as an independent variable (the

argument). All other variable.s are regarded as changing with time,

i.e.. as functions of time t. Time is measured from some /n/f/a/

inslanl (/= 0) which is specified for every problem. Any given

instanl of time I is specified by the number of seconds that has

pa.ssed between the initial and the given time. The difference

between successive instants of lime is called the time interval.

The principles of kinematics, evolved from and confirmed

by practical experience, are based on the axioms of geometry. No
other laws or axioms are necessary for the kinematic study of

motion.
For the solution of problems of kinematics, the specific motion

under consideration has to be described. To describe the motion,

or the law of motion, of a given body (particle) kinematically
means to specify the position of that body (particle) relative lo

a given frame of reference for any moment of lime. One of the main
problems of kinematics is that of describing the motion of particles

or bodies in terms of mathematical expressions.

The principal problem of kinematics is that of determining all

the kinematic characteristics of the motion of a body as a whole
or of any of its particles (path, velocity, acceleration, etc.) when
the law of motion for the given body is known.

For the solution of this problem we must know either the
equations of motion for the given body or for another body kine-
matically associated with it.

We shall start the study of kinematics with an investigation
of the motion of the simplest body — a particle (kinematics of
a particle), proceeding later to the examination of the kinematics
of rigid bodies.

The continuous curve described by a particle moving with re-
spect to a given frame of reference is called the path of that
particle. If the path is a straight line the motion is said to be
rectilinear, if the path is a curve the motion is curvilinear. In
this chapter we shall consider the case of rectilinear motion of
a particle.

58. Equation of Rectilinear Motion. Consider a particle Mmoving in a straight line. If we take a point 0 on that line as
the origin of a coordinate system and direct axis Ox along the,

5—
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line (Fig. 134). the position of the particle on the axis will b» speci-
fied by its X coordinate, equal to the distance OM taken with
the appropriate sign. The displacement of particle M carries it
through positions Af,, A4,, etc., i.e.. the value of x changes
continuously. The position of the particle cn its path at any

given instant is specified by the re-
Af M. lationship

^=/(0 .
( 1 )

Fig. 134. Eq. (1) is the general expression of
rectilinear motion of a panicle.

For example, if the displacement of a particle moving from
the origin 0 is proportional to the square of time, the motion
of that particle is given by the equation

x= at'.

where a is a factor equal to the distance travelled by the particle

in the first second. At time t^— 2 sec. the particle will be at

a distance A a from the origin. Thus, if we know Eq. (1), we can
determine the position of a moving particle for any moment of

time.

It should be noted that the quantity x in Eq. (1) specifies the

position of a moving particle, not the distance travelled by it.

Thus, if a particle moving from 0 reaches position M, (see Fig.

134) and then reverses its motion and returns to M, its coordi-

nate by that time will be x— OM, but the distance travelled by
it will be OM,-\- M,M, i.e., not equal to x.

§ 59. Velocity and Acceleration of a Particle in Rectilinear

Motion. One of the basic kinematic characteristics of a moving
particle is its velocity. An important concept is that of average

velocity.

If the position of a particle at time t is M. and at time /, it

becomes M^, its displacement in the time interval A^= /,
— t

being ^x— x^ — x (Fig. 135), the average velocity of the particle

will be a vector quantity the numerical value* of which is

jr, — X Ax
_/ '

• The numerical (or algebraic) value of any vector u can differ from its

modulus only in sign. Accordingly, we shall denote the numerical value of

a vector by the same symbol u that we use to denote its modulus. In practice

this notation will not lead to any misunderstandings. Whenever it is important

to stress the fact that the quantity under consideration is the modulus of a vec-

tor a, we shall employ the symbol lu|.
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The vector of average velocity has the same direction as

the displacement of the particle, i.e., from M to Af,.

The less the interval of time A/= /,-—

t

for which the average
velocity is computed, the more accurately will the quantity
characterise the motion of the particle. In order to obtain
a characteristic of motion which would be independent of the
time interval A/, the concept of instantaneous velocitij ol a particle
at a given time is introduced.

The instantaneous velocity of a particle at a time t is the
quantity v towards which the average velocity v lends when
the time interval A/ tends to zero. The

’

numerical value of v is

V= lim
A/

or v=
dt

(3)

Fig. 135.Thus, in rectilinear motion the nu-
merical value of the instantaneous velocity

of a particle is equal to the first derivative of its coordinate x
with respect to time t.

The velocily v can have a positive or negative value. It is
evident from Eq. (3) that the sign of v is the same as the sign
ofA.«; consequently, if y>0 the motion of the particle is in the
direction of x increasing (the vector v is in the positive direc-
tion of the jr axis); if u<0the motion Is in the direction of
X decreasing (the vector v is in the negative direction of the x
axis). The dimension of velocity is length time, specifically m 'sec.
The velocily of a particle may change in the course o{ its

motion. The quantity characterising the lime rate of change of
velocity of a particle is called the acceleration of that particle.

Let us first introduce the concept of average acceleration. If
t^he velocity of a particle at any lime / is i». and at time t it
has become y,, i.e.. receives an increment Ay= y, — v theaverage acceleration of the particle in the time interval At=t —t
min.rs numerical value of which is deter-mined by the equation

At^Vt ^ V= (4)

The vector ty is in the positive direction of- the axis when
^•Vl •

negative direction when w C'O
i u 3 particle 1o>any given time

tend$ I lie 1

1

m * i i

^ ® ^^ r^^^^e acceleration

^aYue is
^ti^nds to zero; its numerical

41^ At dt*
5*
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or. taking into account Eq. (3),

dt dl‘'

Thus, in reclilinear motion the numerical value of the instanta-
neous acceleration of a particle is equal to the firs' derivative of
the velocilij, or the second derivative of the coordinate x of the
particle ivith respect to time.

The vector of acceleration w is in the positive direction of
the X axis when iii']>0. and in the negative direction when loc^O.

The dimension of acceleration is

length/time*, specifically m.'sec*.

if the velocity of a moving
particle increases, the motion is

said to be accelerated, if the
velocity decreases, the motion is

said to be retarded, or decelerat-

ed. Evidently, the rectilinear
motion of a particle is accelerated when the velocity and accelera-
tion vectors are in the same direction, i.e.. when v and to have
the same signs (Fig. 136a); it is retarded when the velocity and
acceleration vectors are of opposite sense, i.e., when v and w
have opposite signs (Fig. 1366).

The obtained formulas show that if we know the equation of

motion of a particle in the form (1), we can determine not only
the position of the particle at any instant but also the basic

characteristics of its motion, i.e., velocity and acceleration.

0 M,

V, W, V, w.
a)

0 M,

w, tr,
d)

Fig, 13(>.

60. Some Examples of Rectilinear Motion of a Particle. The
motion of a particle along its path, in particular in a straight

line, may be described by different equations. Let us examine
some of them.

1) Uniform Motion. Uniform rectilinear motion Is defined

as rectilinear translation with constant velocity (u— const.). The

equation of such motion has the form*:

x= x^-\-vt. (6)
-

where x^ is the coordinate of the particle at time /= 0.

It is apparent that the displacement s of the particle in

the time t is x— x^. It follows, then, that in uniform mo-

tion the displacement of a particle is proportional to time.

• Eqs. (6) and (8) can also be derived in the same way as for curvilinear

xiiulion in § 70.
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and the velocity is equal to the ratio of the distance to time:

s= vt\ v= -.
(7 )

As the velocity v is constant, the acceleration in this type
of motion is zero (u:>= 0).

2) Uniformly Variable Atotion. Uniformly variable
recdlinear motion is defined as rectilinear translation with constant
acceleration {a:/= const.). The equation of such motion has the
form:

(8 )

where is the initial velocity of the particle (the velocity at
time /= 0).

Differentiating Eq. (8) with respect to time, we find that the
velocity of uniformly variable motion at any instant is

V= V^-\-U'l.
(9 )

Thus, the velocity of this type of motion increases in propor-
tion to time (i.e., uniformly) and the displacement (at v =0)
is proportional to the square of the time.

*

If V and w are of the same sign the motion is uniformly
accelerated, if they are of oppo-
site sign the motion Is uniform'
ly retarded. ^
An example of uniformly

variable rectilinear motion is

the motion of a weight thrown

0 M At

J
Fig. 137.

vertically up or down (neglecting the resistance of the atmosphere)s

a
Consider the rectilinear motion ofa particle, the distance of which from the origin 0 of a coordi-nate system changes according to the equation

^

x= aco&kt.
( 10)

where a and k are constants.

osdliaUs Tehran tos?tioL‘M
this type which is Lown as Ul/pty”s" animportant part m engineering. The quantity a, which is the

It Will be noticed that if motion starts at # nr-
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The time T= t^=^ required for the point to make one com-

plete cycle is called the period of vibration.
DilTerentiating x with respect to t. we obtain (he numerical

values of the velocity and acceleration of the particle:

V— — ak sin kt, xii'=— ak' cos kt.

Thus, in this type of motion the velocity and acceleration of
a particle change with time according to the law of harmonic
motion. When the particle is at the centre of vibration (x—

0

and cos^/= 0). its acceleration »= 0 and its velocity has
a maximum value v^^^= ak (at cosA:/= 0. sin*/=±l): in the
extreme positions Af, and yVf,, where x= ±a and ccy&kt= ±\,
the velocity is zero and the acceleration has a maximum value

The signs of v and w show that when the particle moves to-

wards the centre of vibration its motion is accelerated, when it

moves away from the centre of vibration it is retarded.
Motion of a similar type is described by the equation x= asinftt,

only the motion starts at the centre 0.

61. Graphs of Displacement, Velocity and Acceleration of a
Particle. If we lay off the time t to scale on the axis of abscis-

sas. and the displacement x on the ordinate axis, the plotted
curve x= f{t) gives us a displacement-time graph for a given par-

ticle. It shows graphically the displacement of the particle (the

change of its x coordinate) with reference to time.
Similarly, we can plot curves to some scale to represent the

velocity-time relationship v{t) and the acceleration-lime relationship

w{l) for a moving particle.

In Figs 138 a. b. and c are given graphs for the cases of mo-
tion described by Eqs. (6), (8). and (10): the displacement-time
graphs (top row), the velocity-time graphs (middle row), and the

acceleration-time graphs (bottom row).

The displacement-time curve of uniform motion, we see. is a

straight line inclined to the axis of abscissas, the velocity-time

curve of such motion is a straight line parallel to the axis of

abscissas (i;= const.), and the acceleration-time curve Is a straight

line coincident with the axis of abscissas (uy= 0). For uniformly

variable motion (accelerated in the case shown in Fig. 138 b),

the displacement curve is a branch of a parabola, the velocity

curve is a straight line inclined to the axis of abscissas, and the

acceleration curve is a straight line parallel to the axis of

abscissas (i£»= const.). Finally, for simple harmonic motion
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Fig. 138.

(Fig. 138 c) the respective graphs are represented by cosine and
sine curves.

A displacement graph for a particle should not be confused
with its path, which in all the above cases is a straight line.

62. Solution of Problems. Problems solvable by the methods
of particle kinematics may require the determination of the veloc-
ity or acceleration (and, in curvilinear motion, also the path)
of a particle, the time in which a given displacement has been
earned out. the distance travelled in a given time, etc.

Before solving any such problem, it is necessary to establish
the law of motion of the given particle. Either of two cases is
possible:

1) The law of motion is given by an equation of motion orby stating the type of motion (e.g., “a particle moves uniformly...”.

rpHnUl?'‘f’

Particle...”). In such cases the solution is

o?
application of the relevant formulas.

2) The law of motion is not given, but the motion of a par-

t c le
S'"'®" another par-

(or body). In this case the solution must start with the deduc-tion of the equations of motion for the given particle.
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Problem 51. A train travelling at a velocity 0^= 54 km/h stops in /,= 2
min after braking starts. Assuming the motion of the train during braking to
be uniformly retarded, determine the distance covered during the braking time.

Solution. The problem states that the motion is uniformly retarded. Con-
sequently, it is described by Eq. (8):

/*

x=Vat + w Y

.

(a)

where x is measured from the place where braking began (therefore .t,= 0). The
velocity is

v= v^-\-wt. (b)

As the train stops at ( = (,. its velocity at that instant is o,s=0. Substitut-

ing these values in equation (b), we obtain 0=i;o-{-iyr„ whence we find the
acceleration:

^1

Substituting the value of w into equation (a)

and assuming / = /|» we obtain the required dis-

tance:

x,= 5^= 900 m.

It should be noted that in the numerical
computations special attention should be paid

to expressing all quantities in the same unit

systems (distance is usually measured in metres

and time in seconds). In our case,

54- 1,000 54

""=T6ixr=3:6=‘^"’'“'^’

Problem 52. A man of height h walks away from a lamp hanging at a height

H with a velocity u. Determine the velocity of the tip of the man’s shadow.

Solution. First let us establish the law of motion of the tip of the shadow.

Choosing point 0 directly under the lamp as the origin of our frame of reference,

draw the x axis to the right, as shown in Fig. 139. Now, depicting the man at

an arbitrary distance x, from 0, we find that the tip of his shadow is at x,.

By virtue of the similarity of triangles 0AM and DAB, we have;

H

This is the equation of motion for the tip of the shadow M, provided the

equation of motion for the man. i.e., x, =/(/), is known.
DifTerentiating both parts of the equation with respect to time and noting

^^i= « and ^^ = 0 ,
where v is the required velocity, we obtain;

dl dt
H

that

V = H -h u.

H the man moves willi uniform velocity (« = const.), the velocity of the

shadow V is also uniform, but it is ^

^

times faster than that of the man.

It should be noted that m developing the equations of motion, the moving body

or mechanism (see Problem 53) should be drawn in an arbitrary position. Only
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thus can we obtain an equation specifying the position of a moving particle

(or body) at any moment of time.

Problem 53. Blocks A and B of the mechanism in Fig. 140 are connected

by a rod AB of length /=:30 cm and move in mutually perpendicular directions

when the crank rotates. The crank OD of length is hinged to the middle of

the rod Ab at D. Develop the equations of

motion for the sliding blocks A and B if angle (p

increases in proportion to time (such rota-

tion i.s called uniform) and the speed ol rota-

tion of the crank is 2 rpm. Determine the

velocity and acceleration of the blocks at the

instant when angle 9= 30 '.

Solution. The equations of motion lor

points A and B can be developed from the

equation of motion for the crank OD- Accord-
ing to the conditions of the probitm,

9= A/, where A is a constant factor. We
also know that, a( (= 60 sec, angle 9= 4n
(two revolutions). Hence. 4^=60*. and
*= «/I3.

Now we can draw the coordinate axes
Ox and Oy and evolve the equations of motion for the blocks. As OD= AD,
^0Afl = 9. Hence. x

,4= /cos 9 , and t/g= /sin 9 .
or

x^= /cosft/; i/fl= /.sin*(. (a)

The equations show that both blocks are in simple harmonic motion. Differ-
enliating x» and tjn with respect to time, we obtain the velocity and accelera-
tion of the blocks:

Va=~- sin fit. —ft*/ cos*/;

Vfi = ft/ cos ft/, ti)B=— ft*/ sin ft/.

When angle 9= 30°, ft(= -^. At that instant
o

ft/ ft*/—
2= ~3 *‘<cm/scc.a»,,= 1— =_1.14 cm/sec*.

ft*/= 5.44 cm/sec. — 0.66 cm/sec*.

The signs indicate the directions of the velocity and acceleration vectors. In
the case examined above, block A is moving with acceleration and block B
With retardation.

Chapter 10

CURVILINEAR MOTION OF A PARTICLE

Vector Method of Describing Motion of a Particle. To
describe the motion of a particle, it is necessary to specify its
position in a chosen frame of reference at any given moment of
time. Curvilinear motion can be described by one of the follow-

\)
^he vector method. 2) the coordinate

method, 3) the natural method.
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We shall start with the veclor meihod of describing motion.
Let a particle M be moving relative to any frame of reference
Oxyz. The position of the particle at any instant can be specified
by a vector r drawn from the origin 0 to the particle M (Fig. 141),

Vector r is called the radius vector of the
particle M.
When the particle moves, the vector

changes with time both in magnitude and direc-
tion. Thus, r is a variable vector (a vector-
function) depending on the argument t:

r= rit).
( 11 )

Eq. (11) describes the curvilinear motion
of a particle in vector form, insofar as it

maKes it possible to construct a vector r for any particular moment
of time and to determine the position of the moving particle at
that moment*.
The locus of the tip of vector r defines the path of (he moving

particle.

Fig. HI.

t • » . • . .

64. Velocity Vector of a Particle. Let a moving particle
occupy at time t a position M defined by the radius vector r, and

at time /, a position Af, defined by the
radius vector r, (Fig. 142). The displace-

ment during the time interval Af=
— t, — / is defined by a vector A/Af,

which we shall call the displacement
vector of the particle.

From triangle OAlAf, we have r-\-

= whence

AlAl,= r,— r= Ar. .

The ratio of the displacement vector

Fig. H2. of a particle to the corresponding time
interval defines the vector of average

(both in magnitude and direction) velocity of the particle during

the given time interval:

/MAI, ^
At At '

• Vector r can be defined by its magnitude and the angles it makes with

the coordinate axes or by its projections on the axes. Thus, Eq. (It) stands for

a set of equations giving the dependence of r, a, p, and y on t, or of r^, r^,

and rg on t.
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The magnilude of the average velocity given by Eq. (12) is

AlAf,
( 12 ')

V'ector has the same direction as vector MM^. I.e., along

the chord MM, in the direction of the motion of the particle

(the direction of the vector is not altered by being divided by A^).

The instantaneous velocity of a particle at any time t is defined

as the vector quantity v towards which the average velocity

tends when the time interval A/ tends to zero;

ij= lim (z>av)= lim —

The limit of the ratio ~ when A/ —«-0 is the first derivative
a/

of the vector r with respect to t and Is denoted, like the deriv-

ative of a scalar function, by the symbol

Finally we obtain:

(13)

Thus, the vector of instantaneous velocity of a particle is equal
to the first derivative of the radius vector of the particle with
respect to time.

As the limiting direction of the secant MM, is a tangent, the
vector of instantaneous velocity is tangent to the path of the
particle in the direction of motion.

Eq. (13) also shows that the velocity vector v is equal to the
ratio of the infinitesimal displacement dr of the particle tangent
to its path to the corresponding time interval dt.

65. Acceleration Vector of a Particle. In curvilinear motion,
acceleration characterises the time rate of change of velocity iri

magnitude and direction.

Let a moving particle occupy a position M and have a veloci-
ty o at a given time /, and let it at time t, occupy a position
M, and have a velocity v, (Fig. 143). The increase in velocity
in the time interval M— t,— t is A©= ©,— v. To construct
y^tor A?J, lay off vector v, from point Af and construct a paral-
lelogram with V, as its diagonal and v as one of its sides. U is

• In general, for any variable vector u depending on an argument t

lim ^ =
^1 dt •
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evident that the other side will represent .vector A®. Note that
vector Av is always directed towards the inside of the path.
The ratio of the velocity increment vector Av to the corre-

sponding time interval A/ defines the vector of average acceleration

of the particle in the given time interval:

A/
•

Obviously, the vector of average acceleration has the same
direction as vector A®, i.e, towards the inside of the path.
The instantaneous acceleration of a particle at a given time t

is defined as the vector quantity w towards which the average
acceleration tends when the time
interval At tends to zero:

ISO lim
At>

~Kt

civ

(It
0

or, taking into account Eq. (13),

civ _ d*r

ett
~

cip •
(H)

Thus, the vector of instantaneous

acceleration of a particle is equal

to the first derivative of the velocity vector, or the second derivative

of the radius vector of the particle with respect to time.

It follows from Eq. (14) that the acceleration vector w is equal

to the ratio of the increment ol the velocity vector dv to the

corresponding time interval dt.

Let us see how vector w is directed with respect to the path

of the particle. II the path is a plane curve, the acceleration

vector w, like the vector lies in the plane of the curve and

is directed towards the inside of the curve.

If the path Is a curve in space, the vector w,v 'S directed

towards its inside, in a plane through the tangent to the path at

point M and a line parallel to the tangent through the neighbour-

ing point M, (see Fig. 143). In the limit, when point Af, tends

to A4, this plane coincides with the so-called osculating plane*.

Hence, in the general case, the acceleration vector w lies in the

osculating plane and is directed towards the inside of the curve.

* The o.'^culating plane through a point Af on a curve may also be defined

as the limiting position of a plane through points Af, Af|, and Af* of the given

curve when points Af, and Af* tend. to Af. Of all the planes passing through

point Af, the osculating plane has the highest order of osculation (has the great-

est contact with the curve). Every point of a three-dimensional curve (e.g., a

helix) has its own osculating plane. The osculating plane of a plane curve is

coincident with the plane of the curve and is common for all its points.
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Eqs. (13) and (14) obtained in ^ 64 and 65 give the general

expressions of the basic kinematic characteristics of motion in

vector form and are essential for developing all other formulas

and relationships in particle kinematics.

66. Theorem of the Projection of the Derivative of a Vector.

The following theorem will be found useful in solving vector
equations containing derivatives, when it is necessary to go over
from relations between vectors to relations between their projec-
tions: The projection of the derivative of a vector on a fixed axis
is equal to the derivative of the projection of the differentiated
vector on the same axis.

Let there be a variable vector p depending on an argument /.

The derivative of p with respect to t is also a vector q. By
definition,

q= liin

0

Hm »

where p and /?, are the values of the differentiated vector at
instants t and Applying the theorem of the projection of a
vector sum (or difference) on an axis, we obtain:

Qx=
ir-*o M

where /\ and are the projections of vectors p and q on the
axis Ox. But — p^.= Ap,. Hence.

M dt •

The theorem is thus proved, as we have shown that

'f<7=-4f’ 'hen (15)

It should be noted that the relation of the form (15) is not valid for the

magnitudes of vectors, i.e.. it g^ d!P generally \q\^jil£L^ In

particular, we have proved that and here. too. in the

general case
1 1>

|
and

|
ty

| ^
For, say, if a particle moves in a circle whose centre is at the origin of a

coordinate system, its velocity is v=^ (the direction of r changes with time).

but in magnitude lrl= const,, and consequently, — ^ — Q. it is evident.

then, lhat
|

|
. Thai

| » | ^ will be shown in 5 69,
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67. Coordinate Method of Describing Motion. Determination of
the Path, Velocity and Acceleration of a Particle. The position of
a particle with respect to a given frame of reference Oxy? can
be specified by its cartesian coordinates x. y, z (Fig. 144). When

motion takes place, the three coordi-
nates will change with time. If we
want to know the equation of motion
of a particle, i.e., its location in

space at any instant, we must know
its coordinates for any moment of
time, i.e., the relations

= y= fti0> 2=/.(0 ( 16 )

should be known.
Eqs. (16) are (he equations of motion of a particle in terms of

cartesian rectangular coordinate axes. They describe the curvi-

linear motion of a particle by the coordinate method*.
If a particle moves in one plane, then, taking that plane for

the xy plane, we obtain two equations of motion:

x= /,(0. y= f^{t).

Let us see how the kinematic characteristics of motion are

determined by the coordinate method of describing the motion
of a particle.

1) Determination of the Path of a Particle. Taking
time t as the parameter in Eqs. (16) and (17). we notice that

these equations are. in fact, the equations of the path of a par-

ticle in parametric form. To obtain the equation of the path In

the usual form, i.e., in the form of a relation only between the

coordinates of a particle Af, time t must be eliminated from the

equations of motion.

2) Determination of the Velocity of a Particle.

The velocity vector of a particle is v= Hence, from rela-

tion (15), we obtain:

dr^ dr^ dr*

^*=-5r-

But from the diagram in Fig. 144 we see that the projections

of the radius vector r of the particle on the coordinate axes are

* Tlie motion of a particle can be described in other coordinate systems:

polar spherical, etc. In this case the formulas for determining v and w will

be other than Eqs. (18)-(21) deduced in this section (see. for example. § 71).
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equal to the coordinates of the particle, i.e.,
—

T^= z. Therefore finally,

dx du dz= ^y
=

-jr'
=

( 18)

Le.. the projections i-f the velocity on the coordinate axes are

equal to the first derivatives of the corresponding coordinates of

the particle with respect to time.

Knowing the projections of the velocity, we can find the mag-
nitude and direction (i.e., the angles a, p, y which vector v
makes with the coordinate axes) from the equations:

cosa=

3) Determination of the Acceleration of a Par-
ticle. The acceleration vector of a particle is 'U)=~ . Hence,

from the theorem of the projection of a derivative and from
Eqs. (18), we obtain

* dt dt* ' y di dr*
*

d*z

IF' ’ ( 20 )

i.e., the projections of (he acceleration on the coordinate axes are
equal to the first derivatives of the projections of the velocities, or
the second derivatives of the corresponding coordinates, of the par-
ticle with respect to time. The magnitude and direction of the
acceleration are given by the equations

cos a.= w ; cosp. = -5^. cos y,
=

w (21 )

where a,, p,, andy, are the angles made by the acceleration vec-
tor with the coordinate axes.

Thus, if the motion of a particle is described in rectangular
cartesian coordinates by Eqs. (16) and (17). the velocity of the
particle ,s given by Eqs (18) and (19) and the acceleration by
bqs. (20) and (21). In the case of plane motion, the a proiection
should be omitted in all the equations.

? projecuon

Solution o-f problems. As in the case of rectilinear mo-
tion, m order to solve a problem we must know the equations
of motion o a given particle to find any of its kinematic char-
acteristics. If the equations of motion are not given directlv
the solution must begin with the deduction of these equations!
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Problem 54. The motion of a particle is described by ttie equations
'

x= 8/ — 4/*. y= —
whore x and y are in metres and t is in seconds.

Determine the path, velocity and acceleration of the particle.
Solution. To determine the path, we first eliminate time t from the

equations of motion. Multiplying both parts of the first equation by 3 and
both parts of the second by 4. and subtracting the second from the first, we
obtain 3jr — 4y= 0. or

3

y=T^-
Consequently, the path is a straight line making an angle o with the x

axis such that tan “= (Fig- 145).

Now let Us determine the velocity o( the particle. From Eqs. (18) and (19)
we obtain

t' — j 't.*. + y* = 10(l -0-

To determine the acceleration of the particle. Eqs. (20) and (21) give us:

d^x= = = ttr=10m/scc*.

\ectors V and w are evidently directed along the path, i.e., along AB.
As u* = const., the motion is uniformly variable. The projections of the accel*

eration on the coordinate axes are always negative,
consequently the acceleration is always directt.'d from
B to /I. The projections of the velocity at 0< /

< 1 are positive, consequently, within this time
interval, the velocity is directed from 0 to B. At
time / = 0. 0= 10 m sec, and at time / = 1 sec.

v = 0. When />! sec, both projections of the

velocity are negative and. consequently, the velocity

is directed from B to A, i.e.. similarly as the

acceleration.

Finally, note that, at x= 0 and y— O:

at ( — \ sec, x= 4 and y= 3 (point 6); at t= 2

sec. x= 0. p= 0; at f > 2, the absolute values of x and ^continue to increase

in the negative direction.

Thus, the equations given in the statement of the problem tell us everything

about the motion of the particle. The motion begins at point 0 with an initial

velocity v^=\0 m sec and is along a straight line AB inclined to the x axis

3
at an angle a such . that tan a=— . On the portion OB the motion is uni-

formly retarded, and in one second the particle pomes to rest at point B(4, 31.

From there it moves back with uniform acceleration. At /= 2 sec. the particle

returns to the origin of coordinates and continues to move along OA, The accel-

eration is all the lime 10 m sec*.

Problem 55, The motion of a particle is described by the equations:

x = asin (I)/. y— Q cos (of . z = ut^
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where o. w. and « are constants. Determine the path, velocity and acceleration

SoUU^n. Squaring the first two equations and adding them, we obtain

(since sin* ut + cos* cu/ = 1):

Hence the path lies on a circular cylinder of radius a. the axis of which is

coincident witti the z axis (Fig. 146). Determining t from the third equation

and substituting its value into first, we find:

= asm(-^z).

Thus, the path of the particle is the line

of intersection of a sinusoidal surface,

whose generators are parallel to the y axis,

with Ihecylindrical surface of radius o. This

curve is called a screu.'. It can be seen from

the equations of motion that the particle

makes one turn along the screw line in

time determined by the equation <jf,= 2n.

The displacement of the particle parallel to

2nw
the 2 axis in that time is =

u>

and is called tlic piic/t of the screw.

Let us now determine the 'velocity and
acceleration of the particle. Differentiating

the equations of motion with respect to time,

we obtain:

v^= Qto cosQit. Oy= — 00) sin v^—u,

whence

v=\^a^o)* (cos* 0)/ -j- sin* cd/) -)-«*= *

1
^0*10 -j- «*.

The quantities under the radical are constant. Consequently, the magnitude
of the velocity is constant and is directed at a tangent to the path. From
Eqs. (20) we calculate the projections^ of the acceleration:

whence
Wjg = ^ o<i)* sin ii)C Wy=— oci)* cos <i)f

,
Wj= 0.

(1*= 4- W* s= OO)^

Thus, the motion has an acceleration of constant magnitude. To determine
the direction of acceleration, we have the equations

w
cos a, =—

—

=— sin of= ,w

Ur.

COS Pi=—^=— cos 0/

But evidently

—— i. w,

w cosYi=—f= 0.w

X

a
—= cos a, “•==cosp ,

where a and p are the angles made by the radius a. drawn from Ihe axis of
the cylinder to the moving particle, with the x and y axes. As the cosines of
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SudeSh"^i“cele'r„n''„'rhy^ “ P “"'V we
radius of the cylinder towards iis axi^

continuously directed alongthe
It should be noted that althoueh in the oresent 4*

Ihe middle of the connecting
rod of the crankgear in Fie.
147. if 0A=AB= 2a and
angle

(f increases in propor-
tion with time: y = io/.

Solution. Let us first
develop the equations of mo-
tion of point M. Drawing
the coordinate axes as shown
and denoting the coordinates
of M by X and y. we obtain;

X= 2o cos <p + a cos 9,

y— asin 9.

. we obtain the equations of motion of

X= 3fl cos o)t
, y= o sin of.

To determine the path of At we write the equations of motion in the form

X u

^= C0S(1)/, -~=:sin(i)/.

Squaring these equations and adding them, we obtain:

3fl and^a
described by point At is an ellipse with semiaxes equal to

From Eqs. (18) and -(19) we determine the velocity of point At:

—— 3o<i) sin lot. Vy= oo) cos w/;

0 =ato>^9 sin* vjt + cos* of.

We see that the velocity is a variable quantity, changing with time from
r^m?n — fo 3c2(l>.

Now, from Eqs. (20), we determine the projections of the acceleration of
point At:

=— 3a(i>* cos Cl)/=— ci)*x, Wy=— aci)* sin 0/ = — (i)*y.

whence

la~ V to* (X* -f- y*)= ci)V,

where r is the radius vector from the origin to point At. Thus, the magnitude
of, the acceleration of the point changes in proportion to its distance from the
centre of the ellipse.
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To determine the direction of w. sve have, from Eqs. (21):

cos a, =—
We see lliat. as in problem 55. the acceleration of point A1 is continually

directed along MO towards the centre of the ellipse.

68. Natural Method of Describing Motion. Determination of

the Velocity of a Particle. The natural method of describing

motion is convenient when the path of a particle is known at

once. Let a particle A1 be moving with respect to a frame of

reference 0,r,j/,z, along an arbitrary path

AB (Fig. 148). Take any fixed point 0
on the path as the origin of another

frame of reference; now, taking the path as

an arc-coordinate axis, assume the positive

and negative directions, as is done with

rectangular axes. The position of the par-

ticle M on the path is now specified by

a single coordinates, equal to the distan-

ce from 0 to M measured along the arc of

the path and taken with the appropriate

sign. When M moves, the distance s changes with time. In

order to know the position of M on the path at any instant,

we must know the relation

s=/(/). (22)

Eq. (22) expresses (he taw of motion- of the particle M along
its path.

Thus, in order to describe the motion of a particle by the

natural method, a problem must state: i) the path of the particle-,

2) the origin on the path, showing the

positive and negative directions-, 3) the

equation of the particle's motion along
the path in the form s= f(t), where the
distance s= OM gives the arc coor-

dinate of the particle.

The dependence of s on f may be
shown graphically, as in the case of

rectilinear motion (§61). Here, of course,
the distance of s, instead of x, should be laid off along the
ordinate axis.

Let us see how the velocity of a particle can be determined
when the motion is described by the natural method. If in some
time interval A/=s/,— / a particle moves from position M to
position M^, the displacement along the arc of the path being
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As— s, — s (Fig. 149), Ihe numerical
ity will be *:

value of the average veloc-

V dV
S - <

Passing (o the limit, we obtain the numerical
instantaneous velocity for a given time 1:

v= lirn
if 0

As

At
or o= </s

jT

(23)

value of the

(24)

Thus, (he numerical value of the instantaneous velocitu of a
particle IS equal lo the firsl .lerivaliae of Ihe displacement (ol the
arc cmrdinate) s of the particle vjith respect to time

^

The velocity vector is tangent to the path, the ’latter assumed
to be known. As in the case of rectilinear motion, if i;>0 thevelocity vector is in the positive direction of s. if o<o’nis
in the negative direction of s. Thus, the numerical valu^ of the
velocity defines simuUaneously the modulus and the direction of
the velocity v-ec tor. Eq. (24) also shows that o can be calculated
as the ratio of the infinitesimal displacement ds of a particle
along the arc of its path to the corresponding time interval dt.

69. Tangential and Normal Acceleration of a Particle. Let usnow determine the acceleration of a particle. As the vector of
acceleration tw of a particle always lies in an osculating plane

(see § 65). the former can he
determined if we obtain the
projections of the vector on
any two axes in such a plane.
Let us draw one axis along
the tangent /Ut to the path in

the direction of the positive
displacement s (Fig. 150),

and the other along the nor-

mal Mn towards the ln<tide

of the path. The normal Mn,
which lies in the osculating plane (or in the plane of the curve
itself if the curve is two-dimensional), is called the principal normal.
The two axes— the tangent and principal normal— have as

their origin the moving particle M and move with it in space.

* It will be noticed that the values of tigv 3S obtained from Eqs. (23) and
(12') do not coincide with each other (the first specifying for motion along

an arc. the second for the shortest path from M to At,). In the limit, however,

when At —' 0. both equations give the same result for u. since in the limit

the ratio of arc A.s to chord AfAf, is unity. On the concept of “numerical

value" of velocity see footnote on p. 130.
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' Let the particle occupy a position M and have a velocity v

at any time I, and at time = let it occupy a position

M and have a velocity v,. Then, by virtue of the definition,

Ar 1;._ Vi — Vw= liin

0

= lim
Ar-* 0M iy\ M

Let us now express this equation in terms of the projections

of the vectors on the axes /Mt and Mn through point Ai

Fig. 150). From the theorem
of the projection of a vector

sum (or diRerence) on an axis

we obtain:

(see

w.=^ lim
A/ -* 0

w„= lim

t'lT - V-

M
fin —

Atit»0

Draw through point At, a

line ab parallel to Atr and
denote the angle between the vector t>, and the tangent Mx by the

symbol A(p. This angle between the tangents to the curve at

point M and M, is called the angle of contiguily.

It will be recalled that the limit of the ratio of the angle of

contiguity A(p to the arc MM,= As defines the curvature^ of the
curve at point M. As the curvature is the Inverse of the radius
of curvature q at M, we have:

As Q
lim

At ^ 0

From the diagram in Fig. 150, we see that the projections of
vectors v and v, on the axis Mt and Mn are

v,= v,
.= V, cos Atp. u,„— 1», sinAcp,

where v and v^ are the numerical values of the velocity of the
particle at instants t and f,. Hence,

lim
AI 0

Vi COSA9 — V

A^

U will be noted that when A/—*0. point M, approaches M
indefinitely, and simultaneously Aq*—0, As—^0, and u, —» u.
Hence, taking into account that lim (cos A(p)= 1, we obtain

for the expression: w^= lim
AI 0

A 9 - o

t»i
— dv

At d/
*
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A\ultiplying the numerator and denominator of the fraction in
the expression of w„ by Aq)As, we find

w„= lim
0

stn A<p A<i>

A(p As

since, when A/—‘O, the limits of each of the cofactors inside the
brackets are

lim y, = y.
sin Ay
Acp

lim
A9
As

As Js

Ar=-5?-=“'

Finally we obtain

dv t/*s

We have thus proved that the projection of the acceleration of a
particle on the tangent to the path is equal to the first derivative

of the numerical value of the velocity, or the second derivative of

the displacement (the arc coordinate) s, with respect to time; the

projection of the acceleration on the principal normal is equal to the

second power of the velocity divided by the radius of curvature of

the path at the given point of the curve. This is an important

theorem of particle kinematics.

Let us lay off vectors w. and w„ (equal in scalar magnitude
to w. and iy„) along the tangent Mt and principal normal Mn
respectively (Fig. 151). These vectors are the normal and tangential

components of the acceleration of the particle. Component w„ is

always directed along the inward normal (the value of w„ Is

always positive), while component w. can be directed either in

the positive or the negative direction of the axis Mt depending

on the sign of the projection w. (see Fig. 151a and b).

The acceleration vector w is the diagonal of a parallelogram

constructed with components and ‘W„ as its sides. As the

components are mutually perpendicular, in magnitude

w=-/ wi-\-wi= }/ (^y+(v) •

The angle p between vector w and the normal Mn is determined

by the formula

tanM=^. (27)

Thus, if the motion of a particle is described by the natural method

and the path (and. consequently, the radius of curvature at any

point) and the equations of motion (22) are known, from Eqs.

<24) and (25)-(27) we can determine the magnitude and direction
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of the velocity and acceleration vectors of the particle for any

instant *.

70. Some Special Cases of Particle Motion. Using the results

obtained above, let us investigate some special cases of particle

motion.

1) Rectilinear Motion. If the path of a particle is

a straight line, then q= c>o, and ^;’„=^= 0 and the total accel-

eration is equal to the tangential acceleration:

dv
W= W.— '7T.

d(

As in this case the velocity changes only in magnitude, we
conclude that the tangential acceleration characterises the change

of speed.

2) Uniform Curvilinear Motion. Curvilinear motion

is uniform when the speed is constant: y= const. Then — =0,

and the total acceleration of the particle is equal to the norinae

acceleration:

The acceleration vector w is continuously directed along the
normal to the path of the particle.

As in this case acceleration is represented only by the change
in the direction of the velocity, we conclude that the normal
acceleration characterises the change of direction of the velocity.

Let us deduce the equation of uniform curvilinear motion.

From Eq. (24) we have ^= v, or ds= o dt.

Let a particle be at the initial time (^==0) at a distance s,

from the origin. Then, integrating both members of the equatior>
over the respective intervals, we have

S t

^ds=:^vdf or s— =
0

as y= const. Finally, we obtain the equation of uniform curvi-
linear motion in the form

s= s„-{-uL (28)

• From Eq. (26) it is evident that in the gencrai case w ,

was already pointed out at the end of § 66.

whiciv
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3) Uniform Rectilinear Motion. In this case
Y„-w.= 0, herefore = Note that uniform rectilinear mo-tion IS the only case of motion in which the acceleration is conlin-
ually zero.

4) Uniformly Va r i a b I e Cu rv i I i n e a r Mo t i o n. Cur-
vilinear motion is called uniformly variable if the tanaential
acceleration is constant: ic;,= const. Let us write the equation of
this motion, assuming that, at f= 0. s= s„ and = where u,

is the initial velocity of a particle. By Eq. (25). —=w, or

dv= w. dt.

As iy.= const.. intergrating both members of the last equa-
tion over the corresponding intervals gives us:

Let us write Eq. (29) in the form

or ds= v^dt-\-wJdt.

(29)

d% .~= v,+ w,t

Integrating again, we obtain the equation of uniformly variable
curvilinear motion of a particle in the form

5= s,+V+ (30)

The velocity of this motion Is given by Eq. (29).
The difference between Eqs. (29) and (30) and the correspond-

ing Eqs. (9) and (8) for rectilinear motion is that instead of the
acceleration w, the former have
the tangential acceleration w., and
instead of the rectangular coordi-

nate X they have the arc coor-

dinate s.

If. in curvilinear motion, the

magnitude of the velocity in-

creases. the motion is said to be ac-

celerated, if It decreases, the mo-
tion is said to be retarded. As the change of magnitude of the

velocity is characterised by the tangential acceleration, the motion
is accelerated if v and w. have the same sign, i.e., the angle
between vectors v and w is acute (see Fig. 152a). and retarded
if the signs are different (the angle between v and w is obtuse,

see Fig. 152b).

Solution of Problems. As pointed out before, in order

to solve problems of kinematics, we must know the equations of

motion for a given particle. If the motion is described by the

Fig. 152.
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natural method (the path and the equation of motion along it

are given) all its characteristics are found from the equatioris

developed in §§ 68-70. If the motion is described by the coordi-

nate method, its characteristics {including the tangential and

normal accelerations and the radius of curvature of the path) can

be found as in Problem 59.

Problem 57. Small oscillations of the pendulum shown in Fig. 153 are

represented by the equation of motion .s= osin/-r (the origin is at O. a and *

are constants). Determine tlie velocity, tangential and norma! accelerations of the

bob and the positions at which (hey become
zero if the bob describes a circular arc of ra-

dius 1.

Solution. From the respective equa-

tions we Tind:

v= ~= akcoskl: lo. =^ = — flA* sin t>t,

at at

V*= -j-
=
-^ cos At.

The equation of motion is (hat of simple
harmonic motion, the amplitude of swing
being a. In the extreme positions A and B,

sin = and consequently, cos = Hence, in positions A and
B, the velocity and normal’ acceleration are zero and the tangential acceleration

has its maximum value w.max= ‘>**- At tlie origin O. where s = 0. (he reverse

is (rue, and sin A/ = 0 while cosA^s^l. In this position, to,= 0 and o and w„
have their maximum values:

a*k*
Vmax — ak, max —

/

We observe from this example that in non-uniform curvilinear motion co,

or w„, may become zero at different points of the path, specifically, 10 ^
= 0 wher-

ever

dv

dt

i.e., for example, where o is at its maximum or minimum; = 0 at the
points where o.= 0 (as in the present case) or where ()=oo (the points of

inflection of the path).

Problem 5S. A (rain starts moving from rest with uniform acceleration
along a curve of radius /? = 800 m and reaches a velocity ti,= 36 km/h after
travelling a distance s,=600 m. Determine the velocity and acceleration of
the train at the middle of this distance.

Solution. As (he train moves with uniform acceleration and o^=:0»
its equation of motion (assuming s«= 0) is

and its velocity is

Eliminating lime t from these equations, we obtain
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find.

According to the conditions of the problem, at s^Sj, t» = o,, whence we

V
w. =

2s,

At the middle of the path, where = the velocity is:

y,= yYw.s^= = 4^

.

V2
The normal acceleration at this point of the path is:

R~2R'
Knowing w. and we find the total acceleration of the train at the

middle of the curve:

w.

Substituting the numerical values, we obtain:

y,:i=7.1 m/sec, Wj= ^=5:0.l m/sec*.

Problem 59. The equations of motion for a particle thrown with a hori*
zontal velocity are:

x — v^t. !/= ^gl\
where and g are constants.

Determine the path, velocity and acceleration of

the particle, its tangential and normal accelerations
and the radius of curvatuie of its path at any point,
expressing them in terms of the velocity of the par-

ticle at the given point.

Solution. Determining / from the first equation

and substituting its expression into the second, we obtain

2u*
«

The path of the particle is a parabola (Fig. 154).

Differentiating the equation of motion with respect to time, we find:

dx— ^0’
— —

dl

whence

v=V v*+ g*t*. (a)

Thus, at the initial moment (f=0) the velocity of the particle 11= Uj, and

It continuously increases with time.

Let us now determine the acceleration of the particle. From the respective

equations we have:

a.,= jjT=0. w,=^,= e.
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Consequently, the acceleration is

ui = e.

In the present case the particle has an acceleration of constant magnitude

and direction, parallel to the 1/ axis. Note that, although 10= const., the motion

of the particle is not uniformly variable, since the condition for uniformly

variable motion is not to — const., but ii;.=const. In this case, we shall find,

w is not constant.

Knowing the dependence of v on t formula (a)), we can find

^ dv __ -
Vvl-\-gU^

But from equation (a)wehave v*= wj -f-g*/*, and consequently,

Subslitutirrg (his expression of /, we express w. in terms of the velocity v:

w. V
It follows that at the initial moment, when u= ui^= 0 . then increas*

ing together with v and. at 0—.<c. w.—^g. Thus, in the limit the tangen*
tial acceleration approaches the total acceleration g.

To determine we refer to the equation

whence

and

= +

«'n = V

Thus, at the initial moment (0= 0,), w„-=g. decreasing as v increases
and in the limit approaching zero.

To determine the radius of curvature of the path, we use the equation

whence

_v* _ o*
®~ Wn

~

At the initial moment the radius of curvature has its smallest value

Qm\n—
g

As p increases, the radius of curvature increases, and consequently, the

to*T^ro
* path decreases. As v—00, p —«, and the curvature lends
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71. Velocity in Polar Coordinates. If a particle moves in a
plane, its position can be specified by its polar coordinates rand

(f'
(Fig. 155). As the particle moves, these coordinates chance

^vlth tune, the motion of the particle in polar coordinates being
given by the equations

^>=fAn. (31)

The numerical value of the ve-

locity of the particle is ^ . i.e.,

it is equal to the ratio of the
infinitesimal displacement ds to
the time interval dt. In this case
the displacement ds is the geomet-
rical sum of the radial displace-
ment. equal in magnitude to dr,
and the transverse displacement

,
. ... perpendicular to the radius and

equal in magnitude to r rfcp. The velocity v is thus the geomet-
rical sum of the radial velocity ti, and the transverse velocity v
whose scalar magnitudes are. respectively.

’

Fig. 135.

dr

di • 7 dl (32)

As and are mutually perpendicular.

(33)

Eqs. (32) and (33) give the velocity of a particle moving in

a plane in polar coordinates.

72. Graphical Analysis of Particle Motion. The graphical method of
solving problems of particle kinematics is useful when the analytical expres-
sion of the relationship $=£(/)/ |or, in rectilinear motion. x= f(l)] is loo
involved* or when the motion is described by graphs obtained experimentally
or plotted by recording instruments.

If we have a graph of motion expressing the displacement-time rela-

tionship (Fig. 156). we can plot a velocity curve by the method of graphical
different iation. It is apparent from the diagram that the average velocity of

(he given particle in tfje lime interval A/=f, — is given by the tangent of

the angle which the secant h\K\ makes with the horizontal, as

As .

TT=tana.

the accuracy depending on the scale factor*
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The velocity of tlie particle at the given time ii Npecified by tlie tan-

gent of the angle made by the tangent to ttie curve through point A',. a>

<34)

qHo within the scale factor.

Thus, by drawing tangents to the displacemcnl curve at points AT,.

we can find llie corresponding velocitie^ at instants r,. fj, ... from the tan-

gents of the respective angles to the horizontal

and plot a velocity curve. Similarly ue can
plot a curve for tlie tangential acceleration

w = ^

7—. The order to be followed in plot-
at

ting the curves is explained in the solution

of Problem 60.

To plot the curves of the normal and total

acceleration (in the case of curvilinear mo-
tion) the values of w„ and w at difTerenl md-
ments are computed from the corresponding
equations. The values of v and w. are taken
from (he plotted velocity and tangential accel-

eration curves, and q is determined from
the given path.

If the velocity curve is known for a given mo-
tion, it is easy to plot a displacement curve by
the method of graphical integration. Asds = u dt, then, assuming $^= 0. we have

= ^ u df.

e

The integral in the right-hand side is computed as the respective area,
taken with a plus for positive values of v and a minus for negative values.

For greater convenience in computing areas,

the curve should be plotted on graph paper:
the area is then obtained by simply count rng
the squares. In the case in Fig. 157. the dis-

placement at time /, is equal to the difference
between the upper and lower shaded areas mul-
tiplied by a scale factor*. By determining s

for different instants t, sve can plot a dis-

placement curve. A tangential acceleration curve
can be used in the same way (o plot a veloc-
ity curve.

Problem 60. To investigate graphically the motion of a piston of a crank-
shaft mechanism (Fig. 158). if the crank is of length O'A = 0.2 m, the con-
necting rod is of length AS =0.4 m, and the crank rotates uniformly, making
one revolution in lime 7*=1.6sec.

Solution. 1 ) Plotting the displacement curve for the
piston. The following operations should be performed:

a) Choose scales for the displacement x and the time If you are using
graph paper, remember that the error in measurement can be as high as

• The sum of these areas defines the distance travelled by the particle in
time /j if s.= 0.

Fig. 157,
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^0.25 to 0.5 mm (depending on the quality of the paper and the drawing)
Let us take a scale of 0. 1 m to 1 cm for x. and 0.2 sec to 1 cm for t.

b) Draw a schematic design of (tie mechanism to the .scale cho'^en for x
(Fig. 158ai; we have 0'A^= 2cm and A^B^= 4cn\. Draw the coordinate axis
O'x coincident with the path of the piston. Divide the semicircle along which
point A travels into 8 equal parts (the greater the number of parts, the more
accurate the graph). Point A travels along each part in 0.1 sec. Set the legs

of your compass 4 cm apart (the distance AB) and from the end of each arc

of the semicircle make an intercept on the axis O'x. These intercepts give the

values of x for the instants t equal to 0. O.I sec. 0.2 sec, etc. ....
c) The obtained plots of x and / give us the points for plotting ‘he ^iS'

placement curve for the piston through one revolution of the crank (Fig. 1586);

the right-hand branch of the curve in this case is symmetrical to the left-hand

branch.
2) P I o 1 1 i n g the velocity curve.

. t-.

a) Draw axes v and t (Fig. 158c) to the same scale of ( as m Fig. tboo.

Lay ofl along the t axis a segment O^K^, which denotes one second to the

given scale (0|/(g= 5cm).
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b) Determine the direction of the tangent to tlie curve x = f(H at point C,

corresponding to time r, = 0.i sec *. Draw througti point /(„ a line parallel

to the tangent (the dashed line in Fig. 158c). Segment 0,D„ specifies tlie velocity

at lime /, = 0.1 sec, since -ec and. from Eq. (34).

C^)i = 0.i sec
— ~ 0,K„

~

If the scale of the displacement x is 1cm to d.i m. (he scale of the veloc-

ity V will be 1 cm to 0.1 m;sec. If the scale is inconvenient for drawing,

being too large or too small, it can be altered as shown below.

c) In our case the scale ol v is too large. Let us reduce it by three. For

this lay olT from 0, a segment 0,/( = Oi/C^. Draw through K a line /CD,

parallel to the tangent through point C, (or to line K.,D.,). Segment 0,D, now
defines the velocity at time /, = 0. 1 sec to the scale I cm to 0.3 m;sec (the

scale of V).

Drawing D,E^ parallel to axis 0,/. we obtain point £, of the velocity
curve.

Similarly, by drawing tfirough K lines /CD,. /CD,, ... parallel to (he tan-

gents through point C,. C,. ... we obtain points D.. £, joining which in

a continuous curve, we obtain the velocity graph for the piston (Fig. 158c).

3) Plotting the acceleration curve from the velocity
curve (or the tangential acceleration curve if the motion is curv'ilinear).

The procedure is analogous to the procedure for plotting the velocity curve
from the displacement curve. Fig. I58d gives the acceleration curve foi the
pislon to the scale 1cm to 2.5m,scc*.

Problem 61. Determine by graphical construction the contour of tlie cam
in Fig. 159a. such that when it rotates uniformly about its axle O', the mo-
tion of rod AB will be as described by the curve in Fig. ir)9b. where T is

the period of one revolution of the cam. During the first quarter revolution
the rod moves up 0.2 m, during the second quarter revolution it remains
motionless, and during the second half revolution it returns to its initial po-
sition. /\lso plot the velocity and acceleration curves for the rod. The scale
of the displacement curve is 1 cm to 0. 1 m.

Solution. Let us plot the contour of the cam to the same scale
as (he given displacement curve. For tliis draw a circle of radius 3 cm with
its centre at O' and divide it into 16 equal parts. Also divide segment 07* on
the t axis of the graph into 16 equal parts. Lay ofT the value ol x for each
instant of time along the corresponding radii from the centre O' (0'/4,= 0an,

P '4i = bai. etc.). Joining points A^. A,, etc., in a smooth curve, we obtain
the required contour of the cam.

If the shape of the cam were given, we could plot the displacement curve
for the rod AB by a similar construction.

By specifying any time T for one revolution of the cam. we can construct
the velocity and acceleration curves for the rod AB as in the previous problem.

A convenient instrument for drawing a tangent through a given point of
a curve is a ruler with a rellecting surface perpendicular to the plane of the
ruler (you can make such an instrument yourself by pasting a strip of smoothed
aluminium foil to the side of your slide rule). Now place your ruler approx-
imately perpendicular to the curve at the required point and turn it till the

reflection make a continuous line. In this position the ruler gives
the direction of the normal, the perpendicular to which through the given point
IS the tangent at that point. If you are using a strip of foil instead of a mirror,
better draw the curve in Indian ink.'
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Fig. 159.

The curves are given in Figs 159c and d. As stated in the conditions ol

the problem, the velocity and acceleration of the rod are zero during the

second quarter revolution of the cam. The velocity of the rod changes continu-

ously, but the acceleration jumps at instants /,
=

‘/4
7* =

Chapter II

TRANSLATOR Y AND ROTATIONAL MOTION
OF A RIGID BODY

73. Motion of Translation. In kinematics, as in statics, we

shall regard all solids as perfectly rigid bodies, i. e.. we shall

assume that the distance between any two points of a body

remains the same during the whole period of motion.

Problems of kinematics of rigid bodies are basically of two

Ivoes* n definition of the motion and analysis of the kmerriatic

characteristics of the motion of a body as a whole; 2) analysis

of the motion of every point of the body m particular.

We shall begin with the consideration of the motion of trans-

'“rmnslalVn^^ a°%id body is such a molion in which any

slraiahtUne through the body remains continually jy^aliel to itself.

Translation shLld not be contused with reel, linear motion

In translation the particles of a body niay move on any curved

paths. Here are some examples of translation.
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f / y

Fig. 160.

1. When a motor car travels along a horizontal road, the

motion of its body is that of translation, since every point of

the body moves on a straight-line path.

2. The motion of the connecting rod AB in Fig. 160 is also

that of translation, since, when the cranks 0,.*1 and O.B
(0,/4 =O.B) rotate, any straight line

through the rod remains parallel

to itself.

The properties of translatory mo-
tion are defined by the following the-

orem: hi translatory motion, all the
particles of a body mooe along similar

paths (whUh liill coincide if superim-
posed) and have at any instant the same velocity and acceleration.
To prove the theorem, consider a rigid body translated with

reference to a system of axes Oxyz. Take two arbitrary points .4
and B on the body whose positions at time t are specified by
radius vectors and (Fig. 161). Draw a vector AB joining

the two points. It is evident that

rB= rA^~AB. (35)

The length of .45 is constant, be-
ing the distance betw^een tw-o points
of a rigid body, and the direction of

AB is constant by virtue of the trans-
latory moti^ of the body. Thus,
the vector AB is constant throughout

^ the motion of the body (,45= const.).
It follow's, then, from Eq. (35) (and the diagram) that the path
of particle 5 can be obtained by a parallel displacement of all
Uie points of the path of particle A through a constant vector

^ 5 are identical curveswhich will coincide if superimposed.

liJf
the velocities of points A and 5. w'e differen-

tiate both parts of Eq. (35) with respect to time. We have

drn__(trA
i
d(AB)

df \

Fjg. 161.

dt dt

But the derivative of the constant vector AB is zero while

6
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».e., at any mstant the velocities of points A and B are equal
in magnitude and direction.

Again, differentiating both sides of the equation with respect
to time, we obtain

dt
or

Hence, at any instant the accelerations of A and B are equal

in magnitude and direction.

As points A and B are arbitrary, it follows that the paths and
the velocities and accelerations of all the points of a body at

any instant are the same, which proves the theorem.

It follows from the theorem that the translatory motion of a

rigid body is fully described by the motion of any point belong-

ing to it. Thus, the analysis of translatory motion of a rigid body

is reduced to the methods of particle kinematics examined before.

The common velocity v of all the points of a body in trans-

latory motion is called the velocity of translation, and the com-

mon acceleration w is called the acceleration of translation.

Vectors v and w can, obviously, be shown
as applied at any point of the body.

It should be noted that the notions of

velocity and acceleration of a body make
sense only when translation is considered.

In all other cases, as we shall see later,

the points of a body have different ve-

locities and accelerations and the expres-

sions “velocity of a body” or “acceleration

of a body" are meaningless.

74. Rotational Motion of a Rigid Body.

Fig 162. Angular Velocity and Angular Acceleration.

Rotation of a rigid body is such a motion

in which there are always two points of the body (or body extended)

which remain motionless (see Fig. 162). The line AB through

these fixed points is called the axis of rotation.

Since the distance between the points of a rigid body does not

change, it is evident that in rotational motion all points of the

body on the axis of rotation are motionless, while all the other

points of the body describe circular paths the planes of which

are perpendicular to the axis of rotation and the centres of which

lie on it (this is another definition of rotational motion) .

• A body may rotate about an axis without any point of it belonging

to that axis. e.g.. the rotation of a wheel on an axle or the rotation of

a person riding a merry-go-round.
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To determine the position of a rotating body, let us pass two
planes through the axis of rotation Az (Fig. 162): plane /, which

is fixed, and plane // through the rotating body and rotating with it.

The position of the body at any instant will be fully specified

by the angle cp between the two planes, taken with the appro-

priate sign, which we shall call the angle of rotation of the body.

We shall consider the angle positive if it is laid off counter-
clockwise from the fixed plane by an observer looking from the
positive end of axis Az, and negative if it is laid off clockwise.
Angle (f is always measured in radians.

The position of a body at any instant is completely specified

if we know the angle 9 as a function of time /. i.e.,

9 =-/{/). (36)

Eq. (36) describes the rotational motion of a rigid body.
The principal kinematic characteristics of the rotation of a

rigid body are its angular velocity w and angular acceleration e.

If in an interval of time At= t^ — / a body turns through an
angle A9= 9, — 9, the average angular velocity of the body in
the given time interval is

The angular velocity of a body at a given time i is the value
towards which tends when the time Interval At tends to
zero:

o)= Iim
At-*o

A9
A/

or

Thus the angular velocity of a body at a given time is equal in
magnitude to the first derivative of the angle of rotation with
rcs/;«.'f to time. Eq. (37) also shows that the value of ci> is equal
to the ratio of the infinitesimal angle of rotation ^9 to the cor-
responding time interval rf/. The sign of co specifies the direction
of the rotation. It will be noticed that o)>0 when the rotation

rotation is clockwise.

Je^onds
angular velocity, if the time is measured in

radian
l®]^-i;^=sec *,

radian is a dimensionless unit.
The angular velocity of a body can be denoted by a vector of

magnitude along the axis of rotation of the body in the
direction from which the rotation is seen as countcrclockw.se
6*
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(see Fig. 163). Such a vector simultaneously gives the magnitude
01 the angular velocity, the axis of rotation, and the sense of
rotation about that axis.

.Angular acceleration characterises the time rate of
change of the angular velocity of a rotating body.

If in a time interval At= t^ — i the change of angular velocity
of a body is Aa)= (D,— o>, the average angular acceleration of
the body in that interval of time is

A(i)

"'•— A/
•

3 V

The angular acceleration at a given time / is the value towards
which e... tends when the time interval At tends to zero.

Thus,

^ ,. A<i> d(a
e= hm T-T =-T-

,

or, taking into account Eq. (37).

rfo)

® IT dF‘ (38)

Thus, the angular acceleration of a
body at a given time is equal in mag-
nitude to the first derivative of the

angular velocity, or the second derivative of the angular displace-

ment, of the body with r<?sp<?c/ /o The dimension of angular

acceleration is [e]= sec’*.

If the angular velocity increases in magnitude, the rotation is

accelerated, if it decreases, the rotation is retarded. It will be

readily noticed that the rotation is accelerated when w and e

are of the same sign, and retarded when they are of dilTerenl

sign.

By analogy with angular velocity, the angular acceleration of

a body can be denoted by a vector e along the axis of rotation.

The direction of e coincides with that of w when the rotation is

accelerated (Fig. 163a). and is of opposite sense when the rotation

is retarded (Fig. 1636).

75. Uniform and Uniformly Variable Rotation. If the angular

velocity of a rotating body does not change (ti)= const.), the rotation

is said to be uniform. Let us develop the equation of uniform

rotation. We have from Eq. (37) d(p= o)d/. Hence, assuming that

at the initial, moment /= 0, angle (p= 0. and integrating the

left-hand member from 0 to (p and the right-hand member from

0 to t, we obtain
(p= o)r.
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It follows from Eq. (39) that in uniform rotation

In engineering, the velocity of uniform rotation is often expressed

as the number of revolutions per minute, viz. n rpin*.

Let us establish the relation between n rpm and co see"'.

A complete revolution turns a body through an angle of 2n, and n

revolutions takes it through an angle 2n/». If the duration of

this rotation is /=1 min= 60 sec, then from Eq. (40) we have

nn
0.1 n. (41)

If the angular acceleration of a body does not change during
the rotation (e==const.). the rotation is said to be uniformly
variable. Let us develop the equation of uniformly variable rota-
tion. assuming that at the initial instant f= 0, angle q>= 0 and
that the angular velocity w= (where &)„ is (he initial angular
velocity).

From Eq. (38) we have = Integrating the left-hand
member over the interval to to and the right-hand member
from 0 to /. we obtain

co= to,-|-ef. (42)

Let us write Eq. (42) in the form

d<D
•^=t.),-{-e/ OT d<f= oi^dt -{-tidt.

Integrating agairi, w'e obtain the equation of uniformly vari»^
able rotation.

tp= u„r+ e^. ’ (43)

The angular velocity to of this rotation is given by Eq. (42).
If to and e have the same sign, the rotation is uniformly accel-
erated. if they have opposite signs, it is uniformly retarded.

In conclusion, mention should be made of the analogy between
the equations of rectilinear motion of a particle and the equa-
lons of rotational motion of a rigid body. It will be noticed

that all the equations developed in Chapter 9 turn into the
equations of this section if instead of j:, v, and w w'e. substitute
9 , (i> and e, respectively.

* It should .be noted that n is -not an angle but nngular veheity.
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Accelerations of the Points of a RotatingBody. Ha\ing established m the previous sections the character-
istics of the motion of bodies as a whole, let us now investigatethe motions of individual points of bodies

^

Consider a point M of a rigid body at a distance h fromthe axis of rotation Az (Fig. 162). When the body rotates, point
yVf describes a circle of radius h \n a plane perpendicular to the
axis of rotation with its centre C on that axis. If in time di
the body makes an infinitesimal displacement through angle dw
point Al will have made a very small displacement ds= hd<i>
along its path. The velocity of the point is the ratio of ds to
dt

,

i.e.,

di '^dt •

or

v= h(ii. (44)

This velocity v is called the linear, or circular, velocity of
the point Af (not to be confused with its angular velocity).

Thus, the linear velocity of a point belonging to a rotating
body is equal to the product of the angular velocity of that body

and the distance of the point from the axis
of ro/a//o/i. The linear velocity is tangent
to the circle described by point Af, or
perpendicular to the plane through the
axis of rotation and the point Af.

As the value of o) at any given in-

stant is the same for all points of the
body, it follows from Eq. (44) that the lin-

ear velocity of any point of a rotating body is proportional
to its distance from the axis of rotation (Fig 164).

In order to determine the acceleration of point Af we apply
equations

Fig. 164.

dv V
=jr*

In our case. Q— h. Substituting the expression

Eq. (44), we obtain

w, =hj^. =—

.

and finally

w-c =he, w„= hio*.

for V from

(45)

The tangential acceleration Is tangent to the path (in the

direction of the rotation if it is accelerated and in the reverse
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direction if it is retarded); the normal acceleration iiy„ is always
directed along the radius h towards the axis ol rotation (Fig. 165).

The total acceleration of point M is

or

jL>= Ly* -f- “'n= ^ tj*e*

= 4- 0)*. (46)

The inclination of the vector of total acceleration to the
radius of the circle described by the point is specified by the

angle p given by the equation

Substituting the expressions of w and
w„ from Eqs. (45). we obtain

tanp=
Fig. 165,

<i>
(47)

Since at any given instant e and o) are
.

.
, ,

each the same for all the points of the

Kithl ‘hat the accelerations
0 all the points of a rotating rigid body are proportional to their

same angle fx

Vl::
to determine the velocity and acceler-
ation of any point of a body if the
equation of rotation of the body
and the distance of the given point

rotation are known.
With these formulas, knowing the
motion of any single point of a body.
It IS possible to determine the mo-

oMhe“bory''as“a wh'o'le'!'
of the motion

Fig. 166.

J>olution. As the rotation is uniformly retarded.

W = <|), -|-er.

90 rpm decelerates
40 sec. Determine

(a)

(b)



The initial angular velocity of the uniformly retarded rotation is that which
tre shaft had before the motor was switched off. Hence,

nn

At the instant / = when the shaft stopped, its angular velocity was (i).r=0
Substituting these values into equation (b), we obtain;

*

Tin

30
and e= nn

30/,*

If we denote as N the number of revolutions of the shaft in time /. (not to
be confused with n, which is the angular velocity!), the angle of rotatJori in
lhal time will be (p,=2nA^. Substituting the values of e and <p, in equation (a)
we obtain

whence

^ ^~30 60 ^‘~60

revolutions.

Problem 63. A flywheel of radius /? = l.2 m rotates uniformly, making
n = P0 rpm Determine the linear velocity and acceleration of a point on the
rim of the flywheel.

Solution. The linear velocity of such a point is ur=;/?<i). where the
angular velocity w must be expressed in radians per second. In our case

Hence,

nn -“= 30
-=^’' sec ^

nn „"=30'' 11.3 m/sec.

As (i>=: const., € = 0, and consequently

n*n*

900
106.6 m/sec*.

The acceleration Is directed towards the axis of rotation.

Problem 64. The equation of the motion of an accelerated flywheel is

Determine the linear velocity and acceleration of a point lying at a distance

h=s0.8 m from the axis of rotation at the instant when its tangential and

normal accelerations are equal.

Solution. We determine the angular velocity and angular acceleration of

(he flywheel:

dip '27 , db) 27

,

“— dr~32'' ®“d/~16'*

The formulas for the tangential and normal acceleration of Ihe point are

w.^ht, and Wn=hbi*.
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Denote the in'^latil wlicn u»,= U'„ by tlie symbol Obviously, at tint

instant e, = w*. or

|6'‘“V32/
*’

whence
64 4=^ and /,=:-jsec.

Substituting (his value of i, in Ihe expfes>ions for w and e, we find that at

time r,

(0. = -2Sec •, e, = -4
see *.

The required values are thus

It, = /no, =; 1.2 m sec; w, =:hy e| = 1 ^ 2.51 in see*.

Vector w^ makes 45* with the radius ft.

Problem 65. The weight B in Fig. 167 rotates a shaft of radius r with gear

J of radius r^ mounted on it. Tlie weight starts moving from rest witli a con-

stant acceleration a. Develop (lie equation of

rotation of the gear 2 of radius r, which is

meshed with gear 1.

Solution. As tiie initial velocity of

the weight is zero, its velocity at any
instant I iso/ (u/;=:a/). All the points on
the surface of Ihe shaft have the same ve-

locity. At tlie same time, their velocity is

ci>,r, where <0, is the angular velocity of both
the shaft and gear 1. Consequently,

at

Fig. 167.Now let us determine (1),. As at point
C, where the gears mesh, the linear veloc-
ity of both gears must be the same, we liave s=r w,r, =s w/,. whence

r, r.a

Thus, the angular velocity of gear 2 increases in proportion to time.

Since w^=~, where <|>, is the angle of rotation of gear 2. we liave

d(p*=— (<//V
from which, integrating both sides and assuming angle (p,= 0 at time
1=0, w’e obtain the equation of uniformly accelerated rotation of geai 2 in
the form
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Chapter 12

PLANE MOTION OF A RIGID BODY

77. Equations of Plane Molion. Resolution of Motion Into
Translation and Rotation. Plane motion of a rigid body is such
motion in which all its points move parallel to a fixed plane P
(Fig. 168). Many machine parts have plane motion, for example
a wheel running on a straight track or the connecting rod of a— reciprocating engine. Rotation is. in

fact, a special case of plane motion.
In plane motion, all the points of a

body belonging to a line MM' (see
Fig. 168) normal to plane P move In
the same way. Therefore, in investi-
gating plane motion it is sufficient to
investigate the motion of a section 5
of that body produced by passing any

,
plane Oxy through it parallel to the

fixed plane P

.

In this book we shall always take the plane Oxy
parallel to the page and represent a body by its section S.
The position of section S in plane Oxy is completely specified

by the position of any point A of the section, i.e., by its
coordinates x^ and y^ (Fjg, 169). and the angle tp between an
arbitrary line AB in section 5 and the x axis.

Fig. 168.

The point A chosen to define the position of section 5 Is called the

pole. As the body moves, the quantities and (p are changing
and the motion of the body, i.e., its position in space at any
moment of time, is completely specified if we know

= ‘P=/i(0- (48)

Eqs. (48) are the equations of plane motion of a rigid body.

Gansider the successive positions / and II of the section 5 of

a moving body at instants and t^— t^-\-At (Fig. 170). It will
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be observed that the following tnethod can be employed to move
section S. and with it the whole body, from position / to posi-
tion II. Let us first translate the body so that pole A occupies
position (line /f,B, occupies position A^B') and then turn the
section about pole A^ through angle In the same way we can
move the body from position // to some new position III. etc.
We conclude that ilie plane motion of a rigid hodif is a combina-
lion of a Irandalion. inuduch all the points move in the same way
as the pole A. and of a rotation about that
pole*. y
The translatory component of plane

motion can. evidently, be described by the
first two of Eqs. (48). and the rotational
component by the third.

The principal kinematic characteristics
of this type of motion are the velocity
and acceleration of translation, equal Fig. I7i.
each to the velocity and acceleration of
the pole (t»tratu= Oj. ‘a>(r,ins= Wi)- ^nd the angular velocity o)
and angular acceleration e of the rotation about the pole. The
values of these characteristics can be found for any time t from
Eqs. (48).

In analysing plane motion, we are free to choose any point
of the body as the pole. Had we chosen some point C instead ofA (Fig. 171). the characteristics of the translatory component of
the motion would have been different, for in the general case

3nd (otherwise the motion would be that of
pure translation). The characteristics of the rotational component
of the motion w and e remain, however, the same. For. drawingCD parallel to^fi to determine the rotation about pole C (which
IS always possible, because AB and CD are arbitrary), we obtain
that at any mstant angle

(f>, =:q). i.e.. the equations of rotationabout poles A and C are the same. Hence,

^—^ rf-9

(tt dt ’
(it* dP '

(I), =a>, e, =e.

explained as follows. Consider again
position / to position //^(seeFig. 170), taking point B as the pole. Then, by translating the

Ihro.Ji?"he‘por^*"Frr the "sakf^ hrfv"
.“ k

the plane P
of rotation about

® speak^imply
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body together with the pole, we bring it from position B, into
position B, (line occupying the position B^A{). Now, rotat-
ing the section S about pole B, through an angle A(p,. we bring
the body into position II. It will be readily noticed that in this
case the translatory displacement B.B, dilTers from displacement

when point A was taken as the pole, while the angle of
rotation = (a^ B,A\'\ A.B\). Consequently, the rotational
component of the motion is the same for any position of the pole.

78 . Determination of the Paths of the Points of a Body. Let us now
investigate the motion of individual points of a rigid body,

i.e., determine their paths, velocities
and accelerations. For this, as has been
shown, it is sufficient to analyse the mo-
tion of the points lying in section S. We
shall begin with the determination of the

paths.

Consider point Af of a body whose
position in section S Is specified by its-

distance b= AM from the pole A and the

angle BAM=^a (Fig. 172). If the motion
of the body is described by Eqs. (48),

the X and y coordinates of point /\f in the system O.v^ will be

+ 6 cos (,p+ a),

//= i/^+ bsin((p+ a). ^ '

where y^, cp are the functions of time ( given by the Eqs. (48).

Eqs. (49) describe the motion of point Af in plane Oxy and at

the same time give the equation of the point’s path in parametric

form. The usual equation of the path can be obtained by eliminat-

ing time t from Eqs. (49).

If the body under consideration Is part of a mechanism, the

path of any point Af of the body can be determined by expressing

the coordinates of the point in terms of a parameter specifying the

position of the mechanism and then eliminating that parameter.

In this case the equations of motion (48) are not necessary.

Problem 66. Blocks A and B. to which the rule of an ellipsograph is at-

tachcd. slide in mutually perpendicular slots (Fig. 173). Assuming AB— /.deter-

mine the path of point Af of the rule.

Solution. Taking point A as the pole. Jet us specify the position of Al

on the rule in terms of segment A Af = 6. The position of the rule Aseu is spec-

ified by angle 9. Hence, for coordinates x and y of point M we obtain

X= (6 — /) cf s 9, i/
^ 6 sill 9.
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Eliminating parameter <p. we find tliat the

path of the point (independent of the equation

of motion of the rule) is an ellipse:

-L i^-*— 1

with seniia.xes —
/| and b and centre

A 0.

By adjusting the distances / and b, we
can trace with a pencil at At an ellipse with

any given semiaxes not longer than tlie rule,

which is why the instrument is called an
ellipsograph.

79. Determination of the Veloc-

ity of Any Point of a Body.

Plane motion .of a rigid body is a combination of a translation

in wliich all points of the body move with the velocity of the pole

and a rotation about that pole. Let us show that the velocity of

any point M of the body is the geometric sum of its velocities

for each component of the motion.
The position of a point M in section S of the body is specified

with reference to the coordinate axes Oxy by the radius vector

r= r^-}-r' (Fig. 174), where vector r'— AM. Then,

dr drA I
t/r'

— rf?— dt 'dr *

In this equation ^= i.e., it is equal to the velocity of the

pole A\ the quantity ^ is equal to the velocity of point M
at r^=const.. i.e., when A is fixed

or. in other words, when the body
rotates about the pole A. It thus fol-

lows from the preceding equation
that

«'.!(= + (50)

The velocity of rotation of point

M about pole A is (§ 76)

'Oma= <0 A1 a (o^mJL MT), (51

)

where u> Is the angular velocity of the rotation of the body.
Thus, the velocity of any point M of a body is the geometric

sum of the velocity of any other point A taken as the pole and the
velocity of rotation of the point A1 about the pole. The magnitude
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and direction of the velocity are found by constructing a para!
lelogratn (Fig. 175).

Problem 67. Determine the velocity of a point M on (he rim of a wheel of
radius R (Fig. 176) running without slipping along a straight rail, if the veloc-
ity of the centre C of the wheel is v^, and angle DKM~a.

Solution. Taking point C, whose velocity is known, as the pole, we
find that » =: rc + ''here J. C.M. and in magnitude AfC=
~(i}R. The magnitude of the angular velocity is determined from the condition
that point K of the wheel does not slip and. consequently, at the given moment
v,^- = 0. On the other hand, just as for point Af. + Vat- "here
Vj^c= oi KC ~ioR. For point K. t?A-c ai'd Vc are collinear, therefore, at yA'

= 0.

i'A-c= t'c. "hence = Thus we find that

vmc= <^R — *’c-

The parallelogram constructed with vectors and Vc as its sides is a

rhombus. But the angle between Vc and Vaic is equal to angle (1. as the sides

of these angles are mutually perpendicular. On the other hand, angle p= 2a,

as a central angle subtended by the same arc as the inscribed angle a. Hence,

by virtue of the properties of a rhombus, the angles between Cc and and
between V\fc and v^i are also equal to a. Finally, as the diagonals of a rhom-

bus are mutually perpendicular, we obtain

0 = 2oc cos ® and _[_ /(Af

.

The computations, we see, wore rather cumbersome. Further on we shall

discuss methods which make it possible to solve such problems much simpler

(see Problem 69).

80. Theorem of the Projections of the Velocities of Two
Points of a Body. The use of Eq. (50) to determine the veloci-

ties of the points of a body usually leads to involved computa-

tions (cf. Problem 67). However, we can evolve from Eq. (50)

several simpler and more convenient methods of determining the

velocity of any point of a body.
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One of these methods Is given by the theorem: The projections

of the velocities of tiL'o points of a rigid body on the straight line

ivining those points are equal. t i

Con.sider any two points A and B ol a body {Fig. 177). lak-

ing point A as the pole, we have from Eq. (50) 0^= ©^

Projecting both members of the

equation on AB and taking into

account that vector perpendic*

ular to AB, we obtain

Oa cos p= cos a, (52)

and the theorem is proved. This

result offers a simple method of

determining the velocity of any

point of a body if the direction of motion of that point and the

velocity of any other point of the same body are known.

Problem 68 . Determine (he relalion between the velocities of points A and
B of the ellipsograph rule in Fig. 173 if angle (p is given.

Solution. The directions of the velocities of points A and B are known.
Hence, projecting vectors and on AB and applying the above theorem,
we obtain

cos 9 = i»g cos (90® — 9),

whence
tan 9.

81. Determination of the Velocity of Any Point of a Body
Using the Instantaneous Centre of Zero Velocity. Another simple

and visual method of determining the
velocity of any point of a body perform-
ing plane motion is based on the con-
cept of instantaneous centre of zero ve-

locity. The instantaneous centre of zero

velocity is a point belonging to the sec-

tion S of a body or its extension which
at the given instant is momentarily at
test.

It will be readily noticed that if a
body is in non-translatory motion, such

. . ^ .

a point, and only one point, always
exists at any instant /, Let points A and B in section S of a body
(Fig. 178) have, at time t, noii-parallel velocities Vf^ and ©g. Then
point P at the intersection of perpendiculars Aa to vector Va
and Bb ^ vector ©^ will be the instantaneous centre of zero velocity,
as Vp=Q. For, if we assumed that Vp^O, then, by the theorem of
the projections of the velocities of the points of a body, vector ©«

nig. 178.
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would have to be simultaneously perpendicular to AP (asv I AP)
and to BP (as Vf,±BP), which is impossible. It also follows from
the theorem that, at the given instant, no other point of section S
can have zero velocity (e.g., for point a. the projection of on
Ba is not zero and consequently v^^O). ”

If. now, we take a point P as the pole at lime t. the velocity
of point A will, by Eq. (50). be

^

as Vp— O. The same result can be obtained for any other point
of the body. Thus, the velocity of any point of a body lying in
section S is equal to the velocity of its rotation about the instan-
taneous centre of zero velocity P. From Eqs. (51) we have

v^= b}PA,

v„=^inPB. {Vg±PB), etc. (53)

It also follows from Eqs. (53) that

PA PB ’

i.e., that the velocity of any point of a body is proportional to
its distance from the instantaneous centre of zero velocity.

These results lead to the following conclusions:

1) To determine the instantaneous centre of zero velocity, it is

sufficient to know the directions of the velocities and Vg of any
two points A and B of a section of a body (or their paths); the
instantaneous centre of zero velocity lies at the intersection of the
perpendiculars erected from points A and B to their respective
velocities, or to the tangents to their paths.

2) To determine the velocity of any point of a body, it is neces-

sary to know the magnitude and direction of the velocity of any
point A of that body and the direction of the velocity of another
point B of the same body. Then, by erecting from points A and B
perpendiculars to and Vg, we obtain the instantaneous centre

of zero velocity P and, from the direction of v^. the sense of

rotation of the body. Next, knowing we can find from Eq. (54)

the velocity of any point M of the body. Vector is per-

pendicular to PM in the direction of the rotation.

3) The angular velocity of a body, as can be seen from Eqs.

(53), is at any given instant equal to the ratio of the velocity of

any point belonging to the section S to its distance from the instan-

taneous centre of zero velocity P:

(55)
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Let us evolve another expression for o). It follows from Eqs.

(50) and (51) that =
| |

and = whence

„= == , (56)
Ad AB

Eqs, (55) and (56) give the same quantity as. from § 77, it

follows that the rotation of the section 5 about either point A or

point P lakes place with the same angular velocity u).

Example. The directions of the velocities of points A and B of the

oUipsograph rule in Fig. 179 are known. Erecting perpendiculars to them, we

obtai(\ the instarttaneous centre of zero velocity

P of the rule.

Knowing P, we obtain from tfie proportion
va v/i PA
Ta
—

Jb'
= Vg tan 9 .

i.e., the

wesame result as in Problem 6^. Similarly,
PM

obtain for point M, = The length of

PM can be calculated if we know AB, AM^
and angle 9 . The direction of vector v^i shown
in tlie diagram (oai PAt).

From Eqs. (55) and (56) we find the angu*
lar velocity of the rule:

r.—
PB

or o, = LE2Jlfdj
AB

It is easy to verify that both equations
give the same answer.

Let us consider some special cases of the instantaneous centre
of zero velocity.

a) If plane motion is performed by a cylinder rolling wiihout
slipping along a fixed cylindrical surface, the point of contact P

(Fig. 180) is momentarily at rest and, conse-
quently, is the instantaneous centre of zero
velocity (o^= 0 because, if there is no slip-
ping, the contacting points of both bodies
must have the same velocity, and the second
body is motionless). An example of such
motion is that of awheel running on a rail.

b) If the velocities of points A and B of
the body in Fig. 181 are parallel to each

.

other, and AB is not perpendicular to Vahe mstantaneous centre of zero velocity lies in infinity and

reni
parallel to v^. From the theo-rem of the projections of velocities it follows that t;.cosa=—;Pfl.cos p, i.e., v^=^v^\ the result

points of the body. Consequently, in

is the same for all other
this case the velocities of
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all points of the body are equal in magnitude and direction at
every instant, i.e., (he instantaneous distribution of the velocities
of the body is that of translation (this state of motion is also
called instantaneous translation). It will be found from Eq (56)
that the angular velocity of the body at the given instant iszero.

c) If the velocities of points A and B are parallel, and AB
is perpendicular to the instantaneous centre of zero velocity

P can be located by the
construction shown in Fig.

182. The validity of this

construction follows from
the proportion (54). In this

case, unlike the previous
ones, we also have to know
the magnitules of veloci-

ties and Vff to locate

the instantaneous centre
of zero velocity P.

The above shows that In

plane motion the velocities
of the points of a body are distributed at any given instant as if the

body were rotating about an axis Pz, perpendicular to the sec-

tion 5 through point P. This line is called the instantaneous

axis of rotation of the body. Unlike a fixed axis of rotation, the

instantaneous axis continually changes its position. Plane motion
is the result of a series of consecutive infinitesimal rotations

about the Instantaneous axis of rotation.

82. Solution of Problems*. In order to determine the kine-

matic characteristics of motion (the angular velocity of a body
or the velocities of its points) we must know the magnitude and

direction of the velocity of an arbitrary point of the body and

the direction of the velocity of any other point of that body

(with the exception of cases a) and b) discussed in § 81). The

solution of any problem begins with the determination of these

characteristics from the statement of the problem.

The mechanism whose motion is being investigated should be

drawn in the position for which the corresponding characteristics

are being determined. In solving a problem, it should be remem- '

bered that the concept of instantaneous centre of zero velocity

applies to a given rigid body, hi mechanisms consisting of sever'

al bodies, every body performing non-translatory motion has at any

• An example of the methods of problem solution discussed here can be found

in § 96. Problem 90.
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in%tanl its own instantaneous centre of zero velocity and its own

angular velocity.

Problem 69. Delormine Ihe velocilv of point Af on tlie rim of the rolling

wheel in Problem 67 by introducing the in>tantaneous centre of zero velocity.

Solution. The point of contact P of the wheel (Fig. 183) i> the instanta-

neou^ centre of zero velocity, an i'p= 0. Consequently. ‘’‘Kbt

angle P/VI£> rests on the diameter, the velocity

vector t7,ii of any point of the rim passes through

point D, writing tlie proportion

‘’.ti

PM PC

and noting that PC = R and PM =2/? onset, we find

i'ai= 2ycC'"s o.

The further point Af is from P, the greater its

velocity. Tlie upper end D of the vertical diameter

has the maximum velocity i'^= 2vr- .The angular

velocity of the wheel, from Eq. (55), is »

vr

R
'<0—

=

PC

7y.fi V///////////.

Fig. 183.

The velocities are similarly distributed for all cases of a wheel or gear rolling
along a cylindrical surface (see Fig. 180).

Problem 70. Delermine the velocity of the centre C of the free pulley of
radius r in Fig. 18-t and its angular velocity a> if load A is moving up with a

velocity and load B Is moving down with
a velocity Ofl. The thread does not slip and
all its sections are vertical.

Solution. As the thread does not slip
on the free pulley, the velocities of points a
and b of the pulley are equal in magnitude
to Ihe velocities of the loads, i.e..

and Knowing the velocities of points
a and b and assuming for convenience that

^,4. we can determine the position of
the instantaneous centre of zero velocity P of
tlie free pulley by the same method as in
Fig. 182. The velocity of the centre of the
pulley C is denoted by the vector t?c. From
Eq (56) we develop (lie equations

Fig. 184.
ti)
_ 1 4- (

-

whence, as ab =2r and bC= r. W'e oblai111

2r Vc~

ab

_

bC '

1.0= 0“^ ^ it moves dow'n; al =
subJitlunl““ “1

'Th
lowering can be found bysuDsutuung — for tn Ihe equations.

^



Problem 71. Crank OA of length r of the mechanism in Fig. 185 rotat#«tu-ith an angular velocity <oo.,. The length of the connecting rod AB~I Uang e ^ is given, determine: !) the velocity of block B. 2) the position o( thepo nt .1/ on the connecting rod which has the least velocity. 3) the aneular
po^iiions of the mechamU

Solut ion. It follows from the statement of the problem that the velociiv
ol point A IS Vyi= (aQ^r perpendicular to OA. and the velocity of B is directed

along BO. This data is sufficient to deter-
mine all the kinematic characteristics of
the connecting rod.

1)

From the theorem of the projections
of velocities we have v.4Cosa= u^cnsB.
Angle 0/lD, as a supplementary angle
of triangle OAB, is equal to <p + B
Hence, a= 90“ — (ip -f p), and

^

sin (<p -f p)vb= ^OA'——

=

Fig. 185.

cosp
= t»0/ir (sin (p + cos <r tan P).

Now eliminate angle p from the equation. From triangle OAB,

sin p sinip

r —
I

'

Furthermore,

and finally

tan p= sin p

I''! - sm*p

VB = ii>ci.\r (\ + sin 9.
V y /* — r*sm*<p/

2) The instantaneous centre of zero velocity P of the connecting rod (AP is

an extension of OA) is located by erecting perpendiculars from points A and B.
The point with the least velocity /tf is that wtiich is closest to the centre P,
i.e., on the perpendicular PM to AB. Its velocity is

vm= cos a= sin (9 -f- P).

3) From Eq. (55), the angular velocity of the rod is

<^AB= 75^
or •

The length PB (or PA) is calculated from the data given in (he statement

of the problem.

4)

At angle <p= 0 (Fig. I86<2), the perpendicular AB to velocity and the

perpendicular Bb to Vb intersect at B. Consequently, for this position point B
is the instantaneous centre of velocity, and vb~0 (the "dead centre”, position

of the mechanism). For this position

VA '

The distribution ol the velocities along the connecting rod is shown in the

diagram.
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5> .incle «f = 90« (Fig »«(><>). velocities im<l «/» are pjirallcl. and llie
' t> •» .1.. 3j insiaiii ail

perpendiculars to tliem intersect in infinity. Consequently,

tl.e points ot Die rod liave tlie same velocity vy.

Problem 72. Link OA in Fig. 187 rotates abotit .nxis 0 with .in .ingiiiar

velocity witli it moves ge.ir / which rolls .iroiind the fi.xed gear 2. Tlie

radii of tlie two gears arc botli equal to r. Hinged to gear / is a connecting

rod BD of length I, attaclied to which is a rocksh.ilt DC. Dclerinine the .ingu-

lar velocity of the connecting rod for (he inst.int when it is perpendjeu*

lar to link OA, if at that instant angle B£)C= d5’.

Solution. To determine Wflu we must know llic velocity of an arbitr.iry

point on the connecting rod BD and the position of its instantaneous centre

of zero velocity. Let us determine the velocity of point B from the fact tli.al it

also belongs to gear /. for wliicli the velocity is known to be t'.i= io,),i2r (u ^ J_ ().4>

and the instantaneous centre of zero velocity is at P,. Consequently, r/|TPB,
and from the theorem of the projections of velocities i'a c<»s •15'’= \vnence

Now we know the velocity of a point of the connecting rod ,iiul the
direction of velocity Erecting perpendiculars to ami O/). we
obtain the instantaneous cenife of zero velocity P^jy of the connecting rod. It

will be readily noticed that the segment

whence

A ^

It should be noted that it would be wrong to attempt to locale tlic inslan*
laneous centre of zero velocity by drawing perpendiculars to vectors and
t»0 (a characteristic mistake). Points A and D belong to different bodies, and
the intersection of these perpendiculars does not locate the centre of zero
velocity {compare with Problem 73).

Problem 73. A gear I and crank OA are mounted independently ol e.icl»
other on an axle 0 (rig. 188). The crank rotates with an angular velocity tap.).
Fixed io the connecting rod AB with its centre at A is gear 2. The crank 04
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.he^nn'eaV ie'lSci, SL4',/ r/'"'o. fOe aa. ^
Va±OA. t.4= Wo^2r.

Besides, we know the direction of vela

c e'nt*'^as «Vi"
is not sum.

f'of Z
Therefore we shall exploit the fact thatbeing nveM together, gear 2 and the con^necting rod are actually one body for whichwe know the direction of the Jelocity of

Jt onif*
directed along cj. as

at point C the rod can only slide in the rock-
er. By erecting perpendiculars to Oj and Orobtain the instantaneous centre of zero
velocity P of the body BAE.

/ Irf^ ini .

0^ ibe problem,
z a4CO= 30». hence Z CPa4 =30®. Therefore

AC= 2AOzs4r, PA=2AC=^6r. PE= 7r,

and from the proportion

^JL— 1±
PE ~ PA

Fig. 188.

we find that vg—— r<i>Q^, whence

vp 7—
-r

83. Velocity Diagram. The velocity of any point of a body
can be determined graphically by constructing a velocity dia-
gram. A velocity diagram is a drawing in which from some
centre are laid off the velocity vectors of points of a body.

.

^•-et Vp, Vc be the velocities of points A, B, C of a given
body (Fig. 189a). Then the velocity diagram can be drawn by
laying off to some scale from an arbitrary point 0 (Fig. 1896)
line segments

Oji= v^, 0b= Vp, Oc= Vc-

Let us establish the properties of. and the procedure for con-
structing, a velocity diagram. From Eqs. (50) and (51) (see §79)
we have

= +
3nd Vp^= ni’AB.

where
(57)

(57')
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But from triangle Oab we have Ob==Oa-\-ab, or v^= v^-\-ab-

Comparing this result with Eq. (57), we find that ab—
Similarly we find that ac-Vf-^, etc. Then, from formulas (57'),

abX-^^’ (58)

Furthermore, it also follows from those formulas that a6= (i)- /IB,

uc— oj-AC, etc., whence

ab a'c he ,rn-^

AB~AC'~BC ^

Thu.s, the lines joining the tips of the velocity vectors in the

velocity diagram are perpendicular to the lines joining the respec-

tive points of the body and are proportional to them in magnitude;
the figures denoted by the same letters In the velocity diagram
and in section 5 of the body are similar and lie at right angles
to each other.

The relations in (58) and (58') make it possible to construct
a velocity diagram and to determine the velocity of any point
of a body if the magnitude and direction of the velocity of any
one point and the direction of the velocity of any other point
of the body are known.

If a velocity diagram is available, the angular velocity is
determined by formula (58').

The velocity diagram of a mechanism is constructed as a
^®^"3tion of the velocity diagrams of all its parts (bodies),
all the vectors being laid off from a common centre 0. An exam-
ple of such a construction is given in Problem 74.

shown®’’in"r?^
^elociJy diagram for the mechanism in the position

Z cen^ pUo/c^
js^a^g^d^lnangular lamina. Rod 0"D is hinged at D to

in
and draw the mechanism

2) Determination of Choose a veloc^ scale (e. g., 1 cm lo0.5m/sec)
and lay off from an arbitrary centre 0 vector Oo=:ti^ perpendicular to O'

A
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^Fig. mb). From the same centre lay off a line Ob parallel to Vn (velocitv
Vfi IS directed along BO ), and from point a line ab ]_ AB to its intersection
\vith06. Then, from Eq. (58), point b gives the tip of vector oF—VhDetermination of Vc- From point a draw a line perpendicular toAC. and from point b a line perpendicular to BC. By Eq. (58). their intersec-
tion gives point c. Joining points 0 and c. we obtain vector

4) D e ( e r m i n a t i o n of Vp. The direction of vp is known (Un ! O'Dl
Drawing from 0 line OJ parallel to Vp, and from point c a line perpen^dicular

to CD, we obtain at their intersection point d.

Joining O and d. we obtain vector TJd^Vp.
5) Determination of vp. Point E

lies on line CDf. hence, by virtue of similarity,
point e on the velocity diagram must lie on
cdeand from Eq. (58 ) we obtain cd: ds= CD;D£.
As DE = CD, by laying off de^cd along the
e.xtension of cd. we obtain point e. Joining

points O and e. we obtain vector ^e~Vp.
Note; The relations In (58) are valid only

for a given rigid body. Therefore line be in
the velocity diagram, for instance, will not
be perpendicular to BE. as points B and E of
the mechanism belong to different bodies.

From Eq. (58') we obtain the formulas for

calculating the angular velocities of links ABC
and CE for the given instant;

ab cd

““=CD •

In calculating the values, (he different scales should be taken into account.

84. Determination of the Acceleration of Any Point of a

Body. We shall demonstrate that, like velocity, the acceleration

of any point M of a body in plane motion is composed of its

accelerations of translation and rotation. The location of point

M with respect to axes Oxy (see Fig. 174) is specified by the

radius vector r= r^-\-r', where r'~AM. Hence,

rf*r'

(itt dP di*

In this equation the quantity = is the acceleration of

the pole A, and the quantity — is the acceleration of

point M in its rotation with the body round A (see § 79).

Hence.

From Eqs. (46) and (47) (see §76), the acceleration of point At

in its rotation about A is

= + tan (60)
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where w and e arc the angular velocity and angular acceleration

of the body*, and is the angle between the direction of

and line MA.
», c i , i

Thus, llie acceleration of any point Ai of a body is composed

of the acceleration of any other point taken for the pole and the

acceleration of the point M in its rotation together with the bodij

about that pole. The magnitude and di-

rection of the acceleration are deter-

mined by constructing a parallelogram

(Fig. 191).

However, the computation of by

means of the parallelogram in Fig. 191

makes the solution more difficult, as it

becomes necessary first to calculate the

angle \i and then the angle between vec-

tors and Therefore. in problem solu-

tionsit ismoreconvenientto replace vector

by itstangential and normal components and where

iiy",
^
= /4At '<0*. (61)

Vector w\,, is perpendicular to AM in the direction of the
At/t

rotation, if it is accelerated, and opposite the rotation, if it is

retarded; vector is al-

ways directed from point M
to the pole A (Fig. 192).

Instead of Eq. (59) we
pw obtain

If pole A is in non-recti-

p. linear motion, its acceleration

is also composed of the tan-
gential and normal accelerations, hence

+ + + (62')

the magnitudes of the latter two components being obtained from
Eq. (61). Eqs. (61) and (62) should be used in solving problems,
first computing the vectors in the right-hand part of the equa-
tion and then finding their geometric sum or making a graphic
construction.

* In the diagram the solid circular arrow indicates the direction of to (the
directiori of rotation), and the dashed arrow, the direction (the sign) of e. If the
motion is accelerated, both arrows point in the same direction, if the motion
is retarded, tlrey are of opposite sense.
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Solution of problems. The acceleration of any point of
a body at any time can be determined if the following data are
known: 1) the vectors of the velocity and acceleration w. of
any point A of the body at the prescribed time; 2) the path of
some other point B of the body. In some cases, instead of the
path of the second point of the body, it is sufficient to know the
location of tlie instantaneous centre of zero velocity.

In solving problems, the body (or mechanism) should be drawn
in the position for which the acceleration of the required point
has to be found. The computation starts with the determination,
from (he conditions of the problem, of the velocity and acceler-
ation of the point chosen as the pole. The <;ubsequent stages of
the computation are examined in detail in the sample problems
below, together with necessary additional suggestions.
Problem 77 gives the graphical method of solution.

Problem 75. Tlie centre 0 of a wlieel of radius /? = 0.2 m rolling along a
straiglit rail (Fig. 193) has at a given instant a velocity i'o=l m/sec and an

acceleration w„=z2 msec*. Deter-

Fig, 193.

hence the angular

mine the acceleration of point B
lying at the end of diameter AB
perpendicular to OP and the ac-

celeration of point P coincident
with the instantaneous centre of

zero velocity.

S o I u t i o n. I) As t»oand to, are
known, we take point 0 for the pole.

2) Determination of o).

The point of contact P is the instan-
taneous centre of zero velocity;

velocity of the wheel is

PO R
(a)

The direction of w is determined by the direction of v^, and is shown in

the diagram by the solid arrow.
3) D e t e r m i n a t i o n of e. As in equation (a) the quantify PO= R is

constant for any position of the wlieel. by differentiating tlie equation with

respect to time wc obtain

rfoj I dv„ Wo
dt~Rdt ®“

/?
'

The signs of e and o are the same, therefore the rotation of the wheel is

accelerated.

It is important to remember that the value of. e is determined from the

equation (b) only when the distance PO in equation (a) is constant.

Note: a) It should not be assumed that constant only because the

given value of J m/sec. This value, stated in the conditions of the prob-

lem, is for the given instant, and it changes with time, since uio ^ 0.
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b) In this case = as the motion of point 0 is rectilinear. In the

genera! case ^=

4) Determination of to'^Q and Wqq. As point 0 Is our pole, fron>

£q. <62) we have

a»fl = two4-tOfloH-w^o- (c>

In our case BO=R, and

w*

w'go = BO E= wo= 2 m.sec*. =~^=5m/sec*. (df

Mow draw a separate diagram for point B, showing (not necessarily to
scale) the component vectors of the acceleration Wg. namely vector wq (trans*

ferred from point 0). vector (in the direction of the rotation as it is

accelerated), and vector w'qq (always from B towards the pole 0).

5) Determination of u>^. Drawing axes Bx and By. we find that

= 3 m;sec*. K-ay= a»Bo= 2 m/sec»,

whence

— 13:5r3.6 m/sec*.

Similarly we can easily find that the acceleration of point P is

to/,= tOpo = 5 m/sec* and is directed along PO. Thus, the acceleration of

point P. whose velocity at the given
instant is zero, is not zero.

Problem 76. Oeariof radius r,= 0.3m
in Fig. 194o is fixed; rolling around it

is gear 2 of radius /•,= 0.2 m mounted
on link OA. The link turns about axisO
and has at the given instant an angular
velocity ci)= l sec"* and an angular
acceleration e=: — 4 sec"*. Determine
the acceleration of point D on the rim
of the moving gear at the given in-
stant (radius AD is perpendicular to the
link).

Solution. I) To solve the problem,
consider the motion of gear 2. From the
statement of the problem it is easy
to determine the velocity vj^ and accel-
eration n>4 of point A of the gear,
which -we take as the pole.

obtain^**
^ ^ ^ n d «»,4. Knowing w and e of the link, we

ti,iS50A-ti> =s0.5 m/sec,

“'4t
= 0/4-e =— 2 m/sec*.

“'>in= O-4-ti)*= 0.5 m/sec*.

'5®. and w^. are different, the motion of point A from the

diagJam?
'**" Vectors and are directed as shown in the

Fig. 194.
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3) Determination of Wj. Tlie point of contact P is the instantaneous
centre of zero velocity t>f gear 2; consequently, the angular velocity of gear 2 is

w*=^ ~
: o>i= 2.5 sec - (b)

Tlie direction of (tf)e direction of rotation of the gear) is delerininod by
the direction of v^\ and is indicated by the solid arrow.

•1) D e t e r m i n a t i 0 n of e,. As in the previous problem, tlie quantity
AP=:r^ is constant, and consequently

dl - r.
— 10 sec *.

As (Oj and c* are of different sign, the rotation of gear 2 is retarded.

5) Determination of ^'da- acceleration of point D is

found from Eq. (62'):

Wd= tvA,+ tVA„+ tv)j^ + •

In our case D/f = r,, and

ui);)^^ = DA tj— — 2 m'sec*. = D-4 w*= 1.25 m/sec*.

Now draw the component vectors of acceleration Wfy (Fig. 1946), namely

tVAf tVAn (transferred from point A), (directed against the rotation, as

it is retarded), and Wqa ^ towards the pole A).

6) Calculation of wp. Drawing axes Dx and Dy. we find that

iy;5,= |ti'^,|-f-£y2..<=3-25 m/sec*.
|

u;'o^
|

- = 1.5 m/sec*. whence

= -j-

^

3-^ m/sec*.

The magnitude of Wp can also be obtained graphically by constructing a

vector polygon with vectors tv a-- tVAn< ^'da scale.

Problem 77. Attached to a crank OA (Fig. 195) rotating uniformly about

axis 0 with an angular velocity 0)04— 4 sec * is a connecting rod /1 5 hinged

lo a rocksiiaft 5C. The given dimensions are: OA=r= m AB = 2r^

Fig i95. \
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gC= r'f'^. In tlie position shown in tiie diagram. ^OAB =90^ and

/yiljC— 45°. Determine for this position tlie acceleration of point B of the

^nnccfiiig rod and the angular velocity and angular acceleration of the rock-

* Solution. The problem can be solved either graphically or analytically.

Graphic solution. Ij Considering the motion of the connecting

rod .43. we take point A as the pole. As wo,i=const.. we obtain:

v^= r(doA= 2 ni.sec. ;= 8 iirsec*. (a)

Draw vectors z>4 and tt»4 on the diagram.

2)

Determination o f <1)43. We know the path of point B of the con-

necting rod (a circle of radius fiC). Hence, knowing the direction of Vff

j -SC), we can locate tlie instantaneous centre of zero velocity P of tlie

rod. It is evident that AP = AB = 2r. Therefore.

®-t= O'" «4fl=” = 2 sec *.

The direction of rotation is shown in the diagram.

In this case (lie distance AP changes with the motion of (lie mechanism
and we cannot apply the method used in the previous two problems to deter-

mine 84^. That is why for tliis problem the graphic method of solution is

more convenient. First determine (he v.ilues of ^",4 and

3)

D e t c r m i n a ( i o

n

of ajy4 . Knowing o>4fl from Eq. (61). we have

t:’fl4 = /1B-W4p= 4 m/sec*. (c)

4)

Determination of Knowing tlie path of point B, we can
determine its normal acceleration For this, applviiig the theorem of

projections (or the instantaneous centre of zero velocity P). we first determine

the velocity -y/). We have cos 45® 04. whence = Therefore.

2y*,
^— •= 8 1
'^2 m 'sec*

.

M2
Note: If a velocity diagram has been constructed for the mechanism, tlieii

a) the value of <i>4fl can be found from Eq. (58): Then tlie

compulations in sections 2 and 3 can bo omiltod and found directly

from the equation.

iy;^4=AB.<a*a= (ab)*

AB

b) the value of for determining can also be obtained directly from
the velocity diagram.

5)

Determination of wn. Note that, on tlieone hand. =
and, on the other hand. Wg is given by Eq. (62). ft follows, (hen. that

«’A + + = «'»« + tt'sv (0
4 I

4

Let us express this equation gra phically. From an arbitrary centre 0| lay
off to some scale vector OjO,= ^4, from point 0, lay off vector
= ft and from point k draw kbi perpendicular to a^k. Tl\is
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line gives the direction of 01^^. and somewhere on it lies the tip of the required vector tUg.
^ '**

lie on this line as well. Consequently, point b„ where and nb, ii?er?e?f

Srin 0.^. we findlhai

follows from the construction that *^=tp;. and
nfc, = «»/},.

By constructing the accelerations of other points of the mechanism in the

Eq. (6?)
^'•^^suring the length of At,, we find^om

w
^An I

= BA

AB
_

Applying the scale, we find that |e^„|=20 sec'*. It can be seen in the
diagram that vector VBA = Vfi — Vj^ is directed opposite to consequent-
ly , the rotation of rod AB is retarded and e^B^ 20 sec**

nerf™^ determination o f i^a. After the computations

nM. JT
sections l-d construct, as in the graphical solution, vector

polygons expressing equation (e).

Now draw coordinate axis 0,x perpendicular to the unknown vector
and project on it both sides of the vector equation (e). We obtain

whence

and Hnally

= “'fl« cos 45** -
I u-a, I

cos 45®.

I “'At I
= - a. /2 = 8 VT - 4 = 4 VJ.

»>B =V = 4 /To= 1 2.65 m/sec*.

If it is n^eccssary to compute ej\g. we project both sides of equation (c) on
axis G,rt. which is perpendicular to wg,. and obtain:

whence

Finally

- a-^ cos 45® + cos 45® + 1 w'g^y
\

cos 45®= fi;a„.

wBA = ^A— ^BA “'An = 20 m/sec*.

I C^A I
=— I

^BA
I _ 20 sec -a

AB

When vg and wg^ are determined, either graphically or analytically, the angu*
lar velocity and angular acceleration of the rockshaft BC can be found from
the equations

• If the direction of Wg were immediately known, the vector tDa= ^i^i
could be obtained at once as the intersection of Ab, and 0,b, Hoi^.
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Solving thcm» we obtain: oifl^;=4sec = minus shows

that Wb- directed opposite to vb)*

85. Instantaneous Centre of Zero Acceleration. If a rigid body is in

non^translatory motion, at every moment there is in its section S or in a

plane rigidly connected with it a point Q whose acceleration is ^ero. This

ooint is called the instantaneous centre of zero acceleration. If we know the

acceleration Wj^ of an arbitrary point A of the body and the values of m and

e, we can locate the instantaneous centre of zero acceleration by the fallow-

ing method:

1) Compute angle fi (Fig. 196) by (he formula tan

2) From point A draw AE at an angle ^ to vector iv,\. the line being
turned from in the tlireciion of. the rotation of the body if the rotation is

accelerated, and opposite to that direction if the rotation

is retarded.

3) Along AE lay off a segment

AQ = (63)
/e»4-o*'

Point Q thus obtained is the instantaneous
centre of zero acceleration. For. from Eqs. (59) and (60),

vio= ^A-htOQA.

where iV* -f w*.Substituting the value of
OA from Eq. (63). we find that = Besides
vector tOQA must make an angle fi with QA. and
consequently vector tug.^ is parallel to xoa but opposite in sense. Therefore,w^and «»p= 0.

/« «

i

If point Q is taken as (ho pole, then, as Wg= 0, the acceleration of any
point Af of (he body is, by Eqs. (59) and (60).

and
(64 )Thus, the acceleration of any Point of a body

ts equal to ils acceleration of rotation about the
instantaneous centre of zero acceleration Q. Andfrom (64) we have

_ U'A

QM ~~ QA
=—= etcn A — • • viL.

,

(65)

i.e.. the acceleration of any point of a body is
proportional to its distance from the inslanta-
neoas centre of zero acceleration. A diagram of

n u u . .

distribution of accelerations is given in Fig. 197

of
that the positions of the instantaneous centre

civJn HmA ^ f *5® ‘nstantaneous centre of zero acceleration Q at any

?lIwseL ,o2
example, if a wheel rolls along a straight

IhoJr ^PrCM™ “in*'''*
point P (vp^O)] but. as w'a^

acceleration
^ the instantaneous centre of zero

rectilinear mo!?on^l* J?
obviously located at C, since it is In uniform

zero
instantaneous centres of zero velocity anderation coincide only when a body rotates about a fixed axis*
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soJi'g c°eS'
” -“"-'ion is convenient in

Problem 78. A wheel rolls along a sfrafght rail so that the velocity Vn of

oMh'e «Lel7Fir"l98t
Determine the acceleration of a point M on the rim

Solution. As fc= const.. then, as shown above, point C is the instan-
taneous centre of zero acceleration. The instantaneous centre of zero velocity

is at P. Consequently,

vr Vco>=pj= -^ = consl..

' = = = = l‘
= ‘’

and from Eq. (64) we obtain

=C;Vt(«)*= V

R
Thus, the acceleration of any point /If on the rim

(including P) Is equal- to v^fR and is directed to-

wards the centre of the wheel, since angle (i = 0.

Note that for point Af this is not the normal accel-

eration, for the velocity of A/ is perpendicular to PM (see Problem 69)
and consequently the tangent M. to the path of point Af is directed along
AfD, while the principal normal Afn is directed along AfP. Therefore,

U',<i„=:ui^jCOsa and sina.
Problem 7?». CranK OA rotates with a constant angular velocity

(Fig. 199). Determine the acceleration of the slide block B and the angular

acceleration of the connecting rod AB
at tiie instant when ^BOA = 90'®. if

0/4 = /• and AB = /.

Solution. At the given instant the
velocity of all points of the connecting
rod is (see Problem 71. Fig. 1866 ),

the instantaneous centre of zero velocity

is at infinity, and a)^^=0. Therefore,

= eo and ji = 90° (e^/j ^ 0,tan
Fig. 199.

=
'

(0*
AH

as otherwise, according to Eq. (64).

the accelerations of all the points of AB would be zero, but ai 0).

The acceleration of point A is W/*= and is directed along AO.

The acceleration of point 6, which is in rectilinear motion, is directed along OB.

It will be noticed from Fig. 197 that the acceleration of any point Af of the

body makes an angle jt with QAf. In the present case p= 90°. consequently

QA and QB are perpendicular to and Wn- Erecting these perpendiculars,

we locate point Q. Writing the proportion (65),

_’£a
QB QA

'

where QB= r and QA= Vp — r*. we obtain

Wb=
V/*-

(l)OA
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The acceleration u>^\ of any other point Af of the connecting rod is per*

pendicular to Q.t/ (ii=90‘’); the magnitude of h found from Eq.

The angular acceleration of the connecting rod is fouf^d from the

equation obtained from Eq* (64) at = Hetice,

Chapter 13

MOTION OF A RIGID BODY HAVING ONE FIXED POINT
AND MOTION OF A FREE RIGID BODY

86, Motion of a Rigid Body Having One Fixed Point. Let us
investigate the motion of a body having a fixed point 0. A top,
whose point of contact with the plane on which it spins is fixed
relative to it. or any body, with a ball-and-socket joint are illus-
trations of such motion.
The position of a body having a fixed point 0 can. evidently

be specified by the position of any other two points A and B
not collinear with 0 (otherwise, if

A and B were fi.xed, the body could
have turned round axis AB, which is

impossible when point 0, not lying
on AB. is fixed).

To get a full picture of this type
of motion, let us demonstrate the
following theorem of Euler-d’ Alembert:
Any displacement of a rigid body hav-
ing a fixed point 0 can be effected
by a simple rotation of the body about
a certain tine through that point.

Let the body occupy position /
in space at time and at time
.

occupy position //. as shown
in Fig, 200 by the dashed contour

cni? points A and B of the body, by which we shall

ft'
•

position m space, such that point A is arbitrary and

?ome\ at Um^eV

Dos^i^on
configuration II, point A moves to

fo lome
occupied by B, while B moves

oUeThronah theorem, let us pass a

to it from
^ perpendicular ODto It from 0. Note that 0A*=0>1,= 0B, and AB~A,B^, as the

7 ..2064

Fig. 200.
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l)0 (ly is rigid. But this means that AD= A,D=B,D, as the pro-
jections of equally inclined equal lines on the same plane

Consequently. A ADA, = ^ A,DB,, whence ^ADA == ^^,DiB, = A0. If. now. the body is turned through angle* AO
about axis OD. triangle ADA, will move in its plane until it

coincides with triangle A,DB,. with point A moving to A, and
B to B,. Thus, the body has been transferred* from
position / to position // by the simple rotation
about axis OD through angle AO.

This theorem asserts that the body can be
moved from position / to position // by the sim-
ple rotation about axis OD\ this, of course, does not
necessarily mean that the motion of the body in

the time interval M= — was actually that
of simple rotation. Actually the body may have
been moved from one position to the other in

some other way. However, the smaller the time
interval At, i.e.. the closer position // to posi-
tion /. the closer will the rotation through angle

AO about axis OD resemble the actual motion of the body. When
the interx'al At is indefinitely diminished, axis OD will approach
a certain limiting position OP called the instantaneous axis of
rotation of the body. By a rotation about
this axis through an infinitesimal angle ufi,

the body is brought from one position to
another, infinitesimally close position (Fig.

201). The angular velocity

AO(D= lim V-..

Fig. 201.

At M

Fig. 202.

with which the rotation is made is the in-

stantaneous angular velocity of the body at the

given time t. This angular velocity can be

depicted by a vector w along axis OP (see § 74).

Unlike a fixed axis, the instantaneous
axis of rotation continuously changes its

direction in space and in the body. Thus,
the motion of a rigid body about a fixed point can be regarded

as a series of infinitesimal rotations with angular velocity to round

many instantaneous axes of rotation through the fixed point

(Fig. 202). The successive positions of the instantaneous axis of

rotation generate a conic surface, and the tip A of vector (o

describes a curve on that surface.

The angular acceleration e of the body, which in the present

case characterises the time rate of change of the angular velocity
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w both in magnitude and direction, is

By analogy with Eq. (13) (§ 64), we conclude that vector £

is parallel to the tangent to the path of the tip of vector to at

point A (see Fig. 202). Thus, in this case, unlike the case of

rotation about a fi.xed axis, the direction of vector c does not

coincide with that of vector to.

87. Velocity and Acceleration of Any Point of a Body. Sin^e

at any moment of time a body moving about a fixed point has

an instantaneous axis of rotation OP. the

magnitude of the velocity of any point M
of the body (Fig. 203) at that moment will

be specified (by analogy with § 76) by the

equation

y=ti)A, (66)

where u is the angular velocity of the body
and h is the distance of point M from the
instantaneous axis of rotation. The velocity
vector V is normal to plane MOP through
the instantaneous axis and point M m the
direction of the rotation of the body.

Eq. (66) is not always convenient for de-

termining V, as (unlike the case in § 76) the quantity h changes
with time. For the same reason we cannot obtain from Eq. (66)
an expression for the acceleration of point AI, as was done in

§ 76. where fi= const.

Let us therefore develop another formula which would enable
us to obtain directly the velocity vector o for point M.
Consider the vector product <oX^> where r is the radius vec-

tor from the fixed point 0 to the point M. The absolute value
of the product is

|<DX r|= Mr sin a

Vectors (oXt* and v, it will be readily observed, have the
same direction (the direction of a vector product was discussedm § 41) and dimension. Consequently,

v= MXr, (67)

i.e., the velocity vector for any point M of a body is equal to the
vector product of the angular velocitu of that body and the radius
vector of the point..
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From Eq. (67) we can obtain the acceleration of Mi

-= ^T=(fx-)+ (™X^).
But ^= £. and ^= v. therefore

= (£ X r)+ (to X ®). (68)

The acceleration a>,= £Xr is the rotational component, and
w, = (i)Xi' is the component c^f the acceleration o» point /tf directed towards
the axis of rotation. Vector to, is normal to the plane through point M and
vector £ (Fig. 204); in magnitude w^ = e.r sin P= e/j,, where h^ is the distance
from point M to vector e. Vector tOj. which is perpendicular to both v and ».
is directed along AIC (see Figs 203 and 204). and in magnitude to, = coo siri
90“ = ci)*/i, as o = (ijft.

Problem 80. Determine the velocities of points B and C of the bevel wheel
in Fig. 205 if the velocity of the wheel centre A along its path is known.
The wheel runs without slipping on the fi.xed conic surface K-

Solution. The wheel rotates about a fixed point 0. As it runs without

slipping, the points of the wheel on line OB must have (he same velocity as

the points of surface K, i.e., zero, and OB is the instantaneous axis of rota*

tion of the wheel. Therefore i»4= («)/t,. where to Is the angular velocity of the

wheel in its motion about axis OB, and h^ is the distance of A from that

axis. Hence,
The velocity Vq of point C is oA,, where A, is the distance of C from OB.

As in this case A,= 2A,. vc= 2vJ^. For point B. which is on the instantaneous

axis of rotation, 0^= 0.

88. The Most General Motion of a Free Rigid Body. Let us

now examine the most general motion of a rigid body free to

move in any direction in space. In this case the posi-

tion of the body relative to a frame of reference Oxyz (Fig. 206)

is evidently, specified by the position of any three non-colllnear

pcDints A. B, C of the body. Let the body occupy a position /

at time and at time let it be in position //. The displace-

ment of the body in the time interval = — f, can be per-

formed in the following mannen first translate the body so that

any arbitrary point A, (the pole) occupies a new position the

body as a whole occupying position Now, to bring the body
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into position //, it has to be rotated about the pole as round

a fixed point. This, by the theorem in § 86, can be performed

by a simple rotation of the body about line A^D. Thus the body
has been moved from position / to position II by first translat-

ing it and then rotating it about an axis AD through a pole A.
However, for an arbitrary time interval A/, this displacement
does not give an actual pic-

ture of the body’s motion.
This can be obtained by di-

viding the duration of the

motion into infinitesimal i inie

intervals, for each of which
the axis AD occupies a cor-

responding limiting position,

i.e., that of the instantaneous
axis of rotation.

We conclude, then, that f/ie
^‘8-

moat general mofion of a free

rigid body is composed of a (ran^ation of the body, in which all ils

points move with a velocHy in the same way as an arbitrary

pole A, and a series of infinitesimal rotations with an angular ve-

locily <0 about the instantaneous axes of rotation through the pole A
(Fig. 207). This, for exam-
ple, is the picture of motion
in any non-translatory dis-

placement of a body in air: a

thrown stone, an aircraft

engaged in stunt flying, a

gun-sheli, etc.

Plane motion of a free body
(Chapter 12) can be treated
as a special case in whlcli
the vector w remains contin-

Fig 207. ually normal to the plane

41. * u . 1- • iL
motion. It should be noted

that both in the general case and in plane motion the rotational
component of the motion (for Instance, the value of w) does
not depend on the choice of the pole.

lu
jbe most general motion, as well as in plane motion (sec § 79 Fie 175)

°‘^'i
^ ® resultant of (lie velocity v[

the'b^dy abour'i^ U rotation together with

^m= ^aA-Vma- (69)
The vali^y of this result is proved as in § 79. And. from Eq. (67).
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Similarly, we ubtain for the acceleration of any point AJ (sec § 84)

«'Al = «'4+ «».lI.-l- (70)

The qi^ntity is given by Eq. (68). assuming r= /4Af and c= ®.,ii == coXXW.

Chapter 14

RESULTANT MOTION OF A PARTICLE

89. Relative, Transport, and Absolute Motion. So far we
have considered the displacement of a particle or body with re-

spect to one given frame of reference. But in solving problems of
mechanics it is often more expedient (and sometimes necessary)
to consider the motion of a particle (or body) simultaneously
with respect to two frames of reference, one of which is assumed
to be fixed and the other moving in some specified way with
reference to the first. The motion performed in this case by the
particle (or body) is called resultant, or combined motion.

For e.xample. when a sphere rolls on the deck of a moving
boat its motion with respect to the shore is the resultant of its

rolling relative to the deck (the moving frame of reference) and
its motion together with the deck
with respect to the shore (the fixed

frame of reference). Thus, the result-

ant motion of the sphere can be re-

solved into two simpler, and easier

analysed, motions. The method of

resolving a motion into simpler mo-
tions by introducing a supplementary

moving frame of reference is widely

employed in kinematic calculations,

thereby underlining the practical val-

Fig. 208. ue of the theory of resultant motion

considered in this and the following

chapters. Furthermore, the conclusions of this theory are used

in dynamics to investigate the relative equilibrium and motion

of bodies subjected to the action of forces.

Consider the resultant motion of a particle M moving with

respect to a frame of reference Oxyz which is in turn moving

with relation to another frame of reference 0^x^y^z^, .which we

assume to be fi.xed (Fig. 208). (Each of these frames of reference

is, of course, associated with a definite body, not shown in the

diagram.) We shall employ the following definitions:

1. The motion performed by the particle M with respect to the

moving coordinate system is called relative motion (this is the
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motion seen by an observer moving together with the niovin
axes Oxiiz). The path AB described by the particle in rclativ

motion is called the reiaiive path. The velocity of the motion
along this path AB is called the rdative velocity {denoted by the
symbol The quantity characterising the time rate of change
of the relative velocity of the partici Af in its motion along
AB {i.e., in its relative motion) is called the relative accelera-
tion (denoted by the symbol w,,,).

2. The motion performed by the jnoving frame of reference
Oxyz, together with all the points ol space fixed with respect
to if. relative to the fixed system is. for the parlicle A'l,

the motion a} iransporl.

The velocity of the noint fixed in the moving axes Oxt/z with
which the particle M coincides at a given instant is called tlie
transport velocity o\ {he paT\.\c\e M at that instant (denoted by©,),
and the acceleration of that point is called the transport acceler-
aiion of the particle M (denoted by wj. In other words, if we
imagine the relative motion of particle Af to be taking place on
the surface of (or inside) a rigid body in which the moving
coordinates Oxyz are fixed, then the transport velocity (or accel-
eration) of particle Af at any given instant is the velocity
(or acceleration) of the point of the body which coincides with Af
at that instant.

It is evident that the transport acceleration characterises the
time rale of change of the transport velocitv v, of the movino
frame of reference.

' **

3. The motion of the particle with respect to the fixed frame
thefl6.so/H/e, or resultant, motion. The

xm ^
C£^/*«-^cribed m this motion is called the absolute path, the

velocity IS the absolute velocity (denoted ©J. and the acceleration
Ihe absolute acceleration (denoted w ).

fion
Cited in the beginning ol this article, the nio-

and "motion.
°

r
's relative velocity of the

the SDherP ir ^'*ore is. for

of thp^ H ’l -fT® ‘‘y u
^^^nsport. and the velocity of the point

?s o^hp givers
he sphl^e uSh'rUo ‘he motion of

SD^re and Vhp I ? }
absolute motion of the

of the’sphte
^ ^ absolute velocity

is n"eSv to e5?aMlsh*^th
Problems of kinematics it

and accelLations ^of^th^
re ationships between the velocities

motions and absolute

tr

a;
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90. Composition of Velocities. Consider a particle M perform-
ing a resultant motion. Let the relative displacement of the
particle along its path AB in the time interval A/= /,— t be

specified by the vector MM' (Fig. 209n). In the same time inter-

val, the path AB itself, moving together with the moving axes,

occupies a new position and the point of curve AB coin-
ciding with the particle Af at time / performs a transport dis-

placement MM". As a result of these displacements particle M
will occupy a position M,, its absolute displacement in the time

interval A/ being AfM,. From the vector triangle MM"M^ we
have;

ArAT,= AiAt''-}-AP^,.

Dividing the equation through by Ar and passing to the limit,

we obtain

lim
A/ 0

But by definition

OT, Msr
,

At'/Vf,——-L= lim -x7-+ lim —

^

(71 )

MM. MM”
l,m = hm

As to the last component, since, at Ar—-O. curve

to coincide with curve AB. in the limit we have
tends

The obtained velocities are tangent to the corresponding paths

(Fig. 209b).

Substituting all these values into Eq. (71), we obtain

Fig. 209.
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Thus, in resultant motion the absolute velocity of a point is tits

geometrical sum of the relative velocity and the transport velocity.

This is known as the theorem of the composition of velocities.

The construction in Fig. 2096 is called the parallelogram of veloc-

Hies.

If the angle between the directions of velocities and 0
,^

is a. then in magnitude

)^'t»*^,4-y*,-l-2l'rc|VirC0Sa. (73)

Eq. (72) can be obtained by another course of reasoning. Let the position

of a moving particle with rt-'pecl to the fixed axes OiX.i/,?, b e specified by a ra-

dius vector r, (see Fig. 209fl) and let vectors AlAL, AfAf", and AIAI| be very

small displacements performed in the lime interval dt along the tangents to the

respective paths ttirough point Af. Then vector AfAl, will denote the tot al incre-

ment dr, received by vector r, in the time interval dl. Similarly, vector AIAi' is

the increment (rfr,),et received by vector r, during the time interval dl as a re-

suit of only the relative displacement of the particle along curve AB. and MM"
is the increment (dr,)„ received by vector r, as a result of only the transport

displacement of curve AB We have

dr, =(dr,),e, + (dr,),„ (74)

i.e., the total increment of vector r, in the iiifinitesimal time interval dt is the

geometrical sum of its increments in (he relative and transport motions. Dividing
Eq. (74) through by dt, we have

(dr,)foi (dr,)

dt dt dl
(74')

or <ra=«f,.i + V|,. as. by virtue of the definition, the ratios in Eq. (74') are
respeclive'y equal to ©a- ®«i. ^^d

The following problems of particle kinematics are solved with the help of

the parallelogram of velocities: a) knowing v,
|
and ft,, to determine

b) knowing Vg and the directions of Vr.; and Vy,. to
determine the magnitudes of the latter' two veloci-
ties; c) knowing 9, and Vtn determine the rela-

tive velocity of a particle from the equation

+ (— Vi,)

.

Problem 81. Point M moves in a straight line
along OA (Fig. 210) with a velocity u, while OA
itself (urns in the plane Ox, ji, round 0 with an angu-
lar velocity co. Find the velocity of point AJ rela-
tive to the axes Ox,y, expressed as a function of the
distance OAt=r.

Solution. Consider the motion of point Af
as a resultant motion consisting of its relative
motion along OA and its motion together with OA. Then the velocity u along
OA is the relative velocity of the point. The rotational motion of OA about

'JI*
motion of transport, and the velocity of the point

of OA willi which Af coincides at the given instant is the latter’s transport
velocity tUf. As this point of OA moves along a circle of radius OAf— r,

' and is perpendicular to OAI. Constructing a parallelogram w’ilh vectors

Fig. 210.
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a and as its sides, we obtain the absolute velocity of A1 relative to lh»axes Ox,y,. As a and p are mutually perpendicular, in magnitude

Problem 82. The current of a river of width h has a constant velocity o
'’7'' wafer with a velocity u. Determine^the

diroction he i^lIould take in order Jo cro^s the river in the lea^t possible time
and the point where he will reach the opposite
bank. '

Solution. Assume fha the boat has
-I- ‘ started from point 0 (Fig. 211). Draw (he co-
T ordinate axes Ox,//, and show the boat in an
I arbitrary position .W. Assume further that the

rower steers his boat at a constant angle a to
axis 0//,. Then tlie absolute velocity of the
boat is compounded of the relative velocity r,,,

^
imparted to it by the rower =sb) and the

» transport velocity t?tf, which is the velocity of
the stream (r,f= v):

Pa= «’fel + «'!/ = « + «•

•
projections of the absolute velocity on the coorditiate axes are (accord-

ing to the theorem of the projection of a vector sum):

Fig. 2U.

= u sin a 4- u; Way, = « cos a.

As both projections are constant, the displacements of the boat alone (he
coordinate axes are

X, =(u sino -J-w) r; y^={uco$a)t.

When the boat reaches the opposite bank, y.=h, whence the duration of
the crossing is

u cos a

Obviously /, will have the least value when cosa=I, i.e., when a= 0.
Consecjuefitly, in order to cross the river in the shortest time, the rower should
steer his boat perpendicular to the bank. This time is:

Uin — •

Assuming a= 0 and / = in the expression for x,, we have

X,=— A.
' u

Thus, the boat will reach the other bank at a point £ at a distance x,

downstream from 0//, directly proportional to w and /» and inversely proportion-

al to u.

Problem 83. At a g'ven instant, the arm OM of a recording mechanism
makes an angle a with the horizontal and the pencil Af has a velocity w direct-

ed perpendicular to OAl (Fig. 212). The drum with the paper rotates about

a vertical axis with an angular velocity o>. Determine the velocity u of the

pencil on the paper if the radius of the drum is a.
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Sol u I ion. The absolute velocity of the |‘encil i$ = Velocity v can

be regarded as the geometrical sum of the velocity of the pencil relative to the

paper (i.e., the required velocity u) and tl^e transport vel<»city \\hicli is

equal to the velocity of the point of tlte paper with which ttje pencil coin-

cidcs at the given moment; its magnitude is Vif’=u>Q.
From the theorem of the composition of velocities we have

wdiencc u = v + [— Constructing a parallelogram with vectors v and (

—

Vif)

as its sides, wc obtain tlie required velocity i/. As the angle between v and
(— *^tf) is 90^, in magnitude

u = 1 -|- o)*d2* -f- 2e(i>a sin a.

The angle between u and the direction of v^f can now be determined by
the law of sines.

Vig. 212. Fig. 213,

Problem 84. End fl of a liorizontal rod AB is hinged to a block sliding
along the slots of a rocker OC and turns the latter round axis 0 <Fig. 213),
The distance from 0 to /tB is A. Find the dependence of the angular velocity
of the rocker on the velocity v of the rod and angle <p.

Solution. The absolute velocity of the slide block equals the velocity v
uf the rod. It can be regarded as compounded of the relative velocity of
Ine bl^k in its motion in the slots of the rocker and the transport velocity
Vu. Nvjiich IS the velocity of the point of the rocker with which the block
coincides at the given time. The directions of these velocities are along OB
and perpendicular to OB, respectively. We obtain v..t and v*, by resolving
velocity V along them. From the parallelogram we find that in magnitude

=: V cos 9.

But. on the other hand, the transport velocity o,,= wOS= <o .where

""IP'®'
%'elocity of the rocker. Equating these txvo express'iL^s of i-„.we obtain the angular velocity:

V .

^ cos* 9 .

91. imposition of Accelerations. Coriolis Theorem. Let us
lirst dehile more accurately the concepts of the relative
acceleration and acceleration of transport of a particle. In result-
ant motion, the increase of the relative velocity v. of a particle
takes place in both the relative and the transport components of
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its motion, i.e.. analogous to Eq. (74) in § 90 : = ,) 4-
+ But by definition the relative acceleration of"a 'par-
ticle is the quantity which characterises the time rate of
change of its relative velocity only in the relative motion.
Consequently,

Jt

The change of vector due to the motion of transport is

not taken into account by
Similarly, the transport velocity changes both in the rela-

tive and the transport components of the motion, whence
dVfj— (dv,X(.i-\- But by definition the transport accelera-
tion of a particle is the quantity which characterises the time
rate of change of the transport velocity only in the motion of
transport (w,, is the acceleration of a point fixed in a set of

moving axes, i.e., not performing relative motion). Consequently,

The change which vector v^, receives in the relative motion
is not taken into account by w^,.

Thus, unlike the velocities, the quantities which we define in

kinematics as the relative acceleration and the transport acceler-

ation when compounded do not give the total (absolute) acceler-

ation of the particle. The definitions, however, are convenient

insofar as they are useful in calculating the values of and a»„.

For since in determining we do not have to take into account

the motion of the moving axes Oxyz, the former can be calculat-

ed by the usual methods of particle kinematics (see §§67 and 69).

Furthermore, since in calculating w,, we do not have to take

into account the relative displacement of the particle, it is calcu-

lated as the acceleration of some rigid body fixed in the axes

Oxyz, i.e.. by the methods of rigid body kinematics (see §§ 76,

84, etc.). Thus, with the definitions of and given by Eqs.

(75) and (76). they can be calculated by applying the known

formulas of kinematics.

The fact (liat each of the vectors and v^f do change in both the rela-

tive and transport components of the motion is illustrated by the followirig

particular case. Let a particle be moving with acceleration along a

line Ox, which itself rotates about an origin O in a plane Ox,p, (see Problem ei).

Then, during the relative displacement of the particle from position M to M

(Fig. 214o), vector Vfd will change into (which is not shown in the diag-

ram). the increment in the time interval dt being (</t»uj)fci.

to dt gives the relative acceleration of the particle. But simultaneou y.
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due to the rotation of Ox^ vector Vf^{ will be displaced (o position

increment in the motion of transport being (ifVfci)if. ratio of which to df

gives a supplementary acceleration, not included in tlie term
Similarly, in the motion of transport (the rotation of Ox), particle M is

displaced in the^time interval di to poition .\I” (Fig. 2146) and the vector

becomes increment being (dViA^f. the ratio of whfch to dt gives the

transport acceleration of the particle. But at the same time, during the

relative dieplacement of the particle from position <Vf to AI'. the vector V\x

receives an additional increment since, in position Af, sci)*OAf»

and in position Af\ 0
^^
=r (i>*OAf'. The ratio of this increment to dt gives

a supplementary acceleration not included in (he term w^x-

Now let us prove the theorem of the composition of acceler-

ations. The absolute acceleration of a particle is As
in resultant motion = it follows that

dt r at
'

^he total Increments and dv^^o\ the respective vectors in
the right side of the equation consist, as shown above, of their
respective increments in the relative and transport components of
the motion. Separating these increments, we can write the last
equation in the form

n; — <fjgrel>rc]l_l_ (jPfel)lr I [ (dVjfht
" dt ' dt ' 57 ' dt ’

or taking into account Eqs. (76) and (76).

(77)

Tui'
of Translatory Motion of Transport.

of Ihl the change
of the relative velocity in, the motion of transport and iL
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transport velocity in the relative motion. Let us first deter-
mine the values of these components in the case when the mo-
tion of the moving set of axes Oxi/z— and of curve AB (see
Fig. 908) together with them— is translalory. In this case the
transport displacement of AB into configuration 4, is such that
vector remains parallel to itself, i.e., it receives no incre-
ment (Fig. 215a: the moving axes are not shown). Consequently
in the present case (rfz»,^.,),^= 0.

Furthermore, since AB Is in translatory motion, the transport
velocity (the velocity of all the points belonging to AB) is the
same in position M' as in position M (Fig. 215b). Therefore, in

the present case vector does not change during the transport
displacement of the particle from M to M', and (dt>,,),^,= 0.

Thus, from Eq. (77) we obtain

+ (78)

Thus, in translalory motion of transport the absolute acceleration

of a particle is equal to the geometrical sum of its relative and
transport accelerations.

2. The Case of Non-Translator y Motion of Trans-
port. In this case the quantities (d®,p,)t, and (dt»,,),t., are not zero.

Let us introduce the symbol

dt ' dt

The quantity which characterises the time rate of change

of the vector of relative velocity in the motion of transport

and the time rate of change of the vector of the transport veloc-

ity in the relative motion, is called the supplementary, or Corio-

lis, acceleration of the particle. Then, from Eq. (77), we obtain

+ Wu+ Wcor
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Eq. (80) e.\presses the following theorem of Coriolis*:

In non-iranslatory motion of transport, the absolute acceleration

of a particle is equal to the geometrical sum of three accelerations:

the relative acceleration, which characterises the time rate of change

of the relative velocity in the relative motion, the transport acceler^

ation, which characterises the time rate of change of the transport

velocity in the trcuisport motion, and the Coriolis acceleration, which

characterises the time rate of change of the relative velocity in the

transport motion and of the transport velocity in the relative motion.

92. Calculation of Coriolis Acceleration. In the most gen-

eral transport motion, the motion of a set of axes Oxyz is the

result of a translation togeth

about that pole (§ 88), the ro-

tational component of Ihe tno-

tion being independent of the

choice of the pole. In order to

calculate the Coriolis accelera-

tion of a particle for the most
general case, it is necessary to

determine the components of the
right side of equation (79).

a) Deter minationof
(^^®rei)if ^he transport dis-

placement of a set of axes Oxyz
together with a curve AB (Fig.

216a; axes Oxyz are not shown),
vector which is tangent
to AB, in a time interval dt
will suffer a translation to point M’ and a rotation about that
point to a position The resultant increment of vector
is (rf‘D,^i)i,, which can be calculated by the formula =
where is the veloci ty of the displacement of point b, i.e., of

the tip of vector = in its rotation about M". But this
rotation is performed with a transport angular velocity w,,, i.e.,

with the angular velocity of rotation of the moving set of axes
(Fig. 2166). Hence, by Eq. (67). X ^"6= «,,X v,,., and
(^®iei)ir= = (Wir X whencc

(81)

’Gustave Coriolis (1792-1843)—a French scientist famous lor his works in
theoretical and applied mechanics.

with some pole and a rotation
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D ef erm 1 n a t 1 on of The transport velocity v,
IS equal .0 the velocity of that point of AB fixed in the moving
set of a.x^s Oxyz which coincides with particle Af at the given
instant (Fig. 2l6i>). Taking the origin 0 as the pole, this veloc-
ity will consist of the velocity of the origin and the velocity of
rotation of the axes about their origin. Consequently, from Eqs.
(67) and (69), v^,= v^^€0,,Xr, where r=OM and w, is the
angular velocity of rotation. The relative displacement of the
particle in the time interval dt is MM' =v,^^d^

.

and its new
position is AF. for which =

, where r'= r+M^Consequently, the increment to vector due to the relative dis-

placement of the particle from po-
sition M to AF is

== ^.'r-P.r= W, -X (r*-r)=r^

= X M/VF — Wj, X frel '

whence^= (82)

Substituting the expressions (81)
and (82) into Eq. (79). we obtain

«’«r= 2(o„Xf,«i)- (83)

3

Thus, (he Coriolis acceleraiion of a particle is equal to the

double vector product of the angular velocity of the motion of trans-

port and the relative velocity of the particle. If the angle between
the vectors and o,, is

a. then in magnitude

= |sina. (84)

The vector is of

the same sense as the vec-

tor Wt.X^f.i i-e.. nor-

mal to the plane through
vectors w,, and in the

direction from which a

counterclockwise lotation

would be seen to carry vec-

tor C(),f into vector ®rt, through the smaller angle (Fig. 217a.).

It can also be seen from Fig. 217a that the direction of

vector can be obtained by projecting vector on plane P.

which is normal to ca,„ and turning the projection v%i through

90= in the direction of the rotation of transport.

Fig. 217.
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If a resultant motion is in a plane (the relative path is a plane

curve moving in its plane), then angle a =90’ (Fig- 2176) and in

magnitude

i^cor= 2|w„.o,^i|. (85)

It can be seen from Fig. 2176 that in the case of plane motion

the direction of obtained by turning the vector of the

relative velocity through
90' in the direction of the

rotation of transport (i.e.,

clockwise or counterclock-

wise, depending on the

sense of the rotation).

To illustrate the above,
Fig. 218 shows the direc-

tion of the Coriolis accel-

eration of a bead M mov-
ing in a tube AB for the

cases when the tube itself

turns in the plane of the
diagram (Fig. 218a) and when it describes a cone (Fig. 2186).
From Eq. (84) we see that the Coriolis acceleration is zero when:
1) a),r= 0. i.e., if the motion of transport is iranslatonj (Eq. (78))

or if the angular velocity of the rotation of transport becomes
zero at a given, instant.

2) ^'rei^O, i.e.. if there Is no relative motion or if the relative
velocity becomes zero at a given instant.

3) Angle a= 0 or a=180°, i.e., if the relative motion is

parallel to the axis of the rotation of transport or if vector
is parallel to that axis at a given instant.

93. Soutlon of Problems. A. Translatory Motion of Trans-
port. Wlien the motion of transport is translatory, the nature of the prob-
lems and the methods of 'th^ solution are analogous to the problems on the
composition of velocities (§ 90).

'

Problem 85. A wedge moving horizontally with an acceleration pushes

I'lP

* sbdes (Fig. 219). Determine the acceleration of
the rod if the angle of the wedge is a.

absolute acceleration of point A is directed verli-
be regarded as consisting of a relative accelerations,^,

directed along the side of the wedge and a transport acceleration te»,, wliidl
°

‘Z’®
acceleration of the wedge tp,. As the motion of transport of

Ind
® 3 parallelogram on the basis of Eq. (78).and taking Into account that we obtain

^ ' ’

^A~^t lana,

which is the acceleration of- the fod.
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B. R o t a 1 i o n a I Motion of Transport. Let us investigate in een-
eral form the determination of when the motion of transport is a rota,
tion about any fixed axis.

Let a particle At be moving along a relative path AMB on the surface of
a body (say a sphere) rotating with retardation about an axis BA (Fig 220)
In order to find the ab-oliite acceleration of the particle at a given time I

we must know for (hat instant: 1) the position of the particle on the curve Ab'
2) the relative velocity of the particle-
3) the angular velocity w and the angular
acceleration e of the body (i.e., co and e
of the motion of transport). If these quan-
tities are not given, they should be deter-
mined from the conditions of the problem.

The next step is to drau the moving
particle in Us position al time t, and show
vectors and oj in the diagram. The fur-
ther computations are then as follows.

I) Determination of Mentally
stop (he rotation of the body and calculate
the acceleration of the particle in its motion
along AB according to the formulas of

particle kinematics. If AB is given, then (§ 69)

...t
.

“'rcf-dT’ <c.
V
f<*1

where is the ra<Iius of curvature of AB
is described by the coordinate method,
then and are calculated accord-
ing to the formulas of § 67.

2) Determination of ci>i,. Cal-
culating the acceleration of that point
of the body with which the particle Al
coincides at the given moment, we ob-
tain the transport acceleration from the
formulas of rigid-body kinematics
($ 76);

Crel

at point Al. If the relative motion

W\

where h =MD is the distance of Al from
the axis of rotation at time

3) Determination of The
calculation is according to the procedure
explained in § 92.

4) Determination
all the computed vectors

of
on

tOj. Draw
the dia-

gram (taking into account tlieir directions).

Fig. 220.

From Coriolis theorem we have

= «^rel + <cl +
If it is difficult to obtain the sum of the vectors in the right side of the

equation geometrically, draw an arbitrary set of rectangular axes Mxyz (see

Fig* 220) and compute the projections of all the component vectors on tlie^e

axes. Then» from the theorem ol the projection o( a vectoi sum, we have

=2 “'ay=2 —2
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and finally

Nole: In compuling ttij be careful not to assume

(a characteristic mistake), as in the general case vectors »u* ^nd Wcat
•are not mutually (>erpen<licular.

Problem $6. The rocker OA in Fig. 221 turns witli a constant angular
velocity o> about axis 0. A block B slides along the slots with a constant
relative velocity u. Determine the

dependence of (lie absolute accelera*

tion of the block on its distance x

from 0.

Solution. Stopping (he rocker

at time we find that (he rela*

live motion of the block along it is

uniform and rectilinear; consequently

For the block, the motion of the

rocker is that of transport; conse*
quently, the transport acceleration
ol (he block is equal to the acceter
ation of the point of the rocker, with
which the block coincides at the given time. Since lliat print of the rocker is moving
irt a circle of radius 0S = 4r and co = const., vector wxj= w\\ aud is direct-

ed along 60, In magnitude =
As the motion is in a plane, the Coriolis acceleration = 2(ou. IBy

turning the vector of (he relative velocity ii about point B through a right
angle in the direction of the rotation of transport (clockwise), we obtain The
direction of tVrof

From Coriolis theorem,

u

-f- tWear-

In the present case =0 and Wc, is perpendicular to o>|,. Consequently,

a., =y wfr + “^of= <a \^b)*x*+ 4u*.

Problem 87. The eccentric in Fig. 222' is a circular disc of radius R rofal-
ing with a uniform angular velocity or about axis 0 through the rim of the
disc* Sliding from point A along the disc with a constant relative velocity
« is a pin M. Determine the absolute acceleration of the pin at any time t.
The motions are directed as shown in the diagram.

Solution. At time / the pin is at a distance s= AiM = «/ from 4.
Consequently, at that instant angle AOM=a will be

“ 2R~2R^'

as angle a is equal to half the central angle ACM.
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Stopping the motion of the disc at time I. we find that the relative motion
of the pin is along a circle of radius R. As = u = const

.

,

• MM ^
‘^’tci

= -= 0;
u-

(b>
du —

‘^*ci —^
The vector is directed along the radius MC.

For the pin the motion of the disc is that of transport. Hence, the transport
acceleration Wx, of the pin is equal to the acceleration of the point of the di^c

w’ith which it coincides at the given time. This
point moves in a circle of radius OAf = cos ct*

For the disc. ci>= const., hence c=:0, and

tt'Jf= OAI -6 = 0; li'jf» OAl • (0*= 2/?<o* cos a.

Vector Wxf= w"f is directed along AJO.

As the motion is in one plane,

2(1)0 .

(c)

(d)

The direction of oifo, is found by turning

vector = a round point A1 through 90° in the

direction of the motion of transport (counter*

clockwise).

The absolute acceleration of the pin is

w ~
®fel+ *(( + ®cof

In this case vectors w,^i and are collinear and can be replaced by

a collinear vector a», of magnitude it',= cc’«i — ti'cnr-

Adding vectors tt», and t*»jf according to the parallelogram law, we obtain

finally

w. — lOcot)* "i“ 2a)t» (^rei ^cot) ^os a,

where the values of a, tt’ret, ti'tr* Wfor by equations (a), (b). (c). (d).

Problem 88. A body in the Northern Hemisphere is translated from North

to South along a meridian with a velocity

= u in'sec-(Fig. 223). Determine the magni-
tude and direction of the Coriotis acceleration of

the body at latitude X..

Solution. Neglecting the dimensions of

Ihe body, we treat it as a particle. The rela-

tive velocity of the body u makes an angle X

with the earth's axis. Consequently.

wcor= 2o)u sin X,

where o) is the angular velocity of the earth's

rotation.

Thus, the Coriolis acceleration is greatest at

the Pole, where X=:90°. As the body approaches

the equator, the value of decreases, till it

reaches zero at the equator, where the vector ir,ei=®

is parallel to the axis of rotation of the earth.
, » » .

The direction of Wcnr is found by the rule of a vector product As Wcor-

= 2(<oX«). we find that vector Wcor perpendicular to ‘be plane g

vectors u and <i>, i.e.» perpendicular to the meridian plane, and i
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eastwards, from where the shortest (urn from vector o) to vector u is seen coun-

The question of how (he Coriolis acceleration affects the motion of bodies at

(he earth’s surface is studied in the course of dynamics. However, from the

formula obtained it can be seen that tha value of u-Vor ts usually small, as the

angular velocity of rotation of the earth is small:

“ 24 3.01)0

It is apparent, therefore, that for motions with small velocilics the Coriolis

acceleration can. for all practical purposes, be neglected.

Problem 89. The hypothenuse of the right-angled triangle ABC in Fig. 224

is /lfl= 2a = 20 cm. and ^ CBy4 = a=: 60‘=. The triangle rotates about a.xis CZi
according to the law q>=10r — 2l*. Parti-

^
cle M oscillates along AB about its middle 0, 1’ 2

its equation of motion being ^ = o cos^^ b

(a.xis 0| is directed along OA). Determine „
the absolute acceleration of the particle Af at y
time /,s=:2sec. N.

Solulion. 1) Determine the position

of M on its relative path AB at time
From the equation of the motion we have x i* c a

„ /2n\ a jUi ' ^s.#.
|,=racos(-^J=— y, — «

Fig. 224.
i.c., at time /, the particle M is at

llie middle of segment OB. Show this position in the diagram.
2) Determination of «>„|. As the relative motion is rectilinear.

At time /, =s 1 sec.

®rei,=*—

a

I I

=
-^

n ya cm/sec.

The minus indicates that at the given instant /, the vector is pointed
from ;V1 to B.

3) Determination of u and e. Differentiating, we obtain

ti)=^= to— At, ti),= 2 sec”*,

where o), is the value of (O at time i^= 2 sec;

do) .

e=^= -4sec -•

The signs indicate that at time /, the rotation is counterclockwise (observed
from the ttp of axis Cz,) and is retarded.

4) Determination of As the relative motion is rectilinear.

du^.! ji* / n A
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Al time (, = 2 sec.

5 ,
“’rei. = jg

a=— n* cm 'ser*.

5) p e te r m i nat i on of For the particle M the motion of the
triangle is that of transport, and the transport acceleration of M is equal to
the acceleration of the point of the triangle with which M coincides at the
given time. This point of the triangle moves iii a circle of radius MD~h and
at time — 2 'Nec.

/r, y sina = 5— cm.

Thus, at the given instant.

lo'r =eh =— 10 1^3 cm see*; = w** = lO l''.Tcm'sec*.

Vector is normal to plane AliC in the direction opposite to that of

th.e rotation of the triangle. Vector is directed along AfZ? towards the axis
ol rotation C?,.

6) D e t e r mi n a t i 0 n of The magnitude of u/fo, at time f, =: 2 sec is

aJ,or= 2
1 I

sin a= 10 n cm sec*.

as in tills case the angle between o,.
,
and axis C^^ is a.

Projecting Vector tf,.! on a plane perpendicular to Cz, (the projection
lies along MD) and turning the projection through a right angle in the

direction of the rotation of tran-porl. i.e., counterclockwise, we obtain the

direction of ttij,., (whicli in the present case coincides with the direction of tPip.

7) D e t e r m i n a 1 1 o n of w^. Tlie absolute acceleration of the particle

At at lime /, is

O'.. “.d + “'u + ^rr + “'cor-

In order to determine tlie value of Wg. draw a set of axes Oxuz (see Fig. 224)

and calculate tlie projections of all the vectors on tliem. We obtain

u-„=rtiv„, + ( 1= + 10T'^=a48.7cm'sec*.

w^y=u',^, sina - 1^3— 10 - I2.6ciivsec*,

u*a, =— u’ftiCosa=— ^n*=5: —2.7 cm,'sec*,

and finally

= + =50.4 cm/sec*.

Vector can be constructed according to its rectangular components along

the coordinate axes Oxyz.
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Chapter 15

RESULTANT AMOTION OF A RIGID BODY

94. Composition ol Translatory Motions, If a body moves with
respect to a set of moving a.xes Oxij2 (see Fig. 208) which are iii

transport motion relative to a fixed system Ox,//,?,, the resulting
absolute motion of the body is called resultant, or combineil.
motion (see § 89).

The problem of kinematics in this case is to determine the
relation between the characteristics of the relative, transport,

and absolute motions. As we know, the main kinematic character-
istics of the motion of a body ore its translatory and angular
velocities and accelerations. We shall confine ourselves to estab-
lishing only the relations between the translatory .incl angular
velocities of the motions.
Consider first the case when the relative motion of a body

is a translation with a velocity «», and the motion of transport
is also a translation with a velocity Then in the relative motion
all the points of the body will have a velocity zj,. and in the
motion of transport. From the theorem of the composition of
velocities, in the absolute motion all the points of the body will
have the same velocity = I.e., the absolute motion
will be that of translation.

Thus, the resultant motion of U'o translalon/ motions with
velocities v, and v^ is also a translation with a velocity v— v -{-v
The composition of velocities in this case is reduced to a prob^

lem in particle kinematics (§ 90).

95. Composition of Rotations About Two Parallel Axes.
Consider the case of a relative rotational motion of a body with
an angular velocity cd, .about a shaft aa'
mounted on a crank (Fig. 225). and a ro-
tational motion of transport of the crank ba
round axis 66' with an angular velocity oj,.

If axes aa' and 66' are parallel. tli*e

body will be in plane motion perpendic-
ular to the axes. Let us Investigate
the cases of rotations of same and op-
posite sense. »

1) Rotations of Same Sense.
The figure S in Fig. 226 is a cross sec-
tion of a body perpendicular to the axes of rotation. Let us
denote the points of intersection of the axes of rotation with
the section by the letters A and B. It will be readily noticed

Fig. 225.
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that, as A lies on the axis Aa\ its velocity is due only to the
rotation about axis fife', whence = Similarly. Vg^oi -AB
Vectors and v„ are, of course, parallel, both being perpendic-
ular to AB, and of opposite sense. Therefore, point C (see § 81.
Fig. 182) is the instantaneous centre of zero velocity (u-= 0)
and. consequently, axis Cc'. which is parallel to both /lo' and B6'!

is the instantaneous axis of rotation of

ri the body.
The angular velocity w of the abso-

lute rotation of the body about axis
Cc' and the position of the axis i.e.,

of point C, can be determined from Eq
(55) (§ 81):

BC~~ AC ‘0)

By virtue of the properties of pro'

portions, we obtain:

b)
+ Vr -}- C'fl

AC+BC

Substituting u^=srD,-/lB and Vg= <^)^^AB

equations, we finally obtain

An

into the last two

bl

BC
Ot

AC
<i)

Jb'

(86 )

(87)

Thus, if a body participates simultaneously in two rotations

of same sense about parallel axes, the resultant motion will be an

instantaneous rotation with an angu-

lar velocity a)= (u, -f-w. about an in-

stantaneous axis parallel to the two

given axes; the position of this axis

is determined by the ratio (87).

The instantaneous axis of rota-

tion Cc' moves with time, describ-

ing a cylindrical surface.

2) Rotations of Opposite
Sense. Again draw a section S of

the body under consideration (Fig.

227) and let us assume that w, >o),.

Then, reasoning in the same way as

Fig. 227.

above, we find that the

magnitudes of the velocities of points A and B are respectively.

= VB= oi^-AB, the two velocities being parallel and
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of same sense. The instantaneous axis of rotation passes through

point C (Fig. 227) and

,, ^ vr — »A

BC~~ AC bC~AC'
or

(D
vr — ».i

AB

Substituting the values of and in these equations, we
obtain finally

a)= (i). — w.'j

AC

V

8 \ r. - ^ i Z]

^
i

/'J 1 \
8

j- IS!

Fig. 228.

(88)

_ (89)
BC AC AB' ' '

Thus, in this case, too. the resultant motion is an instan-

taneous rotation with absolute angular velocity (0= 0), — o), about

the axis Cc\ the position of which is spec-

ified by the ratio (89).

These results show that in rotations

about parallel axes the vectors of the an-
gular velocities are compounded like the
vectors of parallel forces (§ 17).

3) Couple of Rotations. Con-
sider the special case of rotations of op-
posite sense about parallel axes (Fig. 228)
in which in magnitude w,= <0^. Such a
combination of rotations Is called a ro/a-
tion couple, and vectors to, and to, make an
angular velocity couple. In this case we
have y4= 0^= 0), -/IS. Then (see § 81, Fig. 181) the instantaneous
centre or zero velocity lies at Infinity and all points of the body

1

— have the same velocity y= u>,-/lB.
Thus, the resultant motion of the

body will be a translation (or an in-

stantaneous translation) with a velocity
V equal in magnitude to and nor-
mal to the plane through vectors to,

and to,; the direction of vector v is de-
termined in the same way as the direc-
tion of the moment m of a force
couple in statics (§ 44). Thus, a rota^
tion couple is equivalent to a translation
(or an instantaneous translation) with a

velocity o equal to the moment of the angular velocities of the couple.
An example of such motion is the translatory displacement

ol a bicycle pedal DE with respect to the bicycle frame (Fig. 229)

Fig. 229.
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resultino from the relative rotation of the pedal about axle /Imounted on the crank /?/! and the rotational motion of transport
of the crank about axle B. The angular velocities w, and o)^ ofthese rotations are equal in magnitude, as at any instant ‘theangle of rotation of the pedal relative to the crank 9, is equalto the ancde of rotation of the crank q.,. The velocity of the pedal’s
translatory motion will be

me peaai s

HR. Toothed Spur Gearing. The results obtained in the preceding section
kinematic calculation of spur gearing transmissions. Lei uscon>!(ler tlie main types of such transmissions.

1) A common gear train is one in which all tlie gears, which are meshed
successively, lotate on fixed axes. One of the gears (e.g., gear J in Figs 230
and 231) is the driving gear, or driver, and the others are the driven gears,
or followers. In tlie case of external (Fig. 23(fcj) or internal (Fig. 2306) gearing
with two wheels we have

|
u)| (r, =

|
lo, as the velocity of the point of en*

gagernent A is (he same for botli gears. Since the number of teeth z of the gears is

proportional to their radii, and taking into account that the rotation of the
gears is in the same direction in the case of internal engagement and in oppo-
site directions in Ifie case of external engagement, we have*

For a train of tliree external gears (Fig. 231) we have

whence

(Consequently, the ratio of the angular velocities of (he end gears in a

straight drive is inversely proportional to their radii (the number of teeth) and
does not depend on the radii of intermediate gears (idlers).

* In all the formulas of this section, <o is (he algebraic (numerical) value

of the angular velocity, “plus** indicating counterclockwise rotation and “minus**

indicating clockwise r^ation.
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From the results obtained it Tollovv^ that in a straight drive consisting of

n gear2»

l)*^ = (- 1)*^^. i90)
u)„ r,

where k is the number of external engagements (in the case of Fig. 230« ther«

is one external engagement; in Fig. 231 there are Ho external engagements;

in Fig. 2306 tliere are no external engagements).
The gear ratio of a toothed drive is the quantity which gives Hie ratio

ol (he angular velocity of the driver to that of the follower:

^/i
* (91)

For a straight drive the value of is given by the right side of Eq. (90',

2) An epiq/clic train, or planetary transnus>on (see Fig. 232) is one in which
gear i is fixed while the other successively engaged gears are connected by a
link AB, called an arm, which
rotates about the axis of the
fixed gear.

3) A differential trans-

mission is again of the type
in Fig. 232, with the differ-

ence That gear / also rotates

about its axis independently
of the artn AB.

Epicyclic trains can be
calculated by mentally giving
tlie fixed plane Ax^t/^ a rota-

tion with an angular velocity
equal in magnitude and

opposite in sense to the angu-
lar velocity of the arm AB.

Then, by the results of § 95. the arm will be fixed in this resultant motion

Fig. 232.

and any gear of radius r* will have an angular velocity (o* = Wft — where
w* is the absolute angular velocity ol this gear relative to the axes
The axes of all tlie gears will be fixed and the dependence between w'* can be
found either by equating the velocities of the points of encagcineiit or directly
from Eq. (90).

'

Epicyclic trains can also be calculated with the help of instantaneous cen*
tres of zero velocity (§ 81).

Problem 90. In the epicyclic train in Fig. 232. gear 1 of -radius r, is fixed
ami am rotates with an angular velocity w,,*. Determine the angular veloc-
ity of gear 3 of radius r,.

Solution. Let us denote the absolute angular velocities of the gears
with respect to the axes Ax,y, as w,(aj,=0). o), and to,. Rotating the whole
plane with an angular velocity — to^A, we obtain:

— 0 — W/iB. — to,= (o,— to^fl. co_.,fl= 0.

A=72 'Then*^7rom*Eq*790
)*"^*’®*^'"^"*^ '‘csulting common gear train is

to, ’’i Wj — r,
*
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From lhi> wc find the absolute angular velocity of gear

=

If 'j > tl'e direclion of rofalion of gear 3 is tlie same as that of the arm-
U < r’,. it is opposite. If /,=/-, wo obtain cd, r=0, and gear 3 is in translalory
in.ition.

Tlie relative angular velocity of gear 3 (with respect to the arm AB) is

found from Eq. (86). As the absolute velocity o>, = (the angular

velocity of the arm is the transport velocity for gear 3). then

co"' = Cl), — (.) =— 7
'i

At r, = r,, we obtain t.)^‘‘*=— The relative, and transport,

angular velocities form a couple, which in another way lead' us to the same
„ conclusion (hat the resultant motion of gear J
’'\ in this case is a translation with a velocity

' — I
t' = (oi« AB.

Alternative solution*. The velocity

We shall determine he velocity of point K of^ the gear, which is the point of engagement of

I
tjears 2 and 3. The velocity of gear 2 is 0^ =

^ B — ‘'Mn* T^tie in'tantaneous centre of

S 2 C *'8 B
velocity of the gear is at point P,. where

•”
it coincides with gear 1. (ionsequentty,

• vk= 2oc= 2 (r, + r,) <04^.

Then, by Eq. (56) (§ 81),

^^—BK
The same result can be obtained by con*

^ striicting tlie centre of zero velocity of gear 3.

1 Problem 91. Tlie reduction gear in Fig. 233

consists of a) a fixed gear /; b) two pairs of

twin pinions 2 and 3 mounted on a Imk con-

Fig, 233. nected with the driving shaft AC (the engage-

ment of pinions 2 and 3 with gear / is inter-

nal); c) a gear 4 mounted on the driven shaft B. The number of teeth in Hie

gears are: ?,= 120. ^.= 40. e, 30. = 50. The driving shaft makes «4=
= 1.500rpni. Determine the rpin of tlie driven shaft B.

, ./»

Solution. Let us denote the absolute angular velocities: of shaft AC
together with the link as of gear 4 together with shaft B as w/?; of the

pillions 2 and 3 as ci)„ (these gears rotate as a single body). Gear 1 has an

angular velocity a), = 0. Rotating plane v.fr, parallel to which the mechanism

moves, w'ith an angular velocity — (04. we obtain that the link in this imaginary

motion is fixed (d>4 = 0) and the velocities of the gears are

(tf, =0 — 0)4. W„ = 0),, — 0>4, (1)*= 0>5 — 0)4.

• An alternative solution is given to show the possibility of employing

the methods ot § 81. Problems 91 and 92 could also have been solved this way.

but usually this solution is more involved (especially for Problem "di).

Fig, 233.
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Writing now Eq. (90) for gears 1 and 2, and 3 and 4. we obtain

tUj, (0^

Multiplying the two equations, we have

££1 or —=li^^=_££i

whence, taking into account that the number of rpcn is proportional to o).

we find

rt^= 4.200 rpm.

Pfoblem 92. Solve the last problem, assuming that gear 2 rotates at
rt, ss 1,100 rpm in the same direction as shaft AC (a differential reductiog gear).

Solution. The sequence of the solution Is the same as in Problem 91, with
Ihe sole difference that now o),^0 and w, and 10,4 are of same sense. 03nse*
cjuenlly <i>, = oi, — 0,4.

As a result, (he ratio

Si-.— ££4
<04 r,a»

obtained in Problem 9) gives

<•^1

<oa-oiA z,z,’

whence, passing to rpm. we find

~ ”»)= 2.200 rpm.

If gear 2 rotates in the opposite direction of the shaft AC, the sign of n.
in the result obtained should be changed.

'

97, Coinposition oJ Rotations About Two Intersecting Axes
This type of motion can be visualised if in Fig. 225 axis aa' is
assumed not parallel to, but coplanar
with, axis bb'.

If the absolute motion of a body
is the result of a relative rotation and
a rotation of transport with angular
velocities u), and <0

, about axes 0^ and
Ob intersecting at 0 (Fig. 234), then,
evidently, the velocity of point 0, as
lying simultaneously on both axes, is

2ero.

Consequently, the resultant motion
of the body is a motion about the fixed
point 0. which for every infinitesimal
time interval represents an infinitesimal turn with an angular
velocity (0 about an instantaneous axis through point O (§ 86).

Fig. 234.
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To determine vector to, calculate the velocity of any point M
of the body the radius vector of which is OT/= r. In the relative
motion about axis Oa, point A1. by Eq. (67), has a velocity

'n the motion of transport about axis Ob the veloc-
ity of the point is = to, X Hence, the absolute velocity
of M is

^

=
‘I'.cp 4 V

,
= (to, -f (oj X r.

On the other hand, since the resultant motion of the body is
an instantaneous rotation with an angular velocity o we must have

Similar results can be obtained for every point of the body
(i.e., for any value of r). We conclude, therefore, that

(o= (o, (92)

Thus, the resultant of rotational motions about (iC’O axes intersect-

ing at any point O is an instantaneous rotation about an axis Oc
through 0 the angular velocity to of n'hich is the geometrical sum
of the relative angular velocity and the transport angular velocity.

The instantaneous axis of rotation Oc is collinear with vector w.

j.e., it is directed along the diag-

onal of a parallelogram with

vectors to, and to, as its sides.

Axis Oc changes its position

with time, describing a conic sur-

face with its apex at 0.

Problem 93. Determine the absolute

angular velocity of the roller in Fig. 235

(vec Problem 80, § 87), if its radius

/tC = ;?. OA=l. and the velocity of

point A is

Solution. The ;ibsolute motion of the roller is the result ol its relative

rotation about axis OA with an angular velocity <o, and the transport rota-

tion of crank OA about axis OB with an angular velocity where

The instantaneous axis of rotation, and consequently the vector of the

absolute angular velocity co, are directed along OC, as the velocity ol point C

is 2cro (see Problem 80). Constructing a parallelogram, we lind that .

R
we obtain finallyAs sino=
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1/J

The same rc>uH can be obtained (taking into account tliat PC is the in*

stanlaneous axis of rotation) from ttie equation ti^= <D/j. wlierc /i = / sin a.

The motion of the roller rep^e^eI1 ts a succe>sion of infinitesimal turns svitli

an angular velocity <•» round axis OC. which latter continuously changes its

position, describing a circular cone with its apex at 0.

98. Composition of a Translation and a Rotation. Screw Motion.

Let us examine the resultant motion of a rigid body having a

translation and a rotation. Three cases are possible.

l)The velocity of the translation is perpendi*
cular to the axis of rotation (©X***)- Let the result-

ant motion of the body consist of a rotation about an axis Aa
u'ith an angular velocity w and a

translation with a velocity v per-

pendicular to o) (Fig. 236). It is

evident that with respect to plane
P. which is perpendicular to Aa.
this is plane motion, which is dis-

cussed in detail in Chapter 12.

If point A is taken as the pole,
the motion, like any plane mo-
tion, will actually consist of a
translation with a velocity ©4—
i.e., the velocity of the pole,
and a rotation round the

Aa through the pole.

V can be replaced by a couple of angular velocities
tu” (§ 95), where u)'=w, and =— to. The distance AP

can be found from the equation = whence (taking into
account that to'=(o)

AP^^, (93)

The resultant of vectors to and to" is zero, and we find that
the motion of the body can be treated as an instantaneous rota-
tion about axis Pp with an angular velocity (o'=(o. This result

earlier in another way (§ 81). Comparing Eqs. (53)
and (93), it will be readily noticed that point P Is the instan-
taneous centre of zero velocity iVp= 0) for section (5) of the
body Thus, \ye see once again that the rotation of the body
about /4<2 and Pp is with the same angular velocity w. i.e.,
the rotational component of a motion does not depend on the
choice of the pole (§ 77).

Motion (t»(l»). If the resultant motion of a
^ rotation about an axis Aa with an angular

IpI
^ velocity v, directed paral-

el to Aa (Fig, 237), it is called screw motion. Axis Aa is called the

axis

Vector

Fig. 236.
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axis of the screw. When vectorst>and w are in the same direction
then, according to the rule for the notation of w. thescrew is right-
handed; if they are of opposite sense, the screw is left-handed
The size of the translatory displacement of any point of thebody lying on the axis of the screw during one complete turn Is

called the pitch h of the screw. If y^ and to are constant, the pitch of the screw
is said to be constant. Denoting the time
of one complete turn as T, we obtain in
this case vT=t=h, and (o7'i»=2jt, whence

Cl)

Any point A/ of a screw with a con-
stant pitch describes a screw line. The ve-

locity of such a point M lying at a dis-

tance r from the axis of the screw is com-
pounded of the translatory velocity v and
the rotational velocity (or perpendicular to

it. Consequently,

VM
Velocity Is tangent to the screw

linct If the cylindrical surface along which
point Af moves is cut along its generator and spread out. the

screw lines will, evidently, turn Into straight lines inclined at an
angle a to the base of the cyl-
inder such that tan a= h,2nr.

3) The velocity of
translation makes an
arbitrary angle with
the axis of rotation.
In this case the resultant
motion of the body (Fig. 238a)
is the same as discussed in

§ 88 (the most general mo-
tion of a free rigid body).

Let us resolve vector v
(Fig. 238b) into its compo-
nents: 1) v' coMlnear with
(i>(y' = t;cosa), and 2) o" perpendicular to <o(u''= i'sina). Veloc-

ity V" can be replaced by an angular velocity couple such that

(y'= a) and — u (as in Fig. 236), and vectors w and «* can

be discarded. The distance AC is found from formula (93)i

v" o sin g

u) « *

Fig. 238.
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The body is thus left with a rotation with an angular velocity

w’ and a translation with a velocity t)'. Thus, the distribution

of the velocities of all the points of the body at any given in-

stant is the same as in a screw motion about axis Cc with an
angular velocity o»'= (o and a translatory velocity u's=t'Cosa.
The position of Cc changes with the motion of the body, which
is why it is called the instantaneous screts) axis.

As a result of these operations (Fig. 2386) we have passed
from pole A to pole C, w’hich demonstrates that even in the most
general motion of a body the angular velocity does not depend
on the choice of the pole ((a'=<t)), and only the translatory ve-
locity is affected {v' =/^v).

8 -2981
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PART THREE
PARTICLE DYNAMICS

Chapter 16

INTRODUCTION TO DYNAMICS. LAWS OF DYNAMICS
99. Basic Concepts and Definitions. Dynartiics is that section

of mechanics which treats of the laws of motion of material bodies
subjected to the action of forces.

The motion of bodies from a purely geometrical point of
view \vas discussed in kinematics. Unlike kinematics, in dynam-
ics the motion of bodies is investigated in connection with
the acting forces and the inertia of the material bodies them-
selves.

The concept of force as a quantity characterising the measure
of mechanical interaction of material bodies was introduced in
the course of statics. But in statics we treated all forces as con-
stant, without considering the possibility of (heir changing with
time. In real systems, though, alongside of constant forces (grav-
ity can generally be regarded as an example of a constant
force) a body is often subjected to the action of variable forces
whose magnitudes and directions change when the body moves.
Variable forces may be both applied (active) forces and the re-

actions of constraints.
E.xperience shows that variable forces may depend In some

specific ways on time, on the position of a body, or on its veloc-

ity (examples of dependence on time are furnished by the trac-

tive force of an electric locomotive whose rheostat is gradually
switched on or off. or the force causing the vibration of a foun-

dation of a motor with a poorly centred shaft; the Newtonian
force of gravitation or the elastic force of a spring depend on
the position of a body; the resistance experienced by a body mov-
ing through air or water depends on the velocity. In dynamics
we shall deal with such forces alongside of constant forces. The
laws for the composition and resolution of variable forces are

the same as for constant forces.

The concept of inertia of bodies arises when we compare the

results of the action of an identical force on different material

bodies. Experience shows that if the same force is applied to

two different bodies initially at rest and free from any other
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actions, in the most general case the bodies will travel different

distances and acquire different velocities in the same interval of

time.

Inertia is the property of material bodies to resist a change in

their velocity under the action of applied forces. If. for example,
the velocity of one body changes slower than that of another
body subjected to the same force, the former is said to have
greater inertia, and vice versa. The inertia of any body depends
on the amount of matter it contains.
The quantitative measure of the inertia of body, which depends

on the quantity of matter in the body, is called the mass of (hat

body. In mechanics mass m is treated as a scalar quantity which
is positive and constant for every body. The measurement of
mass will be discussed in the following article.

In the most general case the motion of a body depends not
only on its aggregate mass and the applied forces; the nature
of motion may also depend on the dimensions of the body and
the mutual position of its particles (i.e., on the distribution of
its mass).

In the initial course of dynamics, in order to neglect the
influence of the dimensions and the distribution of the mass of
a body, the concept of a material point, or particle, is intro*
duced.

A particle is a material body (a body possessing mass) the size
of which can be neglected in investigating its motion.

Actually any body can be treated as a particle when the
distances travelled by its points are very great as compared with
the size of the body itself*. Furthermore, as will be shown in
the dynamics of systems, a body in translatory motion can always
be considered as a particle of mass equal to the mass of the
whole body.

Finally, the parts Into which we shall mentally divide bodies
in analysing any of their dynamical characteristics can also be
treated as material points.

Obviously, the Investigation of the motion of a single par*
licle should precede the investigation of systems of particles,
and iri particular of rigid bodies. Accordingly, the course of
dynamics is conventionally subdivided into particle dynamics
and the dynamics of systems of particles.

100. The Laws of Dynamics. The study of dynamics Is basedon a number of laws generalising the results of a wide range of

et ca„''°L“rrS’ud as" a'parti"ci!'’'

8*
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Introduction to Dynamics. Laws of Dynamics

experiments and observations of the motions of bodies— laws
which have been verified in the long course of human history
These laws were first systematised and formulated by Isaac
Newton in his classical work “Mathematical Principles of Natur-
al Philosophy” published in 1687.

The First Law (the Inertia Law), discovered by Galileo
in 1638, states: A particle free from any external influences contin-
ues in its state of rest, or of uniform rectilinear motion, excent in
so far as it is compelled to change that state by impressed forces.

The motion of a body not subjected to any force is called
motion under no forces, or inertial motion.
The inertia law states one of the basic properties of matter;

that of being always in motion. It establishes the equivalence,
for material bodies, of the states of rest and of motion under
no forces. It follows, then, that if F= 0. a particle is at rest

or moves with a velocity of constant magnitude and direction
(t>= const.); the acceleration of the particle is, evidently, zero
(Z£j= 0). No external action is required to sustain inertial mo-
tion; such action is necessary only to change the motion. At the

same time it can be asserted that if the motion of a particle is

not inertial, there must be some force acting on it.

A frame of reference for which the inertia law is valid is

called an inertial system (or, conventionally, a fixed system). Expe-
rience shows that, for our solar system, an inertial frame of

reference has Its origin in the centre of the sun and its axes

pointed towards the so-called “fixed” stars. In solving most
engineering problems a sufficient degree of accuracy is obtained

by assuming any frame of reference connected with the earth to

be an inertial system. The validity of this assumption will be

proved in Chapter 20.

The Second Law (the Fundamental Law of Dynamics)

establishes the mode in which the velocity of a particle changes

under the action of a force. It states: the product of the mass of

a particle and the acceleration imparted to it by a force is propor-

tional to the acting force; the acceleration takes place in the direc-

tion of the force.

Mathematically this law is expressed by the vector equation.

mw~F. (I)

The dependence between the magnitudes of the acceleration and

the force is

mw= F. (2)

The second law of dynamics, like the first, is valid only for

an inertial system. It can be immediately seen from the law
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that the measure of the inertia of a particle is its mass, since

two different particles subjected to the action of the same force

receive the same acceleration only if their masses are equal; if

their masses are different, the particle with the larger mass
(i.e.. the more inert one) will receive a smaller acceleration,
and vice versa.

A set of forces acting on a particle can, as we know, be re-

placed by a single resultant R equal to the geometrical sum of
those forces. In this case the equation expressing the fundamen-
tal law of dynamics acquires the form

m'W= R or mw— '^Fk. (3)

Measure of mass. Eq. (2) makes it possible to determine
the mass of a body if its acceleration in translatory motion and
the acting force are known. It has been established experimen-
tally that under the action of the force of gravitation P all
bodies falling to the earth (from a small height and In vacuo)
possess the same acceleration g\ this is known as the acceleration
of gravity or of free fall*. Applying Eq. (2) to this motion, we
obtain mg= P, whence

Thus, the /nass of a body is equal to its weight divided by the
acceleration of gravity g.
The Third Law (the Law of Action and Reaction) estab-

lishes the character of mechanical interaction between material
bodies. For two particles it states: Two particles exert on each
other forces equal in magnitude and acting in opposite directions
along the straight line connecting the two particles.

It should be noted that the forces of interaction between free
particles (or bodies) do not form a balanced system, as they act
on different objects. For example, if a piece of iron and a mag-
net are placed near each other on a smooth surface, they willmove towards each other under the influence of their mutual
attraction and not remain at rest. Since the magnitude of the

the same, it follows from the second
law of dynamics that the accelerations of the two bodies will beinwrsely proportional to their masses.

nf
of dynamics, which establishes the character

t'“jcs of'

‘

variJfor discovered by Galileo. .The value of g
above sea level At elevalio?level, m sca level on the latitude of Moscow ^= 9.8157 ra/sec*
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•
The units of length and time were

mtroduced m the course of kinematics. In order to measure
d\namical quantities, it is necessarv to select unit measures for
mass m or force F. These units cannot both be arbitrary insofar
as they are related by Eq. (2). Thus, in dynamics xve' can use
tuo systems of units based on different principles.
First Type of Unit Systems. The primary units in

these systems are: 1) unit of length (e.g., centimetre or metre).
2) unit of time (e.g., second); 3) unit of mass (e.g., gram’
kilogram, or ton of mass).

In these systems force is a derived unit. In the so-called
phxsical system of units CGS (centimetre, gram, second), for
instance, the unit of force is the dyne (1 dyne = 1 e
cm sec*).

/ X j s

Second Type of Unit Systems. The fundamental units
in these systems are: 1) unit of length (e.g., metre); 2) unit of
time (e.g.. second); 3) unit of force (e.g., kilogram or ton of
force). In these systems mass is a derived unit (e.g., 1 kg
sec* m).
The difference between the two types of systems is that in the

one the mass unit is taken as a primary dynamical unit, while
in the other force is a primary unit.

In engineering the so-called technical system of units, in which
the fundamental units are metre, kilogram of force, and second,
is most widely used. We. too. shall normally employ this
system.

102. The Problems of Dynamics for a Free and a Constrained
Particle. The problems of dynamics for a free particle are:

1) knowing the equation of motion of a particle, to determine
(he force acting on it (the first problem of dynamics)-, 2) knowing
the forces acting on a particle, to determine its equation
of motion (the second, or principal, problem of dynamics).

Both problems are solved with the help of Eq. (1) or (3),

which e.vpress the fundamental law of dynamics, since they give

the relation between acceleration w. i.e., the quantity charac-

terising the motion of a particle, and the forces acting on it.

In engineering it is often necessary to investigate constrained

motions of a particle, i.e., cases when constraints attached to

a particle compel it to move along a given fi.xed surface or

curve.

In such cases we shall use. as in statics, the a.xiom of con-

straints which states that any constrained particle can be treated

as a free body detached from its constrains provided the latter is

represented by their reactions Then the fundamental law of dy-
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namics for the constrained motion of a particle takes the form

mw= 'Zn-\rN. (5)

where Ft denotes the applied forces acting on the particle.

For constrained motion, the first problem of dynamics will

usually be: to determine the reactions of the constraints acting
on a particle if the motion and applied forces are known. The
second (principal) problem of dynamics for such motion will pose
two questions: knowing the applied forces, to determine: a) the equa-
tion of motion of the particle and 1^ the reaction of its con-
straints.

103. Solution of the First Problem of Dynamics (Determina-
tion of the Forces if the Motion Is Known). If the acceleration of
a moving particle is given, the applied force or the reaction of
the constraint can be
immediately found from
Eq. (1) or (5). To cal-

culate the reaction it is

also necessary to know
the applied forces. When
the acceleration is not
specified but the equa-
tion of motion is known,
it is necessary first to
calculate the accelera-
tion from the formulas of

Fig. 239.

kinematics (see§§ 59. 67, 69) and then to find the force (or reaction).

weiBht'’(ba"lla®s'‘ri O °.'i

’’ aceeleration Whatweignt (Dallast) must be thrown overboard in order (o give the halinnnequal upward acceleration?
^ oaUoon an

f—
(^‘2- 239fr), the weight of the bal-

P— Q

Eliminating the unknown force F from the equations, we obtain

2P
Q=

1 + -^
' w
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Problem 95. A lilt of weight P (Fig. 240) starts ascending with an accel-
eration w. Determine the tension in the cable.

Solution. Considering the lift as a free body, replace the action of the
constraint (the cable) by its reaction 7*. From Eq. (5) we obtain

whence

— w= T~P,
e

r= p(.+f).
If the lift starts descending with the same acceleration, the tension in the

cable will be

Problem 96. The radius of curvature of a bridge at point A is R (Fig. 241).
Determine the pressure exerted on the bridge at A by a motor car of weight P
moving w’ith a velocity v.

Solution. The normal acceleration of the car

I/*
at point A is =— . Acting on it are the force of

gravity P and the reaction of the constraint N. Then,
from £q. (5),

whence

P V*

d*x

The pressure on the bridge is equal to N in magni-
tude but is directed downw’ard.

Problem 97. A crank OA of length / (Fig. 242)

rotates with a uniform angular velocity co and trans-

lates the slotted bar K of weight P along slides I, I-

Neglecting friction, determine the pressure exerted

by the slide block A on the slotted bar.

Solution. The position of the bar is specified by
its coordinate x= l cos <p. As = the equation of

motion of (he slotted bar is

x = l cos (at.

Eq. (5) for the motion ol the bar in terms of its

projection on the x axis gives ^x—

_^=— /<o*coso)f=— <a*Jn whence, as Qx= —Q.
D

_~o)*x=— Q. (?=— a)*x.

g S

Thus, the pressure of the slide block on the slotted bar is proportional to

its distance x from O.

The examples show that the first problem of dynamics is fairly

simple. If the acceleration of the moving particle is not given,
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it can be determined by purely kinematic computations. There-
fore, and also because of its practical importance, the second
problem is considered the principal problem of dynamics.

Chapter 17

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR A PARTICLE
AND THEIR INTEGRATION

104. Rectilinear Motion of a Particle. We know from kinemat-
ics that in rectilinear motion the velocity and acceleration of
a particle are continuously directed along the same straight line.

As the direction of acceleration is coincident with the direction
of force, it follows that a free particle will move in a straight
line whenever the force acting on It Is of constant direction and
the velocity at the initial moment is either zero or is collinear
with the force.

Consider a particle moving rectilinearly under the action of
an applied force = The position of the particle on its
path is specified by its coordinate x
(Fig. 243). In this case the principal ^ A#

problem of dynamics is. knowing R,
| _ [ x

to find the equation of motion of the ^ ”
particle x= f{l). Eq. (3) gives the rela- Fig. 243.

tion between x and R. Projecting
both sides of the equation on axis Ox, we obtain

d*x v’ ^^ dT*"
— 2̂ (6)

Eq. (6) is called //ic differential equation of rectilinear motion
of a particle*. It is often more convenient to replace Eq. (6)
with two differential equations containing first derivatives:

or, as w..= -^
X d/*

•

(7)

(7 ')

tTLppiferrA ^= for a ^arlJcle.^T^
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Whenever the solution of a problem requires that the velocity
be found as a function of the coordinate -t instead of time t (or
when the forces themselves depend on x). Eq. (7) is converted

to the variable .V. As .-.fee., Eq. (7) takes the

form

=
(
8 )

The principal problem of dynamics is, essentially, to develop
the equation of motion x= f(l) for a particle from the above
equations, the forces being known. For this it is necessary to

integrate the corresponding differential equation. In order to

make clearer the nature of the mathematical problem, it should
be recalled that the forces in the right side of Eq. (6) can de-

pend on time t, on the position of the particle x, or on the

velocity — ^ (see § 99). Consequently, in the general case

Eq. (6) is, mathematically, a differential equation of the second
order in the form

The equation can be solved for every specific problem after deter-

mining the form of its right-hand member, which depends on the

applied forces. When Fq. (9) is Integrated for a given problem,

the general solution will include two constants of integration

C, and C,. and the general form of the solution will be

x= fit, C,. C,). (10)

To solve a concrete problem, it is necessary to determine the

values of the constants C, and C,. For this we introduce the so-

called initial conditions.

Investigation of any motion begins from some specified instant

called the initial time /= 0, usually the moment when the motion

under the action of the given forces starts. The position occupied

by a particle at the initial time is called its initial displtKement,

and its velocity at that time is its initial velocity (a particle can

have an initial velocity either because at time /= 0 it was mov-

ing under no force or because up to time /= 0 it was subjected

to the action of some other forces). To solve the principal prob-

lem of dynamics we must know, besides the applied forces, the

initial conditions, i.e., the position and velocity of the particle

at the initial time.
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In the case of rectilinear motion, the initial conditions are
specified in the form

at/=0. v^= v^. (II)

From the initial conditions we can determine the meaning of
the constants C, and C, and develop finally the equation of mo-
tion for the particle in the form

x—
( 12 )

The following simple example will explain the above.
Let there be acting on a particle a force Q of constant magni-

tude and direction. Then Eq. (7) acquires the form

As const., multiplying both members of the equation bv diand integrating, we obtain* ^

+ (13)

Substituting the value of into Eq. (7'). we have

ofaMuItiplying through by dl and integrating once again, we

(14)

in "the ;:rm
'he specific problem

Now let us determine the integration constants C anH r

V
i» L..

C.\vWchTam?y%h®e''mUi'al''±H%“'Sut^g these values into Eq. oMf'irfin'’aUy'^^‘e

left to the right and i'ncluited m" c"/
•'“s been transposed from the
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relevant equation of motion in the form expressed by Eq. (12):

x= v+ (15)

We see from Eq. (15) that a particle subjected to a constant
force performs uniformly variable motion. This could have been
foreseen: for. if Q= const., w= const., too. An example of this
type of motion is the motion of a particle under the force of

gravity, in which case in Eq. (15) ^= g and axis Ox is direc-

ted vertically down.

105. Solution of Problems. The method of integrating the
differential equations of motion ran be used for solving any prob-
lem of dynamics involving variable forces acting on a particle
(see § 99).

The solution includes the following operations:

1) Write the differential equation of motion.
For this.

a. Choose an origin (usually coinciding with the initial position

of the particle) and draw a coordinate axis along the line of

motion, as a rule in the direction of motion; if, for the applied

forces, a particle has a position of equilibrium, it is convenient

to choose the origin to coincide wfth the position of static

equilibrium.
b. Draw the moving particle in an arbitrary position (but such

that and the latter condition is important when the

applied forces include forces depending on velocity), and draw

all the forces acting on the particle.

c. Compound the projections of all the forces on the coordinate

axis and substitute the sum into the right side of the differen-

tial equation of motion. It is important to express alt the variable

forces in terms of the quantities (t, x or v) on which they depend.

2) Integrating the differential equation of mo-
tion. The integration is carried out according to the rules of

higher mathematics, depending on the form of the obtained equa-

tion, i.e., on the form of the right-hand member of Eq. (9).

When besides the constant forces there is only one variable force

acting on a particle, the equation of rectilinear motion can

generally be integrated by the method of separating the vari-

ables (see Problems 98-100). If only the velocity has to be deter-

mined. it is often possible to solve the problem by integrating

only Eq. (7) or Eq. (8).
r • * * •

3) Determining the constants o f i n t eg r a t s o n. In

order to determine the constants of integration, it is necessary
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from the conditions of the problem to define the initial conditions
in the form (11). The values of the constants are found from the
initial conditions as shown in § 104, and they can be determined
directly after each integration.

4) Determination of the required quantities and
analysing the results obtained. In order to be able to
analyse the solution and also to verify the dimensions the whole
solution should be carried out in the most general form (in letter
notation), inserting the numerical data only in the final results
These general rules also hold good for curvilinear motion.
Let us consider three specific problems, in which the force

depends on the time, the distance, and the velocity of the motion
of the particle.

1. Force Depends on Time

horizontal plane JndeMiJ’e
i VoVce ^’the'"LgnTudTif kh 1ncTe° s«

oi Hon’fo" .he'load.'"*’
"" =

Solution. Place the origin 0 in the initial position of the load and
direct the axis Ox m the direction of motion (see Fig. 243). Then (he initialconditions are: aW= 0. jr= 0 and ..,= 0, Draw the load n an arbit arv

rhe'JZ^ and eJ. (Slate

g at

Multiplying through by dl. we immediately separate the variables and

p,=^^ + C..

Subslilutinj^ the initial values into this equation, we find tha(C.= 0. Then,
substituting ~ for -we have

dl 2P
'

Multiplying through by dt we again separate the variables and. integrating.

2P 3
+''*•

Substitution of the initial values cives C 0 anA i.. • n
of motion for the load in the form

^ * 0- and we obtain the equation

6P
‘ • '

Thus, the displacement of the load is proportional to the cube of the time
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2. Force Depends on Distance

Problem 9fl. Neglecting tlie resistance of the air, determine the time it
•would take a body to travel from end to end of a tunnel AB dug through the
earth along a chord (Fig. 2-H). Assume the earth’s radius to be A? =6.370 km

Note. The theory of gravitation states that a body inside the earth is
attracted towards the centre of the earth with a force f directly proportional

to the distance r from the centre. Taking
into account that, at r=R (i.e;, at
the surface of the earth), force F is

equal to the weight of the body
(F = mg). we find that inside the earth

where r= MC is the distance of point Af
from the centre of the earth.

Solution. Place the origin 0 in

the middle of the chord AB (where a
body in the tunnel would be in equilibrium) and direct the axis Ox along OA.
If we assume the chord to be of length 2a. the initial conditions will be: at
/ = 0. x=:o and u_,= 0.

The forces acting on the body in an arbitrary position are F and N. Con*
sequently,

X - Fcosa= _ ^^rcosa= -

as it is evident from the diagram that r-cosa=x.
We see tliat the acting force depends on the coordinate x of point Af. In

order to separate the variables in the differential equation of motion, write it

in the form (8). Then, eliminating m and introducing the quantity

we obtain

— — **

dx

Multiplying through by dx, we separate the variables and. integrating,

obtain

V

I

From the initial conditions, at x= a, = hence Ci='yA*a*" Substi-

tuting this expression of C,. we have

Ojj= ilr *V*a* — **•

As in the investigated position the velocity is directed from A1 to 0, t»^<0,

and the sign before the radical should be minus. Then, substituting ^ for v^.

have

%=-xV^-
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Separating the variables, we write the equation in the form

and integrating, we obtain

kdt = dx

/o* - '

ki= arc cos hC,,
a * *

Substituting the initial data (at t= 0. x= a) in (his equation, we find that

Ci—0, The equation of motion for the body in the tunnel is

x=a cos

Thus, tile body is in harmonic motion with an amplitude a.

Now let us determine the time /| when the body will reach the end B of
the tunnel. At B the coordinate — a. Substituting this value in the equa*

lion of motion, we obtain cos — I. whence */, = a and But
k

we have assumed *= Calculating, we find that the time of the mo*

lion through the tunnel, given the conditions of the problem, does not depend
on the length of the tunnel and is always equal to

42 min 1 1 sec.

This extremely interesting result has given rise to a number of proiecls—
so far utopian—of such a lunnel.

Let us also find the maximum velocity of the body. From the expression
for Vjf w see that at jc= 0, i.e.. at the origin 0, The magnitude of
the velocity is

o

= — a

ThP^vihrafiTn
2fl= 0.1/?= 637 km. then 5=395 m/sec=: 1.422 km h.

n k " A
‘h® action of a force proporlional to the

Q n?err« 'in. fhf HW?
I n greater detail in Chapter 21, where another method

ol integrating the differential equations of motion will be discussed.

3. Force Depends on Velocity

yei^ity o,_ 0,5 m/sec. Assuming the resistance of the water at low velocitiesto be proportional to the first power of the
'viociiies

velocity and changing according to the equa-
tion /?= |iy. where the factor u= 0.93
kg sec/m, determine the time in which the
velocity will drop by one-half and the
distance the boat will travel in that time.
Determine also the distance the boat will
travel till it stops.
Solution. Let us choose the origin 0 ^'*5.

to coincide with the initial position of the

-
Draw the boat in an arbitrary position with the acting forces P. lH, and>.

1

0

n JL-

* • • • •
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Note. There are no other force? acting on the boat The force whichpushed the boat acted before the instant t = 0. The result of its action is taken
initial velocity o, imparted to the boat by thef^orce (see § 104). To be quite sure about the forces actually acting on a bodvduring Its motion, always remember that a force is the result of the interac-tion of bodies. In the present case, the force P is the result of the action ofthe earth on the boat, while forces R and N are the results of the action ofthe water on the boat. No other material bodies act on the boat in its motionand consequently, there are no other forces applied to it. Attention is drawn

to this because it is often a cause of errors in problem solutions.
Calculating the projections of the acting forces, we find that

—MU.

To determine the duration of the motion, we write differential eouation (7)
Noting that v^^v. we have

‘

P dv

Separating the variables, we obtain

whence, integrating, we have

lnt.=

Substituting the initial values, we have C,= ln v^, and finally

. P
,

V./=— !n-^.
V

(a)

The required time r, is determined by assuming u= 0.5t»a. We see that in
this case the time does not depend on the value of i>,. As In 2= 0.69,

If —— In 3 sec.

To determine the distance, it is best to wrile the differential equation of

motion in the form (8). as it immediately establishes the relation between x
and V*. We thus obtain

P dv
V 3-= no.

g djt
^

whence, eliminating o and separating the variables, we find

dv=-^dx.

* The distance can also be found by rewriting Eq. (a) as an expression of

the velocity v in terms of time /, and then substituting^ for o and integrat-

ing the new equation, but this solution is more involved.
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and consequently

i;=-^^x+ C,.

Since at x= 0. the velocity v=:v^, then C| = u^. and finally

Assuming o=0.5uo. we find the required displacement:

1.1 m.

To find the distance travelled by (he boat till it stops, in equation (b) we

assume u= 0. Then Xi=^= 2.2 m.

Determining the duration of the motion until complete rest, w'e find from
equation (a) that at ti=0, ^, = 00 . This means that, under the given law' of
resistance R^\iv, the boat will approach its final position (specified by the
coordinate X,) asymptotically. Actually, the duration of the motion till complete
re>t is finite, as, with the decrease of velocity, the resistance equation changes
and the dependence of u on / changes accordingly.

Another important example of motion under the action of a
force depending on velocity is discussed in the next article.

106. Body Falling in a Resisting Medium (in Air). A body
moving in some medium is subjected to a resistance, which depends
on the shape and size of the body, its velocity, and the proper-
ties of the medium.

Experience shows that at velocities which are not very small
and not approaching the velocity of sound, the resistance is pro-
portional to the square of the velocity v and can be e.xpressed
by the formula*

(16)

where g is (he density of the medium (for water at IS^C and
760 mm pressure.

. S is

tion of the body on a plane perpendicular to the direction of

Sc ^ dimensionless resistance

parachute"!"? r,"’"
body. For example, J a

sp"hap'erbodiel°c;<t03
* = streamlined

^ in the atmosphereIrom a low height m comparison with the earth’s radius (low

• For fall in air. formula (16) holds good for velocities up to 300 m/sec.
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enough to assume the weight P of the body and the density of
the air q to be constant).

'

Directing the coordinate axis Ox vertically down (Fig. 246), let
us investigate how the velocity of fall depends on the displace-
ment X, assuming r;^= 0.

The forces acting on the falling body are P and R; conse-
quently.

In order to obtain directly the dependence of v on x, we write
the differential equation of motion in the form (8). Then, taking

into account that v^= v, we have

Introducing the expression

2P
c-qS
= a

Fig. 246.

the previous equation takes the form

%

or. after separating the variables,

=— 5 dx.
V dv

( 17 )

a* — V

Integrating through, we have

In (a*~ y=)=_2^x+ C..

According to the initial conditions, at x= 0, the velocity u= 0,

consequently C,= lna*. Substituting this value of C,, we obtain

and finally

Formula (18) gives the dependence of velocity on displacement

for a body falling in the atmosphere.
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-* i. X
As X increases, the quantity e decreases, and tends to zero

as X— oo. It follows, then, that the velocity of fall v increases

as X increases, lending to a constant value a. This quantity is

called the limiting velocity of fall and is denoted From Eq. (17)
we find that

/ 2P
(19)

Thus, at y,= 0, a body falling in air cannot exceed a limiting
velocity y,,^. The greater the weight of a body and the smaller
the values of c^, q. and S. the greater the limiting velocity of
fall.

Let us determine the speed with which the velocity of a falling
body approaches its limiting value. For this
see Table 1, which gives the dependence of

upon as calculated from Eq. (18).

Table I

t'lln
^lim

It follows from the table that

at x=1.2. ti= 0.95y
‘Ilm •

at x— 2.0. t;= 0.99y

ilm

Hm
(20 )

irn

-«-.v :

V

'^llm

0 0

0.5 0.80

1,0
j

0.9.3

1.2 0.95

1.5 0.97

2.0 0.99

Consequently, the velocity of fall approaches
its limiting value fairly rapidly, if only
the quantities c, and 5 are not very small
(see Problem 101).

The existence of a limiting velocity of fall
can be established by the following simple
reasoning: The velocity of a falling body in
air increases, consequently force R increases. If we consider
that, obviously, force R cannot be greater than the weight of thebody P (see Fig. 246), then Ru^= P. Substituting the expression
for /?,,„ from Eq. (16). we obtain whence we
obtain the value of y,,^ as in Eq. (19). This reasoning, howeverprovides no clue to the rate with which the velocity of [a\\ v

^nly^fro^m Eq!(?^;
characteristic can be obtained

Problem !0I. Determine the limiline velocifv nf fail .

c,= 1.4.
’ “> W'th open canopy, assuming 5= 36 in*.
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Determine for both cases the distance //, after xvhich the jumper will haveattamed a veloc, y = o.95 (i.e.. 5 per cent less than the limitini veloc-it)), and the distance //, at which his velocity of fall e, s=0 99triSo 1 u t 1 on. Determine the limiting velocity of fall from Eq. (IbT. assuming
for air o = We find W, and W, from Eq. (20). As p,=0.9.Se,,„

at the required distance = Similarly we find that
‘’*im

H. = 2

g

lim

Performing the necessary compulations, we find-
a) in free fall f,im=s55 m/sec. //, =& 370 m. w,5=610 m.
b) with open canopy I'n^ ^ 5 msec. //, 3 m. ^ 5 m.We see that when the resistance is great the limiting velocity is rapidly

actneved. ' r j

107. Curvilinear Motion of a Particle. Consider a free parlicle
moving under the action of forces F^. ... F„. Let us draw a
fixed set of axes Oxyz (Fig. 247). Projecting both members of the
equation mw=^F^ on these axes, and taking into account that

(i*X— 6tc., we obtain the differential equations of curvilinear
motion of a body in terms of the projec*

axes:tions on rectangular cartesian

dUjm

(
21 )

Fig. 247.

As the forces acting on the particle

may depend on time, the displacement or

the velocity of the particle, then by analogy
with Eq. (9) in § 104, the right-hand members of Eq. (21) may contain
the time i*, the coordinates x, y, z of the particle, and the pro-

jections of its velocity Furthermore, the right side

of each equation may include all these variables.

Eq. (21) can be used to solve both the first and the second

(the principal) problems of dynamics. To solve the principal

problem of dynamics we must know, besides the acting forces, the

initial conditions, i.e., the position and velocity of the particle

at the initial time. The initial conditions for a set of coordinate

axes Oxyz are specified in the form:

at (= 0,

(22)
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Knowing the acting forces, by integrating Eq. (21) we find the

coordinates x. y, z of the moving particle as functions of time t,

i.e., the equation of motion for the particle. The solutions will

contain six constants of integration C,, C,, the values of

which must be found from the initial conditions (22). An example
of integrating Eqs. (21) is given in § 108.

Differential equations of motion can also be written in terms
of projections on other coordinate systems as. for instance, in § 1 17.

108. Motion of a Particle Thrown at an Angle to the Horizon
in a Uniform Gravitational Field. Let us investigate the motion
of a projectile thrown with an initial velocity at an angle a
to the horizon, considering it as
a material particle of mass m,
neglecting the resistance of the
atmosphere, assuming that the ho-
rizontal range is small as com-
pared with the radius of the earth
and considering the gravitational
field to be uniform (P= const.).

Place the origin of the coordi-
nate axes 0 at the initial position
of the particle, direct the y axis
vertically up. the x axis in the plane through Oij and vector v
and the z axis perpendicular to the first two (Fig. 248). The
angle between vector ©, and the x axis will be a.
Draw now moving particle M anywhere on its path. Acting on

the particle is only the force of gravity P (see note to Prob-
lem 100, p. 240). the projections of which on the coordinate
axes are

Fig. 248.

d’x

dt*

== 0, P^=~P=— mg, P^= 0.

Substjtuting these values into Eq. (21) and

eliminating m we obtain

noting that

di
= 0 .

dt 8 di
0 .

Multiplying these equations by dt and integrating, we find

v,:=C,. +
The initial conditions of our problem have the form

at /=0, X= 0. J,=0, 2=0;— WoCosa, = u, sin a, y^= 0.
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Satisfying the initial conditions, we have

C, = L',cosa. Cj=o„sina. C,==0.
Substituting these values of C„ C,. and C, in the solutions

above and replacing n,, v, by %.%,%. we arrive at the
equations

du ,1,
L., COS a. - t-. sin a- g/ . „ 0.

Integrating, we obtain

x-=v^lcosa^C^, y= v^ts\na~^-\-C,. z= C,.

Substituting the initial conditions, we have C^= C =C =0.
And finally we obtain the equations of motion of particle M in
the form

x=vjc(yia, y^v^tsina^^, z= 0. (23)

From the last equation It follows that the motion takes place
in the plane Oxy.
Knowing the equations of motion of a particle it is possible

to determine all the characteristics of the given motion by the
methods of kinematics.

1. Path. Eliminating the time f between the first two of

£qs. (23). we obtain the equation of the path of the particle:

g-y*

2 C’! cos* a* (24)
jy= xtan a—

This is an equation of a parabola the axis of which is paral-
lel to the y axis. Thus, a heavy particle thrown at an angle to

the horizon in vacuo follows a parabolic path (Galileo).

2. Horizontal Range. The horizontal range is the dis-

tance OC= X along the x axis. Assuming in Eq. (24) y= 0, we
obtain the points of intersection of the path with the x axis.

From the equation

we obtain

( tan a — ^= 0
V 2vl cos^ aJ

x^= 0, x^= 21** cos* a tana

The first solution gives point O, the second point C. G)nse-

<juently X= x^, and finally

v:

X=—sin 2a.
e

(25)
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From Eq. (25) we see that the horizontal range X is the same
for angle p, where 2p=!80° — 2a. i.e., if p= 90"

—

a. Conse-

quently, a particle thrown with a given initial velocity can

reach the same point C by two paths: flat (low) (a«^45'') or

curved (high) (p= 90°

—

With a given initial velocity o,. the maximum horizontal range
in vacuo is obtained when sin 2a=I. i.e., when angle a=45°.

3. Height of path. IfinEq. (24) we assume x= ==

= -— sinacosa, we obtain the height H of the path:
&

II ^0 • .n= sin* a.

4. Time of flight. It follows from Eq. (23) that (he total
time of flight is defined by the equation X= v^T cosa. Substi-
tuting the expression for X. we obtain

r= ^sina. (27)

At the maximum range angle a*= 45®. all the quantities become
respectively

These results can be used to estimate the flight character-
istics of missiles (rockets) with a horizontal range of 200 to 600 km
as at such ranges (and at a 45®) a projectile travels most of
its path in the stratosphere, where atmospheric resistance can
be neglected. At closer ranges the resistance of the air has a
considerable effect, while at ranges exceeding 600 km the gravi-
tatronal force can no longer be considered constant.

Example. It is known that at an altitude of 20 km a vertically launched
rocke had a velocity p, =& 1 .700 m/sec and an angle a5s45<’

T f
special instruments and control vanes).The further flight of the rocket was actually motion of a projectile in vacuoTherefore, from Eqs. (2S). its characteristics must have been

X*=5:300 km. H‘^75 km. 7^:5=245 sec.

These results arc very close to the actual performance of V.2 rockets*.

ThP
J- M. Kooy and J. W. H. UytenbogaarfThe Technical Publishing Company H. Stam. Haarlem— Holland.^

^
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C ha pi er 18

GENERAL THEOREMS OF PARTICLE DYNAMICS

In solving many problems of dynamics it will be found that
the so-called general theorems, representing corollaries of the fun-
damental law of dynamics, are more conveniently applied than
the method of integration of differential equations of motion.
The importance of the general theorems is that they establish

visual relationships between the principal dynamic characteristics
of motion of material bodies, thereby presenting broad possibil-
ities for analysing the mechanical motions widely employed in
practical engineering. Furthermore, the general theorems make
it possible to study for practical purposes specific aspects of a
given phenomenon without investigating the phenomenon as a
whole. Finally, the use of the general theorems makes it un-
necessary to carry out for every problem the operations of inte-

gration performed once and for all in proving the theorems, which
simplifies the solution.

109. Momentum and Kinetic Energy of a Particle. The basic
dynamic characteristics of particle motion are momentum (or

linear momentum) and kinetic energy.

The momentum of a particle is defined as a vector quantity mv
equal to the product of the mass of the particle and its velocity.

The vector mv is directed in the same direction as the velocity,

i.e., tangent to the path of the particle.

The kinetic energy of a particle is defined as a scalar quantity

equal to half the product of the mass of the particle and the square

of its velocity

The dimensions of these

of units are

quantities in the technical system

ni

sec
kg-sec;

kg sec*

2 m

The reason for the introduction of two dynamic characteristics

is that a single characteristic does not cover all the aspects p

particle motion.
, . /• 4 u

For example, knowing the momentum of a motor car (i.e., me

quantity q= mv, but not the separate values of m and v) and

Uie force acting on it when it brakes, we can determine

the time it will take for the car to stop; the information, how-

e/er, is not enough to determine the path travelled during the

braking time. Conversely, knowing the initial kinetic energy of
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the car and the braking force, we can determine the braking
distance, but not the time of the braking*.

110. Impulse of a Force. The concept of impulse (or linear
impulse) of a force is used to characterise the effect on a body
of a force acting during a certain interval of time. First let us
Introduce the concept of elementary impulse, i.e., impulse in an
infinitesimal time interval dt. Elemenlari/ impulse is defined as a.
vector quantity dS equal to the product of the vector of the force F
and the time element dt:

dS= Fdt. (29>
The elementary impulse is directed along the action line of

the force.

The impulse S of any force F during a finite time interval /.

is computed as the integral sum of the respective elementary
impulses:

S=\^Fdt.
(30 )

0

Thus, the impulse of a force in any lime interval t, is equal to
the mtegral of the elementary impulse over the interval from zero

special case when the force F is of constant magnitudeV we have 5=/^/,. In the general case

C fan “find” th"
be computed from its projections.We can find the projections of an impulse on a set of coor-

fllid fhtf -

^ remember that an integral is the limit of a sum,

sum thi
® ® 's equal to the

H^ce!
P'^ojections of the component vectors on the same axis.

c
*'= s^=lF^dl. S,= jF^d/. (31)

l^r^ong only consmn, /ocL^nV^Xenlrg^'L'e^
• See Problem 103 (§ IJ 5).
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In order to calculate the impulses of forces depending on the
coordinates or the velocity of a particle, we have to know the
equations of its motion, i.e. . a: =/, (/), y= z= Bv
expressing X. 1/ ^ or v^. through t. we can compute the
integrals (31). Without knowing the equation of motion of a
particle, i.e., without first solving the principal problem of
dynamics, the impulse of such forces cannot be calculated.

111. Theorem of the Change in the Momentum of a Particle.
As the mass of a particle is constant, and its acceleration

(3). which expresses the fundamental law of

^ dynamics, can be expressed
^ '

yv. r,. in the form

= (32)
fi 2 r.

f ' Let a particle of mass m
' * moving under the action

^ ^ of a force =
^ c) 249a) have a velocity at

time /= 0. and at tiinef,
P'g- 240. ^5 velocity bei»,. Now

’ let us multiply both sides

of Eq. (32) by dl and take definite integrals. On the right side,

where we Integrate with respect to time, the limits of the inte«

grab are zero and /,: on the left side, where we Integrate the

velocity, the limits of the Integral are the respective values of

Va and As the integral of d{mv} is rnv, we have

mv

By Eq. (30). the integrals on the right side are the impulses

of the acting force. Hence, we finally have

mv^— rnv^= '^Sk-

Eq. (33) states the theorem of the change in the

linear in o ni e n t u m of a particle: The change in the mo-

mentum of a particle during any time interval is equal to the geo-

metric sum of the impulses of all the forces acting on the particle

during (hal interval of time (Fig. 2496).
.

In problem solutions, projectiorr equations are often used in-

stead of the vector equation (33). Projecting both sides of Eq.
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(33) on a set of coordinate axes, we have

(34)

of work is

a body in

represented
a moving

work done
elementary

In the case of rectilinear motion along the x axis, the theorem
IS stated by the first of these equations.

112. Work Done by a Force. Power. The concept
introduced as a measure of the action of a force on
a given displacement, specifically that action which Is
by the change in the magniiude of the velocity of
particle.

First let us introduce the concept of elementary
by a force in an infinitesimal displacement ds. The
work done by a force F {Fig. 250) is de-
fined as a scalar quant ity

dA=F.ds. (35)
where F, is the projection of the force on
the tangent to the path in the direction
of the displacement, and ds is an infinites-
imal displacement of the particle along
that tangent.

®

This definition corresponds to the con-
cept of work as a characteristic of that
action of a force which tends to change the

S‘^'and F '°nn^
^ ^ompo-

hha ifl'*
° ^7'

P ^ component F., which imparts the oar

iNoting that F,_F.cosa. we further obtain from Eq. (35)
dA= F dscosa.

of the angle between //ic
casine

the displacement (Eq. 36)
direction of

Fig. 250.
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If angle a is acute, the work is of positive sense. In particular
at a= 0, the elementary work dA — Fds.

If angle a is obtuse, the work is of negative sense. In nar-
ticular. at a=l80'’, the elementary work dA=— Fds.

^ngle a= 90 , i.e., if a force is directed perpendicular to
the displacement, the elementary n'ork done by the force is zero.

The sign of the work has the following meaning: the work is
positive when the tangential component of the force is pointed
in the direction of the displacement, i.e., when the force accel-
erates the motion; the work is negative when the tangential

component is pointed opposite the dis-

placement, i.e., when the force retards
the motion.

Let us now find an analytical expres-
sion for elementary work. For this we
resolve force F into components F,, F„,.

Ff parallel to the coordinate axes (Fig.

251; the force F is not shown in the
diagram). The infinitesimal displacement
MM' = ds is compounded of the dis-

placements dx, dy, dz parallel to the co-

ordinate axes, where x, y, z are the
coordinates of point M. The work done by force F In the displace-
ment ds can be calculated as the sum of the work done by
its components F^, Fy, F^ in the displacements dx, dy. dz. But
the work in the displacement dx is done only by component F^
and is equal to F^dx. The work in the displacements dy and dz
is calculated similarly. Thus, we finally obtain

Fig. 251.

dA=F dX'\- F dy F^dz. (37)

Eq. (37) gives the analytical expression of the elementary work

done by a force.

The work done by a force in any finite displacement

(see Fig. 250) is calculated as the integral sum of the corre-

sponding elementary works and is equal to

(«.!

^
F.ds, (38)

or

(38')
S
(F^dx^Fydy^F.dz).

(Af.»

Thus, the work done by a force in any displacement is

equal to the integral of the elementary work taken along this
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displacement. The limits of the integral correspond to the values
of the variables of integration at points and M, (or. more
exactly, the integral is taken along the curve i.e., it is

curvilinear).

If the quantity F. is constant (f,= const.). then from Eq. (38),

denoting the displacement by the symbol s,. we obtain

F

Ft M.

L
Fig, 252.

^(.»ur.)= r,s,. (38')

In particular, such a case is possible when the acting force is
constant in magnitude and direction (f= const.) and the point of
application is in rectilinear motion
(Fig. 252). In th is case F.— Fcosa—= const., and the work done by the
force >1 (.m,„u,)=Fs, cosa.

In order to solve the principal prob-
lem of dynamics, it is important to
establish the forces whose work can be
calculated immediately without knowing
the equation of motion of the particle on which they are acting
(compare with § 1 10). From Eq. (38') it can be seen that to
t lese forces belong only constant forces or forces n'hich depend on

the position (coordinates) of a mcvins
particle. *

In order to calculate the work done by
forces depending on time or the velocity
of a particle, we must know the equa-
tion of its motion, i.e., the coordin-
^ functions of time. Then
all the variables can be e.xpressed through

• integral (38') calcu-

T^n <ii'p”ceLnt be s"
tation of integratfon: It'hfvL

° Seometric interpre-

J
F^ds=io,

where o ,s the product of the shaded area ia Fig. 253 and a scale

Fig. 253.
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Power. The term po-jjer is defined as the work done by a
force in a unit of time (the time rate of doing work). If work is
done at a constant rate, the power

where /, is the time in which the work A is done. In the general
case.

F.ds

Jt

'= F.v.

Thus, power is the product of the tangential component of a
force and the velocity. The dimension of power in the technical
system of units is HV] =kg-m sec.

In engineering the unit of power commonly used is the horse-
power. which is equal to 75 kg-m sec. In the physical system
power is expressed in kilowatts, one hp being equal to 0.736 kw.
The work done by a machine can be expressed as the product

of its power and the time of work. This has given rise to the
commonly used technical unit of work, the kilowatt-hour
(1 kw-h^367.l00 kgm).

It can be seen from the equation W =F.v that if a motor has
a given power 11^, the tractive force F. is inversely proportional

to the velocity v. That is why. for

instance, on an upgrade or poor

road a motor car goes into lower

gear, thereby reducing the speed

and developing a greater tractive

force with the same power.

113. Examples of Calculation

of Work. The examples considered

below give results which can be used

immediately in solving problems.

l)Work Done by a Grav-
itational Force. Let a par-

ticle M subjected to a gravitational force P be moving from a

point M^x^, y^, ^,) to a point /W, (x,, f/,. ?,). Choose a coordinate

system so that the axis Oz would point vertically up (Fig.

254). Then = P=0. P^=— P. Substituting these expres-

sions into Eq. (38') and taking into account that the integration

variable is z, we obtain
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If point Al, is higher thanAf,. then — = where h is the
vertical displacement of the particle; if, on the other hand M
IS below /M,. then z, — 2

,
= A. Finally we have

A(M^i,i= ±Ph.
(39)

Thus, the work done by a gravitational force is equal to the prod-
uct of the magnitude of the force and the vertical disolacement of
the point to which it is applied, token with the appropriate sisnThe work is positive if the

® *

initial point is higher than
the final one and negative if

it is lower.
It follows from this that the

work done by gravity does
not depend on the path along
which the point of its appli*
cation moves. Forces possess-
ing this property are called
conservative forces.

2) Work Done by an
Elastic Force. Consider a

Fig. 255.

w^eight A/ lying in a horizontal plane and attached to the freeend

of
^ P'®"® represent the position

spring when it is not in tension (/10= / is thelength of the unextended spring) and let it be the^ origin of ourc^rdmafe system. Now if we draw the weight frL f po ition

IghT u IITe ?he /, acting Z Z
^ magnilLde ®ot this force U p opo?:

rn'S’aTnftut'”'^

f=clA/[= c|.e(. .

The factor c is called the stiffness of the snrino nr tu
constant, and its dimension is Icj= kg'cm NuScaTlv th/‘’"l'f®

r;* it-'?*
these expressions into Eq. (38'). we' obtain

' substituting

f
{~cx)dx=—c{ xdx=^~(x‘~x^\

(The same result could be obtained from the graph ol f depending
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on X (Fjg. 2556) by calculating the area a of the shaded trapeziumm the diagram and taking into account the sign of the work ) In
the obtained formula x, is the initial extension of the spring
A/j„. and jr, is the final extension Hence

=y I
(A/

jJ*— (A/,iJ*]. (40)

i.e., the work done by an elastic force is equal to half the pro-
duct of the stiffness and the difference between the squares of the
initial and final extensions (or compressions) of a spring
The work is positive if

[
A/,„

| > |
A/.^J, i.e., when the end of

the spring moves towards the position of equilibrium, and negative
when

1 1 ^ I |, i.e., when the end of the spring moves
away from the position of equilibrium.

It can be proved that Eq. (40) holds
good for the case when the displacement
of point M is not rectilinear. It follows,
therefore, that the work done by the
force F depends only on the quantities
A/j„ and A/jj^ and does not depend on the
actual path travelled by M. Consequently,
an elastic force is also a conservative force.

3) Work Done by Friction. Con-
sider a particle moving on a rough sur-

face (Fig. 256) or a rough curve. The magnitude of the frictional
force acting on the particle Is fN

,

where f is the coefficient of
friction and N is the normal reaction of the surface. Frictional
force is directed opposite to the displacement of the particle,
whence F,„= ~fN, and from Eq. (38).

Fig. 256.

=—
5

Ff,ds=—
J

fN ds.

If the frictional -force is constant, then =— F,^, where
s is the length of the arc along which the particle moves.

Thus, the work done by kinetic friction is always negative. It

depends on the length of the arc M^M^, and consequently it is

non-conservative.

114. Theorem of the Change in the Kinetic Energy of a Par-

ticle. Consider a particle of mas» m displaced by acting forces

from a position where its velocity is v^ to a position Ai,

where its velocity is v^.

To obtain the required relation, consider the equation mzti=
which expresses the fundamental law of dynamics. Projecting
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both parts of this equation on the tangent A/t to the [lath of the
particle in the direction of motion, we obtain

nrji',=
The tangential acceleration in the left side of the equation

can be written in the form

whence we have

dv _ <lv d^_ dv
di ~J-^dt ~ (iT

miD
du

d\

Multiplying both sides of the equation by d.$. bring m under
the differential sign. Then, noting that F^.ds= dA,. where dA.
IS the elementary work done by the force F,, we obtain an
expression of the theorem of the change in kinetic
e n e r g y 1 n d I f f e r e n t i a I f 0 r m:

(-11)

Integrating both sides of Eq. (41) in the limits between thecorresponding values of the variables at points Al and ,\f we
finally obtain

•’

2 (-12)

Eq^ (42) states the theorem of the change in the

if?
acltng on the panicle in the same displacement

^ ^

sssi 'nSl r"'

v

reaction N (see Fig 256) is nnrtnai ir,
and Af.= 0. Then^bv Ea HR) /i

^ particle.
force of a fixed smooth su?fac? fJrparttcle is zero, and from Eq. (42) we obtain

«/ «

muf

(/MeAf,)

9 - 79g4

(42')
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Thus, in a displacement of a particle on a fixed smooth surface
(or curve) the change in the kinetic energy of the particle is equal
to the sum of the work done in this displacement by the active
forces applied to that particle.

If the surface (curve) is not smooth, the work done by friction-
al force will be added to the work done by the active forces
(see § 113). If the surface (curve) is itself in motion, the absolute
di>placement of the particle AI may not be perpendicular to iV
and the work done by the reaction N will not be zero (for in-
stance. the work done by the reaction of the floor of a lift).

115. Solution of Problems. The first thing in approaching
any problem is to see whether one of the above theorems can
be directly applied to solve it. The following considerations
should be borne in mind.
The theorem of the change in the linear momentum of a par-

ticle is conveniently used to solve problems in which:
a) the acting forces are constant or depend only on the lime-,

b) the given and required quantities include the acting forces, the
duration of the motion, and the initial and final velocity of the

particle (i.e., f, t. and t*,).

The theorem of the change in the kinetic energy of a particle

is conveniently used to solve problems in which:
a) the acting forces are constant or depend only on the

distance:

b) the given and required quantities include the acting forces,

the displacement of the particle, and the velocity at the beginning

and the end of the displacement (i,e., F, s, v^, and f,).

Both theorems can be combined to solve problems in which

both the time of motion and the displacement of a particle are

given (or required).

If the acting forces include a force depending on the velocity,

the principal problem of dynamics cannot be solved with the help

of any of the general theorems (it is impossible immediately to

calculate the work done by, or the impulse of. a force). In this

case the method of integration of differential equations should

be used (Chapter 17),

The following steps for the solution may be suggested:

1. From the statement of the problem determine the theorem

which can be used for Its solution.

2. Draw the moving particle in an arbitrary position together

with all the active forces and the reactions of the constraints (in

the case of constrained motion).

3. Calculate with the corresponding formulas the impulses or

work done by all the forces during the motion.
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4. Applying Eq. (34) or (42). write the appropriate equations
and find the required quantities. In the computations special
attention should be paid to e.xpressing all the quantities in the
same system of units.

The theorems proved above are also convenient to determine
the impulses or the work done by the forces acting on a par-
ticle from the change in its momentum or kinetic energy (the
first problem of dynamics).

Problem 102. A load of weight p=:0.1 kg moves in a circle wilii a con-
stant velocity z’ — 2 msec. Determine the impulse and the work done bv the
force acting on tfic load during the time
the load takes to travel one quarter of ife
the circle. i "-v. *

Solution. From the theorem of i

,

the cliaiige in momentum, / \ /
S=

j

I

Constructing geometricallv the differ- V >1
.

ence between these momenta' (Fig. 2S7), \ /I
we find from the right-angled triangle: \u,

S=/7iK v\+
Fig. 257.

Bui from the conditions of the problem u, =i;, = y, consequently

5= 1^2= 0.029 kg-sec.

From Eq. (42) we determine the work;

^(AJeA<,»= -2 ( - t-*|=r0.

I Determine the lime it takes
the toad to stop and how far it will have travelled

r r4n I

From the conditions of the prob-
c —H « • [•'s* of our theorems can be

-v J to calculate the time of (he motion and the
Ip M. second to determine the distance.
'

/C-
*0 arbitrary position Af

Fig. 258. t^Fig. 2o8). Alp and M, being its initial and final
positions. Acting on the load are Its weight P

fore. 0, in the 1^,':%",?

expreWio'na i„1^ one e^a.^n! we'

Fig. 258.
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time is

(a)

To determine the braking distance we use the theorem of the change in
kinetic energy: ®

~2 2” —

Here again u,=0 and only force F does any work: A (F) =— Fs where s
is the braking distance. The work done by forces P and N is zero as they are

perpendicular to the displacement. Hence we obtain = and the

braking distance is

mv.
Si =

2F • (b)

We ^ee from equations (a) and tb) that the braking time for a givsn force
F is proportional to the initial velocity Vp. and the braking distance is pro-
portional to the square of the initial velocity.

If tlie braking force is a frictional force and the coefficient of friction /
is known, then F=sfP = fmg. and equations (a) and (b) give

f s —

^

*“/g '-2fg

Note that if we were given the initial momentum q^= mv^ (for example,

<?n
= 2 kq-sec) instead of the mass m and initial velocity Op, knowing F we

could find the braking time from equation (a), but the data would be insuf-

ficient to determine the braking distance s,.

Conversely, if we knew the initial kinetic energy o’, the load = and

the force F. we could determine the braking distance s, from formula (b). but
we would not be abje to determine the brak-

ing time This was mentioned in § 109.

Problem 104. The resultant P of all

the forces acting on the piston in Fig. 259

r changes during a certain time-interval ac-

cording to the equation =0.4P (1 — */).

where P is the weight of the piston. ( is the

time in seconds, and h a factor equal to

1.6 sec"'. Determine the velocity of the

piston at time (,=0.5 sec, if at time (e= 0 it was i>p= 0.2 m.sec.

Solution. As the acting force depends on the time and the given and

required quantities include (,, Op. and 0 ,, we make use of Eq. (34);

M.'-
> . A/ M/

Fig. 25^J.

— = 5
In this case

tnVxx ~

f,
* / k \

S^—
J

/?*d(= 0.4Pj(l - A0d(= 0.4P(,^l “ -g ^ J
•
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^ «

Furthermore, v^.^ = = P = tufi. Substituting these c.\(>re>sions into
.y^«Vk •.!> I.Ill

Eq. <33) and taking into account that k= 1.6 sec

obtain
and rj=0.5 sec, we

<J^=v^'Jf-QA I — 1.4 msec.

Problem 105. A weight attached to a string of length I <Fig, 260a) is

displaced from the xertical at an angle and released from rest. Determine
the velocity of the weight at the instant when ttie

thread makes an angle witli the vertical. \ y'
Solution. As tlie condMions of the prob-

lein include tlic displacemen/ of the svciglil, de- tj ^
fined by the angle through which the thread

'

passes,

use of

energy:

and the velocities v. and w'c make
the tlieorem of the cliange kinetic - -V

9 — ,1
•

Acting on the weight is the force of grav- I 7
ily P and the reaction of the thread N. The
work done by force A' is zero, as N,= 0 For
force P we have from Eq. {39): A iP)= PJ, := nigh. As o„ = 0. we obtain

mgn
, Nvhence

This is

Fig. 261.

given. Therefore

V, = r2eh.
t

the famous formula of Galileo. Evidently, the result is the

SS)
‘ y of a freely falling weight (Fig.

In our problem A = / cos <p - / cos tpo. and finally

_
• 0 = l'^2g'/(cos<p — cos(p,)

.

f®®-
Y/j®

length of an uncompressed valve

{ f
'* co'iipletelv open it is

-t .c^O.S cm and the lengtli of the com-

sc— 0
‘*^= Jcf«<f:»g-261).The stiffness of the spring

w n
*f'e weight of the valve is p = 0 4 kc^Neglecting Hie gravitational and resisting force?

twe'""
"" "’'v.Hv. at ll,e monfoni onu

Solution. The elastic force P acting on the valve

fore we^’X^se Eq.
^ the v?ive. which is

= A

A(Ai,Af .)= -1 A/i„)* - (Afji,,)*].
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In our case

= ^0 1—2 cm, A|i„/ =/„ — / — s^l.4 cm.

Furdicrniore. i;,=:0 and m =— . Substituting these expressions into Eq.

(42), we obtain

j (A/in)*- (A/r.n)*^0.22m sec.

In (he computations take care of the dimensions (as Al is in centimetresg= 980 cm sec*).

Problem 107. An clastic beam supporting a weight at the centre of ifs

span (Fig. 262) deflects by an
amount Aj, (the static deflection
of the beam). Neglecting (he
weight of the beam, determine its

maximum deflection if the
weight is dropped on it from a
height //.

Solution. As in the previous
problem, we apply Eq. (42). The
initial velocity Ug and the final

velocity v, (at the instant of (he

maximum deflection of (he beam)
of the weight are each zero, and Eq. (42) takes the form

2^a= 0. (a)

The forces doing work are the gravitational force P in the displacement
and the elastic force F of the beam in the displacement M'Mi. Also,

A(P) = P(//-t-6„3^), A (/)= -^6*„„. as for the beam A/,„=:0.

Substituting these expressions into equation (a), we obtain

But when the weight on the beam is in equilibrium the gravitational force

is balanced by the elastic force. (Consequently. P=cb^^, and the last equation

can be wTilten in the form

Solving this quadratic equation, and taking Into account that according to

the conditions of the problem > 0» we find

6max — f>s\ -j- -h ^ •

It is interesting to note that at //= 0 we have 6^3^ = 2651. Thus, If the

weight is placed at (he centre of a horizontal beam the maximum deflection

in the downward motion of the weiglit will be double the static deflection.

The beam will vibrate together with the weight about the position or

equilibrium. Resisting forces will damp the vibrations till the system is balanced

at the position when the deflection of the beam is equal to
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Problem 108. Determine tlie fnitial velocity that should be imparted to a
body projected verfic.illy up from the surface of the eartli for it to reach a
given altitude H. Assume the gravitational force to be changing inversely to
tlie square of the distance from the centre of the eartli and neglect the resist-
ance of the air.

Solui ion. Tins problem is solved by applying thetheorem ofthcchange
in kinetic energy, the body being considered as
origin of a coordinate system in (lie centre of the
earth (the centre of attraction) an<l direct (he x
axis in the direction of (lie motion (Fig, 263).
Draw the moving particle M in an arbitrary posi-
tion and the force F applied to it. From the con-
ditions of the problem.

particle. I^lace the

r
F =

X* •

where m is the mass of the particle and * is a M\ K, \
scalar factor. ^ \

To determine k. note that when the particle
^

^

^

^

^ y
Is on the surface of the earth where p,.. ^6^IS Ihe radius of the earth) the gravitational force

^

IS /ng,.whereg,isthe acceleration of gravity at the surface of Ihe earth. Hence.

km
"'So=-^ and k^Rlg^.

By (he theorem of the change in kinetic energy.

mv\ mv\
2 9~ =

whence

<A»,)

= f,=o.

^|Af.Af.)=
J ( —^] =—

Infcgrating. we find

hm
\

ii

=sAm| K—1 *m//
\R„ + H Rj ^0 (/?, -f H) •

(inany^^bU^ of tl.e work and o, k i„ equation (a), we

r +
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Let us consider some special cases.

a) If H is very small as compared with R,„ HfR^ is very small,
the numerator and denominator by R^. we obtain

Dividing

Thus, at small values of H we obtain Galileo’s formula,
b) Let us find the initial velocity which will carry a projectile into infin

ity. Dividing the numerator and denominator by //. we obtain

At H= and assuming the mean radius of the earth to be R.^ 6,370 km
we obtain

t'o— 1
^
2g4

,/?„=s; 11.2 kmsec.

Thus, a body projected from the surface of the earth with a velocity of
11.2 km'sec will escape the earth's gravitational field forever.

It can be calculated that at initial velocities lying approximately within the
limits 8 kmsec^ UoSC 1 1 km/sec a body projected at a tangent to the earth’s
surface will not fall back and will become an artificial satellite. At initial ve-
locities below 8 km/>ec or when a body is not projected horizontally, it will
describe an elliptical trajectory and fall back to earth. All these results refer

to motion in vacuo (see Chapter 22).

116. Theorem of the Change in the Angular Momentum of a

Particle (the Principle of Moments). Of the two principal dynamic
characteristics introduced in § 109. only mv is a vector quantity.
Often, in analysing the motion of a particle, it is necessary to

consider the change not of the vector mv itself, but of its moment.
The moment of the vector mv with respect to any centre 0 or axis

z is denoted by the symbol m„(mv) or m.{mv) and is called the

moment of momentum or angular momentum with respect to that

centre or axis. The moment of vector is calculated in the same
way as the moment of a force. Vector mv is considered to be applied

to the moving particle. In magnitude \m„ {mv)\= nivh, where h

is the perpendicular distance from 0 to the position line of the

vector mv (see Fig. 264).

I. Principle of Moments About an Axis*. Consider

a particle of mass m moving under the action of a force F

.

Let

us establish the dependence between the moments of the vectors

mv and F with respect to any fixed axis From the formulas

of § 42
.

m,{F)= xF^ — yF^. (43)

• This result can be obtained as a special case of item 2.
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Similarly, for /«, (mo), and taking m out of the parentheses, we
have

m, (fiiv)= m {xuy — ijoJ (43')

Differentiating both sides of this equation with respect to t ime,
we obtain

I \,n, („™)|= ,« (1; + [xm _ ,j,n ^)-

The expression in the first parentheses of the right side of the

equation is zero, as ~=:v^ and ^= Froiti Eq. (43). the ex-

pression in the second pair of parentheses, is equal to since,
from the fundamental law of dynamics.

dv^ r,

dT
=

Finally, we have

^^\m,{niv)\= m,(F). m

/Htlmv)

This equation states the principle of moments aboutan axis: The derivative of the angular momentum of a particle
about any axis with respect to time is equal to the moment of the
acting force about the same axis. An analogous theorem can be
proved for moments about any centre 0.
Its mathematical expression is given be-
low in Eq. (45').

2. Principle of Moments
about a Centre. Let us find for a
particle moving under the action of a
force F (Fig. 264) the relation between
the moments of vectors mv and F with
respect to any fixed centre (7. It was
shown at the end of § 41 that m fFl == rXF. Similarly,

m,(mv)= rXmv.
Fig. 264.

Vector m^(F) is normal to the plane

pression m. (m®) with respect to time, we obtain

I (r X n.^.)=
(gX + (r X m X + (rX nm).

ex-
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But v'X.mv— 0. as the vector product of two parallel vectorsand mw= F. Hence.

di
{ry^mv)= rXF,

or
(45)

(45')

This is the principle of moments about acentre-
The derivative of the angular momentum of a particle about any
fixed centre u.'ith respect to time is equal to the moment of the fo'ce
acting on the particle about the same centre. An analogous theorem

is true for the moments of vector mv and
force F with respect to any axis which
is^evident if we project both sides of Eq.
(45') on that axis. This was proved direct-
ly in item 1. The mathematical statement
of the theorem of moments about an axis
is'given in Eq. (44) above.
A comparison of Eqs. (45’) and (32)

shows lhat (he moments of vectors m<o
and F are linked by the same relation-

ship as the vectors mv and F themselves.

Problem I0!l. A bead .\I attached to a string
6.M (Fig. 265) receives an initial velocity o,
^uch that 0^ is perpendicular to the plane ABM.
The motion of the bead makes the string wind
round a thin vertical rod. The initial distance of the
bead from the rod is h^. Neglecting the diameter of

the ro<], determine the velocity f, of the bead when its distance from the rod is A,.

Solution. Acting on the bead are the force of gravity P and the reac-
tion of the string T. The moments of these forces about the axis z, which is

coincident with the rod. are zero. Then, from Eq. (44), we have

whence (r«t») = mt’/j =const. As the mass m is constant, it follows lhat dur-

ing the motion of the bead v^h^=v^h,, whence

V. = ^ .0-

The closer the bead approaches the rod. the greater is its velocity.

3. Motion Under the .Action of a Central Force.
A central force is one whose line of action always passes through

a given centre 0. An example of a central force is the force with

which the planets are attracted by the sun.
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Using Eq. (45'), let us investigate how a particle M will move
under the action of a central force F (Fig. 266). As in this case
tn^{F) = ^. /w<,(mzj)=r X"'^= const., i.e., tha vector m„(mi»)
IS constant both in magnitude and direction. It follows from this
that, firstly, vectors r and v must always be in the same plane
(so that the direction of vector ryCmv would remain constant);
hence, the path of the particle is a plane curve. Furthermore,
since in magnitude |m„(mt»)|= const., and the mass in is also
constant, m„(o)= u/t =const.

Thus, a particle subjected to the action of a centra! force moves
in a plane curve; its velocity v changes in such a way that the
moment of vector v about the centre
0 is constant (u/z= const.). 4.

This result has a graphic geo-

metrical interpretation. As vh = -T-h
ot

and ds.ft= 2da, where da is the area
of the triangular element 0Mb. then ^

it follows that, if t'A= 24T= const..

da .

=const.

The quantity ^ represents the

rate of increase of the area swept out
by the radius vector OM in the motion of the particle Mand IS cal ed the areal velocity. In the present case this velocity
IS constant. Thus, in motion under the action of a central farce theradius vector of a particte sweeps out equal areas in equal intervals

t Te^'f K%reT’s°la«r'^-
"’“‘-n and

.he's!!;;;s i:

'ooint'l
has maximum velocity!and at point A. called the op/ie/ro/i, it has minimum velocityThis follows from the fact that the areas of the shaded sectors

th7 relation between

lmen\°s ‘heir
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Chapter 19

CONSTRAINED MOTION OF A PARTICLE
AND D’ALEMBERT’S PRINCIPLE

117. Equations of Motion of a Particle Along a Given Fixed
Curve. We have seen that some problems of constrained motion
can be solved with the help of the genera! theorems of dynamics.
Let us consider another method of solving such problems which
can be used for any acting forces and which makes it possible
to find both the equation of motion of a particle and the reac-
tions of its constraints.

Let particle .V/ in Fig. 267 be moving along a given smooth

curve under the action of the applied forces Ft. Ft, .... Ft,, let Obe
the origin of a frame of reference lying
on the curve, and let the motion of the

particle be described by the arc-coordi-

nate s= OA1 (see § 68). If we replace the

constraint by its reaction N. the fundamen-
tal law of dynamics will take the form

(see § 102):

mw^^Fl^N. (46)

Let us draw through point M the tan-

gent .VI. (in (he positive direction of s), the

Fig. 267. principal normal Mn (inward to the curve),

and an axis Mb perpendicular to them,

which is called the binormal, and project both sides of Eq. (46)

on these axes. As the curve is smooth, the reaction N is perpen-

dicular to it. i.c., lies in the plane Mbn, and consequently,

N--=0. Thus we have:
4

But oy.=s^= ^!. oy„= -, and ic»t= 0. as the acceleration
“ at at* 0

vector w lies in the osculating plane Aim. This gives us the

following differential egualions of molion of a particle along a giv-

en curve:

rn
dV r*.l

or

tnv^ V' I xr—= 2- + 0=^ F%b

(47)

(48)

These equations can be used to solve both the problems ol

constrained motion mentioned in § 102.
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Eq. (47), which does not contain the unUtiown reaction yV, :s

convenient for developing the equation of motion o! a particle

along a curve, i.e,. the relation s— /'(O- Eqs. (48) are used to

determine the reaction of the constraint (see § 118).

These equations can also be used if the curve is not smooth,
in which case the frictional force should be added to the for-

J
ces tit.

Eqs. (47) and (48) also hold for the motion of a free particle,

in which case we assume A'=0.

Problem 110. A Ijeavy ring A/ sliding on a horizontal wire circle of radius
R =0.3 m receives an initial velocity v^= 2n\ >qc tangenl lo the circle (Fig. 268).
The coeflicient of friction of the ring on the circle is / = 0.3. Determine the
distance s, the ring will travel along the
circle before it stops.

S o 1 u t i o n. Placing the origin 0 of (he
frame of reference at the initial position or
the ring, we draw the ring in an arbitrary
pONilion and the axes Mr, Mn and Alfr*.

Acting on the ring are the force of gravity
P, the reaction N, and the frictional force
F. Writing Eqs. (47) and (48), we obtain:

dv ^ mv'

-R
— N„. /V^-P= 0.

In magnitude F = fN^f \'

would be wrong to compute the Iriclion as the arithmetical sum of tofcej fN,.and fN„). Noting that Nt,~P — mg. we lind
’’

F = lm

We see the friction depends, through the reaction N. on the velocity

o! IKe Sge^ in llinSic'
'he

In order to find immediately the dependence of s on o. note that
dv duds dv ,, ,

dt ~ ds dt~Ts'^' «‘‘f"»"ating m. the equation of motion of the ring

takes the form

dv f .

—

Separating the variables, we obtain

whence

djv^) 21

V¥R^-\-v*~ H '

2/
s=-ln(t»»4.V‘5*i?*4.y*)_j.c,,
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From the im lial data, at s — 0. the velocity v — o^. Hence. C, = ln(a’-(_

+ I Kq) and tiiialiy
*

+ o*

'

path^lf"
"'^'‘"2 ^^ops. v=0. Thu^. as<;uming 10 m/sec*, the required

* 2F''^ =5s In 3 =5; 0.55 m.

118. Determination of the Reactions of Constraints. The reac-
tion of the constraint when a particle moves along a given curve
IS found with the help of Eq. (48). The moving particle should bedrawn in the position for which the reaction is to be determined.'
If the velocity v in Eq. (48) is not immediately known, it can in

some cases be found from the theorem of
the change in kinetic energy (§ 114).
From Eq. (48) it can be seen that in

curvilinear motion the dynamic reaction N.
unlike static reaction, depends not only
on the applied active forces and the type
of constraint but also on the velocity of

motion.

Problem III. A load of wcigfit P attached (o
a string of length / is displaced through an angle
a from the vertical to a position and released
from rest fFig. 269). Determine the tension in the
thread when the load is in its lowest position

Solution. Draw the load in the position
for which (he tension in the string has to be

found, i.e., in position Af,. Acting on the load is its weight Pand the reaction
of the thread r. Draw the inward normal M^n and write Eq. (48). taking into
account that in Itie present case (j

= /. Wo have:

mv*

-r = T-P or T= P-t~^.

where u, is the velocity of the load at position Af,. To determine t»,, vve make
use of Eq. (42'):

mv\ mv\

On the section only force P does any work. Therefore. A^ = Ph =
= P/ (1 — cos a).

As O|, = 0. substituting the expression developed for the work into equa-

tion (a), we obtain my|= 2P/(l — cosa), and finally

7*= P (3 — 2 cos a).
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In the special case, wlicn (he initial angle of delicction is ?)0
,
(he tension

in the string when it is in vertical position will be 3P, i.e., treble the weight
of the load.

The result shows that dynamic reactions can difTer considerably from sta-
tic reactions.

Problem 112. A grooved track makes two circular arcs AB and BD of ra-
dius /? in a vertical plane; the tangent BE through their point of conjugation
is liorizontal (Fig. 270).

Neglecting friction, determine the height h from BE at wliich a heavy
ball should be placed on the track so that it would shoot out of the track at
point Af, lying at (lie same distance h
below BE,

Solution. The ball will leave llic

track at a point ;Vf| such that its pres-
sure on the (rack (or the reac(ion N of
file track) is zero. Consequently, our
problem js reduced to the detenninaf ion
of A'. Draw the ball at d/,. Acting on it

are the force of gravity P and the reac-
tion of the track N. Writing Eq. (48)
for the projections on the inujord normal
Af,n, we have

m v\ = P cos <p — A'.

Since at the point of departure /V = 0 c o-xand taking into account that R cos(p== KC= R-fi. for deferttiining /j we obtain the equation
— /I).

The value o( mv\ can be found from the theorem of the change in kinetic
energy. As o„= 0. Eq. (42') gives

; /"X'
I / \ 2

—
'’i.U.W,).

^ I / \

\
The only force that does work \%P. and A [P)^ P2li.^ Consequently = 4PA. Substituting (his expression of

(a), we obtain 4/i = «_/,. whence

/ li=0.'2R.

f Problem H3 A load Af is attached to a string of

Afi—<'^1^ '
(. ^^'8- 271). vVhat is the least initial velocity v

me load for it to describe a complete circle?
‘®‘

*
if

‘ descrilJe a complete circle
will 11,0 toosion in Ihe swig bcc„mf iero ’’f e

P“"' ''•'I

11. on the other hand at anv nr!!l» '

i

" ‘ string remains taut.

pollt" bTangToTard1h'‘of/e"ro'lta.'V"!l°S L' any anglr^^^^'lSr':

rnv

O,

Fig. 271.
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Acting on (he load at point M are its weight P and the tension of thethiead T. Writing Eij. (48) for the projections on the inward normal Ain we
obtain ’

T- r>

-Y~= T - Pcos(p. (a)

where f is the velocity of the load at point AI. To determine v we apply (he
tneorem of the change in kinetic energy;

mv* ,a

2 2 ~
In oiir case

,j j

=— P/j =— P/(l— cosq)). and consequently

wiy-=: mv\ — 2Pl(\ — cos cp).

Substituting this expression of mv* into equation (a) and solving for T we
obtain

-j- 3 cos cp

The least value of T is at <p=180°:

The condition for T never to become zero (except, possibly, at point M')
is that Tin in 0. Ilenco

V^^5 or

Thus, the least initial velocity at which the load will describe a complete
circle is given by the equation

^0 min ~ V 5g/.

Let us assume that the load is attached not to a thread but to a rigid light

(weightless) rod of length /. In this case (since, unlike a thread, a rod can
work both in tension and In compression) the load will describe a complete
circle if the velocity does not become zero anywhere (except, possibly, at

point AI'). Applying Eq. (42') for the displacement Af^Af' and assumingt>= 0

mv\
at point M'

,

we obtain ^=—/ng-2/. Hence

t'o min — 1 4g/.

119. D’Alembert’s Principle. Consider a particle M moving
along a given fixed curve or surface (Fig. 272). The resultant of

all the active forces applied to the particle is denoted by the sym-

bol F^. If the action of the constraint is replaced by its reaction N,

(he particle can be considered as a free body moving under the

action ol forces /='•* and N. Let us see what force F^ should be
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added to the forces and N to balance them. If the resultant of

the forces f'* and N is R, then, obviously, the required force

F' =— R.
Let us express force F' in terms of the acceleration of the mov-

ing particle. As, according to the fundamental law of dynamics,

R= tnw,

F‘ =— mw.

The force F\ equal in magnitude to the product of the mass of

the particle and its acceleration and directed oppositely to the accel-

eration. is called the inertia farce of the
particle M.

Thus, if to the forces F'‘ and /V is add-
ed the inertia force F', Ihe forces will

be balanced, and we will have

F^-^/V-i-F' =0. (-19 )

This equation states O' A/e/nf)cr/’s prin-
ciple for a particle: If at ant/ given mo-
ment 10 the active forces and the reactions
of the constraints acting on a particle is added the inertia force,
the resultant force system will be in equilibrium and all the equa-
tions of statics will apply to it.

D’Alembert’s principle provides a method of solving problems
of dynamics by developing equations of motion in the form of
equations of equilibrium. The value of this method will be espe-
cially appreciated in investigating the dynamics of a system.

In applying D’Alembert’s principle it should always be remem-
bered that actually only forces F^ and AT are acting on a particle
and that the particle is in motion. The inertia force does not act
on a moving particle and the concept is introduced for the sole
purpose of developing equations of dynamics with the heln of the
simpler methods of statics.

equal to ~mw is called the "inerlia force” in mechanics for thereason. If. for inslance. your hand pushes a load in a slraighl line

i:rfSsEH3-SSH “S£ s;ESSi;
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the motion is rectilinear the direction of w is known, and F' is
of opposite sense and in magnitude is =mw.

In curvilinear motion the inertia force can be expressed by its
tangential and normal components. Projecting both sides of the
equation F' = — mw on the tangent and principal normal to the
trajectory, we obtain

=— mxL'. = „ dv

~^-dt rn=- mw
n

mv^
•

Q

These equations show that the tangential inertia force Fi is di~

reeled opposite to the tangential acceleration (i.e., in the direction
of the velocity decreasing), and the normal, or centrifugal, inertia

force F'„ is directed along the principal normal to the path ata'ay

from the centre of curvature (as the vector w„ is always directed
towards the centre of curvature). In magnitude

D’Alembert’s principle can be used to determine the dynamic
reactions of constraints or the acceleration of a moving particle.
In particular, the method Is convenient for solving problems of
the type discussed in §§ 103 and 118.

Problem M4. When a train accelerates, a load attached to a string hanging
from the ceiling of a carriage deflects by an angle a from the vertical (Fig. 273).
Determine the acceleration of the carriage.

w

Solution. Acting on the load is the force of gravity P and the reaction

of the thread T. Applying D’Alembert’s principle, add to these forces the

inertia force directed opposite to the acceleration w of the carriage.

In magnitude F^=mw— —w. The forces P, T, and are balanced. Con*

structing a closed force triangle, we find that

p
F' =Ptano or — tti= Ptana.

S
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Hence, the acceleralion of the carriage i$ w = g a.

Problem IIS. Solve Problem III by applying D'Alcinbcrl’s principle.

Solution. Draw the load in the position lor which the tension in (he
thread is required (Fig. 274). The forces acting on the load are the gravitation-

al force P and the reaction of (he thread T, Add to these tlie normal and

tangential inertia lorces and Fl. By D* Alembert *s principle tlie resultant

force system is in ei|uilibriuin. Equating the sum of the projections of all the

forces on the normal At,0 to zero, we obtain T — P — As F\
.

where is the velocity of the load in position

mv\
T = P^F)=P-^-^.

Thus we obtain lor T the same expression as in Problem HI. Now deter-
mine the value of o, by applying the theorem of tlic change in kinolrc energy,
as in Problem 111. and the required result is obtained.

The equation in terms of the projections on the tangent gives This

result is obtained because at point AJj the derivative ^= 0. as at that point

the velocity is maximum.

Chapter 20

RELATIVE MOTION OF A PARTICLE

120. Equations of Relative Motion and Rest of a Particle.
The laws of dynamics and the equations and theorems based on
them which were obtained in the previous chapters are valid only
for so-called absolute motion of a par-
ticle. i.e., motion with respect to an iner-
tial (fixed) reference system.
The present chapter deals with relative

motion of a particle, i.e., motion with
respect to non-inertial, arbitrarily moving
reference systems.

ac

Fig. 275.
resulting from its interaction with other
material bodies. Let us investigate the

^ coordinate axes

wfih
which are m turn moving in some known waywith respect to a set of fixed axes

^

between the relative acceleration of the
the forces acting on it. For absolute motion thefundamental law of dynamics has the form

(50)
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But we know from kinematics that w.^= w,e\-\-Wu
where w,c\- “iftr. and w,ot are the relative, transport and CorioUs
accelerations of the particle. Substituting this expression of w
into Eq. (50) and assuming for the future that — as this
is the acceleration of the relative motion under consideration
we obtain

’

rnw= V rnw^„).

Let us introduce the following notation:

=— niW^,, F’or=— "IWcor-

In dimension the quantities FU and Flct are forces, which we
shall call respectively the transport and Coriolis ineriia forces.
Then the foregoing equation will take (he form

+ + (51)

Eq. (51) states the Fiimlaruental Lau of Dynamics for the rela^

live motion of a particle. A comparison of Eqs. (50) and (51)
leads us to the conclusion: All equations and theorems of median’
ics for relative motion of a particle can be written exactly like the
equations of absolute motion, provided that the transport and
Coriolis inertia forces are added to the forces of interaction with

other bodies acting on the particle. The addition of forces F\j and

Floz takes into account the effect of the displacement of the mov-
ing axes on the relative motion of the particle.

Let us consider several special cases.

1. If the moving axes are in translatory motion. F[i,T= 0, as

u>j^= 0. and the equation of relative motion acquires the form

mw= '^F^-\-Flot.

2. If the moving axes are In uniform rectilinear translatory

motion. FiV= Kor= 0 . and the equation of relative motion is

in the same form as the equation of motion relative to fixed

axes. Therefore, such a reference system is also inertial.

It follows from this that it is impossible to determine by

mechanical experiment whether a given reference system is at

rest or in uniform rectilinear translatory motion. This is the

basic principle of relativity of classical mechanics discovered by

Galileo.
3. If a particle is at rest with respect to a moving set of axes,

w= 0 and v„.i=^v= 0, and consequently /^cor= 0, since the
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Coriolis acceleration

form
sin ci, and Eq. (51) takes the

^F,-\-F\r= 0. (52)

Eq. (52) is the equation of relative equilibrium (rest) of a
particle. It follows from it that equations of relative equilibrium
can be written like the equations of equilibrium in fixed axes, pro-
vided that the transport inertia force is added to the forces of
interaction with other bodies acting on the particle.

4. In developing the equations of relative motion for cases

when Fior^O. it should be remembered that

FIot=— =— 2m (w,, X
Consequently. FUt is perpendicular to v,^\=v, and hence to

the tangent to the relative path of the particle
Therefore:
a) the projection of (he Coriolis inertia force on the tangent

Mr to the relative path of a particle is always zero {Flor^= 0)
and Eq. (47) for relative motion (assuming lakes the
form }

+ (S3>

b) the work done by the Coriolis inertia force in any relative
displacement is zero (see § 112. Eq. (38)). and in relative motion
the theorem of the change in kinetic
energy takes the form (y, and de-
noting the relative velocities):

mv mv^

“T + (54)

In the general case both the
transport and Coriolis inertia forces
will enter into all the other equa-
tions of relative motion.

Problem 116. Neglecting tJie mass of
all the rotating parts of the centrifugal-
lype governor in Fig. 276 as compared
With the mass of the balls B and D
otermine the angle a defining the po-
sition of relative equilibrium of rod AB

So"l®!^f«l,
^^

1

® rotates with a constant angular velocity w

ball B the transport inertia force F^. As to = const.. ^ ^ BC-

^
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- /o>* sin cf. whence = m/w* sin a. Writing the equilibrium equation (or the
jirojections on axis fit, which is perpendicular to AB. we have

— P sin a -j- cos a = 0,

Hence, suhsliluting for F',^ its expression and eliminating sina (not con-
sidering tile solution fora= ()). we obtain

— g /ai*cosa = 0.

whence

cos a = g
/0
)»'

As cosa;^!. equilibrium at a ?= 0 is possible only wlien oj* >

.

Problem 117. Tlie semicircle BCD ot radius R in Fig. 277 rotates about a
vertical axis with a constant angular velocity w. A ring Af starts slipping

along it without friction from a point B slightly
oft the axis of rotation. Determine the relative
velocity o, of the ring at point C if its initial velocity

Solution. The velocity v, can be determined
from the theorem of the change in kinetic energy.
In order to write Eq. (54). which expresses the theorem,

compute (he work done by forces Fand Fj^, , where
4

f = mo>*x (the work done by the reaction N is zero).

Assuming approximately jr^ = 0. we obtain

(C) R

^
F\^^dx= m<i>^^xdx = Y^<^^R'-

(«) 0

Furthermore, Substituting these

expressions into Eq. (54) and taking into ac-

have

whence

o, =
(

‘ +^ )
•

The problem can also be solved by writing Eq. (53) for the projeclion on

the tangent Mx and then transforming its left side as in Problem 110.

An example of the integration of equations of relative motion is given in

§ 123.

121. Effect of the Rotation of the Earth on the Equilibrium

and Motion of Bodies. In solving most engineering problems we

consider any reference system connected with the earth as fixed

(inertial). We thereby neglect the diurnal rotation of the earth

and Its orbital motion about the sun. Since ordinarily the time
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in problems is much less than u year, the motion of the earth
along its orbit in the corresponding intervals can, for all practical
purposes, be assumed to be uniform and rectilinear. It follows
then that in considering a reference system connected with the
earth as inertial, we primarily neglect its diurnal rotation togeth-
er with the earth relative to the stars. The velocity of this
rotation is one revolution in 23 hours 56 minutes 4 seconds, i.e..

its angular velocity is

“=8^ == 0.0000729 sec-'.

Let us investigate the effect of this rather slow rotation on the
equilibrium and motion of bodies.

1. Relative Rest on the Surface of the Earth.
Gravity. Consider a particle lying on a smooth “horizontal”
plane which is motionless relative to the earth (Fig. 278). From
Eq. (52), the condition of its equilibrium with respect to the earth

^j!f+^+ ^ir= 0, where A' is

the force of the earth’s gravitatmnal
attraction, N is the reaction of the
surface, and Fl, is the transport
inertia force. As const., force
Fir has only a normal component,
which is perpendicular to the
earth s axisof rotation. Let us com-
pound forces and F/, and intro-
duce the notation

F^,^F\.= P.

Acting now on the particle M are
two forces P and AT. which balance

iwl
relative gravitational force of attrac-

or"ePei!ls th;°v r
Particle M. The direction of

inri
ver ical many given point of the earth’s surfaceand^he plane normal to P is the horizontal plane. In magnihfde

ical latitude) in Fig 276 i! ^ astronom-/ iH- ^io IS at A_45 and is approximately equal to U'.
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When we weigh a body we determine the force P, which is
the force with which the body presses on the tray of a balance.
Thus, by introducing force P into our equations, we introduce
the force P,r as well, i.e., we actually take into account the
rotation of the earth.

2. Relative Motion Near the Surface of the Earth
To take into account the rotation of a system of axes connected
with the earth, we must add to the applied forces acting on a
particle the forces and But force fI is included in
force P and is taken into account by the introduction of the
latter into the equations of motion. Consequently, lithen ijje con-
aider a set of axes connected ’^ith fhe earth to be fixed, we actually
neglect oi\ly the Coriolis inertia force

F[or= 2nni)Vsina.

where o) is the angular velocity of the earth and a is the angle
between the relative velocity o of the particle and the earth’s
axis.

As w is very small, then, if the velocity v Is not very large,

the force F[or can be neglected in comparison with the force of
gravity. For example, even at y= 7()0 m sec (the velocity of a

gun shell) and a= 90', FUr is only one per cent of P. Therefore
in most engineering problems involving the motion of bodies

coordinate systems connected with the earth can safely be treated
as inertial (fixed).

The rotation of the earth becomes a factor of practical impor-
tance either at very large velocities (the flight of long-range mis-

siles) or for motions of very long duration (river, atmospheric,
and ocean currents).

Let us investigate the qualitative efifect the earth’s rotation

has on the motion of bodies.

a) Motion on the Surface of the Earth. When a

body moves down a meridian from north to south in the Northern

Hemisphere, the Coriolis acceleration is directed eastwards

(§ 93, Problem 88) and the force Pcor westwards. If the motion is

reversed, force will, evidently, be eastwardly. In both cases,

we find, the force will tend to displace a particle lo the right

with respect to the direction of motion.
If a particle moves eastwards along a parallel, the acceleration

will be directed along the radius MC of that parallel (Fig. 279),

force Fcor pointing in the opposite direction. The vertical compo-

nent of this force (along OM) will change the weight of the body

somewhat, while the horizontal component will point southward,
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thus also deflecting the particle to the right of the direction of

motion. The result is analogous if we take the motion westwardly
along a parallel.

We conclude, then, that in the Northern Hemisphere a body
moving along the earth's surface in any direction is deflected by
the rotation of the earth to the right of the direction of its motion.
In the Southern Hemisphere the deflection is to the left.

It is this that explains why in the Northern Hemisphere rivers
undermine their right banks (Baer’s Law). This, too, is what
deflects steady winds (the Trade
Winds) and ocean currents.

b) Vertical Fall. In order to

determine the direction of the Coriolis — i/,

inertia force Flat acting on a freely
falling particle, we must know the
direction of its relative velocity v.

As Fror is very small as compared
with the force of gravity, the vector®
can be considered in the first approx-
imation to be directed vertically
down, l.e., along MO in Fig. 279.
In this case, apparently, the vector p.

,

will point westwards, and the

force /=‘‘or eastwards (i.e.. in the direction of vector v in Fig.
279). Thus, in the first approximation, a freely falling particle
(body) is deflected by the earth's rotation to (he east of the ucr-
tical. A body thrown vertically up will, evidently, be deflected
towards the west. These deflections are very small and are no-
ticeable only if the height is large enough, as is demonstrated bv
the calculations in § 122.

OJ i

0 ‘^1

V

122. Delleclion of a Failing Particle from the Vertical by the Earth’s

h"’
particle lalling from a small height // (as compared

of the earth) to the surface of the earth. We shall assume thatthe gravitational force P is constant and neglect the resistance of the airDirect axis Oy vertically up and axis Ox to llic east (Fig. 28Uu)*. To takeinto account the rotation of the earth, we must add to the forces acting on
the particle, besides force P which already includes force pj . the lorce p‘
w ich m the first approximation is directed, as has been established to *t^ieeast. Then the differential equations of relative motion will take the form

^cof — o'g, (55)

Tied.

-The scale in the direction of the x axis in Fig. 280 is considerably magni-
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and the initial conditions will be

at/=0. jr= 0. ij=H. = Vy= 0.

integrating the second of Eqs. (55) and determining the constants of
integration from the initial conditions, we find

In calculating the magnitude of we neglect, as we did previously in

determining the direction of the r component of the velocity as compar-

ed with the p component (as is mudh less than P) and for our approx-

Pig. 280.

imate solution we assume u =
i |

= The velocity v is in this case,

directed vertically down (along .tfO in Fig. 279) and makes an angle
as=90’ —A with the earth’s axis of rotation, where X is the latitude. Hence,

Fjor — Smojg/ cos X. and the first of the Eqs. (55) takes the form

^— 2 [dig cosX)(.

As the quantity inside the parentheses is constant, integrating the equation,

we obtain

^ = (dig cns X) /* -f C,. =
-J

Substituting the initial data, we find that C, =C,= q. Thus, the equations

approximately describing the relative motion of the particle are:

x= (tuff cos X)r*.

The motion is not rectilinear, and the falling particle is actually deflect^

to the east. Eliminating time t from the last two equations, we obtain the

path of the particle in the first approximalion (a semicubical parabola);

x*= 4--cos*X(//-ff)’.
9 g
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Assuming i/— 0, we obtain
it reaches tlie earth *:

€ =:

the eastward denection c of the particle when

(•) cosX (5G>

We see that the dcllection e is proportional to the earth's angular velociiv
0) and. c<inse<iuently, is a very sniall quantity. On the latitude of Aiosco\\\
for example {X = 55"47'. ^= 9.816 m/scc*), for a fall from a height of 100 m.
e = 1.2 cm.

Experiments carried oul in many parts of the globe by difTcrent researchers
confirm the validity of Eq. (50).

Consider now the motion of a particle thrown from a point 0 vertically
up with an initial velocity In the first approximation the force in the
ascent is directed westward. Then, if we direct the x axis to (he west (Fig. 280M.
the dilTerential equation of motion will be of (he form (65) and the Initialcon*
ditions will be; at /z=0, x = //= 0. y,= 0. Vy^v^.

Thus (he second of the Eqs. (55) will give

vy = v^~et-, (57)

Then, assuming approximately, as In the previous problem, that u =
we obtain f

|or = (^o - «f) cos X. and the first of the Eqs. (55) takes the
form

d^x^= 2(a)CosX)(o, — gf).

This equation describes the motion of a particle in its downward fall as
well, since (he change in the sense of fhe vector is taken into account by
the change in the sign of fhe multiplier (y, — g/)=:ti„

we fild^finaify*''®
equation for the initial conditions of the problem.

x= wcnsX^M*--ig(*^.
,58j

Assuming in Eq. (57) y= Q. we can determine the lime it takes the par-
ticle to rcach^ ground: (,=

2 1 . Taking inlo account at the same time

from
height of Ihc ascent, we can determine

the grSndf**
westward deflection of the particle at the moment it touches

Ofl = e,= -i ft) cos X 4- w cos X/ 2H\
(59)

• In determining the magnitude and direction of F* In the first anorovi

d":rt;"d"i>::t^'h'
' ea:sT;

his velocity, has an additional component which deflects
the parlkle lo the south. As x=± (a,gcos A) /, the quantity u.,= ^f is p.o.
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Eqs. (56) anrl (59) ^how that at //, = // (he deflection e, = 4e.
If the particle can continue moving (the point of projection 0 is not on the

ground), tlie path of the particle from point B will deflect continuously to the
east. '

All these calculations, as has been pointed out. refer to motion in vacuo
and take tlie earth's rotation into account only in the first approximation.

Chapter 21

. VIBRATION OF A PARTICLE

Free Harmonic Motion. The study of vibrations is essen-
tial for a number of physical and engineering fields. Although
the vibrations studied in such different fields as mechanics, radio
engineering, and acoustics are of different physical nature, the

fundamental laws hold good for all of them. The study of mechan-
ical vibrations is therefore of importance not only because they
are frequently encountered in engineering but also because the

results obtained in investigating me-
chanical vibrations can be used in

studying and understanding vibration
phenomena in other fields.

We shall start with examining free

harmonic motion of a particle. Consid-

er a particle M (Fig. 281) moving rectilinearly under the action

of a restoring force F directed towards a fixed centre 0 and pro-

portional to the distance from that centre. The projection of F
on the axis Ox is

F,,=— cx. (60)

We see that the force F tends to return the particle to its

position of equilibrium 0, where F= 0, which is why it is called

a “restoring” force. Examples of such a force are an elastic

force (§ 113. Fig. 255) and the force of attraction analysed in

Problem 99 (p. 238).

Let us derive the equation of motion of the particle /M. Writing

the differential equation of motion (6). we obtain

d^xm^==-cx.

Dividing both sides of the equation by m and introducing the

notation

Fig. 281.
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Me reduce the equation to the form

d*x

dl
/?*Ar= 0. (62)

Eq. (62) is the di^erenfia! equation of free harmonic motion.
Referring to the theory of differential equations, as the roots of
a characteristic equation of the type of Eq. (62) are imaginary,
its general solution will be

C, sin kt -\-C^
cos Ar/. (63)

where C, and are constants of integration.
If we replace C, and C, by constants a and a. such that

^i = QCosa and Cji=asino'. we obtain x= a(sin/t/‘*cosa-f-
-p cos since), or

AT— fl sin (*/+«). (64)

This is another form of the solution of Eq. (62) in which the
constants of integration appear as a and a. and which is more
convenient for general analyses. That the /
expression (64) is a solution of Eq.
(62) can be verified by substitution.
The velocity of a particle in this type

of motion is

= ^7— a* cos {kt -f a). (65)

The vibration of a particle described
by Eq. (64) is called simple harmonic

motion. Us graph tor a= iL jj shown in Fig. 138c (p. 135)

performs harmonic nioti^.
i.e.. the projection,
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For example, from position M at phase the particle will move
to the right, at phase (n — (f) it will move to the left. Phases
differing by 2ji are considered identical (the little circles in
Fig. 138c indicate identical phases). The quantity a defines the
initial phaae, with which the motion begins. For example. ata= 0
the motion is according to the sine law (it begins at 0 and the

velocity is directed to the right); and at a= ^{he motion is accord-

ing to the cosine law (starting from point x= a with a velocity
i’o= 0)- The quantity k which coincides with the angular velocity
of the rotating radius OB in Fig. 282 is called the angular, or
circular, frequency of vibration.

The time T (or t) in which the moving particle makes one
complete oscillation is called the period of vibration. In one
period the phase changes by 2n. Consequently, we must have
A’7'= 2jt. whence the period

The quantity v, which is the inverse of the period and speci-

fies the number of oscillations per second is called the frequency

of vibration:

(67 )

it can be seen from this that the quantity k differs from v

only by a constant multiplier 2n. Usually we shall speak of the

quantity k as of frequency.

The values of a and a are determined from the initial condi-

tions. Assuming that, at i— 0, x— x^ and v^— v^, we obtain

from Eqs. (64) and (65) x^^asina and -^= acosa. By first

squaring and adding these equations and then dividing them, we

obtain

‘^ncc=
*-J.

(68)

Note the following properties of free harmonic motion:

1) the amplitude and initial phase depend on the initial conditions;

2) the frequency k, and consequently the period T ,
do not depend

on the initial conditions (see Eqs. (61) and (66)] and are invariable

characteristics for a given vibrating systern.

It follows, in particular, that if a problem requires that only

the period (or frequency) of vibration be determined i is neces-

sary to write a differential equation of mo »on in \he form 62).

Then T is found immediately from Eq. (66) without integrating.
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Problem 118. A weight is attached to end S of a vertical spring AB and
released from rest. Deterniine the law of motion of the weight if the elongation
of the spring in the equilibrium condition is 6^^ (the static elongation of tlie

spring).
Solution. Place the origin O of Ihe coordinate axis in the position of

static equilibrium of tlie system and direct the axis Ox vertically <\own
(Fig. 283). The elastic force f=c|A/|. In our case = hence

Fx= ~c{6st^x).

Writing the differential equation of riiolion. we obtain

But from the conditions of the problem the gravitational force P = = cd »

(in the position of equilibrium force P is balanced by the elastic force

Introducing Ihe notation = = we reduce the equa*

tiori to the form

whence immediately we find the period of vibration:

r=^=2. /AT,
, 3 ,

vibration is proportional to the square
root 0 the static elongation of the spring (this holds good also

denec(“n oVme bla^r"
'

The solution of the obtained differential equation is

xr= C, sin A/ -f- C, cos */.

From the initial conditions, at t = 0 , x= ~{,^^, and As
dx , _—
'^= *C,crsft/ - kCtSinkt.

substituUng the initial conditions, we obtain C — A r n u .1amplitude of vibration is and the motion is ’a«ord?Ag lo'tlTe law
^

•'C=— fist CCS kl.

The s3mV reiult 'wasTbVa'iS a® diZre^t ‘way'^in"Vobiem "To7°" l"beam played the role of the spring
^ Problem 107. where a

cf><^nge the type of motion
in ihe direction of the action oTthe V-f vibrations
P the. vibration would, evidently, L aboVt fl)

("'>‘>iout the force

attaS^o Of weight P
Solution, a? fn^he

subjected to a tensile force P. Therefore, the static elongations are
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6^ — the tola! elongation is

A & r X
St + ^2 St——rr .

and
CjC,

_ CtCt

^1+^2*

where Ceq the equivalent spring constant of the two given springs. In partic-
ular. at c, =(*2 we have = ' jC.

From formula (a) of I'roblem 118 the period of vibra-
tion is

T = 2.i l/^

A

l=.2ji ]/f.£L+l*.
"

fi r a c,c,

b) In Ihe second case the top spring is subjected to a
tensile force P,

.
and the bottom spring is subjected to a

compressive force P^. such that P, + P,= P. For these springs
P P

we liave6, sj
=—

, 6, si
= —2-

. But obviously 6, ,t= 6, ,t=
Ct Cn

Qt

Fig. 284.

= 6j|. and by virtue of the property of proportions

or 6s, =
c. + c, -«-c, + c.-

The equivalent stiffness feq=c, +c, and the period of vibration

r= 2n y ]/- - -
r g y g(f, +f,)

124. The Simple Pendulum. A simple pendulum consists of a

small body attached to an inextensibie string of negligible weight

which oscillates in a vertical plane. We
also neglect the size of the body as com-

pared with the length I of the string and

regard It as a particle. This particle is

constrained to move on a circular arc of ra-

dius 1. Choosing the origin 0 of a frame

of reference and the positive direction ol

the arcs=aM (or the angle <p) (Fig. 285).

draw the bob ' in an arbitrary position M
and the axis .Mx in the positive direction of s.

Writing the differential equation of motion (47) (see§ 1 17), we obtain

Let us replace ihe coordinate s by the angle 9 . Wehaves= /9 ,

and. eliminating m.

Fig. 285

d'H I e •^+ f smcp== 0. (69)
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This differential equation cannot be integrated in ordinary

functions. Let us consider only the case of small oscillations of the

pendulum, assuming approximately sin (p=a:(p (this is possible

when angle (p is much less than a radian). Then, denoting

Eq. (69) takes the form

^+k\=0. (70)

We conclude that when the oscillations are small a simple
pendulum is in simple harmonic motion. The solution of Eq» (70)

can be carried out in the form (63) where, of course, x is replaced
by cp. Assuming, at /= 0, ip= <pp andw„= 0, and after determining
the constants of integration, we finally obtain the equation of

motion in the form

(p= 9, cos bt.

The period of small oscillations of a pendulum is

(71)

We see that the value of T does not depend on the initial angle
of deflection.

This result holds good only for a small angle It will be
found, if we integrate Eq. (69) and assume angle 9 not very
small, that the value of T depends on 9 ^.

Approximately this dependence has the form

7 ('+4 )- (72 )

From this, for instance, we see that at 9= 0.4 radians (about
23 ), Eq. (71) deffnes the period with an accuracy of one per cent.

125. Damped Vibration. Let us see how the resistance of a
surrounding medium affects vibrations, assuming the resisting force
proportional to the first power of the velo-
city: R=— pitj (the minus indicates that f r
force R is opposite to ®). Let a moving

—
1—*—* 5

^
particle be. acted upon by a restoring
force F and a resisting force R (Fig. 286). 286 .

Then cx, Rj,=—
, and the differential equation

of motion is

d*X (Jx

10_2S?8<
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Dividing both sides by m. we obtain

wh ere
dt*

c

m ^=26.

(73)

(74)

It^is easy to verify that k and b have the same dimension
(sec ‘). which makes it possible to compare them.

Eq, (73) is called the differential equation of damped vibration.
The solution of Eq (73) can be found by passing to a new vari-
able 2 through the equality x— ze~‘". Then

dx

dl
= e

-bt dr

di
— bz

d/*
^

d^r

dP

Substituting these expressions and the expression of x into Eq.
(73). and after the necessary computation, we obtain

dt
^-f(ft*-6‘)^= 0. (75)

Let us consider (he case when k'^b, i.e., when the resistance

is small as compared with the restoring force. Introducing the

notation

Fig. 287.

b*. (76)

we see that Eq. (75) coincides

with Eq. (62). Consequently,

2= a sin (ft/ -j-a) or, passing to x,

x= ae~'’‘ sin (ft/-|"'^)- (77)

The expression (77) gives the so-

lution of differential equation (73).

The quantities a and a are con

stants of integration and are determined by the initial conditions.

Vibrations according to the law (77) are called damped because,

due to the multiplier e"‘'L the value of x decreases with time and

tends to zero. A graph of such vibrations is given in Fig. 287

(the curve lies between the broken curves x= and x=—ae~ ,

as sin(ft/-f-a) cannot exceed unity). The graph shows that the

vibrations are not periodic, though they do show a certain repe-

tition. For example, a particle oscillating about a centre 0 returns

to that centre at certain intervals T equal to the period sin (ft/-)- ct).

Therefore the quantity

T’ — _ 2n

k
(78)
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is conventionally called the period of damped vibration. Comparing

Eqs. (78) and (66), we see that T'^T, i. e., that resistance to

vibration tends to increase. the period of the vibration. When,
however, the resistance is smalj {b<$.k) the quantity b* can be

neglected in comparison with and we can assume T^T. Thus,
a small resistance has no practical elTect on the period of vibration.

The time interval between two successive displacements of an

oscillating particle to the right or to the left is also equal toT*.
Hence, if the maximum displacement jt, to the right takes place
at time C* ^he second displacement x, will be at time

it= etc. Then, by Eq. (77) and ^
taking into account that 'kT= 2n. we
have

^ ' \
x,=ae~^^‘ sin (fe/, +a),

Similarly, for any displacement a'„+, Fig. 288 .

we will have = Thus we find
that the amplitude of vibration decreases In geometric progression.
The denominator of this progression is called the damping
decrement, and the modulus of its logarithm, i.e., the quanti-
ty — bf. the logarithmic decrement.

It follows from these results that a small resistance has prac-
tically no effect on the period of vibration, but gradually damps
It by Virtue of the amplitude of vibration decreasing according
to a law of geometric progression.
When the resistance is large and 6 >*. the- solution of Eq. (75)

contains no trigonometric functions. The particle no longer oscil-
lates but instead, under the influence of the restoring force, grad-
ually approaches the position of equilibrium. A graph of such

Fig*'288
^'o>0) has the form shown in

Resonance. Let us consider an im-portant case of vibration where, in addition to a restoring force F
timr*whn

^ subjected to a force Q. varying periodically withtime, whose projection on the axis Ox is—; Q;.= <?,sinp;.
(79J

dx
* Of niinimum x are found from the equation
—ae- [A cos(*/+a)-&.sln(A/ + a)|= 0. If at some instant the

expression in the brackets becomes zero, then, apparently, at times /.4-f.JT”"' » ^tc., it Will again become zero.
~

10*
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This force is called a disturbing force, and the vibration caused
by it is called forced. The quantity p in Eq. (79) is called the
frequency of the disturbing force.

A disturbing force may vary with time according to other laws,
but we shall consider only the case of defined by Eq. (79).
This type of disturbing force is called a periodic force. An example
involving such a force is given in Problem 120 on p, 298.

1. Undamped Forced Vibration*. Consider the motion
of a particle on which, besides the restoring force F*. is acting only
a disturbing force Q (Fig. 281). The differential equation of motion
will be

m ^ =— cx-\-Q^s\n pt.

Dividing both sides of the equation by tn and assuming QJm= P^
and taking into account the expression (61), the equation takes

. the form

•‘^+ k'x= P.^,inpt. (80)

Eq. (80) is the differential equation of undamped forced vibra-

tion of a particle. From the theory of differential equations,

its solution is x= x^ — x,, where x, is the general solution of the

equation without the right side, i.e.. the solution of Eq. (62) as

given by Eq. (64), and x, is a particular solution of the complete

equation (80).

Assuming let us find the solution of x, in the form

X,= A sin pt,

where A is a constant, such that Eq. (80) becomes an identity.

Substituting the expression of x, and its second derivative into

Eq. (80). we have

— pM sin pt + k'A sin pt= P„ sin pt

.

This equation is satisfied at any t, if A{k' p*)^Pg, or

Thus, the required particular solution is

sin pt.

• The results obtained in this section can be obtained as a special case ol

Section 2.
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As x= x^-\-x^ and the expression for x, is given by Eq. (64),

the general solution of Eq. (80) takes the final form

X= a sin (^/ -4-a) fci— sin pt. (82)
R p

where a and a are constants of integration determined by the ini-

tial conditions.

Solution (82) shows that in the present case the vibration of a

particle consists of: 1) free vibrations of amplitude a (depending

on the initial conditions) and frequency k called natural vibra-

tions, and 2) forced vibrations of amplitude A (not depending on

the initial conditions) and frequency p.

In practice, due to the inevitable presence of various damping
forces, the natural vibrations rapidly disappear. Therefore in this

type of motion the forced vibrations defined by Eq. (81) are of

primary importance.
The frequency p of forced vibrations is, evidently, equal to the

frequency of the disturbing force. The amplitude of this vibration is

P 0
where p= ~ is the magnitude of the static deflection of the

particle under the action of force Thus. A depends on the
ratio of the frequency p of the disturbing force to the frequency
k of the natural vibrations. A graph of this dependence is given
in Fig. 290a (p. 296) (the curve marked h=0, the other curves in
the diagram showing the dependence of A on pfk with a resisting
force).

It can be seen from the graph lor from Eq. (83)1 that forced
vibrations of different amplitudes can be induced by choosing dif-
ferent ratios between p and k. When p= 0 (or /3 <^/{), the ampli-
tude is equal to 6, (or is very close to it). When p is almost
equal to k, the amplitude becomes very large. At p= k (the im-
pressed frequency is equal to the natural frequency) the phenome-
non known tss resonance occurs. This case is not covered by Eqs.
(81)-(83), but it can be proved that when resonance takes place
the amplitude of forced vibration increases indefinitely as shownm Fig 291. Finally, when the amplitude A is almost zero
(vibration virtually stops).

In conclusion it should be noted that at p</t. as can be seen
from a comparison of Eqs, (79) and (81). the phases of the forced
vibrations and the disturbing force always coincide (both are equal
to pi). If, however, p>k^ then by bringing the minus under the
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Sine we can write Eq. (SJ) in the form:

— n).

between the forced vibrations
and he disturbing force is ;i (when force C? is maximum and is
directed to the right, the vibrating particle is in its extreme left
position, etc.).

The general properties of forced vibrations, and resonance in
particular, are discussed in greater detail at the end of this section
(item 4).

2. Damped Fo r c e d V j br a t i on s. Consider the motion of
a particle on which are acting a restoring force F, a damping
force /? proportional to the velocity (see § 125). and a disturbing
force Q. The differential equation of this motion has the form

Dividing both sides of the equation by m and assuming

and taking into account the expressions (74). we obtain

^+ 2b^ := sin pt. (84)

Eq. (84) is the differential equation of damped forced vibration

of a particle. Its general solution, as is known, has the form
x= x^~\-x^, where at, is the general solution of the equation with-

out the right side, i.e., of Eq. (73) |at k'^b this solution is

given by Eq. (77)1, and x^ is a particular solution of the complete
equation (84). Let us find the solution .t, in the form

A:,= >lsin(/7/— p),

where A and p are constants so chosen that Eq. (84) should be-

come an identity. Differentiating, we obtain

^= /lpcos(p/ — P), ~*==— /lp*sin(p/— p).

Substituting these expressions of the derivatives and at, into the

left side of Eq. ^84) and introducing for the sake of brevity the

notation pt— P= >|’ (or pf= q)-|-p), we obtain

A (— p' 4- ife*) sin Ip 4- 2bpA cos ip= (cos p sinip+ sin p cos xp).

For this equation to be satisfied at any value of ^p, i.e., at

any instant of time, the factors of sin \p and cos tp in the left and

right sides should be separately equal. Hence,

>!(**— p*)= Po cos p, 26p^= P„sin p.
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First squaring and adding these equations, and then dividjng

one by the other, we obtain:

^= = (85 )

As x= x^-\-x,, and the expression x, is given by Eq. (77), we
have the final solution of Eq. (84) in the form

x= a<?"*'sin {kt 4-a)+ /I sin {pt— P) (86)

where a and a are constants of integration determined from the

initial conditions, and the expressions for A and p are given by
Eqs. (85) and do not depend on the initial conditions.

These vibrations are compounded of natural vibration (the first

term in Eq. (86); Fig. 289fl| and
forced vibration (the second term
in Eq. (86); Fig. 289 b\. The
natural vibration of the particle

in such a case was discussed in

§ 125. It was established that
it is transient and is damped
fairly quickly, and after a cer-

tain interval of time t, called
the transient period, can be
neglected*. A curve showing
the transient vibration is given
in Fig. 289c. For practical pur-
poses it can thus be assumed
that after a certain transient
period a particle will vibrate
according to the law

X— Asin(/;(— p). (87)

This is steady-state forced vi- Fig. 289. : , .

bration, a sustained periodic mo-
tion with an amplitude A defined by Eq. (85) and a frequency p equal
to the impressed frequency. The quantity p characterises the
phase shift of forced vibration with respect to the disturbing force’

Let us investigate the results obtained. First let us introduce
the notation

be determined from the equation ae-«= 0.0l A. or We see.

greater Ihe
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where X is the frequency ratio, h a quantity characterising the
damping effect. 6^ the magnitude of the static deflection of a par-
ticle under the action of force (for instance, in the oscillation
of a load on a spring, is equal to the static elongation of the
spring caused by Q^).

Then, dividing the numerator and denominator of Eq. (85) by
fe*, we obtain

Vo - JC*)* -I- 4/i*X*
’ tan P— 2h\

l — k*'

It can be seen from Eq. (89) that A and p depend on two di-

mensionless parameters X and h. Graphs of this relation for cer-

tain values of h are given in Fig. 290. The values of 6,, X, and

h can be computed for each specific problem from its conditions,

and the values of A and p determined from the respective graphs

or Eqs. (89) These graphs (and equations) also show that by

altering the frequency ratio X we can induce forced vibrations of

different amplitude. ^
When the resistance is very small (as ordinarily in the atmos-

phere) and X is not close to unity, it is possible in Eqs. (89) to

assume approximately hssO.

In this case we obtain the results of section 1, namely

I —k- ,
p=5:0(a/X<l), p=sI80®(fl/X>I). (90)

Let us consider also the following special cases.

I) If the frequency ratio X is very small

as an approxirnation X==:0, we obtain from Eq. (89) -4:^6 The

vibration in this case has an amplitude equal to the static deflec-

tion 6,, and the phase shift is p= 0.
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2) If the frequency ratio X is very large ^ becomes

very small. This case is of special interest for the absorption of

vibrations in structures, instruments, etc. Assuming the resistance

to be small and neglecting 2/iX and 1 as compared with X in

Eq. (89), we obtain for computing A an approximate formula?

3) In all cases of practical interest h is very small. Then, from

Eq. (89), if X is almost unity the amplitude of forced vibrations

becomes very large. This phenomenon
is called resonance*.

At resonance we can assume X= l

in Eq. (89), and (hen

^.= 2̂ ' = (9 '>

We see that when h Is small At
can become very large.

The resonance condition in which
the amplitude of vibration is A,, like

forced vibration in general, does not

develop immediately. The development of steady-state vibration

is similar to that shown in Fig. 289c. The less the resistance ft,

the larger the magnitude of A,, but also the larger the transient
period (see footnote on p. 295).
When (he damping force, and with it ft. tends to zero, the lim-

iting value of the amplitude A,, as Eq. (91) shows, tends to

Infinity, as does the transient period Thus, with no damping
force the vibration amplification process in resonance conditions is

unlimited and the amplitude increases indefinitely. A graph of
resonance vibration is given in Fig. 291. When the damping forces
are very small the picture is similar.

3. General Properties of Forced Vibration. It follows
from the results obtained above that forced vibration has the fol-
lowing important properties, which distinguish it from the natural
vibration of a particle.

1) The amplitude of forced vibration does not depend on the
initial conditions. 2) Forced vibration does not die out in the

1
^ seen from Eq. (89) that A =: "hen the term in the denom-

inator f(l)-^{l — 1)*+ 4/»* Kwhere |= X*) is at its minimum. Solving the
equation / (|)b.— 2(f — S — 2/t*)= 0. we obtain that ,4 is maximum at= — 2/i*. Thus, resonance sets in when X is a lit-

a _ f*
unity. In practice, however, neglecting It*, we can assume that

Fig. 291.
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presence of resistance. 3) The frequency of forced vibration is
equal to the frequency of the disturbing force and does not de-
pend on the characteristics of the vibrating system (the disturbing
force “impresses” its own vibration frequency on the system)
4} Even when the disturbing force Q, is small, large forced vibra-
tion can be induced if the resistance is small and the frequency
p is almost equal to k (resonance). 5) Even if the disturbing
force is large, forced vibration can be damped if the frequency p
is much larger than k.

Forced vibration, and resonance In particular, plays an impor-
tant part in many branches of physics and engineering. Lack of
balance in working machines and motors, for example, usually
causes forced vibration to appear in the machine or its foundation.
The variation of the amplitude of forced vibration can be traced

by making a motor for which p= o), where w is the angular ve-
locity of rotation (see Problem 120), rotate with different speeds.
As CO increases, the amplitude A of the vibrating part (or founda-
tion) grows. When o)= *, resonance appears and the amplitude
of the forced vibration Is maximum. When co increases further, the
amplitude A decreases, and at co^A, the value of A is virtually
zero. Resonance is most undesirable in engineering structures and
should be prevented by choosing the frequency ratio pjk so that
forced vibration would tend to zero {p'^k).

In radio engineering the reverse Is true. Resonance is extremely
useful and is used to separate the signals of one radio station

from those of all others (tuning).
The design of such instruments as vibrographs, which measure

the displacements of vibrating bodies (foundations, machine parts,

etc.) and, in particular, seismographs, which record the vibrations

of the earth’s crust, are based on the theory of forced vibration.

Problem 120. The deflection caused in a beam by the weight of a molor
mounted as shown in Fig. 292 is 6sj=l cm. At how many rpm of the shaft

will resonance appear?
Solution. From the result obtained in Problem 118 it follows that the

period of natural vibration of the beam is

T= 2n ]/
If the centre of gravity of the shaft is not concentric with its axis, a cen*

trifugal force <?o will develop (Fig. 292). Its component = QoS5n co/ (where co

is the angular velocity of the shaft) is the disturbing force acting on the b^m;

its frequency is p=C!). Hence, the period of the forced vibration isr^^—

*

Resonance will appear when = i.e., at
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Hence the critical speed

rtcf= 30(i)^^ OAA— ^^^= 300 rpm.
n

The working speed of the motor should be much greater than
Problem 121. Analyse the forced vibration of a load attached to a spring

(Problem 118) if the upper end A of the spring oscillates vertically according
to the law 5 = aySinp/-

Solution. Draw axis Ox as in Problem 118 (see Fig. 283). If we imagine
the upper end of the spring displaced from point A downwards by a quantity
the length of the spring will be /= /^ — | Then f, =—

I), and the differential equation of motion, neglecting the
resistance of the air and taking into

account that P= c6^i, will be

/n~ =— £:(6s,+x — s) + P =
=— cx+ cl.

Introducing, as in Problem 118,

the notation —= **. we obtain
ni

(Px
jjr+ k*x= sin pt.

Consequently, the load svill expe-
rience forced vibration, since, if we as-
sume b = 0 and Pa-=k*a^, Hie equa-
tion coincides with Eq. (80) or (84).
it can be seen from Eq. (88) that in the present case 60= 0# and h= 0. The
amplitude of forced vibration and the phase shift are determined by the Eq. (90).

If (the lop end of the spring oscillates very slowly), then X^O and
and the phase shift ^= 0. The load will oscillate as if the spring

were a rigid rod, which physically corresponds to the condition ft> p. At p= ft
resonance appears and the amplitude increases sharply. If the frequehey p be-
comes larger than ft(X>I) the load will vibrate in such a way that it will

"V?/® r
spring moves up and vice versa (a phase

shift of p~180 ). and the larger the value of p the smaller the amplitude.
Fifially, when p is much greater than ft (X>1) the amplitude AssO. The load
will remain in the position ol static equilibrium (point 0) even though the
top end of the spring will oscillate with an amplitude c„ (the frequency of this
vibration is so large that the load, as it were, is unable to keep up with it).

Chapter 22

MOTION OF A BODY IN THE EARTH'S GRAVITATIONAL FIELD
127. Motion of a Particle Thrown at an Angle to the Horizon

In the Earth s Gravitational Field. The problem of motion in the
earth s gravitational field arises when the motion of long-range
missiles and artificial earth satellites and questions of interplan-

these cases, when range and
height 01 the path are comparable with the radius of the earth
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it is necessary (unlike the problem considered in § 108) to take
into account the change in gravitational force with distance.
We shall consider a moving particle of mass ni. Let the par-

ticle at the initial time be at a point on the surface of the
earth (Fig. 293) and let it have a velocity directed at an
angle a to the horizon. Neglecting the resistance of the air
(which, for the heights considered, is quite permissible In the
first approximation) and assuming the earth to be fixed, we have

acting on the moving particle only the
gravitational force F directed towards
the centre of the earth. By the law of

gravitation (see § 115, Problem 108),

= mg (92)

where r= OM is the distance of the
particle from the centre of the earth,— is the value of r for the
point of release M^, and g is the accele-
ration of gravity at point *.

As F* is a central force (§ 116, para-
graph 3). the path of the partiale is a

plane curve, and the motion can be
described in polar coordinates r= OM
and <p. with the origin (pole) 0 at the

centre of the earth. We shall set the
direction of the polar axis Ox later. Let us now write the differ-

ential equations of motion of the particle M.
From the law of areas (§ 116), in motion under the action of

a central force the moment of the velocity vector v with respect

to a centre O (twice the areal velocity of the particle) is a con-

stant quantity. Thus m^(®)= c. But from the diagram we see

that — where v^= r^j is the lateral velocity of the

particle (see § 71). Hence, we obtain the first equation

r-§= c. (93)

The value of the constant c is determined from the conditions

at the point of release where, it will be readily noticed,

• In Eq. (92). R can have any value larger than the earth’s radius. When

Mo is at the surface of the earth, we shall usually consider R to be the radius

of the earth’s equator /? = 6.378 km. and g = go= 9-81 m, sec* (in all compu-

tations g is the absolute acceleration of gravity, not the relative acceleration,

which takes into account the earth’s rotation* See § 121)*
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m„{v^)= Rv^cosa, whence
c= Ru^cosa. (94)

The second equation Is obtained from, the theorem of the change

in kinetic energy in its differential form (§ 114);

d

To compute dA, note that the infinitesimal displacement of

particle M is composed of the radial displacement dr along and
the lateral displacement rdcp along (§ 71, Fig. 155), Since the

second displacement is perpendicular’lo F, and taking into account

the directions of the force and the displacement, we obtain from
Eq. (92)

dA =— Fdr=— mg/?*^

,

and the second equation is

= (95)

where (see § 71)

By integrating the differential equations (93) and (95). we can
determine r and <p as functions of time /, i.e., develop the equa-
tion of motion of the particle. Let us, instead, find its path
directly. To simplify the computation we introduce a new vari-
able u, assuming

«=— ;
—^—

(

97 )r * dif r* /

Taking into account Eqs. (97) and (93), we obtain

^ du
^

c
dt d(f> dt ^ d<p r*

^
^

\ dT j
” 7'~ ’

Substituting these values into Eq. (96), we have

and Eq. (95), after dividing through by dcp and computing the
derivative of o*. takes the form

k s
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Substituting the expression of c from Eq. (94) and eliminating
we finally obtain the differential equation of the path:

t/*u
I e

The solution of this equation consists of the general solution
of the equation without the right side |which coincides with the
solution of Eq. (62) for * = 1| and the particular solution of the
equation with the right side, and has the form

u= C, sin (p C, cos (p

cos* a

which can be verified by direct substitution; C, and C, are the
constants of integration.

Now let us choose the direction of the polar axis Ox from
which the angle (f is measured, such that at (p= 0 the condition

^= 0 would be satisfied (the meaning of this condition will be

explained further on). Then, as

d<f
= C^ cos (p— C, sin (p,

we obtain C, = 0. whence, introducing the notation

y* cos* a
P=

g
* (99)

we have pn= /9C, cos cp-f- 1. Assuming pC,=— e, where ^ is a new
constant of integration, and passing from « to r. we finally obtain
the equation of the path in the form

p
1 — e cos 9

*
( 100 )

We know from analytical geometry that Eq. (100) Is the equa-
tion of a conic section (ellipse, parabola or hyperbola), where p
is the fpcal parameter and e the eccentricity, expressed in polar

coordinates whose pole 0 is one of the foci and whose polar axis

is coincident with the axis of symmetry of the curve away from

the apex closest to the focus (which explains our choice of the

polar axis).

The actual path will depend on the value of the constant of

integration e, which we can find from the conditions at the point

of release /Vf^. Let us denote the size of the unknown angle

Al^Ox by p. From Eq. (97) and Fig. 293 it follows that at point Al,

du\ F I dr \ \ V.. 1
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Then the initial conditions are

at ?=0. (p=— P. «= ^=— ^ tana.

From Eq. (100), and passing again ‘from r to u, we obtain

«= -i(l-ecosq)). ^= fsin(p.

Substituting the initial values and replacing p by its expression

in (99). we arrive at the equations

e cos p = I — tig cos* o

sR
. vl sin 2a

e Sin p— 24./? ( 101 )

By dividing these equations and then squaring and adding them,
we finally obtain

tan p= t'* sin 2a

2 {gR — y* cos* a)
’

= y^' '

( 102 )

(103)

Eq. (102) defines angle p, i.e., the position of the axis of

symmetry of the path with respect to the point of release Al,.
Eq. (103) gives the eccentricity of the path. It shows that the
path of a particle is

a) an ellipse (e<l), if

b) a parabola (e= l), if v^=V

2

gR\
c) a hyperbola (e>l). if

The velocity = is called the parabolic, or escape, ve-
locity. Assuming /?= /?,= 6.378 km and g= ^,= 9.81 m/sec‘. we
obtain =a 11.2 km/sec. Thus, a body projected from the surface
of the earth at any angle to the horizon with an initial velocity

11.2 km/sec will move in a parabola or hyperbola (ata= 90%m a straight line), receding infinitely away from the earth. Veloc-
ities of this order are essential for interplanetary travel *. If the
velocity is less than the escape velocity, the body will either fall
back to earth or become an artificial satellite.

• The velocity necessary for a spaceship to escape the combined pull <

uMVul' KJ 'O'- '
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The equation of motion of a particle on its path, i.e., its loca-
tion at any instant, can be derived by substituting for r in Eq.
(93) its expression (100) and integrating the new equation.

128. Artificial Earth Satellites. Elliptical Paths. At v <]^2^
a body projected from the earth’s surface can become’an arUfi-
cial satellite if its path (an ellipse) does not pass through the
earth, i.e., if for every point of the path or r, =R ,

where is the radius of the equator. As = OP (see plg. 293).'
the condition = will be satisfied if point P lies on the
surface of the earth and. consequently, coincides with Ai (see
Fig. 294). i.e.. when ^

— But Eqs. (101) show that
only at a= 0 (or a= n) and since e cannot be negative.

Consequently, for a body projected from the earth’s surface to
become an artificial satellite two conditions must be satisfied:

a= 0. (104)

From Eqs. (101) we find that the eccentricity of a satellite

orbit at a= 0 and p= n will be

^=^-1. (105)

The velocity v^=^y'gR, at which e— 0 and the satellite follows

a circularorbit of radiusP, is called the circular velocity. For a body
projected from the surface of the

earth assumingP= /?„= 6.378 km
and ^= ^^ = 9.81 msec*, the

circular velocity u..=s7<910 m/sec.

At a satellite orbit is an

ellipse whose eccentricity will in-

crease as increases (Fig. 294).

A body projected from the sur-

face of the earth can never become

an artificial satellite if the angle

of elevation a-j=0, whatever the

initial velocity (even neglecting

the resistance of the air). That is

why, for instance, it Is impossible

to launch an artificial earth satellite by shooting one from a can-

non. A guided rocket capable of lifting a satellite to a required

altitude and imparting to it at a point (Fig. 294) the required

velocity v at an angle a^O to the horizon must be used. This

was just how the world’s first artificial satellites, the Soviet

sputniks, were launched.
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Finally, the greater the height H of point above the surface
of the earth, the less the resistance of the atmosphere and the
longer a satellite’s lifetime. It will also be noticed that it be-
comes possible to project a satellite into orbit at a^O.
The greater the elevation H. the less the circular velocity

Vg= VgR, g= goRo:R' and R= Rg-{-H, and consequently

For example, at H =0, 0^
= 7.910 m sec; at //= 500 km.

7,620 m/sec; at 7/= l.000 km. u,= 7.360 msec, etc. The
total energy needed to launch a satellite, though, increases with W.
For, denoting the energy per unit of mass by the symbol f. the
energy required to boost a satellite to point Af^ (neglecting the

resistance of the air) will be 0.5t;f„= 0.5 (see Problem
108. p.263). and the energy needed to impart the orbital velocity
will be T, =0.5t’o Hence, the total expenditure of energy per unit
mass will be

^

'7> f\ c f I
R» ~\-2H

and will increase as // increases.

Elliptical Paths. At a>0 and v <cy2g~R a bodv
projected frorn the surface of the earth will describe *an ' elliptical
arc and fall back to the ground. Such elliptical paths are trav-
el led by long-range (intercontinental) ballistic missiles. Let usfind the principal characteristics of such paths.

symmetry of thepath, the point of unpact will be Af, and the range 5 will be
equal to the arc Af,/Vf,, whence

S^2R,fi (106)

-an r^adTu^ofTh^e ^

(loor'"

wj cos* a

n — e) g,

where e is defined by Eq. (103).

(107)
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The time of flight T can be found from Eq. (93). which
together with Eq. (94), gives

dt = ^d<p= g

—

Jcp.
c ^ RoV^ cos a ^

Substituting the expression for r from Eqs. (99) and (100) and
integrating, we obtain

*

Q

v*. COS* aw; cos* a n

^
Rjll J

d<p

solving which, we finally have

^ 2o* cos* arj^ ®

ecos (^)
T »

(?4-esin z). (f08)

where

e= 2 arctan
^

. (109)

With these formulas and knowing and the angle of elevation

a, we can find the range S, the highest point of the path H, and
the time of flight T.

From the practical point of view it is important to determine

the minimum velocity and the optimum angle of elevation

at which the required range S= 2RJ^ can be obtained.

For this we compute the value of from Eq. (102):

>an p
sin 2a -j- 2 cos* a tan p

' ( 110)

For a given range (or given angle P) the required velocity de-

pends on the angle of elevation a. Angle a enters only into the

denominator of Eq. (110); hence, o, is minimum when the denom-

inator is maximum. Equating the derivative of the denominator

with respect to a to zero, we find

cos 2a— sin 2a tan P= 0,

whence cot 2a„p,= lanp. and the optimum angle of elevation is

aopt==45 — y. (Ill)

That this value of gives can be readily verified by the

sign of the second derivative. Substituting the value of a^pt into

Eq. (110), we obtain

(112)
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Eqs. (112) and (111) give the least initial velocity and the
optimum angle of elevation for a required range. The height o'

the path and the time of flight are computed from Eqs. (107) and
(108), in which and a are substituted by their expressions from
Eqs. (112) and (111). Table I below gives the characteristics ol

some optimum elliptical paths computed from these formulas,
assuming /?„= = 6.370 km (the accuracy of all quantities
in the table is up to 6 units of the last digit).

Table I

< Range
S in km

Necessary
initial

velocity

in m/$ec

Optimum
angle of

elevation

Height of

path H
in km

Time of flight

T

10^ 2,228 4,300 40® 500 12 min 30 sec
20® 4,450 5,650 35® 900 19 min 10 sec
30® 6.670

,

1

6,460 30® 1,170 24 min 50 see
40® 8,900 7,000 25® 1,300 30 min 00 sec
70® 15.570 7,780 10® 900 40 min 10 sec
90® 20,020 7,910 0® 0 42 min 10 sec

Remember that these calculations refer to motion in vacuo and

H
account the rotation of the earth. In conclusion

It should be noted that at small ranges (small angle 6) the ellio-
tical arc described by a projectile approaches a parabolic arc.

2R,p=X and in the other equations

iinnf l-Pi H
with unity, in the limit all these equa-

corresponding equations of parabolicpaths (see §108). In particular, from Eqs. (11 1) and (1 12) we imme-
diately obtain a =a*= 45" and =



PART IV

DYNAMICS OF A SYSTEM AND A RIGID BODY

Chapter 23

INTRODUCTION TO THE DYNAMICS OF A SYSTEM.
MOMENTS OF INERTIA OF RIGID BODIES

129. Mechanical Systems. External and Internal Forces. A me-
chanical system is defined as such a collection of material points

(particles) or bodies in which the position or motion of each par-

ticle or body of the system depends on the position and motion
of all the other particles or bodies. We shall thus regard a mate-

rial body as a system of its particles.

A classical example of a mechanical system is the solar system,

all the component bodies of which are connected by the forces of

their mutual attraction. Other examples of mechanical systems

are machines, or any mechanism whose members are connected

with pins. rods, cables, belts, etc., i.e.. by holonomic con-

straints. In this case the bodies of the system are subjected to the

reciprocal compressive or tensile forces transmitted through the

con.straints.

A collection of bodies not connected by interacting. forces does

not comprise a mechanical system (e.g.. a group of flying air-

craft). In this book we shall consider only mechanical systems,

calling them just “systems” for short.

It follows from the above that the forces acting on the par-

ticles or bodies of a system can be subdivided into external and

internal forces.

External forces are defined as the forces exerted on the members

of a system by particles or bodies not belonging to the giN-en

system. Internal forces are defined as the forces of interaction be-

tween the members of the same system. We shall denote external

forces bv the symbol F', and internal forces by the symbol F.

Both external and internal forces can be either active forces or

the reactions of constraints. The division of forces into external

and internal Is purely relative, and it depends on

the system whose motion is being investigated. In considering the

• Not to be confused with inertia force, which was denoted in the same way

in § 119.
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motion of the solar system as a whole, for example, the gravita-

tional attraction of the sun acting on the earth is an internal

force: in investigating the earth’s motion about the sun, the same
force is external.

Internal force.s po.^sess the following properties:

1. The geometrical sum (the principal vector) of all the inter-

nal forces of a system is zero. This follows from the third law
of dynamics, which states that any two particles of a system
(Fig. 295) act on each other with equal and oppositely directed

forces F'it and f,',. the sum of which is zero. Since the same is

true for any pair of particles of a system, then

2. The sum of the moments (the principal moment) of all the
internal forces of a system with respect to any centre or axis is zero.
For if we take an arbitrary centre O, it is apparent from
Fig. 295 that = The same
result holds good for the moments about
any axis. Hence, for the system as a whole
we have

2'no(^i)= 0 or = (2)

It does not follow from the above, how-
ever, that the internal forces are mutually bal-
anced and do not affect the motion of the
system, for they are applied to different par-
ticles or bodies and may cause their mutual displacement. The
internal forces will be balanced only when a given system is a
rigid body (see § 3).

j a

130, Mass of a System. Centre of Mass. The motion of a sys-
i^em depends, besides the acting forces, on its total mass and the
distribution of this mass. The mass of a system is equal to the
arithmetical sum of the masses of all the particles or bodies

The di.stribution of mass is characterised
cation of a point called the centre of mass.

primarily by the lo-

The centre of mass.

symbol
Iicsuemiy. we Sfiari denote the mass of a system by the
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or centre of inertia, of a system is defined as a geometrical pointC ivhose coordinates ore given by the equations:

2
M

where m* is the mass of a particle of the system, and -t., y, ?.
are its coordinates. *

If the position of a centre of mass is defined by its radius
vector rc. we can obtain from Eqs. (4) the following expression

where r* is the radfus vector of a particle of the system.
For a body in a uniform gravitational field, the centre of mass

coincides with the centre of gravity. For, if in Eqs. (74) (§ 53)
we assume p^= ni^g and P:=Mg, where g is the acceleration of

gravity, which is constant for all the points of a uniform field,

by eliminating g we obtain from Eqs. (74) our formulas (4).

The concepts of centre of gravity and centre of mass, however,
are not identical. The concept of centre of gravity, as the point
through which the resultant of the forces of gravity passes, has
meaning only for a rigid body in a uniform field of gravity. The
concept of centre of mass, as a characteristic of the distribution

of mass in a system, on the other hand, has meaning for any
system of particles or bodies, regardless of whether a given sys-

tem is subjected to the action of forces or not.

131. Moment of Inertia of a Body About an Axis. Radius of

Gyration. The position of centre of mass does not characterise

completely the distribution of mass

in a system. For if in the sys-

tem in Fig. 296 the distance h of

each of two identical spheres A
and B from the axis Oz Is in-

creased by the same quantity, the

location of the centre of mass

will not change, though the dis-

tribution of mass will change and influence the motion of the sys-

tem (all other conditions remaining the same, the rotation about

axis Oz will be slower).

Accordingly, another characteristic of the distribution of mass,

called the moment of inertia, is introduced in mechanics. The

moment of inertia of a body with respect to a given axis Oz

fined os a scalar quantity equal to the sum of the masses of the

Fig. 296.
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particles of the body, each multiplied by the square of its perpen-

dicular distance from the axis:

(6 )

It will be shown further on that moment of inertia plays the
same part in the rotational motion of a body as mass does in

translatory motion, i.e., moment of inertia is a measure of a
body's inertia in rotational motion.
By Eq. (6), the moment of Inertia of a body is equal to the

sum of the moments of inertia of all its parts with respect to the
same axis. For a materia! point located at a distance h from an
axis, Jg= mh'. The dimension of moment of inertia in the tech-
nical system of units is (J]= kgm-sec*.
The concept of radius of gyration is often employed In calcula-

tions. The radius of gyration of a body with respect to an axis
Oz is a linear quantity g defined by the equation

J,= Mq\ (7)

where M is the mass of the body.
It follows from the definition that geometrically the radius of

gyration is equal to the distance from the axis Oz to a point,
such that if the mass of the whole body were concentrated in It
the moment of inertia of the point would be equal
to the moment of inertia of the whole body.
Knowing the radius of gyration, we can obtain the

moment of inertia of a body from Eq. (7) and vice
versa.

132. IVlornents of Inertia of Some Homogeneous
Bodies. If we divide a body into elements, in the
limit the sum in Eq. (6) will ttecome an integral
and we obtain

(V)
(8)

bU

4
r

u
Fig. 297.

integration is over the whole volume of
the body and h dependson the coordinates of the points of the body

homoJnL'® computing the moments of inertia ofhomogenous bodies. Let us examine some examples.

M lit
Length / and Massm. Let us find its moment df inertia with respect to an axis Az

" we Ia^oS a "oo^clLt
-r®

any element of length dx we haveh~x and Its mass dm= Q,dx. where = it the mass oi l
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unit length of the rod, and Eq. (8) gives*:

i I

0 0

Substituting the expression for q,. we obtain finally

=
(9)

2. Thin Circular Homogeneous Ring of Radius R
and Mass M. Let us find its moment of inertia with respect to

an axis Cz perpendicular to the plane of the ring through its

centre (Fig. 298). As all the points of the ring are at a distance

h^= R from axis Cz, Eq. (6) gives

•/c= ^ = (2 ^k)

Hence, for the ring

( 10 )

It is evident that the same result Is ob-

tained for the moment of inertia of a cylin-

drical shell of mass Af and radius R with respect to its axis.

3. Circular Homogeneous Disc or Cylinder of Ra-
dius R and At ass Al. Let us compute the moment of inertia

of a circular disc with respect to an axis Cz perpendicular to it

through its centre (Fig. 299a). Consider an elemental ring of ra-

dius r and width dr. Its area is 2nrdr, and its mass dm— Q^nrdr,

where 0,= ^^^
is the mass of a unit area of the disc. From Eq.

(10) we have for the elemental ring

dJf-= r*dm= 2nQ^r*dr,

and for the whole disc

/^= 2nQ,

R

Substituting the expression for q,, we obtain finally

y,=lAIR*. ( 11 )

axis
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It is evident that the same formula is obtained for the moment
of inertia of a homogeneous circular cylinder of mass M and
radius R with respect to its axis Cz (Fig. 2996).

4. Rectangular Lamina. Cone, Sphere. Omitting the
computations, here are the equations of the moments of inertia
of several bodies (the student is

invited to deduce these formulas
independently);

a) uniform rectangular lamina
of mass M with sides of length
a and 6 (the x axis is coinci-
dent with side a, the ij axis
with side 6):

b) uniform right circular
cone of mass M and base radius
R (the 2 axis is coincident with the axis of the cone);

J,= 0.3AfA>».

c) uniform sphere of mass M and radius R (the z axis is coin-
cident with a diameter):

J^= QAMR^.

The moments of inertia of non-homogeneous and composite bod-
can be determined experimentally with the help of appropri-

ate instruments. One such method is given in § 155.
^

P n ® Parallel Axes. The
Parallel-Axis (Huygens ) Theorem. In the most general case the

rre^dlffirpnt
to different' axes

determine the moment of inertia

rlc
respect to any axis if its moment of inertia withrespect to a parallel axis through the body is known.

an PVU n"
‘he centre of mass C of a body, and

tween the distant he-tween the two axes by the symbol d. By definition we have

Joe.='Zm„hl. =

n**
arbitrary point B of the body from

It follows “on, Cz.

A*= ft'* d>— 2 dfti cos a*

.
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Let us draw Iroin point C, as the origin of a coordinate system
axes .V and y perpendicular to Cz, such that x intersects with
axis Oz^. It is evident that Cx||ae. Denoting the coordinates of
point B as x^, y^, z^, we obtain:

/4cosa*z^.v^ and = + d*— 2£ix^.

Substituting this expression of h,^ into the expression for Jq^,,
and taking the common factors d* and 2d outside the summation
signs, we have

=2 + (2 2d2
The first summation in the right side of the equation is equal

to Jf.j, and the second to the mass M of the body. Let us find

the value of the third summation.
From Eq. (4) we know that, for

the coordinates of the centre of

mass. since
in our case point C is the origin,

x,-=0, andconsequently2'«*->^*=0.
We finally obtain

Jo^.= Jc^+ Md\ ( 12)

Eq. (12) expresses the paral-
lel-axis the orem enunciated
by Huygens*: The moment of iner-

tia of a body with respect to any
axis is equal to the moment of iner-

tia of the body with respect to a
parallel axis through the centre of

mass of the body plus the product of the mass of the body and
the square of the distance between the two axes.

It follows from Eq. (12) that Joz.'^Jcr- Consequently, of all

the axes of same direction, the moment of inertia is least with

respect to the one through the centre of mass.

The parallel-axis theorem can also be used to determine the mo-

ment of inertia of a body with respect to a given axis Oz,, if its

moment of inertia with respect to any parallel axis /l^, and the

distance d, and d, of each axis from the body’s centre of mass

are known. Hence, knowing Jaz, and d,. we obtain

• Chrislian Huygens (1629-1695). celebrated Dutch mechanic, physicist and

astronomer. He developed the first pendulum clock. In this connwtion he stu-

died the vibrations of the compound pendulum (see § 154) and introduced the

concept of moment of inertia of a body.
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(12) and, applying the same formula, determine the required mo-
ment of inertia Jot,.

Problem 122. Determine the moment of inertia of a slender rod with re»
sped to an axis Cz perpendicular to it through its centre of mass.

Solution. Draw an axis Az through end A of the rod (see Fig. 297; axis
Cz is rot shown in it). Then, by Eq. (12),

Jc = Ja~
In our case =y . where / is the length of the rod, and is found from

Eq. (9). Hence,

Problem 123. Determine the moment of inertia of a cylinder with resneef
to an axis Az, through its generator (see Fig. 299b).

Solution. From the parallel-axis theorem. JA 2 ,
= Jce-\- Md*. In our case

d=R. and from Eq. (11) =
Substituting lliese expre.sslons, we obtain

Chapter 24

THEOREM OF THE MOTION OF THE CENTRE OF MASS
OF A SYSTEM

134. The Differential Equations of Motion of a System Sun-pose we have a system of n particles. Choosing any particle ofmass m* belonging to the system, let us denote the^ resultant of
all the external forces acting on the particle (both active forces

'>"<1 th. ...K.nl

=/=';4-Fi.

-hence.

+

ft +F;.

( 13)
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These equations, from which we can develop the law of motion
of any particle of the system, are called the differential equations
of motion of a system in vector form. Eqs. (13) are differential be-

cause =^= the most general case the forces in the

right side of the equations depend on the time, the coordinates
of the particles of the systeni. and their velocities (see §§ 99 and
107).

By projecting Eqs. (13) on coordinate a.xes, we can obtain the
differential equations of motion of a given system in terms of the

projections on these axes.

The complete solution of the principal problem of dynamics
for a system would be to develop the equation of motion for each

particle of the system from the given forces by integrating the

corresponding differential equations. For two reasons, however,

this solution is not usually employed. Firstly, the solution is too

involved and will almost inevitably lead into insurmountable

mathematical difficulties. Secondly, in solving problems of mechan-

ics it is usually sufficient to know certain overall characteris-

tics of the motion of a system, without investigating the motion

of each particle. These overall characteristics can be found with

the help of the general theorems of systems dynamics, which we

shall now study.

The main application of Eqs. (13) or their corollaries will be

to develop the respective general theorems.

135. Theorem of the Motion of Centre of Mass. In many cases

the nature of the motion of a system (especially of a rigid body)

is completely described by the law of motion of its centre of mass.

To develop this law. let us take the equations of motion of a

system (13) and add separately their left and right sides. We ob-

tain _ ^ ,

Let us transform the left side of the equation. For the radius

vector of the centre of mass we have, from Eq. (5).

Taking the second derivative of both sides of this equation with

respect to time, and noting that the derivative of a sum equals

the sum of the derivatives, we find

m d*r,

dt*

d*rc

dt*

or = NlWc. (15)
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where w^. is the acceleration of the centre of mass of the system.
As the internal forces of a system give (see § 129) ^Fi= 0, by
substituting all the developed expressions into Eq. (14). we obtain
finally

Mwc^'ZfI (16)

Eq. (16) states the theorem of the motion of the centre of mass
of a system.. Its form coincides with that of the equation of mo-
tion of a particle [§ 100. Eq. (3)] of mass rn=M where the act-
ing forces are equal to Fi. We can therefore formulate the the-orem of the motion of the centre of mass as follows*
The centre of mass of a system moves as if it were a particle of
mass equal to the mass of the whole system to which are applied
all the external forces acting on the system.

Projecting both sides of Eq. (16) on the coordinate axes we ob-
tain

These are the differential equations of motion of the centre ofjerms of the projections on the coordinate axes
'

The theorem is valuable for the following reasons:
I) It justifies the use of the methods of particle dynamics It fol.ows from Eqs. (16') that the solulious developed TX
v7a°cont^e^m"aninl

being translated, its motion is com-pletely specified by the motion of its centre of unA

zero; acting on a system be

SFi= 0.
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Mo/wn of the Centre of AJoss of a System

It follows, then, from Eq. (16) that = 0 or ®^= const.
Thus, if the sum of all the external forces acting on a system is

zero, the centre of mass of that system moves with a velocity of
constant magnitude and direction, i.e., uniformly and reclilinearlu
In particular, if the centre of mass was initially at rest it will
remain at rest. The action of the internal forces, we see, does not
affect the motion of the centre of mass.

2) Let the sum of the external forces acting on a system be
other than zero, but let the sum of their projections on one of
the coordinate axes (the axis, for instance), be zero;

The first of Eqs. (16'), then, gives

0 or
dxc

~dt ^Cx = const.

Thus, if the sum of the projections on an axis of all the external
forces acting on a system is zero, the projection of the velocity of
the centre of mass of the system on that axis is a constant quanli-
ty. In particular, it at the initial moment Uc*= 0, it will re-

main zero at any subsequent instant, i.e., the centre of mass of

the system will not move along the x axis (Xc= const.).

The above results express the law of conservation of motion of

the centre of mass of a system. Let us examine some cases of its

application.

a) Motion of the Centre of Mass of the Solar Sys-
tem. Since in practice the attraction of the stars can be neglect-

ed, we may assume that there are no external forces acting on

the solar system. Hence, in the first approximation, its centre of

mass Is in uniform rectilinear motion through space.

b) Action of a Force Couple on a Body (see, for exam-

ple, Fig. 43). If a force couple {F, F') starts acting on a body,

the geometrical sum of these external forces will be zero

(/?_|_/r'_o). Consequently, if the centre of mass C of a system

was initially at rest, it must remain at rest after the couple is

applied. Thus, no matter to what part of a free rigid body a co-

uple is applied, the body will start rotating about its centre of

mass (see § 19). , , c

c) Motion on a Horizontal Plane. In the absence of

friction a person would be unable to walk along a horizontal

plane with the help of his muscular effort (internal force-s) ajone,

as the sum of the projections on any horizontal axis Ox of all

the external forces acting on the person (the force of gravity and

reaction of the plane) would be zero and his centre of mass would

not move parallel to the plane (x^-^const.).
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a locomotive
engine gases

If. for example, he made a step forward with his right foot,
his left one would slip back and his centre of mass would remain
at rest. With friction, though, the slipping of the left foot would
be opposed by a frictjonal force directed forward. This would be
he external force making it possible for the person to move in
the direction of it.s action, i.e., forward.
Something similar takes place in the motion of

or motor car. The pressure of the boiler steam or
are an internal force and can-
not by themselves displace the

^

centre of mass of the system.
Motion is made possible be-
cause the engine transmits a
torque to the so-called driv-
ing wheels. The point of
contact B of the driving wheel
(Fig. 301) tends to slip to
the left, generating a friction-
al force directed to the right

wheels ^11 .slip .vithout any forsvard mitn/

or road, which Sed aJ ns 'Th ‘''f-

produce the braking eHecl {seVS^b^m 74^ nlbr""''’

thfc^tfe” of”masfis^u^elrio deL,'''’=“ir

Th\ „.t
a'lr^dTstu'dlel

is a force qp«
point of con*.
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dynamics. Examples of solutions of the second problem are
examined below.
The theorem makes it possible to exclude all (he internal

forces from consideration. This suggests that in investigating a

system it should be so chosen as to make some of the immedi-
ately unknown forces internal with respect to the system.
Whenever the law of conservation of motion of the centre of

mass applies, the theorem makes it possible to determine the

displacement of any part of the system if the displacement of

another part is known.

We have proved that when — ^ at the initial moment =
jrf- = con^t. throughout the motion of the system. Let have a system of

lliree boJies of masses m,. m,, the initial coordinates of whose centres

are x,. x,, Xj. If under the action of any internal (or external) forces the

bodies perform absolute displacements the projections of which on the x axis

arc I2 . the respective coordinates will be x, +5,. Xj-f-|*, x,+li- The
coordinate of the centre of ma^s Xc of the whole system in the initial and
final positions will then be:

•*c.
— •'r,

_ m, (T, + I,) 4- mt (jr, + g,) + m, (r, -f- g,)

A1

A«;jr<;==con'<t.. xc„= Xc^. and consequently,

(17)

or

r>,l, + Ps^ + p,5,= o. (17’)

Thus, when the law of con'-ervation of motion of the centre of mass holds

gooil for displacements along an axis Ox, the algebraic sum of the products

of the masses (or weights) of the bod-

ies of the system on the projections

of the absolute displacements of their

centres of mass must be zero, if at

the initial moment = In com-

puting It ••• attention should

always be paid to their signs.

Problem 124. Two men of weights

p 4 and Pp are seated in the bow

and stern of a boat of weight P at

a distance / from each other (Fig.

302). Neglecting the resistance of the

water, determine the direction and size

of the displacement of the boat if the

men change places.

Solution. In order to exclude

from consideration the unknown force

of friction of their shoe soles on the

bottom of the boat and the muscular

,rro„. o, 1h, „.en we conMder the bo.t and the

mentioned forces b«ome
yV? =0. and. as at the ini-

ir;, ::rn't ';:= o: ^:='’c'’ons:. Co„se,nent,/tbenbso,wte displacements o,

all the bodies are governed by the formula (1/).

Fig. 302.
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Denoting the boat and (he men in tlicir initial and linal positions, we
find that the displacement of the boat = Furthermore, the absolute
displacement of the first man is c^= x+ l. the absolute displacement of (he
second man is and the projection of the latter displaccnicnt on the x
axis is c/j =— (/ — a). Hence, from Eq. (17').

Px -f Pa (« + 0 + Pa I— (I - = 0.

whence we find the displacement of the boat;

Pa—

P

a
i

P+Pa+Ph
Jf Pa^PA- -<>0, 1 .0 .. the boat will move to the right- if Or,<' n.boat w, IP ,roy to the left If p„ = p^. Pho boat will reSn II

procedure mentioned above is important enough to repeat the formu-lation. in solving problems of this type, the si/slem to^bc invesiisnted must bechosen sc that the immedialely unhnou.-n forces iL-ould be internal!^
®

in-j •
1 ^ gravity of the shaft of the motor in Fie303 IS located at a distance AB=za from the axis of rotation The shaft isof weight p, and the weight of all other parts of

shall is

the motor is P. Deduce the law of motion of the ^
motor on a smooth horizontal surface if the shaft .

rotates With a uniform angular velocity w. Also i \\delermine the maximum stress that will be devel- / / /^ .\\
Hcf ^ ^ fastening the motor to the sur- i \ ^ ^ /

1^1.’ °k ’f/S forces
rotating the shaft by making them internal, consid-

I

—

er thejiiotor with the shaft as a single system. , L <-
. ;

I

P.I 1
11^°/ freely on the plane

''

'

all the forces acting on it are vertical and. as P
of \hl

*he law of conservation
of the motion of the centre of mass parallel to ^'8- 303.

rrarv^no'\‘-
^‘’® arbi-

n 7h/Se';.epnSr,"o®„ “p’brf
l«- ^ + a si,. ,p. Hence, tekpns into account that ^ JLI Ive^lSr'frim

Whence
+ P U +« sin o)/) = 0.

*=-p^sInof.

KquenJ5"«."'°‘°^ harmonic motion with an angular

by lhe"first if*'Eqs°*'(ir>'), wMl'be'
horizontal reaction of the bolt.

Fig. 303.

by the’ fi;;t ^Eqs? (Ifilr^vTC

~ where Xc= — + P'^n

MpAlg

DifTerenUalfng*tSe' exp'JesVoJi'^or i!‘T 5“"*! > ^nd xg= h-{-a sin ojf.
mass of the whole system, we obtain

it by -Al, where A1 is the

1 1—i984

— po«*
,

d/»
~ p- SlllCttf.
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The pressure on the bolt is equal to \R^
\
in magnitude and opposite in

direction. Its maximum value will be .

H
"‘‘ight P of the mechanism in

Fig. 304 rotates with a constant angular velocity w and actuates the slotted
bar and the piston D connected to it. The total weight of the bar and piston
IS P. Acting on the piston during the motion is a constant force Q Neglect-
ing friction, determine the maximum horizontal pressure of the crank on its
axle A.

Solution. In order to eliminate the forces rotating the crank and the
pressure exerted on it by the slotted bar. consider the motion of the system as
a whole. Denoting the horizontal reaction of the axle A by R,, we have from
the first of Eqs. ( 16')

m^=r,-q.
where, by Eqs. (4). ^ixc= nl^x^

In our case

P ^ A P
t Am,=— , =-^ cos <!>/; m,=— . ^^= 0

as 9 = Cl)/. We finally obtain

R.= Q + m‘^=<)-'-j[^ + p)^os,^<-

The pressure on the shaft is equal in magnitude to |/?*| and oppositely

directed. The maximum pressure will be at (p=180® and will be equal to
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Chapter 25

THEOREM OF THE CHANGE IN THE LINEAR
MOMENTUM OF A SYSTEM

138. Linear Momentum of a System- The linear momentum
or simply the momentum, of a system is defined as the vector
quantity Q equal to the geo/netric sum (the principal vector) of
the momenta of all the particles of the system (Fig. 305):

(18)

It can be seen from the diagram that, irrespective of the veloc-
njes of the particles (provided that they are not parallel) themomentum vector can take
any value, or even be zero
when the polygon construct-
ed with the vectors m^v^
as its sides is closed. Conse-
quently, the quantity Q does
not characterise the motion
of the system completely.

Let us develop a formula
with which it is much more

m,v,
m^v.

Fig. 305.
IS itiuwii

Differentiating both sides with respect to time, we obtain

whence we find that

(19)

IlilpHSSSSH
sy’.'ei?,''r:u:nhf.‘*ih‘e'c’e.;i’rfoi'nli\ ^ (or a
momentum of the body is zero

remains motionless, the

.»/ « :r, -V r-u-.r=
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motion about the centre of mass. Thus, for a rolling wheel
Q= MVc, regardless of how the wheel rotates about its centre
of mass C.

We see. therefore, that momenittm characterises only the Irons-
lalory motion of a system, which is why it is often called linear
momentum. In relative motion, the quantity Q characterises only
the translatory component of the motion of a system together
with its centre of mass.

139. Theorem of the Change in Linear Momentum. Consider
a system of n particles. Writing the differential equation's of
motion (13) for this system and adding them, we obtain

From the property of internal forces the last summation is zero.
Furthermore.

2 = If (2 ^

»

and we finally have

^=2 /^;-
(20 )

Eq. (20) states (he theorem of the change in the
linear momentum of a system in differential fornr
The derivative of the linear momentum of a system ivil/i respect

to time is equal to the geometrical sum of all the external forces

acting on the system.

In terms of projections on cartesian axes we have

Let us develop another expression for (he theorem. Let the

momentum of a system be Q, at time f= 0. and at lime /, let

it be Q^. Atultiplying both sides of Eq. (20) by dt and integrat-

ing, we obtain

0

or

<?.-Qo= 25I. (22)

as the integrals to the right give the impulses of the external forces.

Eq. (22) states the theorem of the change in the linear
momentum of a system in integral form: The change
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in the linear momentum of a system during any time interval is
equal to the sum of the impulses of the external forces actirw on
the boiUj during the same interval of time.

In terms of projections on cartesian axes we have

(23)

Let us show the connection between this theorem and thetheorem of the motion of centre of mass. As (?=s/V/© bv substitut.ng^th.s expression into Eq. (20, and tlkin'g i'nto 'actuni
that we obtain Mw^='^Fl. '-e-. Eq. (16).

theorem of the motion of centre of mass and

Sion (§ 142).
^ ^ inipaci (Uiaplcr 31) and jet propul-

exclude Tom“con\wcratt„'''1he'7,r\-%\'’^^
“

forces (for instance, the reciprocarTorces^ ^
particles of a liquid).

procal forces acting between the

follo7ing^tp"o?ranr'
”a"is;Von;"X

'I'® monientum of a systenr

be'iero-'
"" "''--I forces acting on a system

2 f;=o.

^= cons,. Thus,

the sum of tlieir profe'etionfon ^nvlsrol- fs’zeTo’-

Sf;,=o.
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It follows from Eqs. (21) that in this case (5^=const. Thus.
if till’ sum of the projections on antj axis of all the external forces
acting on a sustern is zero, the projection of the momentum of that
si/sicm on that axis is a constant quuntitij.

These results express the lau> of conservation of the linear momen-
tum of a sijstem. It follows from the above that internal forces
are incapable of changing the total momentum of a system. Let
US consider some examples.

a) Recoil. If a rille and the bullet in its barrel are consid-
ered as one system, the pressure of the gases during the shot will
be an internal force incapable of changing the total momentum
of the system. Therefore, as the gases acting on the bullet impart
to it a certain momentum in the direction of the muzi'le. they
must at the same time impart an identical momentum to the
ritle in the opposite direction, and the rille “kicks”. This is the

phenomenon of recoil well known in artillery.

b) Propeller propulsion. A rotating propeller or screw
throws back a certain mass of air (or water) along its axis. If

this backward-moving mass and the moving aircraft (or ship) are

considered as one .system, the forces of interaction between the

propeller and the medium are internal and cannot change the

total momentum of the system. Therefore, the flowback of air

(water) causes the aircraft (or the ve.s.sel) to receive a correspond-

ing forward velocity, such that the total momentum of the system

remains zero, since it was zero before motion began.

The action of oars or paddle-wheels is of the same nature.

c) Reaction Propulsion. In a reaction-propelled vehicle

(e.g., a rocket), the gaseous products of combustion of a fuel are

ejected with a high speed from the rear end (or the nozzle of a

jet engine). The pressure caused by the gases is an Internal force

and it cannot change the total momentum of the rocket-combus-

tion products sy.^tem. But as the ejected gases possess a certain

backward-directed momentum, the rocket receives a corresponding

forward velocity. The magnitude of this velocity will be deter-

mined in § 142.

Note that in propeller propulsion motion is imparted to, say,

an aircraft by throwing back the particles of the fluid in which

it is moving. In a vacuum such propulsion is impossible. In reaction

propulsion, motion is imparted by the ejection of a working fluid

produced in the engine itself (the products of combustion), and

motion is possible both in the air and in vacuum.

141. Solution of Problems. The theorem of the change in

linear momentum is usually employed in studying the motion of

a medium (a liquid or gas). Application of the theorem eliminates
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all the internal force.s from the consideration. Therefore, the inves-
tigated system should be so chosen that all or part of the imme-
diately unknown forces would be internal.
The law of conservation of inomentnm is conveniently used in

cases when the velocity of one part of a system has to be deter-
mined from the change in the translatory velocity of another
part of the systeni. In particular, the law is widely used in the
theory of impact.

Problem 127. A bullel of wciyhl p (ired horizontallv with a velocity uhits a bo.\ of sand st.indingon a truck (Fig. 306). What velocity will the truckreceive as a result of the impact if its weichl
together with the box of sand is Pf

Solution, (oiisider the bullet and the
truck as one system. This enables us to exclude
the forcc-s generated when the bullet hits the
sand. The sum of the projections of the exter-
nal forces on the horizontal axis Ox is zero.
Consequently. <?, = const.. or 0,.^.= where

IS the momenfuiii of the system before the im-
pact. and Q,, after the impact. As the truck was
motionless before the impact, 306.

After 11, e i.npact Ihe truck and'bullfl are moving will, li.e same velocity

0 ~P-^P
Qxx ^ V,

and equating the right sides of the expressions for and Q,,.. we obtain

P + P“-

.he'’;;!;.'hT„rfi;e“S:g' ZlTy S,; ^horlaon.a,,

muzzle velocity of the shell is u.

...sL
^ exclude theunknown forces developed by the

pressure of the gases, consider the
shell and the gun as one system.

resistance to the

IheM '"f.
ff'otion of the

Shell in the bore, we find that the
plied external forces on the axis Or Projections of the ap-

"o'f. f (Q.=’or; fernr™;
-lute -.t ab.

I-ig. 307.

Qjf—— o, + ^ (M^ -p ti.^) = 0.
(a)
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wlience we find

If we knew the absolute
substituted for u, +

P

p + P

muzzle velocity of the shell,
in equation (a), whence

we could have

The minus sign in both cases means that v is in the opposite direction of u.
Note that in calculating the total momentum of a system the absolute ve-

locities of its parts should be considered.
Problem 129. F o r c e of a Jet of W a t e r. A Jet of water of diameter

d = 4 cm is discltarged from a nozzle with a velocity u = 10 m/sec and impinges
normally against a fixed vertical wall {Fig.

308). Neglecting the compression in the jet,

determine the force of tlie water on the wall.
Solution. To exclude the internal forces

of interaction of the water particles between
each other at the time of impact, apply the

first of Eqs. (23)

to the part of the jet filling the volume abc at

tl)e given instant. Let us calculate for this

volume the difference Qi^ — <?«* for 3 certain

time interval /|. During this interval, the vol-

ume of water will occupy configuration a, 6,c,. and
the value of Qx will decrease by mu. where m
is the mass of volume aoi. The liquid filling

volumes and cc, moves normally to axis Ox and therefore does not

increase the value of As we have only Qx decreasing,

<?ix- Qox =— '”«•

Reaction R of the wall will be the only external force acting on the given

volume and giving a projection on axis x. Assuming R = const., we obtain

2 s;,

and equation (a) gives

Now compute m. As the displacement oo, =u/i,

Y rrd*
,

g 4
“

where y is the weight of a unit volume, and consequently, — is the mass of

a unit volume of the liquid. Substituting this value into equation (b) and ta-

king into account that (or water y= 1 .000 kg/m», we finally obtain

e 4

The pressure of the water on the wall is equal to this value.
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142. Bodies Having Variable Mass. Motion of a Rocket. In
classical mechanics, the mass of every particle or pa'nt of
a moving system is considered to be a constant. In some cases,
however, the number of particles in a given system or body may
change with time (particles may be discharged from a body or
added to it from outside). As a result the total weight of a given
body will change. We have already e.xarnined problems involving
the addition or subtraction of finite masses (Problem.s 127 and
128 in the previous section, and Problem 94 in § 103). In this sec-
tion we shall examine another case of considerable practical im-
portance. when the process of separation of particles from or their
addition to. a body takes place continuously. A body whose
mass M changes continuously with time thanks to the addition of
particles to it or their ejection from it. is said to have a variable
mass* For a body having variable mass

were F {t) is a continuous function of time.
To such bodies belong rockets and jet aircraft, whose masses

decrease more or less continuously as the fuel burns out.

4k
neglect the size of a moving body as compared with

the distance travelled, it can be considered as a particle having
variable mass, ^

Let us develop the equation of motion for a rocket whose mass
continually decreases, considering it as a particle having variablemass in the sense described

*

above. Let u denote the ve-
locity relative to the rocket «
of the burned gas issued from
the rocket. To exclude the
forces ejecting the gas and
to make them internal, let
us consider at any instant I

the system consisting of the rocket itself and a particle issuingfrorn it during a time interval dt (Fig. 309). The mass ii of thisparticle is equal in magnitude to the quantity dM by which themass of the rocket changes during the interval dl. As M is a de-creasmg quantity, dM<0. and consequently n= \dM\=—dMFor this system, Eq. (20) may be written in the form

u r*# f24^

the'roc^et!'
external forces acting on

0 the change i„ ,he LS“"orpa°Lifi
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If the velocity v of the rocket changes by dv during the time
interval dt. the momentum of the system will receive an incre-
ment ;Vf The ejected particle will receive during this time an
additional velocity u. and the momentum of the system will inc-
rease by U[i = — udM. Consequently, = Substi-
tuting this expression into Eq. (24) and dividing through bv dl
we obtain

^ ’

Eq. (25) states In vector form the differential equation of mo-
tion of a particle having variable mass, known also as Meshchcr-
skif's equation *

Sjnee the dimension of the second component in the right side
of hq. (25) is that of force, denoting it by the symbol O, we may
write the equation in the form

= + (26)

Thus, the so-called reaction effect is produced by an additional
force <&, called the reaction force, or thrust, acting on a moving
rocket.

The quantity ^ is equal in magnitude to the mass of the fuel

burned out in a unit of time, i.e., the per-second expenditure of

fuel Cjcc- Thus, taking into account the sign,

^
dt

whence

^= (27)

i.e., the thrust is equal to the product of the per-second expendi-

ture of fuel and the relative velocity of the exhaust gases and is

directed opposite to that velocity.

Note. These results would be exact if the ejected particles did not interact

with each other (as if they were pellets fired in rapid succession, for example).

Actually, (hough, the exhaust gases are discharged In a continuous stream arid

the particles exert reciprocal forces on each other. Therefore, in atmospheric

flight a rocket will additionally be subjected to a force pgO in the direction

of its motion and a force p^a in the opposite direction, where o is the area

of the exit nozzle, pg is the pressure of the exit gases over that area, and p*

is the atmospheric pressure. As Pu>Pa. the thrust will be larger than

by Eq. (27) by (he amount (pg — Pa)cJ (for llight In vacuum. Pa= 0)- •‘'s

* 1. V. Meshehersky (1859-1935). An outstanding Russian scholar of me-

chanics. Eq. (25) was first developed by him in a work written in 1897.
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is taken into account by the introduction in place of u of some effective ve.
locity greater than u (for instance, at « = 1.900 msec, n^ = 2.2U(J insco.

Let US develop the equation of motion of a rocket subjected to
the thrust force alone, considering /= 0 and the escape velocity
u of the gases to be constant. If we direct the x axis in the di-
rectton of the motion (see Fig. 309). then u.,=~u, and.
assuming F =0. Eq. (25) in terms of the projections on the x
a.xis takes the form

It
dt

or dv= — u
dM
.\l

Integrating and
and the

obtain

assuming that at the initial moment the mass
velocity and is directed along Ox. we

v= v,^uln'jf. ^2A)

Let us denote the mass of the rocket with all its equipmentahej>ayl^d) by M and the mass of the fuel Then. evidelTtlv

o!*
^ud after the fuel is burned out

Vl® c u be equal to ^

AJ Substituting these values into Eq. (28). ue
obtain Tstolkoi'sky's formula* for tlie velocity

I*',I ""’Pletelv l.urne<l

stagey
so-called hocsl

c, = t..+„|n^I+a).
,29,

of^Jfcuum "Jd for conditions01 \acuum and absence of any force-field Itfollows from Eq. (29) that the final veloc ty oa rocket depends on l)i,s initial U^ncitv^
1 he

ve ocity „ of the exhaust gasej;’

It is very'* lnLres'ting”to mtf tha't''“L'' -t/
number.

Table! offer; an idea of
The practical importance ^orx^

c „ on .M, .VI, (at ^,=0).
pointsto the possible^vays and ?

formula is that it

.he -re^ehec,?:f leilirtl^e'^in'- ^s^L-ra^ n^'fhe

J?l'"'|°f/nd"Vn^“or^'‘'E^!^Vr.riS a cclrbrafcd RussianMay .903 .he iourna. P“h,i?he11^

Mf'.U, i\'ii

1

1 0.69
2 I.IO

s3 1.39

4 1.61

5 1.79

10 2.40

20 3.00
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increase of u and A/, is connected with the type of fuel and

I 9 nm liquid-propellant rockets'^M, M,=3 to 42,000 to 2 . 0OO m sec). It is possible to increase by usinea compound (multistage) rocket. As each stage burns out its fuel
it IS iepara.ed automatically from the last stage, which thus re-
cci v*es an add itional (initial) velocity.

Such multistage rockets were used ’for the Soviet sputnik and

Chapter 26

THEOREM OF THE CHANGE IN THE ANGULAR
AlOMENTUM OF A SYSTEM

143. Total Angular Momentum of a System. The concept of
the angular momentum, or moment of momentum, of a material
particle \sas introduced in § 116. The total angular momentum of
a system '^'ilh respect to any centre 0 is defined as the quantity

equal to the geometrical sum of the angular
momenta of all the particles of the system
ic-ith respect to that centre: *

= (30)

The angular momenta of a system with
respect to each of three rectangular coor-
dinate axes are found similarly:

=2 "'x Ky=2 niy (m^v^),

=
(
31 )

By the theorem proved in § 43, AT^, Ky>
Kg are the respective projections of vec-

tor K„ on the coordinate axes.
To understand the physical meaning of K, let us compute the

angular momentum of a rotating body with respect to its axis

of rotation. If a body rotates about a fixed axis Oz (Fig. 310),

the linear velocity of any particle of the body at a distance /t*

from the axis is Consequently, for that particle =
= m^v^h^= ni^ii)h\. Then, taking the common multiplier w outside

of the parentheses, we obtain for the whole body

/<*=2 = (2

* We shall usually call the lofal angular monienlum o( a system just the

angular nionientuiii ul that system.
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The quantity in the parentheses is the moment of inertia of the
body with respect to (he z a.xis (§ 131). We finally obtain

= (32)

Thus, the angular momentum of a rotating body u.'ith respect to
the axis of rotation is eifual to the product of the moment of iner-
tia of the body and its angular velocity.

In the general case, vector for a rotating body is not equal
in magnitude to K, or directed along a.xis Oz, since has two
more components. and Ky. which are not zero. If. however,
the axis of rotation coincides with a body’s a.xis of symmetry,
the momenta of symmetrically located points (see Fig. 310) will
be equal in magnitude and oppositely directed, and the sums of
the moments of these momenta with respect to the x and y axes
will vanish {Kx= K^= ^). Consequently, in this case vector K
will be directed along the axis of rotation and will be equal m
magnitude to /C^. i.e., to y,o).

If a system consists of several bodies rotating about the same
axis, then, apparently,

K,= y,jW, (32')

The analogy between Eqs. (19) and (32) will be readily noticed;
the momentum of a body is the product of its mas.s (the quantity
characterising the body’s inertia in translatory motion) and its
velocity; the angular momentum of a body is equal to the product
of its moment of inertia (the quantity characterising a body’s
inertia in rotational motion) and its angular velocity.
Just as the momentum of a system is a characteristic of its

translatory motion (see § 138). the total angular momentum of a
system is a characteristic of its rotational motion.

H4. Theorem of the Change in the Total Angular Momentum
of a System (the Principle of Moments). The principle of moments,which .was proved for a single particle (§ 116). is valid for all
the particles of a system. If. therefore, we consider a particle of

pa^rticle*

velocity belonging to a system, we have for that

(FV),

:anorSs^adin1oTthe%adi^^^^^

^ 12 m, (ni.®*)l=2 +2 («)•
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lint frotii the properties of the internal forces of a system (§ 129i
the last summation vanishes. Hence, taking into account Ea t30we obtahi finally

This equation states the following principle of moments
lor a system: The denvadve of (he total angular momentum of a
si/slcm about any fixed centre ui'ith respect to lime is equal to the
sunt Of the momen/s of all (he external forces actins on that sustem
aboiil that centre. ^

Projecting both sides of Eq. (33) on a set of fixed axes Oxm
and taking into account the theorem proved in § 43. we obtain

dj^
dt

dj^

IF
dj^
dt

Equations (34) express the principle of moments with respect to
any fi.xed axis.

the following principle (which we present without proof) is im-
portant: fqs. (33) and (34) arc also valid for a system of moving
coordinate axes, but only if their origin coincides ivitli the centre
of mass of the system and is in (ranslatory motion together ivith it.

The theorem just proved Is widely used in studying the rotation
of a body about a fi.xed axis, and also in the theory of gyroscopic
motion and the theory of impact. This, however, is not all. It was
proved in the course of kinematics that the most general motion
of a body is a combination of a translation together with some
pole and a rotation about that pole If the pole is located in the
centre of mass, the translatory component of the motion can be
investigated by applying the theorem of the motion of centre of

mass and the rotational component, by the theorem of moments.
This indicates the theorem’s importance in studying the motion of

free bodies (a Hying aircraft, shell or missile) and, in particular,

in studying plane motion (§ 156).

The principle of moments is also convenient in investigating the

rotation of a system, because, analogous to the theorem of the

change in linear momentum, it makes it possible to exclude from

consideration all immediately unknown internal forces.

145. The Law of Conservation of the Total Angular Momentum.
The following important corollaries can be derived from the prin-

ciple of moments.
1) Let the sum of the moments of all the external forces acting

on a system with respect to a centre O be zero:

S'”*-
—
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It follows, then, from Eq. (33) that /Co= con<t. Thus, if the
sum of the moments of all external forces acting on a system taken
ii'ith respect to any centre is zero, the total angular moimntuin of
the system loilh respect to that centre is constant in magnitude and
direction. Application of this result for the case of planetary mo-
tion was considered in § 1 16.

2) Let the external forces acting on a system be such that the
sum of their moments with respect to any fixed axis Oz is zero:

Xm,{Fk) = 0.

It follows, then, from Eqs. (34) that /<.= const. Thus, if the
sum of the moments of all the external forces acting on a sinitem
ioith respect to any axis is zero, the total angular nionientuni of
the system utith respect lo that axis is constant.
These conclusions express the /acc- of conservation of the total

angular momentum of a system. It follows from them that internal
forces cannot change the total angular niomentiim of a system.
Rotating Systems, Consider a system rotating about an

axis Oz which is fixed or passes through the centre of mass By
Eq. (32), Ks— Jm, and if ^m^(F*)= 0, then

= const.

This leads us to the following conclusions:
a) If a system is non-deformable (a rigid body), (hen y.= const.whence w— const. That is. a r’gid body will rotate about a fixed

axis with a constant angular velocity.
b) If a system is deformable, it will have particles which, under

he fv Tth®
exteinal) forces, may move away from

crea.ira / ^R
increasing J or approach the axis, thereby de-

wm as •/, 0)= const., the angular velocity of the system

the n?om-nt n? increases, and increase ashe moment of inertia decreases. Thus, the action of internallorces can change the angular velocity of a rotating system as the
constancy of K, does nol, in the gen'eral case. me!n life constancy

Let us consider a few examples.
a) Experiments with Zhukovsky’s Platform Th^

vlsllia^ mlanrof^L
f^joinentum can be demonstrated

P aUorm-^I i ^
1

instrument known as “Zhukovsky’s

stcD ban helrin?
horizontal disc supported by

form Vm ^
^ ^ standing on the plat-

* — and consequently. ^w=const. II, now, the
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person stretches out his arms and twists himself to start rotating
about the vertical axis and then lowers his arms. will decrease
and, consequently, the angular velocity will increase. This trick
of increasing angular velocity is widely employed by ballet dancers
in turning somersaults, etc.

A person standing motionless on the platform (/C^= 0) can turn
in any direction by merely extending one arm horizontally and
sweeping it in the opposite direction. His angular velocity will
be such that the total quantity /C, for the system will remain zero.

b) Riding a Swing. When a person rides a swing, the pres-
sure of his feet (an internal force) cannot by itself make him swing
higher. For this, in the upper left-hand position of the swing,
the person must squat down. When the swing passes through the
vertical, he stands up quickly. This brings the mass closer to the
axis of rotation z. the quantity J, decreases, and the angular ve-
locity (0 jumps. The increase in o) will carry the swing higher
than the initial height A„. In the upper right-hand position, when
<i)= 0. the person again squats (which, evidently, will not influ-

ence the value of o)). and passing through the vertical he stands
up again, etc. As a result the amplitude of the swing will in-

crease with each swing.

The forced vibration of the swing is called parametric, as it is

Induced not by a periodically alternating force (§ 126) but as a

result of a change in the parameters of the system: its moment of

inertia and the position of its centre of gravity.

c) Rotation of a Gun Shell in the Barrel. If we con-

sider a gun barrel and a shell in it as a single system, the pres-

sure of the gases when the gun is fired will be an internal force which
cannot change the angular momentum of the system, which was

zero before the shot. Therefore, if the grooves in the bore make
the shell rotate, say, to the right, the barrel will tend to rotate

to the left so that at any instant ^shoiiWshtu= ‘^barrel ‘^osrrci- This

rotation is opposed by the trunnions of the gun carriage, and an

additional force is brought to act on them.

d) Reaction Moment of a Propeller. The rotor of a

helicopter not only drives the air downwards (see § 140, exam-

ple 6), but also imparts a rotation to the mass being swept down.

The total angular momentum of the mass of the driven air and

the helicopter must be zero, as initially the system was motion-

less and the forces of interaction between the rotor and the air

are Internal. Therefore, the helicopter will start rotating in the

opposite direction of the rotor. The turning moment acting on the

helicopter is called the reaction moment, or reaction torque.

In order to prevent the reaction rotation of a single-rotor heli-

copter, it is provided with an auxiliary torque-control rotor
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mounted on the tail boom. In a multiple-rotor helicopter the ro-

tors are made to revolve in opposite directions.

The reaction moment can be used for the experimental deter-

mination of the torque developed by an aircraft engine, since the
(wo quantities are equal in magnitude and the reaction moment
can be measured by mounting the engine on a suitable balance.

146. Solution of Problems. The principle of moments is con-
venient in studying the rotation of bodies (§ 153) or the motion of
systems including rotating and translating bodies (Problem 133).
The law of conservation of angular momentum makes it pos-

sible to determine the change of the angular velocity (or the angle
of rotation) of any part of a system if the displacement or the
velocity of the other portion of’ the system is known. In solving
such problems, all immediately unknown internal forces and ex-
ternal forces intersecting with, or parallel to. the axis of rotation
can be ignored.

pm r, n
— 1^ A . ^ • J -

1 •

TTT.

Fig. 311

Problem 130. Two discs having momenls of inorlia J. and J. are mounted
on a shaft as shown in Fig. 3M. If the shaft is twisted and then released find
the dependence between the angular velocities and the angle of turn of Die
discs in the ensuing torsional vibrations. Neglect
the mass of the shaft.

Solution. To exclude the unknown elastic
forces wliich cause Jhe discs to vibrate, consider
both discs and the shaft as a single system. The
external forces (the reactions of the bearings and
the force of gravity) inlcrsecl witli axis a*, whence

(F"*) = 0. and /C*= const. But since at the

'"i* /Cx= 0. during the whole of the
angular momentum of the

ft I
''‘‘".respect to the x axis equals the sum of the angular momenta ofeach disc with respect to the sameaxi?). We find from tliis that

angles through which the discs were twisted meas-
i^-XIaincd by inlegrall’ng l|,e

“PPosi'e directions, and the angular amnli.
The sta Lar„ H

P™P“^'‘»">' '!« moments of inertia of the discs

SL'mZenrof^nrrul.^'is faTger
'»

sSown in Fii: 3'’,2.“and"rfl;!l,e1^bTu? /"^erl c' ra fs 'oa ' A 7im’r7io“

thT dependence'il® he an°gula!"‘ v“ oclly
Parli'cle^l'deleriS

the weights.
angular velocity oi of the governor on the position of

Cl>i
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Solution. To exclude the unknown elastic forces of the springs, consider
the governor and the weights as one system. Then = and
A^ = const. At time /o= 0, the displacement jr= 0 and Kii, = (J.4-2ml*){o
At any arbitrary instant l. = + 2m {/-}-.«)*) w. As =

_ 7,+ 2m/=

Conseipienlly. when x> 0. to < and when x <0, o) > to,, i.e.. the angular
velocity changes about a mean value When the vibrations ot the weights
dampen with time, x tends to zero, and to to to^.

Problem 132. A track is laid along the circumference of a disc of radius R
and weight P. Standing on the track is a toy spring-wgund car of weight p.

The disc rotates together with the car about a vertical axis Oz with an angu-

lar velocity to^ (Fig. 313). Determine how the angular velocity of the disc will

change if at some instant the car will start moving in the direction of the

rotation with a velocity u relative to the disc.

Solution. To exclude the unknown frictional forces between the wheels

of the car and the disc, consider both as one system. The moments of the

external forces acting on the system with respect to the z axis are zero. Con-

sequently. A; = const. Considering the disc to be homogeneous (7. =r0.5Af/?*)

and the car as a particle, we have

= ^0.5 j/?*+ I /?*)«,-

When the car starts moving its absolute velocity will be i;a= «+co/?,

where o) is the new angular velocity of the disc. The angular momentum o\ the

car about the 2 axis will be =m {w/? -|-co/?*), and lor the whole system

we have

u
As /(;= const.. Kg,=K„- whence to= to, —

^ gp ^p ~R‘

The angular velocity of the disc, we see. decreases. !f the car travels in the

opposite direction, oi will increase. • . r

Note that in calculating /C, the absolute velocities of all moving points of

the system were taken.
. . j. /c-- n\A\ ic a

Problem 133. Wound on a drum of weight P and radius r ^ ?

string carrying a load A of weight Q. Neglecting the mass of the string and
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iridion, determine the angular acceleration of the drum when the load falls,

if the radius of gyration of the drum with respect to its axis is o
Solution. Applying the theorem of moments with respect to axis 0.

we have

(U
=2 "'o

(a)

The moving system consists of two bodies, conse-

quently

The load is in translatory motion, and we consider it

as a particle. Its velocity is o= <i)r. The drum rotates

about a fixed axis, consequently.

and

Substituting this expression for Kg into equation (a), we obtain

whence

Qr* + rQ» rf>,) _
e

Q'b
Qr* -f- Pp*

•

C ha pier 27

THEOREM OF THE CHANGE IN THE KINETIC ENERGY OF
A SYSTEM

^^7. Kinetic Energy of a System The kinetic energy of a system
is defined as a scalar quantity T equal to the arithmetical sum of
the kinetic energies of all the particles of the system:

Kinetic energy is a characteristic of both the translatory and
rotational motion of a system, which is why the theorem of the
change m kinetic energy is so frequently used in problem solutions.

liltriTtl!."
between T and the previously introduced char-

acteristics Q and IS that kinetic energy Is a scalar quantity,
and essentially a positive one. It. therefore, does not depend onthe directions of the absolute motions of parts of a system anddoes not characterise the changes in these directions.

nn ‘nternal forces acton the parts of a system m mutually opposite directions. For this
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reason, as we have seen, they do not change the vector para-
meters Q and But if, under the action of internal forces, the
speeds of the particles of a system change, the quantity T will
change too. Consequently, the kinetic energy of a system differs
further from the quantities Q and in that it is affected by the
action of both external and internal forces.

If a system consists of several bodies, its kinetic energy is,
eviilently. equal to the sum of the kinetic energies of all the
bodies;

Let us develop the equations for computing the kinetic energy
of a body in different types of motion.

1. Translatory Motion. In this case all the points of a
body have the same velocity, which is equal to the velocity
of the centre of mass. Therefore, for any point and
Eq. (35) gives

*
2 2

or

TIrjns— 2

Thus, in Iranslalonj moiion, the kinetic energy of a body is equal

to half the product of the body’s mass and the square of the velocity

of the centre of mass. The value of T does not depend on the di-

rection of motion.

2. Rotational Motion The velocity of any point of a body
rotating about an axis Oz (see Fig. 310) is t'*= coA^, where h^ is

the distance of the point from the axis of rotation, and (o is

the angular velocity of the body. Substituting this expression into

Eq. (35) and taking the common multipliers outside the paren-

theses. we obtain

TroUtion

The term in the parentheses is the moment of inertia of the

body with respect to the axis z. Thus we finally obtain

i.e. ,
in rotational motion, the kinetic energy of a body is equal to half

the product of the body's moment of inertia with respect to the axis

of rotation and the square of its angular velocity. The value of T
does not depend on the direction of the rotation.
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3. Plane Motion*. In plane motion, the velocities of all

the points of a body are at any instant directed as if the body
were rotating about an axis perpendicular to the plane of motion
and passing through the instantaneous centre of zero velocity P
(Fig. 315). Hence, by Eq. (37)

pUiiu (37')

Fig. 315.

where Jp is the nioinent of Inertia of the
body with respect to the instantaneous axis
of rotation, and (o is the angular velocity
of the body,
The quantity Jp in Eq (37') is variable,

as the position of the centre P continuously
changes with the motion of the body. Let
us introduce instead of Jp a constant moment of Inertia
with respect to an axis through the centre of mass C of the body
By t^he parallel-axis theorem. (§ 133), Jp= J,.J^Mil\ where
d::^PC. Substituting this expression for Jp into Eq. (37 ) and

taking into account (hat point
P is the instantaneous centre
of zero velocity and therefore
tad= toPC= Vf.. where is the
velocity of the centre of mass,
we obtain finally

/Muc "{“ (38)

Thus, in plane motion, the
kinetic energy of a body is equal
to the kinetic energy of transla-
tion of the centre of mass plus
the kinetic energy of rotation rel-

4. The Most General Motion of a Body. Taking thecentre o mass C as the pole (Fig. 316). (he most general motionof a body IS a combination of a translation with the velocity vof the pole and a rotation about the instantaneous axis CC^through the pole (see § 88). Then, as shown in the course of
ot any point of the body is equalto the geometrical sum of the velocity of the pole and^thevelocity of the point in its rotation with the body about axis CC':

tion o?i%igid bo!3y*’diSe7Vn
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In magnitude = where /i* is the distance of the point
from axis CC and ay is the absolute angular velocity of the body
about that axis. It follows from this that*

^

ul= vl= (Vc+ = [fc v'y+ 2vc Vi-

Substituting this expression info Eq. (35) and taking into
account that y^= coft*, we find

where the common multipliers have been taken outside the
parentheses.

In this equation the term in the first parentheses gives the
mass Af of the body, and the term in the second parentheses
gives the moment of inertia Jf.^ of the body with respect to the

instantaneous axis CC

.

In the last term = 0 as it repre-

sents the linear momentum of the body in its rotation about
axis CC

,

which passes through the centre of mass (see § 138).

Therefore we finally have

Thus, in the most general motion of a body, the kinetic energy

is equal to the kinetic energy of translation of the centre of mass

of the body plus the kinetic energy of rotation about an axis

through the centre of mass.

If the pole is not taken in the centre of mass, but in another

point A, such that axis AA' does not pass through the centre

of mass, then for this axis and we cannot develop

an equation of the form (38') (see Problem 136).

In computing kinetic energy, it is important to remember that

all the equations contain the absolute velocities of the respective

particles or bodies. Characteristic mistakes are pointed out in Prob-

lems 135 and 136.

Problem 134. Find the kinetic energy of a uniform cylindrical wheel of

mass AJ rolling without slipping, if (he velocity of its centre is vc (Fig- JI7).

• In vector analysis there exists the concept of the scalar, or dot, product

of two vectors u and v. which is equal to the product of their magni ud«

and the cosine of the angle a between them: = ut» cos a. It follows, then.

that o* = c ®= t<ycosO^ = 0 *. i.e.. the scalar square of a vector

to the square of its magnitude. This result has been employed here.

IS equal
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Solution. The wheel is in plenc motion. By Eq. (38),

As the boily is a uniform cylinder, vve have (see § 132) Jc~0.5 M
whore R is tlie radius or the wheel. On the other hand, since point B is tlie

instantaneous centre of 2ero velocity of the wheel,
vc = toBC = 0)/?, whence <t>= R.

Substituting these expressions into the equation,
we find

r = i-,WL.; + l.wK.^=|.,!„'.

.Kig. i\7.

Problem 135. When body A in Fig. 318 translates
with a velocity «, body B tiiovcs in the slots o/ body
A with a velocity o. If angle a is known, deter-
mine the kinetic energy oi body B.

Solution. The absolute motion of body 5 is a translation with a velocity
t'a = «+c {see § 94). Then ’

^= y = Y 'W («* + y* + 2hv cosa).

A characterislic mist.ike in problems of this type is to regard the kinetic
energy of the body as the sum of the energies of the relative and transportm ot ions.

r= Trol -f Tir= Alo* Alii*.

and thus, it will be noticed, the cojnponent Ainu cosa drops nut of the solution.

Fig. 318. Fig. 319.

"»os{ ge«ern/ case uf relative molion, the total kinetic enerpti of a

Solution. The rod performs plane motion, and by Ilq, (38)

^ ~~2 Y
The velocity of point C is compounded of the velocities u and where

in magnitude
^'icl = « Y’ t«e Fig. 319). + + cosa.
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The angular velocity of the rod about C is the same as about A. as u does
not depend on the location of the pole (see § 77). Furthermore, it was shown

in Problem 122 (§ 133) that

Substituting all these expressions, we obtain

4- iibil cos ^ ~ Mu'
-f-

-1
-f-

+ AI/<i)h cnsa.

A common inibtake in this type of problem is to assume that

T = Ttr.ins ^rotation^ All/* All/* -j- Af/*<i>*.

This is wrong because, as previously shown, the formula T = Tirans + Tfotation
is valid only when the axis of rotation passes through the centre of mass,
which is not the case in this problem.

148. Theorem of the Change in the Kinetic Energy of a System.

The theorem proved in § 114 is valid for any point of a system.

Therefore, if we take any particle of mass rn^ and velocity be-

longing to a system, we have for this particle

—

2

2—— '^*'1
>

where p*,, and y*, denote the particle’s velocity at the beginning

and the end of the displacement, and and are the sums

of the work done by all the external and internal forces acting

on the particle through this displacement.

If we write similar equations for all the particles of a system

and add them up, we obtain

2^
““ 2-

'^bVU I*

k*

or

where and T, denote the kinetic energy of the system at the

beginning and the end of the displacement.

This equation states the following theorem of the change

in kinetic energy: The change in ihe kinetic energy of a system

during any displacement is equal to the sum of the work done oy

all the external and internal forces acting on the system tn that

displacement

.

» ^ *u^
For an infinitesimal displacement of a system the theorem takes

the form
dT= dA‘-\-dA’.
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where dA'^ and dA' denote the eleinental work done by all the

external and internal forces acting on the system.
Unlike the previously proved theorems, in Eqs. (39) and (40)

the internal forces are not ignored. For, if Fit and Fl, are the

forces of interaction between points S, and B, of a system (see

Fig. 320), then F'ii-\-Fii=0, but at the same time point B, may
be moving towards B,. and point B, towards The work done
by each force is positive, and the total work will not be zero.

An example is the phenomenon of recoil (Problem 128. Fig. 307).
The internal forces (the pres-

sure of the gases) acting on ^

^

^
the shell and the recoiling W'

^

parts do a positive work. The A *^1
sum of this work is not zero, Y <^—*

7
—

*

< o;——

j

and it changes the kinetic
energy of the system from > i

7\= 0 at the beginning of
the shot to = Fig. 320.

at the end of the shot.
The Case of N on-D e f or m a b I e Systems. Anon-defor-

mable system is defined as one in which the distance between
the points of application of the internal forces does not change
during the motion of the system. Special cases of such sn stems
are a rigid body and an inextensible string.

Let two points B, and B, of a non-deformable system (Fig. 320)
be acting on each other with forces and /^i, (Fi, =— f ',) and
let their velocities at some instant be v, and v,. Their displace-
ments in a time interval dl will be ds,==v,dt and d$,= vdt
directed along vectors c, and v,. But as line B,B, is non-defir-
mable, it follows from the laws of kinematics that the projections
.of vectors v^ and and consequently of the displacements ds

direction of B.B, will be equal, i.e.!

elemental work done by forces F'i. and /=t,

ml k!
equal in magnitude and opposite in sense, and their sum

of a syst?™
holds for all internal forces in any displacement

We conclude from this that the sum of the work done by all

takes"fhe”form
^ ^ «o«-dc/or/nabfe system is zero, and Eq. (39)

=
(41 )

Both the external and internal forces in Eqs. (39)-(41) include
constraints on which the bodiesof a system move are smooth, then as shown in § 114, the work
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done by the reactions of these constraints in any displacement
oMheiSystem is zero and the reactions will not enter into Eqs.

Thus, in applying the theorem of the change in kinetic energy
to frictionless systems, all the immediately unknown reactions of
the constraints will be excluded from the' problem. This is where
its practical value lies.

Note that all the foregoing theorems made it possible to exclude
the internal forces from the equations of motion, but all the exter-
nal forces, including the immediately unknown reactions of the
external constraints, entered into the equations.

149. Some Cases of Computation of Work. Work done by forces
is computed from the equations developed in §§112 and 113.
Let us consider several more cases.

1)

\Vork DonebyGrax’itational Forces Acting on
a System. The work done by a gravitational force acting on a

particle of weight will be — where and are

the coordinates of the initial and
final positions of the particle (see

§ 113). Then the total work done by
all the gravitational forces acting on
a system will be. by Eqs. (74) in § 53,

= ^(2co — ^C.)=
where P is the weight of the system,

and he is the vertical displacement
of the centre of gravity (or centre

of mass) of the system. Thus, the

li’ork (lone bij the gravitational forces

acting on a system is computed as the ivork done by their resultant'

P in the displacement of the centre of gravity (or the centre of mass)

of the system.

2) Work Done by Forces Applied to a Rotating
Body. The elemental work done by the force F applied to the

body in Fig. 321 will be (see § 112)

dA — F.ds= FJid(f.

since ds= hd(f, where d*f is the angle of rotation of the body.

But it is evident that FM=m,{F). We shall call the quantity

/)4^z=/«^(F) the turning moment, or torque. Thus we obtain

dA = M,d(v. H2)

i.e., the elemental work, in this case, is equal to the product of
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ihe torque ami the clerncnial au^le of roialion. Eq. (-12) is valid

when several forces are acting, if it i.s assumed that Vf .= V (F*).

The work done in a turn through a finite angle cp will be

and, for a constant torque (.\/^= const.).

A =/W,(p,. (44)

If acting on a body is a force couple lying in a plane normal
to Oz. then, evidently. in Eqs. (42)-(44) will denote the mo-
ment of that couple.

Let us see how power is determined in this case (see § 112).
From Eq. (42) we find

d.A

Thus, ihe pocc-cr developed by forces acling on a rotating body is
equal to the product of Ihe torque and the angular velocim of the
body. For the same power, the torque
increases as the angular velocity decreases.

3) Work Done by Frictional
Forces Acting on a Rolling Body.
A wheel of radius R (Fig. 322) rolling
without slipping on a plane (surface) is sub-
jected to the action of a frictional force
F,,. which prevents the slipping of the
point of contact B on the surface. The ele-
mental work done by this force is dA ==— But point B is the Instanta-
neous centre of velocity (§81). and Ug= 0.
As dSg=^Vgdt, ds^^O, and for every
elemental displacement dA=0.

Thus, in rolling without slipping, the
work done by ihe frictional force preventing slipping is zero inmy displacement of the body. For the same reason, the work done
by the normal reaction N is also zero.

The rwistance to rolling is created by the couple (TV. F) of moment M—k!ewhere ft ,s the coefficient of rolling friction (see ^O). Then by Eq (42)rand
taking into account that the angle of rotation of a rolling wheel is =
we obtain R

~Vq ///////.

d^tou —— hNdcp=— — ttdsc,

where dsc Is the elemental displacement of the centre C of the wheel

(45)
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II /V — const., then the total work done by the forces resisting rolling will be

If

'^f«li =— = A'se- (45')

As llic quantity k R \$ small, rolling friction can. in the first approximation,
be neglected as compared with other resisting forces.

150. Solution of Problems. The theorem of the change in ki*
netic energy is useful when a moving system is non-deforniable.
In this case the theorem makes it possible to exclude from con-
sideration all Immediately unknown internal forces and, if there
is no friction, also all the immediately unknown reactions of exter-
nal constraints.

In the case of a deformable system, the theorem gives a solu-
tion only if the internal forces are known. If they are not known
(Problems 124, 128, etc.) (he energy theorem is insufficient to

obtain a solution.

Eq. (41) is convenient in solving problems where the given and
required quantities include: 1) the acting forces. 2) (he displace-

meat of (he system, 3) ti e velocities of the bodies (linear or an-

gular) at the beginning and the end of the displacement. The acting

forces must be constant or dependent only on the displacement
(distance).

It is also very important to bear In mind that the kinetic

energy theorem can be u'^ed to develop the differenlial equations

of motion of a system and. in particular,

to find the accelerations of moving bodies.

For this write Eq. (41). differentiate both

sides with respect to time, and eliminate

(he velocity (see Problems 139 and 140).

For arbitrarily acting forces the equa-

tions are more conveniently written in the

form (40). i.e, in differential form (see

Problems 141 and 148).

„ „„„ Problem 137. A rod AB of length / is hinged
^‘g- asshown at point A (Fig. 323). Neglecting friction.

determine the minimum velocity <i>« that must be

imparted to the rod so that it would swing into a horizontal confi^ration.

Solution. The given and required quantities include a>o, o), -- 0. acid

(he displacement of the system as defined by angle Thercloro, the prob*

lein is best solved by applying Eq. (41):

Denoting the weight of the rod by P. compute all the quantities in the

equation. From Eqs. (37) and (9) we find
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Since in the final configuration Iht velocity of llic rod is zero, T, = 0. The

work is done only by force P, and = — P/i
4^ = — Substituting these

values into c(|ua(ion (a), we obtain

wIicjKe

Problem 138. Two pulleys A and B are connected by a belt (Fig. 321)
When the motor is switched off, piillev A of radius R, has an angular veloc-
ity ojj. The total weight of the pulleys is P. and of the belt p. A brake

shoe is applied to pulley A will, a force (? to stop the rotation the coefneient

cinsideNf?c° he^ouPev\°lo^
^^S'^^ting friction in the axles and

luSs^l^^Vwil/Lko b1roVo"Sfp"p?:g^

revolutions'
A':"' determine the required number of

^-7'o=S^^

“ TfTak^6 .nl^acco„„ ,„a. .he initial velocities' 01 ”^ the “p"?im' tl ’^fe+hefi

va“«s":fp-^.;v'r:rrf„r,LHTs/,^ •-

r^ =~I p
2 a

2lVfhlare'™e'd°''R”a,lras''’//4!Vlt'^ »' -ve

gra

-.h-plSil - -eh.
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cluinge fhcir position during the motion. The force of friction F(f=fQ, and
the work done by it is found from E<|. (44);

Substituting all the found values into equation (a), we obtain finally

(P-f 2/» Po*
-V =

b.igfQ

Problem 1311. A cart is drawn with a constant force Q=16 kg up an in-

clined plane making an angle a = 30® with the horizontal (Fig. 325). The
platform of the cart weighs P=18 kg. and

Q each of its uniform wheefs weighs p= 2 kg.

Determine: 1) tfie linear velocity u, of

the cart, when it has travelled a distance

/= 4 m. If Vo= 0: 2) tlie acceleration of

the cart. The wheels roll without slipping.

Neglect the rolling friction.

Solution. 1) Let us use Eq. (41) to

determine u,:

(a)

In our case T^— O and T, = -f-

^^whccl- The cart is in translatory motion, and
the kinetic energy of a uniform rolling wlieel was calculated in Problem 134. Thus,

Work is done by force Q and the force of gravity P, = {P -^4p). The work

done by the frictional forces preventing slippage and by the normal reactions

is zero (§ 149). Making the necessary computations, we find

A (Q) = Ql; A (P,) =- (P + 4p) /ic= - (P + ^P) ‘ sin o.

Substituting these expressions into equation (a), wc obtain

whence
^ (P + 6p) oj= IQ - (P 4- 4p) sin a) I, (b)

= l/ ‘2SI IQ - jP +AP) ^ 2.8 m/sec.
' r P + op

2) To determine the acceleration ti’. let us consider the quantities u, and I

in c«iuation (b) as variables. Then, differenlialing through with respect to time.

we have

l(P_|_6p)u^ = [Q-(P + 4/7)sina)

But — =y, and‘^=ti', and, eliminating u, we have

d(

^_ Q-(P+4p)sin^ ^_^Q^
P -|- 6p

Note the use ol the theorem of the change in kinetic energy to determine

the acceleration.

dv
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Problem 140. One end of a string passing over a pulley 0 (Fig. 326) is

svound on a cylinder of radius R and weight P\ attached to* the other end is

a load D of weiglit Q, If Ly^= 0. determine the velocity vc. of the centre C
of the cylinder after it has travelled a distance s, and the acceleration v-'c of

the centre. The coefficient of rolling friction of the cylinder is k, the radius
of gyration of the cylinder with respect to
its axis is o. Neglect the mass of the string
and the pulley.

Solution. 1) We use Eq. (41 ) to de-
termine the velocity

(a)

In our case T^= 0 and 7'=7'cv,+rn.

r _ 1 Q t .r^o— y— 7^cyl =
From Eqs. (36). (38), and (7).

2
2

1 P , ,

1/ P
,

As point B i$ (he instantaneous centre

of zero velocity. = and y^=t»^= 2fc. Consequently,

r= ^,[4Q + p(,+^)]„..

The forces doing work are Q and the couple (N. P). As vn= 2vr. the— 2.' a"'* A«?) = (?.2s. The work done by (he

Then*
rolling can be found from Eq. (45'). as A'=P= const.

^AI= 2Qs-±Ps.

Substituting the found expressions into equation (a), we obtain

1|4Q + p(,+|.)]„.=(2q__^p),, (b)

whence

Vc= i/ 2g(2Q/? - AP) Rs
y 40P*4QP*-f-P(/?* + Q*)'

2) As in the preceding problem, to determine ti’e difTcrentiate both sides of
equation (b) with respect to time. Taking into account that -^= 0.

1 - . _ 1 - - /V/ ^C»
finally obtain

we

_(^QR~kP)R
^

4(7«*+ P(/?*+ e*)
^

01 a spiral spring Is al.achod to gear i
the gear is mounted®. Gear "

rolls on a
/ and weight Q on which

moment of the spring M =ca uUr/l ^ of rad us R==i-r. They g /n,p_ca, where a Is the angle of rotation of gear I
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with respect to the crank. Neglecting friction, determine the period of vibra-
tion of the crank if it is disturbed from its position of equilibrium. The inec'h-
anism works in a horizontal plane.

Solution. We shall define the position of the crank by the angle (p
measured from its equilibrium position. To exclude the unknown reaction'^
axis C from the computation, consider gear 1 and the crank as a single system
and develop the differential equation of its motion from Eq. (40).

First compute the kinetic energy T of the system in terms of the angular
velocity ojc, of the crank (as we are developing the law of motion of the crank)
\\ e have:

1

^ + T'gesf — 2 •
(a)

Considering the crank as a homogeneous rod and the gear as a uniform disc,
and taking into account that the point of contact is the instantaneous centre

I
• ^ 5 I

1 /"^2 e

,
— — instantaneous centre

of zero velocity of gear i, we have

3 ^
^

Vc= 0i^tl.

I _ • ^
:

‘pcjr 2 g
^

tdeear
^

^

Note again that Eq. (38) which is used

to compute contains the absolute an-

gular velocity of the gear, not its relative

velocity of rotation with respect to (he crank.

Substituting all the determined quantities

into equation (a), we finally obtain

r= -j^/2Q+9P)F<. (b)

Now let us compute the elemental work.

In this case no external forces do any

work, therefore, (IA^= 0. The elemental work done by the elastic force of

the spring (an internal force) in turning the gear through an angle a about

the crank is d/l'= — /tf^prfa=— ccu/a (the minus sign indicates that the

moment is directed opposite the direction through which the gear is turned).

As we are seeking the law of motion ol the crank, let us express angle ct in

terms of (p. As ^b= ^b. Rff>— ra, whence

.^= ^. a= ^^''<P and dA‘ =-c^-^-=^

Writing now the equation dT= dA', we have

1 (2Q + 9P) /*a>„.dc.v,= -c <f
dtp.

Dividing through by dt and taking into account that =
dj^__d^

finally obtain the differential equation of motion oi the system

dt ^ dt*
' ^

in the lorm

g+k>v=o.
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where
«_ 6gC(/ — r)*

® — (2Q+9P) /V»
•

The equation is a differential equation of harmonic motion {§ 123). When
moved from its equilibrium position the crank will perform simple harmonic
motion the period of which will be

T= /2Q -f \)P

dgc

This problem shows the great opportunities for investigating the motion of

a system provided by the theorem of the change in kinetic energy.

151. Field of Force. Potential Energy. Amongst the forces

which may act on a particle in its interaction with other bodies
are also forces dependent only on the position of the particle,

i.e., its coordinates x, y. z. For such forces it is convenient to

introduce the concept of field of force, or force field. A field of
force is defined as a region of space in any point of which a par-
ticle experiences a force of certain magnitude and direction. .An
example of a force field is the gravitational field of planets or
the sun.

If the work done by the forces of a field In the displacement
of a particle depends only on the initial and final positions of
the particle, and does not depend on the path followed by the
particle, the force field is said to be conservative, and the forces
acting in that field are called conservative forces. Examples of
conservative forces are the Newtonian forces of gravitation and
elastic forces (§ 113).

When the work done by a force depends on the path or the
velocity of the’ particle to which it is applied, the force is said
to be non-conservative, or dissipative. To such forces belong fric-
tion and the resistance of a medium.

For conservative forces we can introduce the concept of poten-
tial energy as a measure of the capacity of a particle for doing
work by virtue of its position in the force field. In order to com-
pare different "capacities for doing work”, we must agree on the
choice of a zero point 0, in which we assume the capacity to do
work to be zero (the choice of the zero point, as of any initial
point or origin, is arbitrary). The potential energy of a particle in
any configuration M is defined as the scalar quantity n equal to
the work done on the particle by the forces of <i field in the passage
(ronx cofifiguratiod M to the zero configurcitiort*

It follows from the definition that potential energy is dependenton the position coordinates of the particle M, i.e., that

12—2984
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n_n{x i/. z) To find n(jr. (/. e), we must calculate bvthe equations of § 112. If it proves impossible to determin? thework without knowing the path MO or the equation of

fd^ce”"
^ path, then the acting force is not a conservative

^ll^tTiples. It follows from the results obtained
in § 113 that for the force of gravity, assuming the zero point

A/,v the origin of a coordinate system
and directing axis Oz vertically up. we
have (§ 113, section 1)

n= pz,

where p is the weight of a particle in a— y gravity field.

For the elastic force of a spring which
can be extended only in the direction of
axis Ox, and choosing the zero point at

we have A/^„= Ar, A/,j„= 0.

0

Fig. 328.

the end of the unextended spring,
Therefore, from Eq. (40) in § 113,

where c is the stiffness factor of the spring.
Let us find the expression of work in terms of potential energy.

If a particle is moved in a conservative force field from a posi-
tion A'f, to a position M, (Fig. 328), then, as the work does not
depend on the path, we will have = + A.vnor But.
by definition, = and = Hence.

— ^1 ^ 1 - (
46

)

Thus, the work done by a conservative force is equal to the

difference between the potential energy values of a moving particle

in its initial and final positions. It is evident that the work done
by a conservative force in the displacement of a particle along a

closed circuit (Ilj^n,) is zero.

Let us demonstrate in conclusion how to determine the force acting in any
point of a field of force if tlie function flfx. y. 2 ) is known. For this let us

compute the elemental work dA performed in the displacement of a particle

from a point M (x. y, z) to a point Al,(x-|-d'x, y-\-dy, z-j-dz). From Eq. (46)

we have
dA = — dn (X. y, z).

as in calculating work we must take the difference between 11 and IT,, and the

differential is the difference between the increased function, i.e., n„ and the

initial value of 11.
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Substituting dA by its analytical expression (§ 112), and computing dll as

a differential function of three variables x. y. z. we have

F,dx+ F,d!/ + F,d^= (^dx+ ^-^dy+^dz'^
,

from which, equating the factors of dx. dy. and dz. we And

an c _ <?n c _
dx ’ y~ dy' dz

• {A7)

Eqs. (47) make it possible, knowing IT (x. r/. a), to determine the projections
of a force acting in a conservative force field, and consequently the force
itself. In particular, for the gravitational and elastic forces considered above
we obtain, as could be expected.

c r A c dn

= = Fy=F,= (}.

Sometimes in defining a field of force, (he function i/ (x, i/, ?)s= — n (x. //. ?),
called a force function, is introduced in place of 11. 'For this function,
dA= dU, and equations of the type (47) do not contain any minus signs.

152. The Law of Conservation of Mechanical Energy. Let us
assume that all the external and internal forces acting on a
system are conservative forces. Then, for any particle belonging to
the system, the work done by the applied forces is

*1*

and for all the external and internal forces

-n..

potential energy of the whole system,
substituting this expression of work into Eq. (39), we obtain

or
7'.-7’o=n,-n..

r, -j- n,= 7, 4- = const.

Thus, m the motion of a system subjected to the action of ontu
/orces. the sum of the kinetic and potential energies offAe sysfem remains constant for any configuration. This is ihehwof

^ particular case ofme ^neral Physical law of conservation of energy. The quantity
total mechanical energy of the system

' ^

the^n^flI
include dissipative forces, such as friction,

ts motiL
.of the system will decrease during

IheZl ener^,
<ransformat,on mto other forms of energy, e.g®

12*
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3r)6 Some Cases of Rigid-Bod^ Motion

The whole meaning of the foregoing law becomes apparent when
it is considered in connection with the general physical law of
conservation of energy. However, in solving purely mechanical
problems, the theorem of the change in the kinetic energy of a
system can always be immediately applied.

Example. Consider a pendulum (Fig. 329) displaced through an angle
from the vertical and released from rest. Then, in its initial position. n,= Pa.
and 7'.,= 0. where P is the weight of the pendulum and z is the coordinate
ol its centre of gravity. Consequently, neglecting all resisting forces, in any

configuration we shall have n + 7=:n,,. or

Thus, the centre of gravity of the pendulum
cannot be higher than position z„. When the
pendulum swings down, its potential energy de-

creases and its kinetic energy increases; during
an upward swing the potential energy increases

and the kinetic energy decreases.

It follows from the previous equation that

2P
w*= ?).

Fig. 329. Thus, the instantaneous angular velocity of

a pendulum depends only on the position occu-

pied by its centre ol gravity and is always the same for any given configura-

tion. Such relations occur only during motion under the action ol conservative

forces.

Due to friction in the axis and the resistance of the air (non-conservative

forces), the above relationships do not actually hold; the total mechanical energy

of a pendulum decreases with lime, and its vibrations are damped.

Chapter 28

SOME CASES OF RIGID-BODY MOTION

153. Rotation of a Rigid Body. Let us consider the application

of the general theorems of dynamics to some problems on the

motion of absolutely rigid bodies. Since the investigation of trans-

latory motion of a rigid body is reduced to particle dynamics,

we shall begin with rotational motion.

Let there be a system of given forces Ff, Fl acting ori a

rigid body with a fixed axis of rotation z (Fig. 330). Also acting

on the body are the reactions and Ra of the bearings. To

exclude these immediately unknowm forces from the equations of

motion, we make use of the theorem of moments with respect to

axis z (§ 144). As the moments of forces R^ and Rq with respect
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to the axis are zero, we have

where

A4

We shall call the quantity Af; the turning moment, or torque.
Substituting the expression K,= y^o>into the foregoing equation,

we obtain

or = (48)

Fig. 330.

Eq. (48) is the differential equation of the rotational motion of
a rigid body. It follows from the equation that the product of the
moment of inertia of a body with respect to
its axis of rotation and its angular accelera-

^

tion is equal to the turning moment:

(43')

Equation (48') shows that, for a given /V
torque 44^, the greater the moment of ^
inertia of a body, the less the angular r'- «

'

velocity, and vice versa. Thus we see that Vv^
' k 'J

*

in rotational motion the moment of inertia W I --/V
of a body actually plays the same role
as mass In translatory motion, j.e., it is
the measure of a body’s Inertia in rotation-
al motion (see § 13i). Fig. 330.

Eq. (48) can be applied: I) to develop
the equation of rotation of a body cp=/(0 or to find its angular
velocity 0) if the applied torque is known, 2) to determine the
torque M.\ if the law of motion, i.e., cp=/(/') js known In
solving the first problem it should be borne in mind that in the
general case A4" may be a variable dependent on /, (p. and m

r°/h
motion may be investigated withthe help of the theorem of the change in kinetic energy:?’ —T=A'‘

(37) and (43).
‘ * ’

Note the following special cases;
^

i!
w^const.. i.e., the rotation is uniform;

variable.^" rotation is uniformly

Eq. (48) is analogous in form to the differential eauation of

integrS ^ therefore the n?ethods ointegration are also analogous (see Problem 143).

I2*_2S84
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Eq. (48) is most conveniently used in problem solutions when
a system consists only of a single rotating body. If a system has,
besides a rotating body, other moving bodies (as. for instance, iti

Problems 133, 138, and others), the equation of motion is more
conveniently developed with the help of the general theorems or
the methods which will be described below in §§ 160 and 167.

In solving problems of ihe type 133 on p. 338 with the help of Eq. (48) a
common mistake is to write the equation in the form jQe= Qr. Actually.

though, acting on the drum is not the for«
Q but the tension in the string F, which
is not equal to Q. and Eq. (48) takes the
form Jfye = Fr. To solve it. F must be
found additionally from the equation of
motion of the load A. which makes the
computations longer.

Problem 142 . A wheel of radius R and
weight P rotates on its axis 0 with an angu-
lar velocity <0, (Fig. 331). A brake shoe
is applied to the wheel at some instant with
a force Q. The coefficient of friction of

the shoe on the wheel is f. Neglecting fric-

tion in the a.xle and the weight of the
spokes, determine in how many seconds
the wheel will stop.

Solution. Writing Eq. (48) and considering the moment positive in the
direction of the rotation, we have

.
dii) = (a)

as the force of friction F = fQ. From this, integrating, w-e obtain

Jqio~— fQrl -J- C,.

According to the initial conditions, at (= 0. o)= ci)j, consequently C,= yo“i'
and finally

fQr

JQ

At /= /,. when the wheel slops, (i)= 0. Substituting this expression and
p

taking into account that for the rim (a ring) Jo =— r*. we obtain

‘ ~ fQr - fQg •

If we want to determine the number of revolutions of the wheel until it

stops, it is more convenient to apply the theorem of the change in kinetic

energy without integrating equation (b) again.

Problem 143. A vertical cylindrical rotor whose moment of inertia with

respect to its axis is (Fig. 332)' is made to revolve by an applied torque itf,.

Determine how the angular velocity <d of the rotor will change during the

motion if o)o= 0 and the moment of’the resisting force of the air is propor-

tional to (0
,

i.e., =
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Solution. The dtfTerential equation (48) of the rotation of the rotor has
the form (assuming the moments in the direction of rotation to be positive)

Separating the variables and assuming ^ = «, ive have
'a

dio
-M = — ndt.

/Uf — fiu)

whence, integrating, we find

In (Af, — |iiu) = — n/-)- In C.

As, at /= 0, u>= 0 , then C — Af^. and

In

or
Af,

Af, -
,

,11
,

And linally wo obtain

The angular velocity of Jhe rotor increases with time and (ends towards
the limiting value

lallflhon!’^
Any rigid body free to oscil-laie about a fixed horizontal axis under the action of gravity is

or physical, pendulum. Let
rig. dd3 denote a cross section of a pendulum
normal to the axis of support through the
centre of mass C of the pendulum, and let us
introduce the notation P for the weight of the
pendulum, a for the distance OC from the centre
01 mass to the axis of suspension, and J
for the moment of Inertia of the pendulum"
\Mth respect to the axis of suspension. We

rs.f'sc"’
taken to indtr;itp (ha* i-

^QSin(p (the minus being
to the positive direction of angif^rand Eq. "4°8rtaLs the^f’orm

Fig. 333.

•fo J7*=— Pa sin 9.

12*»
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Dividing through by ^ and introducing the notation

we obtain the difterential equation of motion of the pendulum in
the form

-^+ fe*sin(p= 0.

The equation is of the same form as the differential equation
for a simple pendulum (§ 124), and we conclude that the oscil-
lation of a compound pendulum is of the same type as of a simple
pendulum.

Considering only small oscillations and assuming approximately
sin(p=ar(p. we obtain the differential equation for small oscillations
in the form

47r+**<P= 0-

This is the differential equation of simple harmonic motion,
consequently. like a simple pendulum, a compound pendulum
making small oscillations is in simple harmonic motion. The
period of small oscillations is

compound
2n

k

Comparing Hq. (49) with the formula for the period of small

oscillations of a simple pendulum

^simple= 2jt —
,

we find that for a length
; <T /

(50)/
{o? J_o

the period of oscillation of a simple pendulum is equal to that of

an equivalent compound pendulum.
The length /, of such a simple pendulum whose period of oscil-

lation is equal to that of a given compound pendulum is called

the equivalent length of the compound pendulum. The point K
which lies at a distance OK= l^ from the axis of support is called

the centre of oscillation, or the centre of percussion, of the com-

pound pendulum (see Fig. 333).
^

Noting that, from the parallel-axis theorem, = .

we can transform Eq. (50) to the form

(50
')
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It follows from this that OK is always greater than OC= a, i.e.,

that the centre of percussion of a compound pendulum is always
located below its centre of mass.

We see from Eq. (50') that KC~=Jf.iA\a. Tliercfore. if the axis of suspen-
sion passes Uirough point K. die equivalent length I, of the resulting pendulum
will, by Eq. (50'), be

ConsequolUly, points /C and 0 are intercliaiigcablc, i.e.^iftlie axis of suspension
passes through /C. flie centre of percussion will be at 0 tas and tlie

period of oscillation will not change. This property is employed in the so-called
inverted pendulum which is used to determine the acceleration of gravity.

'wt

155. Determination of Moments of Inertia by Experiment. One
of the methods of determining the moment of inertia of bodies
by experiment is based on the application of Eq.
(49) for the period of small oscillations

Let it be required to determine the moment
of inertia with respect to an axis Oz of a connect-
ing rod of weight P (Fig. 334). For this the body
is suspended so that the axis O? is horizontal, and
the period of small oscillations T is determined
by direct observation. Then the distance OC= a
is found by the method of weighing (see § 55,
Fig. 129). Substituting the obtained values into
Eq. (49). we have

Fig. 334.
If it is required to determine the moment of

inertia of a body with respect to an axis Ox
through its centre of gravity, the body may be suspended by two^rmgs so that the axis Ox is horizontal (Fig. 335) and the mo-ment of inertia determined wllh respect to axis AB (thevalue of a is immediately known). Then the required moment of
inertia is computed by the parallel-axis theorem:

An—
g

156. Plane Motion of a Rigid Body. The position of a body

Srani^Dlle 3 T ‘f

specified at any instant by the posit ioX

nil ?? rotation of the body about thatpole (§ 77). Dynamical problems are much more simply solved

angle V
" ^ coordinates and
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Let there be acting on the body a set of external forces
Fi. F 2 , .... F,,. The ec|uation of motion of point C can be found
from the theorem of the motion of centre of mass:

MWc= '^i (51)

and the rotation about C is given by Eq. (48), since the theorem
from which it was developed is also valid for the motion of a

- 5

ft'.
- 0 — •

is
-X

Fig. 335.

X'

system about the centre of mass. Finally, after projecting both
sides of Eq. (51) on the coordinate axes, we obtain

or

= >c§-= 'E.’"c(Fi) (52')

Eqs. (52) are ihe differeiilial equations of plane motion of a rigid

body. With their help we can develop the equation of motion of

a body if the forces are given, or we can determine the principal

vector and principal moment of the acting forces if the law of

motion is known.
For the case of constrained motion, when the path of the centre

of mass is known, the equation of motion of point C is more
conveniently expressed in terms of the projections on the tangent

T and principal normal n to the path. Then, instead of the equa-

tions (52), we obtain

where is the radius of curvature of the path of the centre of

mass.
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Note that in constrained motion the right sides of Eqs. (52) or
(53) will additionally include the unknown reactions of the con-
straints. They will have to be delerniined by developing additional
equations describing the conditions of motion imposed on the body
by the constraints (see Problem 144 and others). The equations
of constrained motion will often be more conveniently developed
with the help of the theorem of the change in kinetic energy,
which can be used in place of one of (he equations (52) or (53).

Problem 144. A uniform circular cylinder rolls down an inclined plane
without slipping (Fig. 337). Neglecting rolling friction, determine tlie acceler-
ation of the centre of the cylinder and tlio limiting friction of impending slip.

Solution. Let us introduce the following notations; a for the angle of
inclination of tlie surface, P for the weight of
the cylinder. R for its radius, and F lor the
limiting friction of impending slip; let us also
direct the x axis along tlie inclined plane and
the y axis perpendicular to it.

As the centre of mass of (he cylinder does
not move parallel to the y axis. jcVy— 0. and
the sum of the projections of all the forces on
the y axis is also zero. Thus.

N —P cos a.

In writing the last two of (he equations (52)
lake into account that = Neglecting roll-
ing friction and taking the direction of rotation
positive direction of tlic moment of force, we find

Mwc = P%{\\a — F. J^-t=FR.

01

Fig. 337.

llic cylinder as the

(a)

unknowp quantities. tUf. e. and F fwe cannotconsider F —fN tierc. because (his equality is valid onlv vvh^n

see
surface; when thJrfe is'no sliding it i^posLbleforF^W-

ifw!

^he ° econd "oV equatioirfarS^^^^
" uniform cylinder 7^= 0.5Af/i:^:

(b)

Subslilullng this expression of F into the first of equations (a), we obtain

Now from (b) we find

~
-j 5 silt a.

f ~ y P sin a.

(c)

(d)

no,",'fs,:'p."if tt'^nTn'teiT. EreThl,
takes place When Consequently, pure rolling

1
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or

^ tan a. \

If the coefficient of friction is less than this, force F cannot attain the
value given by equation (d>. anti the cylinder will slip. In this case Vc and
tu are not related by the equality vc = <aR (the point of contact is not the
instantaneous centre of zero velocity), but now F has a limiting value, i.e.,/ =/P cosa. and equations (a) take the form,

whence

P

8
^c = P (sin a — ^cosa). R^t=[PR cos a.

»c= 8 (sin a — / cos a); e = cos a

.

In th's case the centre of the cylinder moves with an acceleration
while the cylinder itself rotates with an angular acceleration e. the values of

which are determined from equations (e).

Problem 145. Solve the previous problem taking into account the resistance

to rolling, assuming the coefficient of rolling friction to be k.

Solution. In order to give an example of another method of computation,
let us find with the help of the theorem of the change in kinetic energy,

i.e., the equation
= (a)

In our case (see Problem 134, § 147),

Only the force P and the resisting moment perform any work. The work
done by forces F and N in rolling is zero (see § 149). Then, taking into

account Eq. (45). we obtain (see Fig. 337, but now with force N shifted by

the value k in the direction of the motion):

dA^= P sino-t/Sc —
R

sin a — ^ cos a
^
dsc-

Substituting the determined quantities into equations (a) and dividing

through by dt, we have

3 P dvr
2T^<^‘dr

a — — cos a
dsc

dt

The last multiplier is equal to o^* ^^d we finally obtain

sin a jr cos a
K

At k—0 this formula gives the result of the previous problem.

The frictional force can now be found from the equation Mwc= P ^
which does not change its form.

I

Problem 146. A uniform cylinder of weight P and radius r starts rolhng

from rest without slipping from a point on a cylindrical surface of radius /<

defined by angle % (Fig* 338).
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Determine: I) Tlie pressure of Ihc cylinder on the surface for any angle
2) The law of motion of the cylinder when angle (p© is small. Neglect rolling
friction.

Solution. 1) Acting on the cylinder in any position is force P, ttie

normal reaction N, and the frictional force F, withoul which rolling is inipos*
sible. The path of the centre C is known: a circle of raditjs — r. To deter-

mine N we make use of the sec-

ond of equations (53). Directing
the normal Cn inwards to the
path, we obtain

At
Vr

R - r
= N — P cos <p. (a)

The quantity ty in this
equation can be found from the
theorem of the cliangc in kinetic
energy (compare with § 118):

= (b)

In our case T(. = 0 and

Problem 134). Only force P does any work

= = — r) (cos T — cos Tu)

.

and equation (b) takes the form
3
Mvl^PiR — r) (cos 9 — cos ^o)-

consequently,

(c)

Computing from here AfyJ. and substituting into equation (a), we obtain
finally

P
='y (7 cos 9 — 4 cos 9, 1 .

If. for example. 9^= 60° and 9 = 0’, then A' = — P.

Z P dvc _ r/(P

2 y "dT
=“ ^ j?

In our case angle. 9 decreases when the cylinder moves, and ^ < 0. Then.
rf<P

^c= (R“- r) IT dt ' dt ' dt
Substituting these expressions into the previous equation, we obtain finally

ed*(p
,

2
>a I T Sin 9= 0.dP ' i R — r

# + *’<P=0.
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where

= 4
3 R - r'

Consequently (see § 123), the centre of the cylinder performs simple harmonic
motion, its period being

=T = ^"
28

Problem 147. The body in Fig. 339 rests at S on a piezc electric sensor of
an instrument for measuring pressure, and at A it is attached to a string AD.

When the system is in equilibrium, AC is horizon-
tal and the pressure at B is Q^. Determine the
moment of inertia Jr. of the body with respect
to an axis through the centre of mass C, if at the
instant when the string is severed the pressure
at B becomes Q, and the distance I is known.

Solution. 1) In the equilibrium position

QJ = P {I — a), whence

P-Qo
a 1.

2) When the string is severed, the body begins plane motion. Its displace-
ment in the initial time Increment can be neglected. Then Eqs. (52). which are

valid only for this initial time interval, will take the form

df»cjf= P — Qi. «'cy= 0. Jce. = Qia. (a)

As u»(;j,= 0, point C starts moving vertically down and point B slides hor-

izontally
'
(assuming the friction in the support to be very small). Erecting

perpendiculars to the directions of these displacements, we find that the instan-

taneous centre of zero velocity is at point K. Consequently. vc = o{i}. Assuming
o= const. for the elementary time interval, we obtain, after differentia-

ting, Wr = o’i. Then the first of equa-

tions (a) gives

^aE = P-Q,.

Determining e from here, we obtain

finally

j
-Q.o-P Q. .

^ e 8 P — Qi
’

This result can be usedforthe experimen-
tal determination of moment of inertia.

Problem 148. The weight of a motor car together with its wheels is P, the

weight of each wheel is p. and tlieir radii are r (Fig. 340). Acting on the

rear (driving) wheels is a turning moment .U,. The car starts from rest and is

subjected to the resistance of the air, which is proportional to the square ol

the translatory velocity: The frictional moment acting on the axle of

each wheel is Af/,. Neglecting rolling friction, determine 1) the maximum veloc-

ity of the car; 2) the sliding friction acting on the driving and driven wheels

during motion.
Solution. I) To determine (he maximum velocity, write the equation

of motion from Eq. (40): . ,

dT=dA-tdA'. (a)
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The kinetic energy of (he car is equal to (he energy of the boriy plus (he
energy of the wheels. Taking into account that P is (he weight of the whole car
and tif7= w/-. and denoting the radius of gyration of each wheel by the symbol f>
we obtain j j

^ = + t-l-

Of all (he external forces, only (he resistance of (he air does work as we
have neglwted rolling resistance, and in (his case the work done by (he friction-
al forces F^ and Ft of the wheels on the road is zero (see § H’9). Therefore,

The work done by (he internal forces (the torque and the friction in the
3Xi€S) IS

dA^=(M, ~ AMj,) dif = {M, — ^ .

we^obta”*'"^
expressions into equation (a) and dividing through by dt.

dt •

from which, cancelling ou( vc— ^~, we find

(
P + 4/) y-c= f ( Af, - - pro;, ). (b)

When the velocity reaches its limiling value, the acceleration li-c becomes
zero. Therefore can be found from (he equation

whence
«

u

l,hm ^ -jXMf— 4Af/,

V lir
•

ViZX.VT'f "’f
»f fno'io" (b

directed /erreerd (see J 136, ng/^lne obtain
'

2|-G*e= A4,_2AV-2f.r.
Since in rolling wc~er, we obtain finally

p O.SAf, — M/f o* o
'

r (0

»nrS.' ThereIo"rel (oMhe'dIli'elf rXe7s'»e°hll;i
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whence

r ' /•* g
‘

We see from equation (b) that when the velocity increases the acceleration
u’c decreases and tends to zero.

Thus, the frictional forces acting on the driving wheels increase somewhat
during the acceleration and reach a maximum value when the motion becomes
uniform (iL’,7= 0). If we substitute the value of ti'c from equation (b). we shall
readily notice that the last component in equation (c) is much smaller than the
first, since P ^ p. Therefore, for all practical purposes the value of F, changes
only slightly.

The frictional forces acting on the driven wheels will be greatest at the be-

ginning of the motion, then decreasing till they reach their smallest value
Afjf'r when tl.e motion is uniform (u.'c= 0).

If the coeificicnt of friction of the wheels on the road is too small for the

frictional force to reach the values of f,, or F,. the respective wheels will slip.

As is much larger than the driving

wheels are primarily in danger of slipping.

\Vhen the motor is switched off, all the wheels
become driven, and initially they will all

be subjected to the frictional force

The action of brake shoes is equivalent to an
increase of Afj, acting on the axles, and conse-

quently of the frictional force acting on each
wheel, and the motor car slows down quicker (see

§ 136).

157. Approximate Theory of Gyro-

scopic Action. A gyroscope, or top, is a

rigid body possessing an axis of mate-

rial symmetry, the body being fixed,to

some point 0 on that axis, in gyroscopic

instruments, the gyroscope is usually

supported in a system of concentric

rings or gimbals (Fig. 341) in such a

way that, no matter how it is

turned. Its centre of gravity remains motionless.

Gyroscopes used in engineering have a high angular velocity

0), of spin about the axis of symmetry (axis of spin). This rnakes

it possible to neglect in the first approximation the additional

rotations of the gyroscope due to the motion of its axis, and to

develop an approximate theory of gyroscopic action.

The principal angular-momentum vector of a body rotating

about a fixed axis of symmetry Oz is directed along the axis of

spin (see § 143) and is computed according to Eq. (32). The ba-

sic assumption in the elementary theory of gyroscopic action is

that even if the axis slowly moves, at any instant the principal

angular-momentum vector Kq of a gyroscope with respect to its

fixed point remains directed along the axis of spin in the same
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direction as vector o, and is equal to

= = (54 )

where is the moment of inertia of the gyroscope with respect
to its axis of symmetry. The faster the spin of the gyroscope, tlie

more valid this assumption.
Proceeding from this assumption, let us examine the main prop-

erties of the gyroscope.
1. Free Gyroscope. Consider a gyroscope supported at its

centre of gravity 0 (see Fig. 341). Then, neglecting friction in

the axles of the gimbals, we have 5]"io(/^*)= 0 and A'o= const..
i.e., the vector of the total angular mo-
mentum is constant both in magnitude
and direction (see § 145). But as vector

Kf) is directed continually along the axis
of spin, it follows that ihe axis of a free
gyroscope remains conslanlltj aligned in space
lijith respect to an inertial (stellar) frame
of reference. This is one of the important
properties of gyroscopic action which is

employed in all gyroscopic instruments.
By virtue of this property, the axis of

a free gyroscope will rotate relative to
the earth in the opposite direction of the latter’s rotation. A
free gyroscope can thus be used to prove the fact of the earth’s
rotation round its axis. Such an experiment was first carried
out by Foucault in 1852.

2. Action of a Force Applied to the A.xis of a Gyr*
os cope. Let a force F whose moment with respect to the cen-
tre O is Mfy=Fh start acting on the axis of a rapidly spinning
gyroscope (Fig. 342). Then, by the principle of moments (§ 144):

Fjg. 342.

iEo
(ft

or
it (OB)

di

where S is a point on the axis coincident with the end of vectorFrom this, taking into account that the derivative of vector
OB with respect to time gives the velocity v,> of point B we ob-
tain

8=^0

T'*’’ gyroscope, will

r o vector M^. We find, therefore, that if a
,ha

^ ^ rapidly spinning gyroscopethe axis starts moving not in the direction of the acting force but
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in the direction o/ the vector of the moment of the force with re-
sped to the fixed point 0 of the gyroscope, i.e., perpendicular to
the force*.

Note that if the gyroscope were made to spin in the opposite
direction (see Fig. 342). vector w,. and with it vector /To applied
at point 0, would be directed downward, and the lower end of
the gyroscope would move in the direction of i.e., towards
us. and the upper end in the direction of the page.

Another important result follows from Eq. (55). When the ac-
tion of the force ends, and consequently as well, vanish

and the gyroscope axis stops. Thus, a gy-
roscope does not retain the motion impart-
ed to it by a force. If the force is of
short duration (an impact), the gyroscope
axis will practically not change its orienta-
tion. This is the cause of the stabiiity of
the axis of a rapidly spinning gyroscope.

3. Regular Precession of a
Heavy Gyroscope. Let us consider a

gyroscope whose fixed point O is not coin-
cident with its centre o‘ gravity C (Fig.

Fig. 343. 343). In this case continuously acting on
the axis of spin will be a force Pwhich,

as just shown, will deflect the axis Oz not downwards (not in the
direction of angle a increasing), but in the direction of
i.e., normal to plane Ozz^. As a result, the axis of spin will

turn about the vertical axis- Oz^, describing a conical surface.
This motion of the axis of a gyroscope is called precession.

Let us find the angular velocity o>, of the precession. From
Eq. (55), we should have = Introducing the notation
OC— a, we find that in this case A4^= Pasina. On the other
hand. = = sina= (i),-/CoSina. or. taking into ac-

count Eq. (54),

Vff= Jg a),a), sin a. (56)

Consequently, sin a= Pa sin a. whence

b>
Pa

As (0
,

is large, the angular velocity of precession is small. As o),

decreases, w. increases, a phenomenon which is familiar to anyone
who has ever seen a spinning top.

The earth’s axis also performs motion of precession, due to the

fact that the earth is not an ideal sphere and also to the inclk

• How the direction of vector Mq is determined was explained in § 41.
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nation of its axis, thanks to which the resultant of the attrac-
tive forces of the sun and the moon does not pass through the
earth’s centre of mass, producing some moments with respect to

the centre. The rate of precession of the earth’s axis (the time
of one complete revolution) is approximately 26,000 years.

4. The Gyroscopic E f f ec t. Consider a rapidly spinning gy-
roscope supported by bearings A and A' in a gimbal ring which
in turn can rotate with an angular velocity o), about
axis DD' (Fig. 344). Since under such conditions the" gyroscope
axis precesses, point B (the end of

vector Ko)< as in the previous case,
will have an angular velocity Vj, de-
fined by Eq. (56). From Eq. (55) we
conclude that acting on the axis is

a moment of magnitude

= = since.

^0This moment is, evidently, created
by forces Q,Q' with which the bear-
ings A and A’ act on the axis. As
the centre of mass of the gyroscope
is fixed, these couples form a couple
whose moment must be directed
the same as the velocity j.e.,

upward (towards the reader in Fig. 344).
But then the axis of the gyroscope

wilLalso press on bearings A and A' with forces N, N' equal in
m^nitude to forces Q, Q\ but oppositely directed.
The force couple {N, N') is called a gyroscopic couple, and its

moment the gyroscopic moment. Since in magnitude M =M
A1gy,= J.(.),u>jSina.

(58)

We deduce from this Z h u k o vs k y
’ s R u I e: ff a forced pre-

cession is imparled to a rapidly spinning gyroscope, a couple ofmoment will start to act on the bearings which will lend tomove the axis of spin along the shortest path to set it parallel to
the ajr/s of precession, so that the directions of vectors w. and o)would coincide. ‘ *

Besides bringing forces to act on the bearings, the gvroscooic
effect may cause the body to which the bearings are attached ^tomove too, if the motion is not opposed by constraints.

hino
Jo^lo'ving example. If the rotor of a ship’s tnr-

?urns wUh^n
angular velocity o>. (Fig. 345) and the shipturns with an angular velocity to, gyroscopic forces N, and N
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Will be acting on bearings A and B. directed as shown in thediagram If AB= / and the moment of inertia of the rotor is
then, by Eq. (58).

= and

These forces may reach a value of several Ions and they must
be taken into account in calculating the bearings. Through the

bearings the gyroscopic forces are
''g transmitted to the hull, and if the ves-

sel is very light they can cause the
stern or bow to “dip” during a turn.

A similar phenomenon takes place
when a propeller aircraft banks in a

horizontal plane.

The gyroscopic phenomena dis-

cussed in this section are used for gyro-
scopic stabilisers, navigation andother

Pjg 3^5
special instruments.

An example of a direct action g>To«copic stabiliser is the ship anti-rolling
gyroscope. This is a heavy gyroscope (Fig. 346) whose axis of spin AA, is

n ounted in a frame the axis of rotation Z)Z), of which is attached t< the ship's hull.
When (he ship starts to roll and a moment Af starts to act on it, a specially
controlled motor begins to turn the frame with a certain angular velocity o),

(see diagram). As a result a gyroscopic couple (iV, N") of moment ycD,o), is

brought to act on bearings D and /?,, which reduces the roll. When the mo-
ment M chaf'ges its direction, the motor will reverse the rotation of the frame

and the couple (N, N') will also change its sense.
Another gyroscopic stabiliser (not a direct-action one. though) is a device

which controls the motion of a torpedo in the horizontal plane. The stabilising

element is a free gyroscope (see Fig. 341). whose axis is coincident with the

axis of the torpedo, which is directed to the target at the launching moment.
If the torpedo departs from its set course by an angle a (Fig. 347), the gy-

* Gyroscopic forces also appear in the bearings due to rolling and pitching

of the sliip. Their directions, of course, are different.
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roscope axis will continue, by virtue of the property of a free gyroscope » 'o

point towards (lie target and will therefore turn through the same angle with
respect to the axis of the torpedo. This turn actuates a goveriior wliich con-
trols the steering mechanism. The rudder will turn correspondingly and tlic

torpedo will return to course. A similar idea is incorporated in automatic
pilols. vvhich sense any deflection of an aircraft from its set course and actuate
the necessary steering assemblies.

To other gyroscopic navigation instruments belong the gyro-compass, the
gyro-hori7.on, the (urn-indicator, and others. They are of various design, but
all of them are based on the properties of the gyroscope discussed here.

Chapter 29

D’ALEMBERT’S PRINCIPLE. FORCES ACTING ON
THE AXIS OF A ROTATING BODY

158. D’Alembert's Principle for a System. Consider a system
of ri particles. Let us select any particle of mass m, and denote
the resultants of ail the external and internal forces applied to
it by the symbols H"' and If we add to these forces the
inertia force F!,= — rn^w^. then according to D’Alembert’s prin-
ciple for a single particle (§ 119). the force system ri''. F*". F*
will be in equilibrium, and consequently,

Reasoning similarly for all the particles of the system, we ar-
rive at the following result, which expresses D’Alembert’sprinciple for a system: ff at any moment of time to the
effective external and internal forces aclitw on every parlicle of a

TIT respective inertia forces, the resultant forcesystem will be in equilibrium and all the equations of statics will

geometrical sum of balanced
forces and the sum of their moments with respect to any centre

Ta
from the principle of solidification

t^hat this holds good not only for forces acting on a rigid body*

S(R"+ fr'+ F')= 0;

2 l^o (iV)+ nia (Fi"') -1- nta (Fi)
]
= 0.

in

which the notation F' is retained.
^'^iernat forces and tnerlia forces,
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Let us introduce the following notation:

^ —2^*: ^u= ^moiFl).
(59 )

The quantities /? and Mo are respectively the principal vector
P''ificipal moment with respect to a

and th^^iTm^’Tfi”
account that the sum of the internal forcesand the sum of their moments are each zero (§ 129). we obtain

2 4-^= 0; Smo(^'‘')+ Mo= 0. (60)

frofTi D’Alembert’s principle,
simplifies the process of problem solution because the equations
do not contain the internal forces. Actually Eqs. (60) are equiv-
alent to the equations expressing the theorems of the change in
the momentum and the total angular momentum of a system
dilTenng from them only in form.

Eqs. (60) are especially convenient in investigating the motion
of a rigid body or a system of rigid bodies. For the complete in-
vestigation of any deformable system these equations, however,
are insufficient*.

For the projections on a set of coordinate axes, Eqs. (60) give
equations analogous to the corresponding equations of statics (see

§§ 24 and 48). To use these equations for solving problems we
must know the principal vector and (he principal moment of the
inertia forces.

159. The Principal Vector and the Principal Moment of the
Inertia Forces of a Rigid Body. It follows from Eqs. (59) (see § 46)
that a system of inertia forces applied to a rigid body can be re-

placed by a single force equal to /?' and applied at the centre 0,

and a couple of moment Mo- The principal vector of a system, it

will be recalled, does not depend on the centre of' reduction and

can be computed at once. As Fk=— then taking into ac-

count Eq. (15) (§ '.35), we will have;**

/?'=—2 ^

Thus, the principal vector of the inertia forces of a moving body

is equal to the product of the mass of the body and the acceleration

of its centre of mass, and is opposite in direction to the acceleration.

* This follows from the reasoning in §3when the principle of solidifica-

tion was examined. See also the remarks on the general theorems of dynamics

in § 134.
.

....
•* To avoid confusion between the symbols for mass and moment, m tnis

chapter we shall denote mass by the symbol (see footnote on p. 309).
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If we resolve the acceleration W(~ into its tangential and normal
components, then vector R' will resolve into components

R,=./rWc,, Rn (61 ')

Fia. 3-18.

Let us determine the principal moment of the inertia forces for
particular types of motion.

1. Translatory Motion. In this case a body has no rota-
tion about its centre of mass C, from which we conclude that

2 {rl*')= 0 , and Eq. (60) gives Mc— 0
.

,

Thus, in translatory motion, the inertia
forces of a rigid body con be reduced to a
single resultant /?' through the centre of
mass of the body.

2. Plane Motion. Let a body have a
plane of symmetry, and let it be moving
parallel to the plane. By virtue of sym-
metry, the principal vector and the result-
ant couple of inertia forces lie. together
with the centre of mass C. in that plane.

Therefore, placing the centre of reduction In point C. we obtain
from Eq. (60) Afc=— On the other hand (see § 156)

iUhihai
'''e conclude from

M'c= ~J^e,
(62 )

Thus, in such mohpn a system of inertia fortes can be reduced

(Fie
^ applied at the centre of mass C(rig. 348) and a couple in the plane of symmetry of the boduWhose moment is given by Eq. (62). The minus sign shows that

e?a^“lhe tody.'"
direction of the angular accel-

3. Rotation about an Axis Through the Centre ofMass Let a body have a plane of symmetry, and let the axis

ThiT r
® through the centre of mass,ins case will thus be a particular case of the previous motionBut here and consequently.

moiion.

Ihus in this case o system of inertia forces can be reduced toa couple in the plane of symmetry of the body of moment
=—

(62 ')

nitlPdpT^nr'Jg
(®2) to problem solutions, the mag-
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160 . Solution of Problems. D’Alembert’s principle supplies a
uniform method for developing the equations of motion of anv
constrained system*. It provides simple, graphic solutions of prob-ems where we have to determine the reactions of constraints \Wn
the motion of a system is known. In these solutions all the im-
mediately unknown internal forces are excluded from consideration
W hen we have to determine the reactions of internal constraints
the system is divided into parts so that the required forces would
be external.

D’Alembeit’s principle Is also conveniently used to develop the
differential equations of motion and, in particular, to determine
the acceleration of moving bodies.

Problem 149. Two weights P, and P, are connected by a thread and move
along a horizontal plane under the action of a force Q applied to the first
weight (Fig. 349a). The coefficient of friction of the weights on the plane is f.Determine the accelerations of the weights and the tension in the thread.

Solution. Denote all the external forces acting on the system and add
to them the inertia forces of the weights. As both weights are translated with
the same acceleration w, then in magnitude

P! = — a* and Fi=^w.
‘ g * g

The forces are directed as shown. The frictional forces are

f.=/P„ F,= fP,.

According to D'Alembert’s principle, the force system must be in equilib-

rium. Writing the equilibrium equation in terms of the projections on axis Ox,

we find

Q - / (/’i + + /"i)
= 0,

whence

Q
Evidently, the weights will move if f < p j^p

~

'

In our force system the required tension in the thread is an internal force.

To determine it we divide the system and apply D’Alembert's principle to one

• D'Alembert's principle Is especially effective when used in combination

witli the principle of virtual work (see § 167).
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of th« wciglits* say the second (Fig. 349fe). Acting on it is force Pj, t)ie nor-

mal reaction the frictional force Pj, and the tension T in the thread. Add

(o them the inertia force and write the equilibriiim equation in terms of

the projections on axis Ox. We have

A*

Substituting the earlier found value of w, \vc obtain rinally

T =-^
Pi + P»'

it is interesting to note that the tension in the thread does not depend on
the friction and. given the same total weight of the system, it decrease* with
the reduction of the second (rear) weight. That is why. for example, in mak-
ing up a goods train it is better to place the
heavier vans closer to the locomotive.

Assigning specific values to the quantities of

tliis problem, let Q = 20 kg. P, = 40 kg. and
P,= 10 kg. Then motion is possible when /< 0.4
and the tension in the thread is 4 kg. If the weights
are reversed, the tension in the thread will be
16 kg.

Problem 150. Solve Problem 133 (p. ,338) with
the help of D’Alembert’s principle and also de-
termine the tension in the thread.

Solution. I ) Considering the drum and the
load as a single system, we add to the bodies of the
system Inertia forces (Fig. 350). Load A is in trans-

latory motion, and for it R‘ — -^WA—— re. The inertia 'orces of the drum
o S

can be reduced to a couple of moment /W^ equal in magnitu<fe to Jqe=s-^()^b
and directed opposite the rotation (see § 159). Writing now lor all the iorccs
the equilibrium conditions in the form 2 (^*)= 0. we obtain

or

from which w’e find

I
+ /?'' -Qr = 0.

P 0
Y 0*® +y - 9''= 0.

- ^ Qgr

PO* + <?-*

'

2) Considering now load A separately and adding to the active forces O anrf

lenJion'Tn lL thread
' eondilioits the? the

^ VT = Q ~ R‘ = Q ( =

Iia «hS'r^
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Sol ut ion. The required force is an infernal one. In order to determine
J"® !;i'”

apply D'Alemberfs principle to one portion
(hig. dol). We denote the action of the separated half by two equal forces F'

equal in magnitude to the required force F For
each element of the rim. the inertia force (a cen-
trifugal force) is directed along the radius. These
concurrent forces intersecting at 0 have a resultant
equal to the principal vector R' of the inertia
forces directed, by virtue of symmetry, along axis

Ox. By Eq. (61), R' =,rr !ifc~-^rxcia^, where,
is the mass of half the rim and x^ is the co-
ordinate of the mass centre of the semicircular

arc. which is equal to— (see § 56). Therefore.

.- = 2-,R' =
The equilibrium conditions give 2F = R'. and finally

Proj*

Pr(j)*

Fx=
2ng

This formula can be used to determine the limiting angular velocity beyond
which a llywheel made of a specific material may be lorn apart.

Problem 152. A homogeneous rod AB of length / and weight P is hinged
at /I to a vertical shaft rotating with an angular velocity <i)(Fig. 352).
Determine the tension T in the horizontal
thread securing the rod at an angle a to
the shaft.

Sol ution. Applying D’Alembert’s
principle, we add to the external forces

P. T, X4. and acting on the rod the
Inertia forces. For each element of the
rod of mass the centrifugal inertia

force is where x is the distance
of the element from the axis of rotation
Ay.lhe resultant of these parallel forces

distributed according to a linear law
(see § 28) passes through the centre of

gravity of triangle ABE. i.e.. at a distance
2

h = — I COSO from the Ax axis. As this

resultant is equal to the principal vector
of the inertia forces', then, by Eq. (61).

P I

R‘ = .r’ (i)c= ' w*-rc= — Y ®

(here X(- is the co-ordinate of the centre of gravity of the rod).

• We know from statics that the resullant of any force system, if there is

one, is equal to the principal vector of the forces. Therefore, the resultant of

the inertia forces, w'hen there is one, is equal to R', though in non-translatory

motion it does not necessarily pass through the centre of mass, as is the case

in (his problem.
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Writing now (he statics equation = obtain

Tl cos a — /?7i “ ^ sill a = 0.

Substituting the values of R* and h into this equation, we obtain Hnally

sill ^ f'"^ ^

Alternate Solution. The problem can be solved without applying
the conclusions of § 28, by directly computing the sum of the moments of the
inertia forces with respect to centre A by integration. Draw along rod AB an
axis /1|. Acting on each eleiiieni of the rod, whose co-ordinate is there
is an inertia force equal to Its moment witli respect to A is

xdm. Then the equ^ion of moments gives
i

* r/ cos a — P sin ® ^
to^yxdm = 0.

0

Expressing all the quantities under the integration sign in terms of %, we
obtain

*=|sjtja, y=lcQsa, dws=— 1/|,

from which we have

« /

\ O)* yxJm = 0>* shi a cos o \ l*dl = 4- — sin a cos a.
. '

s’
3 ^

Substituting this expression into equation (a), we obtain for T the same ex-
pression as in the first solution.

Problem 153. A homogeneous rod AB of mass ./<5 and length I rotates about
an axis perpendicular to it with an angular velocity to and an angular accel-
eration e (Fig. 353a). Determine the

^ A-Jl ...
eration e „
stresses generated by the rotation in a
cross section of the rod at a distance x
from the axis.

Solution. The required forces are
internal. To determine them, cut the rod
into two and consider the motion of
portion DB of length a= t — x (Fig.
3536). The action of the removed por-
tion AD is replaced by a force applied
at the centre/) of thecross section, which
we shall represent by its components P

* couple of moment Ain
(see § 26, Fig. 62). The quantities P, Q,and Al^ will specify the required stresses

Uf#—

1

3

^ X » ^ a

Fig. 353.

iu^ in section D of the rod
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portion DB and the coordinate xc = AC of its centre of mass are, evidently.

_l — x /-fx— —
'l

— .«• —

~

2
~ •

Then, from Eqs. (fil'). we find the magnitudes of vectors Rl and /?':
• n

R‘. = m
I j

= e
j

= .y/-
1

e
' ^

/?J,
= = /7iX(^o)* =:./e

2/

V- -X*
2 /

*

Furthermore, from Eq. (62). Afp= — As in this case (see Problem 122

tva'
on p. 315) Jc= -^ . then

il-x)^
12 /

The forces R'. and R'^ and the moment AfJ- are directed as shown in the

diagram.
Thus, all the inertia forces of portion DB of the rod are replaced by a

force R' applied at C, whose components are Rl and and a

couple of moment AJJ . Writing now the equilibrium conditions

= Vw/)(Fft) = 0 for the active forces and the inertia forces applied

to portion DB, we obtain

R\,-P = 0-. = Afo-|M'c|

From this we find finally that acting at section D of the rod are 1) a ten*

site force P = R'^, 2) a transverse force Q =
[

/?'. |. and 3) a couple with a bend-

ing moment

Md=\ k-
I

+
1

/?:
1
1 = [(/ - X)* -h 3 (/

+

X) (/ - xn

or finally

The vnlue of forces P. Q and the bending moment will be greatest* it will

readily be noticed* at the cross section x= 0.

161. Dynamical Pressures on the Axis of a Rotating Body.

Consider a rigid body rotating uniformly with an angular velocity

about an axle mounted in bearings A and B (Fig. 354). Let us

find the dynamical pressures Xa, Ffi, Za, Xa, Fn exerted by the

bearings on the axle, i.e., the pressures due only to the rotation

of the body. Applying D’Alembert’s principle, we add to the re-

quired forces the principal vector and the principal

the inertia forces and write the equilibrium equations (b )
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terms of the projections on the coordinate axes, which rotate to-

gether with the body. In our case these equations (or the corre-

sponding equations of § 48) take the form (denoting AB — b):

X'?+X/7-h/?'x=0.
>'7+ Vfl -h R'y= 0, Z^,-\-Ri= Ci,

— y7i> + A/'v= 0. Xnb^AVy= G.

(63)

The last equation Af'j= 0 is an identity and we omit it.

The principal vector of the inertia forces R‘

=

—
(i):=:const., the centre of mass C has only a normal acceleration
M}(.^= where hf is the distance

of point C from the axis of ro-

tation.

Consequently, vector R' is di-

rected along OC and *

R'^= . COS a= . //•{!>* at^-,

y— sin a ==. //ca*i/c»

^1=0.

where and are the co-ordi-
nates of the centre of mass.

In order to determine MJ, and
M'y

, consider any particle of the
body of mass located at a dis-

tance /i* from tne axle. For this
particle, at <o=const., the inertia
force has only a centrifugal component the projec-
tions of which, like the projections of /?*, are

Then |see § 42, Eqs. (52))

nix (^i)=— P'kyZ„=—
Ply {F/r)= F/txZk—

Writing similar expressions for all the particles of the system
adding them, and taking the common multiplier co* outside the

• Vector in the diagram is the principal vector of the inertia forces

HoIipTe.
to centres C or O. the inertia forces will give also

Fig. 354.
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parentheses, we obtain

Ai;,=— (Z J w*=— J^,y,

The quantities

= (64)

in Eq. (64) are called the products of inertia. It will be noticed
from Eqs. (65) that, like the moment of inertia with respect to
an axis, the product of inertia depends only on the distribution
of mass in a body. The physical interpretation of the concept
will be explained further on.

Substituting all the obtained quantities into Eqs. (63) and omit-
ting all quantities equal to zero, we have

Equations (66) specify the dynamical pressures acting on the
axle of a uniformly rotating rigid body, when axis Oz is taken
coincident with the axle.

If there will be acting on the body any forces F**' fsatisfying.

of course, the condition 2m.(Fr')= 0I. they will produce addi-
tional static pressures defined by Eqs. (66) (’§ 48), i.e., as if the
body were at rest. The total action on the axle, then, will be
equal to the sum of the dynamical and static pressures.

162. The Principal Axes of Inertia of a Body. Dynamic Bal-

ancing of Alasses. The appearance of dynamical pressures acting
on an axle depends on the manner In which the mass of a body
is distributed with respect to the axle. The presence of these pres-

sures is an indication of the dynamic unbalance of the masses.
Equations (66) suggest that, to eliminate dynamic unbalance,

we must, first of all, have

xc= 0, //^= 0 (67)

i.e., the axis of rotation should pass through the centre of mass

of a body. In this case Xa=— Xb, and Y^=— Ea, i.e.,

the dynamical pressures will not disappear, but will make a couple

which will rotate together with the body and cause the axle to

vibrate *.

• Such vibrations, besides increasing the wear and tear of the bearings, may

induce resonance in the parts or bedding of a machine (§ 126), which is very

undesirable.
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Thus the dynamic balance (or unbalance) of a body depends
not only on the position of the centre of mass but on the prod-
ucts of inertia and as well. This leads us to the physical
interpretation of the concept; the products of inertia J and J
are a measure of the degree of dynamic unbalance of a body rotat-
ing about an a.xis Oz.

For perfect dynamic balance the additional conditions

(b«)

must be satisfied.

Axis Oz, with respect to which the products of inertia J^, and
Jyj are zero, is called the principal axis of inertia of the' body
with respect to point 0. For example, if plane Oxy is the body’s
plane of material symmetry, then Oz will be the principal axis
of inertia with respect to point 0, insofar as to any particle with
coordinates x, y, z there is a symmetrically located particle with

ffc.
</.
“ 2 . and, consequently, the summations in Eqs.

(65) will vanish. Similarly, Ox will be the principal axis with
respect to O. if = etc.
The principal axis of inertia through the centre of mass of a

body IS called the /jrmapof central axis of inertia. Thus, if the
Wz axis is the body s axis of material symmetry, then it will be the
body s prmcipal central axis of Inertia, insofar as to any particle
with coordinates x. y. z. there is a symmetrically located particle

will Sni<h”^Th
7'^' ^^‘^^sequently, the summations (66)win vanish. That simultaneously x^= y^,= 0 is known from sta-

It follows from the above considerations that the dynamical
pressures acting on the axle of a rotating body will be zero if the

?fnr (J®
P^^napal central axis of inertia of the body

inn
material symmetry). This conclu-

ba/flrtc/ng of masses is an important engineeringproblem which, we have seen, involves the determination of theprincipal central axes of inertia of a body
that only symmetrical bodies possess

??
it can be proved that there pass through anv point

mutuanv
centre of mass, of any non-symmetrical body ^three

Let us prove another statement which is no less imoortant in

ceTtmT'a^Ps^
Passf/ig through a body can be made principalcentral axis of inertia by adding two point masses to the body.

Let us have a body of mass and let the quantities
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and J be known and not equal to zero. Let us further add
to the body' two masses m^ and m, at points whose coordinates
are x,, y,. z, and x., y^, z^. Then, from Eqs. (4) and (65). it

follows that if

.^^Xc+ m .X,+ m,x,= 0. + m,x,z, + m.x.z,= 0.

= 0' Jye+ 'w.f/.z.+ = 0.

then for the resulting body we shall have x'c= y'c— J’xz= Jyz= 0,

i.e., the Oz axis will be the principal centra! axis of inertia.

The problem is solved by choosing the masses m, and m, and
their positions such that Eqs. (69) will be satisfied. Some of the

quantities, of course, must be specified in advance. For instance,

we may specif/ the values of m^, and z,, z^ (but such that

and find x,. //,, x,. from Eqs. (69), etc.

This method is widely used in engineering for balancing crank-

shafts. cranks, coupling rods, etc. Final balancing is done on spe-

cial balancing machines.
When it is necessary to determine the pressures acting on an

axle, the ready equations (66) are usually not used, and D’Alem-
bert’s principle is applied for

each specific case. All the forces

acting on the body are gen-

erally considered and the total

pressures are found, i.e., the sum
of the static and dynamical pres-

sures on the axis.

Problem 154. The axis o{ rotation

ol a disc is perpendicular to the plane

of the disc and passes at a distance

a from the centre of mass (Fig. 355).

The disc weighs P and its angular

velocity is to. Determine the dynami-

cal pressures acting on the axle if

OA=OB.
Solution. The Oz axis is (he principal axis of inertia with respect w

point 0, since plane Oxy is the plane of symmetry of the disc. Then, j.„—
=ijy^= 0. and. from Eqs. (64). .M*o= 0. i.e.. the inertia forces are reduced

to a single resultant through point 0 along OC (the Oy axis). In magnitude

= =— ao)*, and it will be readily noticed that

S

Pa<a*

2g
•

Forces and K® remain continually in plane Oyz, which rotates together

with the body.
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In addition to these pressures, there act the static pressures due to the

force of gravity P, which can be calculated if the distance AB is known.
Problem ISS. Two equal bars of length / and weight p each are w'elded at

right angles to a vertical shaft AB of length b at a distance h from each

other (Fig. 356). Determine the dynamical pressures acting on the shaft if it

rotates with a constant angular velocity o).

Solution. The centrifugal inertia forces

in each rod are equal in magnitude:

and they make a couple which, apparently. {$

balanced by the couple ^ Theniornents

of these couples are equal in magnitude. Con-

sequently, X^b ^ F[h, whence

F'/i pill
<0

The couple is conlinuously in the Axi plane,
which rotates with the body.

Let us show that the same result can be
obtained from Eqs. (Gfi). In our case, Xc=
j/c= 0, and Jy^— O, as the plane Axz is the
plane of symmetry. The quantity = + i.e., it is equal to the
sum of Ihe products of inertia of each bar. For the lo.ver bar, all and
lor, the upper one ail a;,= o-f /i. Then from Eq. (65).

)a= mx^o=-JL^ = mxl (a + /O =— (fl + h),

whence

Substituting all the expressions
into Eqs. (66), we find

yA=y^=o.

2gb

Fig. 357.

The reason for the minus sign at

Xq is that the forces in Figs

“ »n«yn„'deT gafLg?„ “cKl'iwo'tol
arms and crankpta arf equ'lvaTenf “a\SgM o1°p= 2i ’"kf'afI dTiianS" o1
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the total weight of the system, we have

Jx2= ~ha.
o

The latter equality follows from the fact that the product of inertia of a sv-s
tern equals the sum of the products of inertia of its components, and the orod'
ucts of inertia of the llywheels and adjacent sections of the cranksha f

are zero (Oz is the axis of symmetry).
The coordinates of the correction weights, from Eqs. (69). are i/j = yo= 0

and the weights themselves must satisfy the equations
’

S G

As the weights are to be placed on the rims of the llywheels. Za=0,= and = =— r (the equations have no solutions when the sign is posU
tive, therefore the weights mUst be at the bottom). Solving the equations, we
find

*

= e kg. Pfl=^p=3.6kg.

Addition of these weights balances the system and makes Oz the principal
central axis of inertia (but not the axis of symmetry).

Chapter 30

THE PRINCIPLE OF VIRTUAL WORK AND THE GENERAL
EQUATION OF DYNAMICS

163. Virtual Displacements of a System. Degrees of Freedom.
In the first part of our course we studied the methods of so-called
graphical statics. In determining the equilibrium conditions of a

system by these methods we had to consider the equilibrium of

every body separately, replacing the action of all applied con-

straints by the unknown reaction forces. When the number of bodies

in a system is large, this method becomes cumbersome, involving

the solution of a large number of equations with many unknown
quantities.

Now we shall make use of a number of kinematical and dynam-
ical concepts to investigate a more general method for the so-

lution of problems of statics which makes it possible to determine

at once the equilibrium conditions for any mechanical system.

The basic difference between this method and the methods of geo-

metrical statics is that the action of constraints is taken into

account not by introducing the reaction forces but by investigating

the possible displacements of a system if its equilibrium were

disturbed. These displacements are known in mechanics by the

name of virtual displacements.
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Virtual displacements of the particles of a system must satisfy
two conditions: 1) they must be infinitesimal, since if a displace*
mentis finite the system will occupy a new configuration in which
the equilibrium conditions may be different; 2) they must be con-
sistent ii'ilh the constraints of the sifstem. as otherwise we should
change the character of the mechanical system under consideration.

For instance, in (lie crankshaft mech.mism in Fig. 358, a displaceinenf of
(he points of the crank 0/1 info configuration OA, cannot he considered as a
virtual di'placerncnt, as the equilibrium conditions inidcT the action ol forces
P and Q will have changed. At the
same time, even an infinitesimal
displacement of point B of the con*
necting rod along S£> would not be
a virtual displacement; it would
have been possible if the slides at
B were replaced by a rocker (see
Fig, 188. where Cisa rocker). |.e,.

if it were a dilTerent mechanism.

Thus, we shatl define as a
virtual displacement of a st/s-

tem the sum total of any arbitrary infinitesimal displacements of
the particles of (he system consistent with all the constraints acting
on the system at the given instant. We shall denote the virtual
displacement of any point by an elementary vector 6s in the
direction of the displacement.

In the most general case, the particles and bodies of a systemmay have a number of different virtual displacements (not consi*
dering 6s and —6^ as being difTerent)^ For every system, however
depending on the type of constraints, we can specify a certainnumber of independent virtual displacements such that anv other
viituai displacements will be obtained as their geometrical sumFor example, a bead lying on a horizontal plane can move inman directions on the plane. Nevertheless, any virtual displace*

^nH
produced as the sum of two displacements 6s,

= perpendicular horizontal axes (6s^

«
mutually independent displacements of

Thm \
^fJ^Srees of freedom of that system.Ihus, a bead on a plane (regarded as a particle) has two degrees

of
mechanism, evidently, has one degreeof freedom. A free particle has three degrees of freedom tihrll

A perpendicular axes).

disDlacen^iU^^^/n
^ freedom (three translatory

those ax^ ® orthogonal axes and three rotations about
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164. Ideal Constraints. If a particle has for a constraint
a smooth surface or curve, the reaction N of the constraint is

normal to the surface (or curve), and the elementary work done
by the force N in any virtual displacement of the particle is zero
(see § 114). It was shown in § 149 that if we neglect rolling
friction, the sum of the work done by the reaction forces N and
Fit in any virtual displacement of a rolling body is also zero.
The internal forces of any non-deformable system also possess this
property (§ 148, Fig. 320).

Consider another e.xample. Neglecting friction in the axles and
along the slides of the crankshaft mechanism in Fig. 358,
the work done by reaction Nf, is zero, as point 0 has no
displacement, the work done by force Nj) is zero because N„
is perpendicular to the possible displacement of point B. The work

done by each of the reactions and Na (Na the force with

which the connecting rod acts on the crank, and Na is the pres-

sure of the crank on the connecting rod) is not separately zero,

but the sum is zero, as Na=— Na and they are applied at the

same point.

Let us introduce the following notation: the elementary work
done by an active force F® in any virtual displacement 6s— the

virtual work— shall be denoted by the symbol 6^4° {bA‘^— F‘6s cos a,

where a is the angle between the directions of the force and the

displacement), and the virtual work done by the reaction N of

a constraint, by the symbol 6/4‘\ Then for all the constraints

considered here,

26Ai’= 0. (70)

Constraints in which the sum of the virtual work produced by

all the reaction forces in any virtual displacement of a system is

zero are called ideal constraints.

We have seen that to such constraints belong all frictionless

constraints along which a body slides and all rough constraints

when a body rolls along them, neglecting rolling friction.

165. The Principle of Virtual Work. Consider a system of

material particles in equilibrium under the action of the applied

forces and constraints, assuming all the constraints impo^d on

the system to be ideal. Let us take an arbitrary particle /i* be-

longing to the system and denote the resultant of all the applie

active forces (both external and internal) by the syrnbol F*. and

the resultant of all the reactions of the constraints (also external

and internal) by the symbol iV*. Then, since point is^n equi-

librium together with the system, F*-h^*= ®» *
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Consequently, in any virtual displacement of point the virtual
work and done by the forces F^. and are equal in
magnitude and opposite in sense and therefore vanish^ iewe have. ’ ’ '

bAt^bAi= Q.

Reasoning in the same way we obtain similar equations for all
the particles of a system, adding which we obtairi

But from the property of ideal constraints (70)summation is zero, whence

or
2 Ml= 0.

the second

(71)

2(/^*6sACosa;^)= 0. (71

displacements conlLent wfih Ll

.

/
virtual

necessary and su cnnif) o
Mathematically the

mechanical system"!s"l"/preTsefbrEf(7n^
can be' expressed as follows

displacements 6s/’of ‘^point*B^'^on *the
virtual:«he inri^itesiL, inc?em"en?s%nS^ptitirco^^dL
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of the point in its displacement and are computed in the same
way as the differentials of coordinates.
The principle of virtual work provides in general form' the

equilibrium conditions of any mechanical system, whereas the
methods of geometrical statics require the consideration of the
equilibrium of every tody of the system separately. Furthermore,
application of the principle of virtual work requires that only
the active forces be considered and makes it possible to ignore

all the unknown reactions of constraints, when the constraints

are ideal.

166. Solution of Problems. For a system with one degree of

freedom, Eqs. (71) and (72) Immediately give the equilibrium

conditions. If a system has several degrees of freedom, then the

conditions (71) or (72) must be developed for each of the independ-

ent displacements of the system separately, i.e., the number of

equilibrium equations Is equal to the number of degrees of freedom

of a system.

In problem solutions the number of degrees of freedom of plane mechanisms

is conveniently determined as follows. Imagine a mechanism to be moving.

If by stopping a translation or rotation of any unit we stop the whole mecha*

nism, then it has one degree of freedom. If. when the translation or rotation

of anv unit is stopped, the mechanism continues to move, and if it can be

stopped by additionally preventing the displacement of some other part, then

it has two degrees of freedom, etc.

For solving problems hy geometrical method w^vausi: I) draw

all the active forces applied to the system under consideration;

2) impart a virtual displacement to the system and denote by

vectors the elementary displacements of the points of appli-

cation of the forces, or by angles 6(p;^ the elementary rotations

of the bodies subjected to forces (if a system has several degrees

of freedom, it must be given one of the independent displacements);

3) compute the virtual work done by all the active forces in the

given displacement according to the formulas

= or 6i4ft= mo(/=1)6<p*

and write condition (71); 4) establish the dependence between

the quantities 6s* and 6(p* in Eq. (71) and express all of hem

in terms of one quantity (as the system vvas given an

displacement, there must always exist a relationship

displacements 6s* and 6(p*. which can be
expressed

When all the quantities 6s* or 6<p* m Eq.

in terms of one of them, we obtain an equation from which we

can find the required quantity or relation.
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When a system has several degrees of freedom, the foregoing
procedure must be repeated for each independent displacement
The relation between the quantities bs,. and 6({.^ can be found

either: a) from purely geometrical considerations (Problems 157
and 162). or b) kinematically: first determine the relation between
the corresponding linear velocity and angular velocity (i>

which the system would have if it were in motion and then take into
account that bs^= v„dt and big^= ut^Ut (Problems 158. 159 and
others).

The analylical method is usually employed when the simpler
way is inadequate to determine the dependence between 6s.. and
6^^. The equilibrium equation is written in the form (72), For
this a set of coordinate axes must be chosen and the projections
of all the active forces on these axes and the position coordinates
^b' Vk' the points of application of the forces must be
computed, the coordinates being expressed in terms of any one
parameter (angle, for instance). Then the quantities 6v.. by], bzy

coordinates jr,. y,, z, with respect

If it is impossible to express all the coordinates v.. y^, z. interms of one parameter immediately, several parameters should
be introduced, such that the relation between them
can later be established.

In conclusion, note that conditions (71) and (72)can be applied when there are frictional forces, if
hey are included among the active forces. Similar-

reactions of constraints can be determined
il the corresponding constraints are removed and
their reactions are included among the active forces.

relation between forces p and O in

the diaconah of a 1

® ^ displacement.

05fl-_36s. Writing condition (71). we obtain
°

PbsB - Q6s^= 0 or (3P _ q) _ q.

cylindrical roflers of Sgh't ^‘8- -’oy.

constraint for both rollers If i Wrf,.af
*he plane will be an idealwe obtain from condit ion'(7i>

' is given to the\ystem!

FbsB ~ Q sin absg — 2P sin = 0.

Fig. 359.
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where *5^ is the virtual displacement of the point of the beam coincident
With point B. The point of contact K is the instantaneous centre of zero
velocity of the roller, therefore Vff= 2vc and 6sb = 26sc. since 6sB = Vrtdland 6sc=:vcdt. Substituting this expression for 6so into the foregoing equation
we obtain finally

P= {Q P) sin a.

Problem 159. Find the relation between the moment M of thecouple acting
on the crankshaft mechanism in Fig. 361 and the pressure P on the piston

when the system is in equilibrium. The
crank is of length OA—r and the con-
necting rod is of length AB = l.

Fig- 360. Fig. 361.

S 0 I u t ion. Equilibrium conditions (71) give

/U6fp — = 0 or Miooa=Pvb>
since 6(p = a>,7^d(, and 6sB = UBdt. The solution requires that the relation be
found between and This kinematic problem was solved in Problem 71,

§ 82. Referring to the result obtained there, we find

A/ =
V r /*-/» sin* 9/

Problem 160. For the reduction gear considered in Problem 91, § 96. find

tlie reiation between the torque applied to the driving shaft A and the

resistance moment Mfj applied to the driven shaft B
when both shafts are rotating uniformly.

Solution. The relation between Al j and Afnwill

be the same in uniform rotation as in equilibrium, there-

fore, from Eq. (71) we have

as 6<p^= (i)^rf/. and Hence, referring to

the result obtained in Problem 91. we find

M^=^Mb = '^= 2.8Mb.
0>A '*A

Problem 161. Find the relation behyeen forces P

and Q in the hoisting mechanism m Fig. 362 whose

parts are housed in the box K. if it is known that in

one revolution of the crank handle AB = l the screw D moves ou y

Solution. From Eq. (71) we have

Assuming that when the handle is rotated uniformly the screw also moves

up uniformly, we have

^ or b<PAB = T
2ji h
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in

Substituting this exprei-sion for 'he foregoing equation, we obtain

Note (hat this simple problem could just not be solved by the methods of

geometrical statics as the parts of tfie mechanism are unknown.
Problem 162. Two beams are liinged togetlier at C and loaded as shown

Fig. 363a. Neglecting the weight of

the beams» determine (he pressure on
*

support B,
Solution. Replace the support

at B by a force which is equal
in magnitude to the required pressure
(Fig. 363b). For a virtual displace-
ment Oi the system Eq. (71) gives

fi&Sfi — P^s^:= 0 .

The relation between and is

found from (he proportions

Asr
b ~X'

r-“—

^

sen 0

^ *

U— A—*4

a ~
I

'

Fig. 303.

whence

and consequently

X X

tKe methods of geometrical statics we would have to consider
the equilibrium of each beam separately, introduce the reactions of the other

supports, and then eliminate them (roin the
obtain.’d set of equilibrium equations.

Problem 163. The epicyclic gear train in
Fig. 364 (see also § 9Ri consists of a gear 1 of
radius r,, an arm AB mounted on axle A inde-
pendently of the gear, and a gear 2 of radius
r, mounted on the arm at B as shown. Acting
on the arm is a torque M, and acting on the
gears are resistance moments A4, and AI,. respec-
tively. Determine the values ot Af, and Af, at
which the mechanism is in equilibrium.

Solution. The mechanism has two degrees
of freedom, sinc6 it h3s two possible indep^nd-
ent displacements: the rotation of the armAB when gear 1 is at rest, and the rotation of
gear I \vhen the arm is at rest. First consider
a virtual displacement of the system in which
gear /remains at rest (Fig.364o). For this dis-
placement Eq. (71) gives

— /M,a<p,= 0.

AU=r^M.

of the

^+'-1

t3—2984
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Now consider a virtual displacement in which the arm AB remains at
(Fig. 3646). For this displacement Eq. (71) gives

rest

— A/,6<Pj =0.
But when the arm is at rest

We finally obtain
69, (1), Tj

and AJ, = ^Afj.

AI,=
r'l + At. Al,=

''i + At.

Problem 164. Determine the relation between forces Q and P at which the
press in Fig. 365 is in equilibrium if angles a and p are known. Neglect the
weight of the rods.

Solution. To give an example of the analytical method of solution, let

us take equilibrium condition (72). Placing the origin of a coordinate system
in the fixed point .4 and drawing
the X and 1/ axes as shown, we
obtain

+ P^y6y,=0, (a)

since all the other projections of

the forces vanish.
To find 6x,, 6x,, 6i/,, compute

(he coordinates x,, x,, y, of the

points of application of the forces,

expressing them in terms of the an-

gles a and B. Denoting the length

of each rod by a, we obtain;

X,= o cos a. X,= a cos a+ 2a cos P,

£/, = o(sjnp'|-siiia).

Fig. 365. difTerentiating which, we find

6x, =— a sin a6a. 6xj=—

a

(sin a6a 2sin p6P).

6//,= a (cos pftp + cos a6a).

Substituting these expressions into equation (a) and laking into account that

= Qj^.=— Q. and =— P. we have

2Q sill p6p — P (cos pfip -j- cos afta) = 0. (h)

To find the relation between 6a and 6p we make use of the fact that

=: const. Therefore, 2a (cosa cos p) = const. Differentiating this equation, we

ebtain-

sin a6a -|- sin p6p= 0 and = _ !|=i 6|).
sifi a

Substituting the expression for ia into equation (b), wc have

2 Q sin P — (cos P — cot a sin p) = 0,

whence

cot p — cot a

At an angle p very close to a the pressure P will be very large.
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167, The General Equation of Dynamics. The principle of
virtual work gives a general method for solving problems of sta-
tics. On the other hand. D’Alembert’s principle makes it possible
to employ the methods of statics in solving dynamical problems.
It seems obvious that by combining both these principles we can
develop a general method for the solution of problems of dy-
namics.

Consider a system of material particles subjected to ideal con-
straints. If we add to all the particles subjected to active forces

Ft and the reaction forces the corresponding inertia forces

= then by D’Alembert’s principle the resulting force
system will be in equilibrium. If we now apply the principle of
virtual work, we obtain

2 2 2 = 0.

But from Eq. (70) the last summation is zero, and we finally
obtain

26A24-26Aa= 0. (73)

Equation (73) represents ihe general equation of dynamics.
It states that tn a moving system with ideal constraints the total
virtual work done by all the active forces and all the inertia forces
in any virtual displacement is zero at any insta.it

In analytical form Eq. (73) gives

2 [(Kx+ />x) bXf,+ {Fty 4- F'^y) by^ -1- {FU 4- F^,,) 6?^] ^0. (74)

.. it possible to develop the equa-
tions of motion for any mechanical system.

^

If a system consists of a number of rigid bodies, the relevant
developed if to the active forces applied to eachbody are added a force equal to the principal vector of the inertia

the nrir^in
Centre, and a couple of moment equal to

centre. Then the principle of virtual work can be used

i..erUa forVerf>«nrf‘^.Ih centrifugal

we lyrite Z C’.n
^ evidently, be zero).

^
general equation of dvnami 5n /T>t\ A-

proi.c,i„„s In Thi S'r "*

-f-
5' 6y, -|- q,6a-,= 0. (a)

13*
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We also have:

Qs = <3: Pi = Pt = P'. =
o aA

The coordinates ol the points of application ol the forces are

X,~x.^= l cos a. y^=— y^ = l sin a, = 2o cos a.

DifTerentiat ing these expressions, we find

Substituting all these expressions into equation (a), we obtain

^— 2p/ sill a -|- 2 /*(o*sIii a cos a — 2Qa slna^ 6a= 0,

whence we finally have

Pl+Qa

As cosa:^!, the balls will move apart when

» pl-hQo

Angle a increases with o) and (ends (o 90^ when ci)-* co.

Problem 166. In the hoist mechanism in Fig. 367, a torque M is applied

to gear 2 of weight and radius of gyration q,. Determine the acceleration

of the lifted load A of weight Q, neglecting the weight of the string and the

friction in the axles. The drum on which the string winds and the gear /

attached to' it have a total weight P| and a radius of gyration Q|. The radii

of the gears are r, and and of the drum r.

Sol ut ton. Draw the active force Q and torque M (forces and Pt do

no work) and add to them the inertia force of the load and the couples

of moments M[ and Af' to which the inertia forces of the rotating bodies are
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reduced (see § 159). In magnitude these quantities are:

F' — -V
A —T “-.I- Af! I = ^ Qle.

5 ' ‘S ' " g
The directions of all the vectors are shown in the diagram. Writing Eq i73)

for a Virtual displacement of (he system, we obtain

“ (Q + F'a) + (.'W - AI'i ^ 0.

Expressing ail the displacements in terms of 69 ,, wc have

fi j 1 r, .

Aq', Qi, r.
6s^ =r69 ,.

Finally the equation of motion takes the form

aad nrially we have

e —Cl^

rO
(0 .i=:

C 0! r*

't

they'd,ane'/ln'1<in°Mc'°^er°gy til
"’eoren, of

webiUp*7Fir^kfi^%,?^h°^a® 'vound on a uniform cylinder of

altaid; to fold ^ of we.glKT'
which slides on a horizontal plane*
the coefficient of friction being /'

Neglecting the mass of the pulley
and the string, determine the accelera-
tion of the load and of the centre C
of the cylinder.

So 1 u t I o n. ff motion starts from
rest, the centre of the cylinder C willmove vertically, and the system has
two degrees of freedom (the rotation
of the cylinder with respect to the
thread when the load is at restand the displacement of the load when

.cylinder does not rotate).
Add (0 the acting forces p,. p,. and the inertia forces ot the cyl-

5 .TnT h
7-'- - couple of n-armen, Af' see

§ 159), and Ihe inertia force of the load. In magnitude

|AfJ:|= yc8=^r*Hcj^
^
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The last equality follows from the fact that, if point C of the cvlinrfprhas a velocity t'c, and point B (together with the string) a velocity

tlien the angular velocity of the cylinder o)
— Vc~va

(see § 81. Eq. (56)1,

and, consequently, e= tt'r — y.'A
; furthermore, for the cylinder —

where r is the radius of the cylinder.
Now consider a virtual displacement of the system in which thecylinder does not rotate and is translated together with the load. The couple

o‘ moment does no work in this displacement, and from Eq. (73) we
obtain

( ^ /r ^'a~

whence, as Ff^= fp^. we find

^^c-{-Y^A= Pi - fPv (a)

G)nsider (he other independent virtual displacement in which the load A
remains at rest while the cylinder turns about point B (which in this dis-
placement is the instantaneous centre of rotation) through angle 6(p. For this
displacement, Eq. (73) gives

fPi — 6(p = 0.

Substituting the expressions for and AlJ-, we obtain

Zxac — u.'A= 2g. (b)

Solving equations (a) and (b) simultaneously, we obtain the required accel-
erations:

P. + 3p.

Pi+(2-/)P, _-c-
^7+3,..

The result shows that the motion considered Is possible when 7^p|/3p,.
If the coefficient of friction is greater, load A will remain at rest, the displace-

ment 6s^ will not be possible and there will be no equation (a). The motion
of the centre of the cylirTder will be described by equation (bf. if in (he

latter w
^

is taken to be zero. Consequently, at 7 > Pi/3Pi load A will be at

rest wliile the centre C of the cylinder will fall with an acceleration wc= ^l^S’
Note that for systems with more than one degree of freedom the method

for developing equations described in § 150 is useless and the general equation

of dynamics must be applied.

Chapter 31

THE THEORY OF IMPACT

168. The Fundamental Equation of the Theory of Impact. In

motion under the action of conventional lorces treated hitherto,

the velocities of the points of a body change continuously, i.e.,

to any Infinitesimal time interval there corresponds an infinity-

imal velocity increment. For, if we represent the linear impulse
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of any force in a time interval t in the form Ft^'x, where
Fit^ is the average value of this force in the time interval t, the
theorem of the change in the nionientum of a particle acted upon
by forces gives

m {®,— ®J= y/=T’T.
(75 )

We see from this that when the lime t is infinitesimal (tends
to zero), for conventional forces the velocity increment Av= v —— will also be infinitesimal (will tend to zero).

*

H, however, the acting forces include very large forces (of the
order I t), the velocity increment in the small time interval t
will become a finite quantity.
The phenomenon in whUh Ihe velocftfes of the points of a body

suffer a fintle change in a very smoU time interval x is called
impact. \\e shall call the forces developed during impact f/non/s/c-e
forces, or forces of impact (denoted F,„^) and the very small time
-interval t during which collision takes place, the implaa time

forces are very large and change within consid-erab e hmits in the impact time, the theory of impact considers

tinn of
inipulsive forces themselves as a measure of Ihe interac-

fi?ce of ^mpact*^
impulses. The impulse of a

Smp^Fi,„f, dt= FfmpX

lim^
T'’® '"'P^'ses of non-impulsive forces in the

Denoting the velocity of a particle at the beginning of impact—

m(u~v)= '2,S,.
(76,

particle daring impact ,s en-w /„
” a

forces of impact acting o„ it parIic^ Eo" t%ltequation of the iheoru of imnnit e,„A ® fandainenial

theory of impaefTtht fSaLni.l i^'^^
same role in the

does in study^g motion undpr ^ dynamics mw= F
Finally, the displacement of a 03^!^" "on-impulsive forces,

to a very sm^aM ^hK'
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Frcm the above discussion we conclude:
1) The action of non-impulsive forces (the force of gravity, for

example) in the time of impact can be neglected;
2) The displacement of the points of a body in the time of

impact can be neglected and the body regarded as motionless;
3) The change in the velocities of the points of a body during

impact is defined by the fundamental equation of the theory of
impact (76).

169. General Theorems of the Theory of Impact. The following
theorems are used in investigating impact in a system of particles
or bodies.

1. The Theorem of the Change in the Linear
omen turn of a System in Impact. Consider a system

of n particles, denoting the resultant impulse of all the external
forces of impact acting on a particle of mass by the symbol

and the resultant impulse of all the internal forces of impact

by the symbol S*. Then, from Eq. (76), we have

"'ft (“ft
— ®/[)= 5ft+ 5ft. (77)

Writing similar equations for all (he particles of the system
and adding them, we obtain

2 "'ft“ft—2 '“ft^ft=2 + 2^*-

The summations in the left side represent the moments of the

system at the end and the beginning of the impact, which we
shall denote by the symbols and Q^. The total impulse of the

internal forces of impact in the right side of the equation is. by
the property of Internal forces, zero. We thus obtain:

Q.-Qe= 25;. (78)

i.e., the charxffe in the momentum of a system during impact is

equal to the total impulse of all the external forces of impact acting

on the system.

For the projections on any coordinate axis x, Eq. (78) gives:

If the geometrical sum of the total impulse of the external

forces of impact is zero, then, as can be seen from Eq. (78),

the linear momentum of the system will not change during im-

pact. Consequently, the internal impulses cannot change the

linear momentum of the system as a whole

2. The Theorem of the Change in the Total An-

gular Momentum of a System (the Principle of
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Moments) During Impact. Reasoning as in the foregoing
case, let us write Eq. (77) for a particle of mass in the form

+ Sl-\- S‘k.

The vectors in this equation are applied to a particle which
remains motionless during the impact. Hence, taking the moments
of alt the vectors with respect to any centre 0, we obtain by
Varignon’s theorem, which is valid for any vector quantities.

^ )+ m„ (S^)+ (S*).

Writing such equations for all the particles of a system and
adding Ihem, we obtain

2 — 2 =2 "*0 isi) 4-2 (5't).

The summations in the left side represent the total angularmomentum of system with respect to 0 at the end and thi be-
ginning of the impact, which we shall denote K, and K resnec-
tr^vely. From the property of internal forces, the “sum ofthe rnoments of the internal Impulses in the right side of theequation is zero. Tlius. we finally have

/C. —/<,=2 /n„ (Sp
.

(gO)

i.e the change during impact of the total angular momentum of

f

is equal to the sum of the mo~

For the projections on any axis x. Eq. (80) gives

K IX
(81 )

damental*' P^Sem^ or* *0 the fun-

? body are considered moliinTess during P^^ticles of
impact Iheir impulses are considered. Therefore ‘

i?"is niff °idirectly (from the force and displacement the wnlu nl
* P^ssi'^le localculate

Later on we shall consider only^the question of defelm- ^ 'V'P'' forces.
kmetic energy of bodies during Impact T§ 173)^ ^ ®
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velocities before impact, but also on their elastic or plastic proo-
erties, which are characterised by the coefficient of restitution

^

Consider a sphere falling vertically on a fixed horizontal plate
(Fig. 369). There are two stages in the direct impact that will
take place between them. During the first stage, known as the
period of deformation, the velocities of the particles of the sphere
which at the beginning of the impact are v (assuming the sphere
to be in translatory motion) drop to zero. The sphere deforms

(assuming the plate to be rigid) and its total initial ki-

netic energy -jAfy* turns into the internal potential

energy of deformation. During the second stage of the
impact, known as the period of restitution, the inter-
nal elastic forces of the sphere work to restore its

shape and the internal potential energy turns into the
kinetic energy of motion of the particles of the sphere.
At the end of the impact, the velocities of the par-
ticles will be w, and the kinetic energy of the sphere,

Fig. 369.

spent

Y Mu*. Actually, however, the mechanical energy of

the sphere is not restored completely, as part of it

js spent on giving the sphere some residual deformation and
on heating it. Therefore, u is always less than u.

The coefficient of restitution k for direct impact of a body against
a fixed obstacle is equal to the ratio of the magnitudes of the ve-

locity of separation to the velocity of approach:

(82)

The coefficient of restitution for different bodies is determined

experimentally. Experiments show that for changes of the veloc-

ity V within small limits the value of k depends only on the

material of the colliding bodies.

The limiting values of k are k= \ for perfectly elastic impact

in which the mechanical energy of a body is completely restored

after impact, and k= 0 for perfectly inelastic impact when the

impact ends with the end of the period of deformation and the

mechanical energy of a body is lost completely in deformation

and heating.
The coefficient of restitution is determined experimentally by

investigating the free fall of a sphere from a known height H to

a plate. The height of the rebound h is then measured on a ver-

tical rule (Fig. 370). From Galileo’s formula.

v=V2gH and u= y2gh,
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whence

Coefficients of restitution for some bodies with a velocity of
approach in the order of 3 m sec are given in the table below .

Colliding bodies k

Wood on wood

Steel on sled

Ivory on ivory

Glass on glass ......

1/2

5/9

8/9

lS/16

Fig. 370.

171. Impact of a Body Against a Fixed Obstacle. Consider
a body sphere) of mass M hitting a fixed plate. The impulsive
force acting on the body will be the reaction of the plate. Let usdenote by 5 the impulse of this force during the impact. If thenormal to the surface of the body at its point of contact withthe pldte passes through the centre of mass of the body (for

IS always the case) the impact is called ceniral

hnH V i-
velocity of approach v of the centre of mass of the
along the normal « to the plate, the impact iscalled d/rec( impact; otheiAvise it is oblique impact

^

fJn
Impact. Writing Eq. (79) in terms of the proiec-ions on the norinal n (see Fig. 369), and taking into accountthat Q^=Mv and Q,= Af«. we obtain

quenUy,*"
""= "’ S„=5. Conse-

^>ve problems is given by

unLT^^quantMies'n a-ld' S, w"e t'w
'™"’

S= Al(A-|-l)y.
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We see that the greater (he coefficient of restitution k th.fireater the impulse in impact. This dependence and Iwas pointed out in § 170.
uciween o and k

In order to determine the average value of the impulsive force(the reaction) we must also know (he time of imnacf t whirh
be found experimentally.

impact t, which can

n X a n, p I e When a steel sphere of weight p = 1 kg falls from a height// — 3 tn on a sicei plate (* — 5 9) «e have v ’l/'oTTTf^ 7 7 ^
.

msec. The impulse of ’impact will be
^ • m.sec, and

5 = 1.2 kg-sec.

reacUonVmL'^'
^ = value of the inipulse

4 ^2.400 kg.

2 Oblique Impact. Let the velocity of approach © of the
centre of mass of a body make an angle a with the normal to

a plate, and the velocity of separation u
an angle p (Fig. 371). Then Eq. (78) in

terms of the projections on the tangent t
and (he normal n gives

Af (u,— V,)= 0, M {ti„— v„)= S.

The coefficient of restitution in this case
is equal to the ratio of the magnitudes of

lu„| and as impact acts only
Fig. 371. along the normal to the surface (we ne-

glect friction). Then, taking the signs into
account, we obtain u„=— kv„, and finally we have

= u„= -kv„, S= M\v„\(\-irk).

These equations enable us to find the magnitude and direction
of the velocity of separation and (he impulse of the forces of

impact if the quantities M. v, a, and k are known. In particular,

noting that v.=
\
v„\ tan a and u^= \u„

\
tan p, from the first

equation we obtain |«„|tan ps=|u„| tan a, whence

A_ l“»l _tana
\^n\ "tanp*

Thus, in oblique impact the coefficient of restitution equals the

ratio of the tangent of the angle of approach to the tangent of

the angle of rebound. As *<1, a<p, i.e., the angle of rebound

is always smaller than the angle of approach.
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172. Direct Central Impact of Two Bodies (Impact of Spheres).

Impact of two colliding bodies is said to be direct and central

when the conimon normal to the surfaces of the bodies through
their point of contact passes through their centres of mass and
when the approach velocities of the centres of mass are directed
along this common normal. .\n example of direct central impact
is the collision of two homogeneous balls whose centres moved
collinearly before impact.

Let us denote the masses of the colliding bodies by and /M,,
their approach velocities by y, and o,, and their velocities of
separation by u^ and Draw
through their centres of mass C,
and C. a coordinate axis C^x, alic'ays

directed from C, to C, (Fig. 372).
For a collision to take place, we
must have (otherwise the
first body will never catch up
with the second): furthermore we
shall have since a body
hitting another body can never
overtake it.

•Assuming that A/,. Af„ y,,. y,,,
and k are known, let us find u^
and u,. For this let us apj)ly the
theorem of the change in linear
momentum to the colliding bodies.
If we consider them as a single
system, the forces of impact will
As a result, Eq. (79) gives Q

Fi«. 372.

be internal, and =0.
= Q..> or

(83)

The second equation is obtained from the expression for the

l“e
° When twu bodies collide Ihe impulses of

bodies, i.e., on the difference y..— y... Therefore, for two collid-
‘ v

j • Illsmg bodies, taking into account that alwavs vwe obtain ^ IX> V and u lx U IX »

or

tx

tx

Wtjf —
(84)

u
(84')
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writing Eq. (79) for one of the bodies, the first, for instance. Then
= =—

5,^. (85)

Let us consider two limiting cases,
a) Perfectly Inelastic Impact (k= 0).

from Eqs. (84) and (83) we find
In this case,

'W.+Ai*

After impact both bodies move with the same velocity. The
impulse of the forces of impact acting on the bodies is

5 Af.Al,~ Af, -f Af,

b) Perfectly Elastic Impact (^= 1). In this case, from
Eqs. (83) and (84) we obtain

The impulse of the forces of impact is

2Af, Al,

AI, + Af,

S

We see that for perfectly elastic impact the impulse is double

the impulse in perfectly inelastic impact.

In the special case when /Vf,= Af, we obtain from Eqs. (87)

= «*x=^ix- "^hus. in perfectly

elastic impact two bodies of equal mass

e.Kchange their velocities.

Problem 168. Two balls of masses Af, and

Afj are suspended as shown in Fig. 373. The

first ball is pulled back through an angle a and

let go from rest. Alter impact, the second ball

swings away through an angle p. Find the co*

efrici?nt ot restitution for the balls.

Solution. The conditions of the problem

Fig. 373. make it possible to find the velocity of

approach o, of the centre of the first ball

and the velocity of separation u, of the centre of the second ball.

theorem of the change in kinetic energy in a displacement we lino

the first ball

i Af,o* = P,/£= Af,g/ ( 1 - cos a).
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where / is the distance of the centre of the ball from the point of suspension.
Hence,

Similarly, we find that

av,=2Y si siny .

sin-fi-.

Since in our ca<e y,= 0. E(js. (S3) and (84) give

Eliminating u,^ and noting that = and m^= u,. we obtain

At|0, (1 -|- ft) = (.\I| -f- Afj) Uj,
and finally we have

At, sill ^
- 1 .

^
Kinetic Energy in Perfectly Inelastic Impact.

Carnots Theorem. It follows from the reasoning in § 170 that in
inelastic impact the colliding bodies lose kinetic energy This loss
IS greatest in the case of perfectly inelastic impact. Let us calcu-
late the amount of kinetic energy lost by a system of two bodies
in perfectly inelastic impact.

Considering the colliding bodies to be in translatory motion
and denoting their common velocity after impact by m. we obtain
for the kinetic energy of the system at the beginning and the end
of impact

T’o= 4- (/M + M ^vlj

,

r,= 1 (Ai
,+ M,) H*

. (88)

The kinetic energy lost in impact will be T, — T,. Let uswrite this difference in the form

then

7',--7',= r,— 27’, + r,.

As, from Eq. (86).

2T,= (Ai
,
4- Ai.) H* =

(89)

(90)
Substituting info the right side of Eq. (89) the expressions tor

Jo)! we^ibUin
the right side of Eq.

= T 4-

4-m,«*4-m,«m.
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or

AI
,

- «
J* -L — «

J*.
(91)

The differences — wj and {v^^— uj give the velocity lost

by each body as a result of the impact. From Eq. (91) follows
Carnot’s* theorem: The kinetic energy lost by a system of
bodies in a perfectly inelastic impact is equal to the kinetic energy
the system iz'Ould have had if Us bidies moved with the lost veloc-

ities.

Let us consider the special case of collision with a body ini-

tially at rest. In this case u,= 0 and

then
Ah-I-.W,’

or

_ > / If 1 At . ..* _ 1

•—

2

+ — 2 2 ’

4f,

Af,+Af,

Eq. (92) gives the energy left in a system after impact. Let

us consider two interesting extremes.
a) Mass of Hitting Body Is Much Greater than

Mass of Hit Body (Af,^Afj). In this case we may consider

and Eq. (92) gives T, Thus, even if impact is perfectly ine-

lastic, there is practically no'loss of kinetic energy and the system

moves after impact with practically the same kinetic energy it had

at the beginning of the impact.

In practice this is of importance, for example, in hammering

nails, driving piles, etc. Clearly, the mass of the hammer should

be much greater than the mass of the nail (Fig. 374a).

b) Mass of Hit Body Is Much Greater than Mass
of Hitting Body (Af,>M,). In this case we may consider

Af,

Af, -f-Af,
0 ,

• Lazare Carnot (1753-1823), an outstanding French mathematician and

mechanic and a prominent public figure In the French Revolution.
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and Eq. (92) gives T, 0. i.e., practically all the kinetic energy

is lost on delormation and at the end of impact the bodies may
be considered motionless.

In practice this is of importance in forging, riveting, etc. In

these cases, therefore, the combined mass ot forging and anvil (or

rivet and support) should be much greater than the mass of the

hammer (Fig. 3746)

174. Impact with a Rotating Body. Consider a body rotating
about an axis z (Fig. 375). Let an impact impulse 5 be applied
at any Instant to the body. Then, from Eq. (81), we have

— — iS),

as the moments with respect to the z axis of the impulse reac-
tions 5^ and Sq in the bearings are zero. If at the beginning of im-
pact the body had an angular velocity w,, and
at the end of Impact its angular velocity be-
came (I),, then = and = and we
obtain

y,(w, — (oJs=m,(5) (93)
or

(93')

Eq. (93) gives the change in the angular veloc-
ity of a body due to impact. It follows from
the equation that the change in the angular ve-
locity of a body during impact is equal to the ratio

^ /mpM/se of impact to the moment of inertia

mlation
moments taken with respect to (he axis of

Impact. Impact gives rise to impulsive reac-tions at the points of support of an axis, which may lead to
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greater wear and tear of machine parts (especially bearings, shafts,
etc.), and even to their complete breakdown. Let us determine
the conditions in which impact with a body mounted on a shaft
will not cause impulsive pressures in its bearings.

First of all, the masses of the body should be dynamically
balanced with respect to the plane in which impact lakes place,
for example this plane can coincide with the plane of symmetry
of the body*. Consider a body having a plane of symmetry Oxij
and mounted on an axis AB perpendicular to that plane and
free to rotate in bearings A and B (Fig. 376). Draw an axis Oy
through the centre of mass C of the body and denote the distance
OC= a.

Let us assume that the body was at rest at the beginning of

impact ((j)„= 0). This assumption does not alter the final result.

The impulse 5 of the forces of

impact in the plane of symmet-
ry develops impulsive reactions

$A and Sfl in the bearings. Then,
from Eq. (78), we have

= 5+ (94)

In our case Q,= 0and Q,=
= Afac. where is the veloc-

ity of the centre of mass C of

the body at the end of impact.

From Eq. (94) we see that the

conditions 5.4 =5^= 0 can be

satisfied when 5=M«c-
It follows from this that the

impulse 5 should be parallel to

the velocity Uc, i-e.. perpendicular to OC (to the i/ axis). Fur-

thermore. as the vectors are equal, their magnitudes must be equal.

Hence

5= A'ff/(-= /Vfao),.

But, by Eq. (93'),

• For the sake of simplicity, the case is con^sidered when a body has a Plane

of symmetry Oxy perpendicular to its axis z.
.

, the’Dlane0.rw
valid for any case when there is no symmetry,

^
through a point 0 with respect to which axis a is the principal axis oi meru

of the body.
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Substituting this quantity Into the previous equation, we obtain

Eq. (95) defines the distance h from the axis at which the

impulse of impact must be applied.
Thus, in order to prevent the generation of impulsive reac-

tions in the points of support of an axis z fixed in a body the
following conditions are necessary:

1) that the impact be in the plane Oxy perpendicular to the
axis z, Oxy being the plane of symmetry of the body (or the axis
or rotation z should be the principal axis of inertia with respect
to its point of intersection with that plane, i.e., with respect to

point 0)*,

2) that the impact be directed perpendicular to the plane
through the axis of rotation Az and the centre of mass C of the
body:

3) that the Impulse of impact be applied at a distance

axis (on the same side of the qxis as the centre

of mass).
The point K through which will pass the impulse without

causing impulsive reactions in the points of support of the axis
is called the centre of impact.
Note that, from Eq. (95), the centre of impact coincides with

the centre of percussion of a compound pendulum. Therefore, as
was shown in § 154, A]>a, I.e., the distance from the axis to
the centre of impact is greater than to the centre of mass. If the
axis of rotation passes through the centre of mass, then a= 0
and h= <x>. In this case the centre of impact is in
infinity, and any impact will be transmit-
ted to the axis.

When impact in the plane of symmet-
ry Oxy does not pass through the centre /
of impact, impulsive reactions S.i and V
appear in the bearings.When the bearingsare
located symmetrically, = and these
quantitiescan be obtained from Eq. (94).

Applications of the above results are Ulus- -j??
trated by the following examples.

•• In designing a pivoted gunlock hammer
(Problem 169) or a pendulum impact-testing machine the axis of rotation
should be so chosen that the point of Impact should coincide with the centre
of impact with respect to the axis.
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2. Ill working with a hammer, you should hold the handle so that the
hitting end would be the centre of impact with respect to your hand. Failure
to do this re-ulls in a characteristic •"sling”.

3. In order not to ’sting” your hand when you hit something with a stick
(Fig. 377) the blow sliould be dealt with the point which is the centre of im-
pact with respect to your hand. If we consider the stick to be a homogeneous
rod of length / and the axis of rotation to be at the end in your hand, then

a^-L. y.=i-.Vf/*. and h=r-^= -|/.
Z 3 Aia 3

Thus, in the case shown in Fig. 377, the blow should be dealt with a
point of the stick two-thirds of the total distance away from the hand, or
one-third of the distance from the opposite end.

Problem 16 ‘». ,\t the beginning of impact with the firing pin 5 of a gun-
lock. a pivoted hammer AD (Fig. 378) has an angular velocity Uo- Determine
the acceleration ol the firing pin at the end of impact and the impulsive pres-

sure on axis /I. if the masses AI and m of tlie hammer and firing pin, the
moment of inertia of the hammer with respect to axis A, and the distances

a and b are all known. Point C is the cen-
tre of mass of the hammer.

Solution. Let us denote the impulses
acting on the hammer and the firing pin

during impact by S, and S,. Then, taking

into account that S, =Ss = S and e/j = 0 ,

we obtain lor the hammer |by Eq. (93)j

and for tlie firing pin [by Eq. (79));

y^lo), — <!),) =— Sf>. /nu« = S. (a)

The moment 56 is taken with a minus

sign because it is directed opposite (o the

rotation of the hammer. Moreover, since for

point D of the hammer <1)36 and

U[i= ii},b (Vd is the velocity of approach,

and u/) the velocity of separation), equation

(84), which gives the coefficient of resti-

tution for direct impact, gives

U[) — uji=— k(vo— i'b),

or (i),6 — ubs=— 6u)o6.

Substituting into this equation the expressions of w, and S from equations (a),

we obtain the velocity of the firing pin at the end of impact.

y^6(l+6)- <l>,0"

To determine the impulsive reaction Sa of the axis on the »^ammer. we

write Eq. (94) in terms of the projections on the axes /4jr and Ay. Taking

account that

we obtain

= Al vcx= Af 10,0, Qix= AJuc*— AIcOjO,

Ala (CO, — (0,) =— S + Sak»
(b)
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But from equation (a)

S = nm
mb

<i>, — w..=—
Substituting these values into equation tfe) atul replacing by its cxprc'-sion,

ue obtain linaily

o J x
—

, ,, 1 I.S

We see from this that at b — i.e.. when point D is the centre oF
/l|<i

impact, 5^ = 0. When Mob we have > 0, i.e., Ilie iinptiUivc pres-

sure on the hammer is dircclcd to the left and the pressure on (he axis lev

the riglit. At Ala^ > 7^), the pressure on the axis is directed to the left.
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graphical analysis of 156

harmonic 133

inertia 32. 228
law of 129
natural method of describing 147

of a body having a fixed point 193

of centre of mass 316-319

of a particle having variable mass
330

plane 170, 197. 209 362

projectile 245
rectilinear 129-132. 151. 233

resultant 198, 215, 223

retarded 132

rotational 162« 356
simple harmonic 133

translatory 160

transport 198, 209, 210

under no forces 32. 228

uniform 132

uniform curvilinear 151

uniform rectilinear 152

uniformly accelerated 133

uniformly retarded 133

uniformly variable 133

uniformly variable curvilinear 152

vector method of describing 138

Moving frame of reference 198
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Natural method of describing motion
147

Natural vibrations 2t)3

Non-conservative force 353
Non-deforniab!e system 345
Norma! accelcralioti 148. 151

Normal inertia force 274
Numerical value of a vector 130

Oblique impact 403. 404
Oscillation, centre of 3G0
Osculating plane 140

Parabolic velocity 303
Parallel-axis theorem 314
Parallel forces, 47, 109, 119

centre of 118-120
composition of 47, 48
equilibrium of 109
resolution of 49
resultant of 47, 48. I 19

Parallelepiped law 24
Parallelogram

law 18

of velocities 201
Parametric vibration 336
Particle, 227

acceleration of 143
freely falling 281
motion of 142, 151, 156
path of 142

Path.
absolute 199
elliptical 305
of a particle 142

Pendulum,
compound 359
inverted 361
physical 359
simple 288

Percussion, centre of 360
Perihelion 267
Period of vibration 134, 286, 291
Periodic force 292
Perfectly elastic impact 402, 4C6
Perleclly inelastic impact 402, 406
Phase 285
Physical pendulum 359
Physical system of units 230
Pitch 145
Pivot friction 95
Plane motion 170, 197, 209, 362
Plane truss 82
Planetary transmission 219
Polar coordinates, velocity in 156
Polygon.

cremona 85

force 25, 78
funicular 78, 79
string 78. 79
vector 25

Position of impending slip 91
Potential energy 353
Power 254. 347
Precession 370
Principal

axes of inertia 382
central axis of inertia 383
moment 57, 10.5

normal 148
problem of dynamics 230
problem of kinematics 129
vector 57, 105
vector of inerlia forces 374

Principle
ol moments 264-266, 333
of relativity 276
of solidification 19
of transmissibility 17
of- virtual work 388

Principles of statics 16
Product of inertia 382
Projectile motion 245
Projection

of the derivative of a vector 141
of a force 28

Propeller 336
Propulsion,

jet 326
propeller 326
reaction 326

Quantum mechanics II

Radius
of Curvature 149
of gyration 310
vector 97, 138

Reaction 20
effect 330
force 330
moment 336
of constraints 81, 270
of supports 81
propulsion 326
thrust 330
torque 336

Recoil 326
Rectangular components 30
Rectilinear motion 129-132, 151, 233
Re^^uctio^ of a force system 56, 58,

Reference system. 128
fixed 198, 228
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inertial 228. 276
moving 198

Relative
acceleration 199. 204
displacement 200
equilibrium 13. 277
motion 198. 273. 280
path 267
rest 279
velocity 199

Relativity, theory of 11

Resolution of forces 25
Resonance 2t)3, 2^)7

Rest 128

Restoring force 284
Resultant

force 16

motion 198. 215. 223
of parallel forces 47, 48. 119
of rotations 222

Retarded motion 132
Rigid bodv 13

Rocket 329
Rolling friction 94
Rotating systems 335
Rotation. 162. 356

angle of 163
axis of 162
composition of 215, 221
equations of 357
instantaneous 216
instantaneous axis of 178, 194,216
resultant 222
uniform 164

uniformly variable 165
velocity of 165

Rough constraints 88

Satellite, artificial 304
Screw 145

line 224
motion 223
pitch 145. 224

Second 129

Second law of dynamics 228
Secotid problem of dynamics 230
Simple harmonic motion 133
Simple pendulum 288
Sliding friction 88
Sliding vector 17

Smooth constraints 91

Smooth surface 20
Solidification, principle of 19

Solution of trusses 83
Space 128

Speed 1 16

Spring, 255
static elongation of 287
stiffness of 255

Spring constant 255
Spur gearing 218
Stability of equilibrium 117
Static

deflection 262
, 287

elongation 287
friction 86, 87
load 28

Statically determinate systems 35
Statically indeterminate systems 35
Statics. 10. 13

axioms of 16

graphical 78
principles of 16

Steady-state forced vibration 295
Stiffness of spring 255
String polygon 78
Supplementary acceleration 206
Supports, reactions of 81

Systems of units 230

Tangential
acceleration 148. 151

inertia force 274
Technical system of units 230
Theorem

of the change in angular momen*
turn 333

of the change in kinetic energy

256. 277, 344
of the change in linear momentum

250. 324
of the composition of accelerations

2)5
of Coriolis 207
oi Euler-D'Alembert 193

of moments 51

of the motion of centre of mass

316
parallel-axis 314
of the projections of velocities 174

of three forces 34

of Varignon 45, 109

Theoretical mechanics 10

Theory of relativity 11

Thrust, reaction 330

Third law of dynamics 229

Time, 128

initial 234

Top 368
Torque 319. 346

reaction 357

Total mechanical energy 355
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Transient period 295

Translation, 160, 223
instantaneous 178, 217

velocity of 162

Transmissibility, principle of 17

Transport
acceleration 199

inertia force 276
motion 198, 209
velocity 199

Triangle, force 23
Trusses, 82

graphical analysis of 82
plane 82
solu (ion of 83

Tsiolkovsky’s formula 331

Tsiolkovsky's number 331

Turning moment 346, 357

Undamped forced vibration 292
Uniform

curvilinear motion 151

gravitational field 121

motion 132

rectilinear motion 152
rotation 164

Uniformly
accelerated motion 133
retarded motion 133
variable curvilinear motion 152
variable motion 133
variable rotation IGS

Unilateral constraints 389
Unit systems 230
Unstable equilibrium 118

Variable
force 226
mass 329
vector 138

Varignon’s theorem 45, 109
Vector, 96

acceleration 139
displacement 138
free 101

modulus of 130
numerical value of 130
principal 57. 105, 374
projection of a derivative 141
radius 97, 138
sliding 17

variable 138
velocity 138, 195

Velocity, 130. 173. 176

angular 1G3
approach 399
areal 267
average 130, 163

circular 166. 304
composition of 200
escape 303
ill polar coordinates 136
initial 234
instantaneous angular 194
instantaneous centre of zero 175
least initial 307
linear 1G6
of a particle 142
of free fall 241, 243
parabolic 303
projections of 174
separation 399
translation 162
uniform rotation 165

Velocity diagram 182
Velocity-time relationship 135
Vertical fall 281
Vibration, 284

amplitude of 133, 285
•angular frequency of 286
centre of 134
circular frequency of 286
damped 289
damped forced 294
forced 291, 297, 366
free 293
frequency of 286
natural 293
parametric 336
period of 134, 286, 291
phase of 285
steady-state forced 285
undamped forced 292

Virtual
displacement 386
work 388

Weight 121. 279

Work 251. 346 . 388
done by a conservative force 354
done by an elastic force 255
done by a force 251
done by friction 256
done by gravity 255. 346

Wrench 107

Zero member 86
Zhukovsky's platform 335
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